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FAMILY MOURNING.
PETER ROBINSON,

In respectfully addressing himself to the attention of the Nobility,

Gentry, and the Public, begs leave to renew his thanks for the

extraordinary patronage he continues to receive at this branch of

his business. LADIES and FAMILIES, whose bereavements

compel them to adopt

MOURNING ATTIRE,
Will find here the readiest and cheapest means of purchasing, the

Stock of General Mourning being one of the largest in London, both

of Goods made up ready for immediate Wear, and in the Piece.

FAMILIES RESIDING IN THE COUNTRY
Will SAVE BOTH TIME and EXPENSE by forwarding their

Letter Orders at once to the Warehouse, and the Goods will be

immediately despatched, FREE of CAEE1AGE, to any part,

accompanied by the Dressmaker, if necessary.

SKIRTS, trimmed with Patent Crape, from One Guinea to Ten.

MANTLES, in all the Newest Shapes, from One Guinea to Twenty.

BONNETS, in beautiful variety, from 10s. 6d. to Two Guineas.

MOURNING supplied for Servants extremely cheap.

* * The wear of every Article is guaranteed, and may be implicitly relied on.

Patterns of all the Fashionable Mourning Fabrics free.

PETER ROBINSON'S
GENERAL .

OURNING WAREHOUSE,
103 & 104, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.



ADVERTISE I

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.
NEW AND CHOICE BOOKS.

All the best Books of the Season are in Circulation at MUDIE'S
SELECT LIBRARY.

Fresh Copies continue to be added as the demand increases, and an

ample Supply is provided of all the principal Forthcoming Books as they

appear.

First Class Subscription (for the Newest Books), One Guinea per Annum,
and upwards, commencing at any date.

Class B Subscription, Half a Guinea per Annum.

Prospectuses, postage free, on application.

E'S SELECT LIBRARY.
TOWN AND VILLAGE BOOK CLUBS.

Book Societies in direct communication with MUDIE'S SELECT
LIBRARY are now established in nearly every Town and Tillage of

the Kingdom.

Two or three Friends in any Neighbourhood may unite in one Sub-

scription, and obtain a constant succession of the best New Books as they

appear, on moderate terms.

Prospectuses, postage free, on application.

UDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.
BOOKS FOR PRESENTS AND SCHOOL PRIZES.

NOW READY—POSTAGE FREE, ON APPLICATION,

A Revised Catalogue of Surplus Copies of Recent Books withdrawn
from MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, for Sale.

This Catalogue contains the Names of more than One Thousand Books,

of the Past and Previous Seasons, at the lowest Current Prices, with a

large Selection of Works of the best Authors, carefully selected from the

Library and re-issued in Ornamental Bindings for Presents and School

Prizes.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY (LIMITED),
NEW OXFORD STKEET, LONDON.
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ASIATIC BANKING CORPORATION.
INCOEPOEATED BY EOYAL CHAETEE.

AUTHORIZED CAPITAL, £2,000,000. PAID-UP CAPITAL, £500,000.

HEAD OFFICE, No. 4, LOMBARD STREET.

Board of Directors.

FRANCIS BOYKETT, Esq. Chairman (Messrs. Timothy Wiggin & Co.).

JOHN A. RUSSELL, Esq. Deputy-Chairman (Messrs. Grey & Coles, and Grey
& Co. Bombay).

THOMAS CARDWELL, Esq. (Messrs. Thomas Cardwell & Co. and Cardwell,
Parsons, & Co. Bombay).

CHARLES A. FEARON, Esq. (Messrs. Fearon & Co. late of Messrs. Augustine
Heard & Co. China).

WILLIAM MAITLAND, Esq. (Messrs. M'Killop, Stewart, & Co. Calcutta.)

Auditor.

A. G. MILNE, Esq. (Messrs. A. G. Milne & Co).

> Messrs. Coleman, Turquand, Youngs, & Co.

Official Auditors.

J. E. COLEMAN, Esq.

H. E. BIRD, Esq.

General Manager.

ANTHONY MORRISON, Esq. (at present in Bombay).

F. W. LAWRENCE, Esq. Acting General Manager.

Bankers.

THE BANK OF ENGLAND. | THE LONDON JOINT-STOCK BANK.

Agents in Ireland. Agents in Scotland.

THE NATIONAL BANK.
|
THE BRITISH LINEN COMPANY.

Brokers. Solicitors.

Messrs. FOSTER & BRAITHWAITE. I Messrs. FRESHFIELDS & NEWMAN.

Agencies and Branches are established at Bombay, Calcutta, Singapore, Ceylon,

Hongkong, Shanghai, and Melbourne.

The Corporation grant Drafts and negotiate Bills of Exchange, payable at the

above places, issue Letters of Credit and Circular Notes, and conduct every

description of Banking business connected with the East. They effect the

purchase and sale of Indian Securities, the receipt of Dividends, &c. and

undertake the safe custody of Securities. They also receive Deposits, bearing

interest, for fixed periods. Rates of Interest and Exchange may be ascertained

at the Head Office.
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Just published, in small 8vo. price 6s.

TTOUSEHOLD THEOLOGY. A Handbook of Religious
JS l_ Information respecting the Holy Bible, the Prayer Book, the Church, the

Ministry, Divine Worship, the Creeds, &c. &c. By the Rev. JOHN HENRY BLUNT,
Author of " Directorium Pastorale."

PJYINGTONS, London, Oxford, and Cambridge.

GREEK AND LATIN SCHOOL BOOKS BY THE REV. H. M. WILKINS.

Second Edition, in crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. and Key, 25. Qd.

ANUAL OF GREEK PROSE COMPOSITION. By
HENRY MUSGRAVE WILKINS, M.A. Fellow of Merton College, Oxford.

By the same Author, Revised Editions.

ELEMENTARY EXERCISES in GREEK PROSE COMPOSITION. Crown 8vo. is. Qd.

Key, 2s. 6d.

PROGRESSIVE GREEK DELECTUS, for the Use of Schools. 12mo. 4s. Key, 2s. 6d.

PROGRESSIVE GREEK ANTHOLOGY, on the same plan, and to follow in use the
above, price 5s.

MANUAL of LATIN PROSE COMPOSITION. Fourth Edition, crown 8vo. 5s. and
Key, 2s. Qd.

LATIN PROSE EXERCISES. 12mo. 4s. 6d. Key, 5s.

NOTES for LATIN LYRICS, in use in Harrow, Westminster, and Rugby Schools.

Sixth Edition, 12mo. 4s. Qd.

LATIN ANTHOLOGY, for the Junior Classes, 4s. Qd.

London : LONGMAN, GREEN, and CO. Paternoster Row.

LORD MACAULAY'S ESSAYS, LATEST EDITIONS.

In 2 vols, crown 8vo. price 8s. or in 7 Parts, Is. each.

pRITICAL and HISTORICAL ESSAYS contributed to the
V_^ Edinburgh Review. By the Right Hon. Lord MACAULAY. People's Edition.

Milton.
Machiavelli
Hallam's Constitutional History
Southey's Colloquies
R. Montgomery's Poems
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress
Civil Disabilities of the Jews
Moore's Life of Byron
Croker's Boswell's Johnson
Nugent's Memorial of Hampden
Burleigh and his Times
War of the Succession in Spain
Horace Walpole
William Pitt

Mackintosh's History of the Revolution.
Lord Bacon
Sir William Temple
Gladstone on Church and State
Lord Clive

Ranke's History of the Popes
Comic Dramatists of the Restoration
Lord Holland.
Warren Hastings
Frederick the Great
Madame D'Arblay
Life and Writings of Addison
The Earl of Chatham

LORD MACAULAY'S CRITICAL and HISTORICAL ESSAYS. Traveller's Edition,

complete in'One Volume, with Portrait and Vignette. Square crown 8vo. price 21s.

LORD MACAULAY'S CRITICAL and HISTORICAL ESSAYS contributed to the

Edinburgh Review. An Edition in Volumes for the Pocket. 3 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 21s.

LORD MACAULAY'S CRITICAL and HISTORICAL ESSAYS contributed to the

Edinburgh Review. Library Edition, the Eleventh, in 3 vols. 8vo. price 36s.

LIST of Fourteen of LORD MACAULAY'S ESSAYS, which may be had separately,

in 16mo. in the Traveller's Library :

Warren Hastings, 1*.

Lord Clive, Is.

William Pitt; and the Earl of Chatham, Is.

Ranke's History of the Popes. : and Gladstone on
Church and State, Is.

Life andWritings of Addison a:, d Horace Walpole, 1*.

Lord Bacon, Is.

Lord Byron; and the Comic Dramatists of the
Restoration, Is.

Frederick the Great, Is.

Hallam's Constitutional History of England, Is.

Croker's Edition of Boswell's Life of Johnson, Is.

London : LC1TGMAN, GREEK, and CO. Paternoster Row.
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DEDICATED BY PERMISSION TO THE RT. HON. W. E. GLADSTONE.

Now ready, Vol. I. 8vo. with Portrait and upwards of 100 Illustrations, price 21*. elegantly bound.
The work will be completed in one more Volume.

THE LIFE OF JOSIAH WEDGWOOD,
From his Private Correspondence and Family Papers in the possession of Joseph Mayer, Esq. F.S.A.
Francis Wedgwood, Esq., C. Darwin, Esq. M.A. F.R.S., Miss Wedgwood, and other authentic sources;"

with an introductory sketch of the Art of Pottery in England.

By ELIZA METEYARD.
"This is the Life of Wedgwood to the expected appearance of which I referred at Burslem."

—

Extract
from a Letter to the Author by the Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone.

" This very beautiful book is the first of two volumes which will contain that life of Wedgwood which
for the last fifteen years Miss Meteyard has had in view, and to which the Wedgwood family and all who
have papers valuable in relation to its subject have been cordially contributing. In his admirable sketch
of Wedgwood given at Burslem, it was to the publication of this biography that Mr. Gladstone looked
forward with pleasure. It is a very accurate and valuable book. To give their fullest value to the
engravings of works of art which largely enrich the volume, the biography has been made by its pub-
lishers a choice specimen of their own art as bookmakers. Neither care nor cost has been grudged."

—

Examiner.

THE NEW BOOKS.
| THE NEW NOVELS.

Brigand Life in Italy.
By Count Maffei. 2 vols. 8vo.

Impressions of Life at Home and
Abroad.

By Lord Eustace Cecil. 8vo. 14s.

Yachting in the West of England.
By the Rev. A. G. L'Estrange, R.T.Y.C. Svo.

with Illustrations. 15s. 6

Historic Pictures.
By A. Baillie Cochrane, M.P. 2 vols. 21s.

Haunted London.
By Walter Thornbury. Illustrated by F. W.

Fairholt, F.S.A. 21s.

Adventures among the Dyaks of
Borneo.

By F. Boyle, Esq. Svo. with Illustrations.

[In June.

Alec Forbes of Howglen.
By George Macdonald, M.A. 3 vols.

Violet Osborne.
By the Lady Emily Ponsonby. 3 vols.

Lisabee's Love Story.
By the Author of "John and I," "Dr. Jacob,"

&c. 3 vols.

Miss Carew.
By Amelia B. Edwards, Author of "Barbara's

History," &c. 3 vols. [In June.

Rose Aylmer's Home.
Christian's Mistake.

By the Author of " John Halifax." 1 vol.

A Faithful Woman.
By the Author of " Cousin Geoffrey." 3 vols.

HURST & BLACKETT, Publishers, 13, GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET.

NEW VOLLME OF THE ANNUAL KEGISTEE.

Just published, in 8vo. price 18s.

THE ANNUAL REGISTER; a Review of Public Events
at Home and Abroad, for -the Year 1864 ; being the Second YGlume of an

improved Series.

The following critiques upon the volume for 1863 have been selected from a number
of favourable notices.

"This is the first of a new and improved series, upon which a most favourable judgment may be
pronounced. The value of a book of this kind cannot be over estimated."

—

Press.
"There is abundant assurance about the manner and method of its arrangement to prove that persons

well up in literature have been employed to put it together, the result of which is, that as a work of
reference it will be invaluable."

—

Bell's Messenger.
"In its improved form, the Annual Register 'will be welcome to all who wish for a good and trust-

worthy record of the past year."

—

Header.
" The ' History of England ' has been transformed into a continuous narrative from a mere abridgment

of Hansard, and the notices of foreign countries are as careful as ever."

—

Spectator.
"This, the latest volume, presents many improvements Of great value to all who take an

interest in the affairs of Nations."

—

Daily News.

London : RIYINGTONS, Waterloo Place ; and the other Proprietors.

Just published, in small Svo. price 5s.

LIFE IN THE WORLD, being a Selection from Sermons
Preached at St. Luke's, Berwick Street. By the Rev. HARRY JONES, M.A.

Incumbent of St. Luke's, Berwick Street, Soho.

fRIVINGTONS, London, Oxford, and Cambridge,
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MR. palgravp:'s book of travels.

"A STIRRING TALE OF ADVENTURE TN AN
AND VIRGIN COUNTRY^

ABSOLUTELY NEW

Immediately.

To be had at all the Libraries, Two Vols. 8vo. cloth ; with a Portrait of the Author, Map,
and Plans illustrating the Route,

A NARRATIVE OF A YEAR'S JOURNEY
THROUGH

CENTRAL AND EASTERN ARABIA.
1862-3.

By WILLIAM GIFFORD PALGRAVE,
Late of the 8th Regiment Bombay N. I.

"A stirring tale of adventure in an absolutely new and virgin country, hitherto

unvisited, except under conditions which reduced the traveller to the category of a mere
senseless corpse in a coffin. He told his tale, too, more as Herodotus would have recited

at Olympia, than like a commonplace voyager of the nineteenth century. He spoke with
all the spirit and picturesqueness of the old Greek, combined with the careful eloquence
of a grained orator, and his crowded audience admired and applauded the accomplish-
ments of the speaker, no less than they appreciated the interest of the primeval Eastern
country thus, brought before their eyes."

—

Quarterly Revieio on Mr. Palgrave's Paper,
read before the Royal Geographical Society.

MACMILLAN AND CO. LONDON AND CAMBRIDGE.

Messrs. BLACKWOOD & 8
1.

In post 8vo. price 7s. 6d. A Second Series of

ESSAYS ON SOCIAL SUBJECTS.
Reprinted from the " Saturday Review."

In post Svo. price 5s. cloth. A New and Cheap
Edition of

CAPTAIN SHERARD OSBORN'S
STRAY LEAVES FROM AN

ARCTIC JOURNAL

;

OR, EIGHTEEN MONTHS IN THE POLAR
REGIONS IN SEARCH OF SIR JOHN

FRANKLIN'S EXPEDITION IN 1850-51.

To which is added, The CAREER, LAST
VOYAGE, AND FATE OF CAPTAIN SIR
JOHN FRANKLIN.

To be completed in 12 monthly volumes at Is. each.
A Cheap Edition of

TALES FROM "BLACKWOOD."
Vols. I. and II. are published.

4.

In Post Svo. price 6s. cloth.

FAUST ; A DRAMATIC POEM.
By GOETHE.

Translated in English Verse by THEODORE
MARTIN.

5.

In small Svo. price 3s. 6d. cloth.

COMPARATIVE GEOGRAPHY.
By CARL RITTER, late Professor of Geography

in the University of Berlin.

Translated by W. L. GAGE.

6.

In post Svo. price 9s. cloth.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF
EMINENT SOLDIERS

OF THE LAST FOUR CENTURIES.
Bv the late MAJOR-GENERAL JOHN

MITCHELL, Author of "Life of Wallenstein,"
the " Fall of Napoleon," &c.

Edited, with a Memoir of the Author, by
LEONARD SCHMITZ,LL.D.

In one volume, post Svo.

MILITARY OPERATIONS EX-
PLAINED AND ILLUSTRATED.

By COLONEL E. B. HAMLYN, R.A.
Late Professor of Military History, Strategy, and

Tactics at the Staff College.

In one volume, with Plans.
[In the Press.

S.

In square Svo. price Is. 6d. cloth, A New Edition,
being the seventeenth, of

LAYS OF THE SCOTTISH
CAVALIERS:

By W. EDMONDSTOUNE AYTOUN, D.C.L.
Professor of Belles Lettres in the University of

Edinburgh.

45, GEORGE STREET, EDINBURGH: and 37, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON.
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In the press, imperial 16mo. 826 pages-

THE STUDENT'SENGLISH DICTIONARY,
ETYMOLOGICAL, PRONOUNCING, AND EXPLANATORY,

By JOHN OGILVIE, LL.D.
Editor of " The Imperial" and of " The Comprehensive Dictionary."

ILLUSTRATED BY ABOUT THREE HUNDRED ENGRAVINGS ON WOOD.
This Work has heen specially prepared for the use of Colleges, Academies, and Advanced Schools. It

claims to he characterized by the following features:—A full and carefully-prepared Etymology, in which
the Words are traced to their ultimate sources ; a logical arrangement of the meanings of the' Words, in
which the Root or primary meaning is inserted first, and the other significations follow in a gradually
divergent sequence; a simple and easily understood plan of showing the Pronunciation by re-writing the

Word ; Pictorial Illustrations of a useful kind.

London: BLACKIE AND SON, Paternoster Row; Edinburgh and Glasgow.

To be had Everywhere,

THE

GLO

Complete in One Volume.

Macmillan and Co.,

London and Cambridge.

Handsome Chased Tine Cake Basket . . . . < £1 10
Ditto Bread Basket to match ...*... 2
Ditto Engraved Salver, 6 Inches ...... 15

Ditto ditto ditto, 7 Inches 18
Ditto ditto ditto, 8 Inches 11
Superior Vine Breakfast Cruet 10
Elegant Four-glass Cruet Frame 10
Elegant Soup Tureen, to hold two qur.rto ... 4 10
Set of Three Superior Table Dishes 5
Venison Dish, for Hot Water, to match ... 7 6

Bet of Hour Extra Dishes 5 10
Set of Warmers for ditto 6
Elegant Soup Tureen, to hold three quarts ..55

ATENT ELECTRO PLATE
(AMA.X.GABSATED SILVER)

Is the only Article equal to Silver.

XEGTRO-PLATED SPOONS & FORKS, FULL SIZE.

Best quality.

12 Table Forks . . .

12 Table Spoons . .

12 Dessert Forks . .

12 Dessert Spoons . .

12 Tea Spoons . . .

2 Sauce Ladles . *

1 Gravy Spoon . .

4 Salt Spoons (gilt) .

1 Mustard Spoon, do.

1 Pair Sugar Tongs .

1 Pair Fisn Carvers .

1 Butter Knife . .

1 Soup Ladle . . .

8 Egg Spoons (gilt) .

Fiddle
Pattern
£1 16

1 16
17

7
16

8

Thread
Pattern,

£2 8
2 8

1 16

King's Lily
Pattern. Pattern.

£3 £3 10

0*

8

8

6

12
10

15
4
8 6
10 6

10
2 6

4 6
7 6
6

16
15

2
2
7

10 6

11

12

3

12
6

17 6
18

14
3 6

7
18
7

1 C

Complete Service £10 12 10 14 9 6 17 6 20 12

Any Article sold separately at the above rate,

which is one-third less than the nsual charges.

One Set of Four Corner Dishes (forming 8 Dishes), £5;
one Set of Four Dish Covers—viz., one 20-inch, one 18-inch,

and two 14-inch—£9 18«. ; Cruet Frame, 4-Glass, 20#. ; Full-

size Tea and Coffee Service, £9 10*. A Costly Book of En-

gravings, with prices attached, sent per post gratis. Spoons

and Forksiof equal quality usually charged one-third more.

This Establishment, the oldest of its class in London, dating from Queen Elizabeth, when it was known as the

Old Golden Ball, of Bowyer Kow (now Ludgate Street), ought to be a guarantee of the quality of the wares now offered.

B"ull information about prices, copiously illustrated (with 100 designs), is contained in a new Catalogue (Gratis).

Thomas West, 3, Ludgate Hill, London. Manufactory, Victoria Works,
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Monthly List of Publications—June.

Gustavus Adolphus.
SOCIAL ASPECTS OF THE THIRTY YEARS' WAR. Two Lectures by
RICHARD CHEVENIX TRENCH, D.D. Archbishop of Dublin. [In the Press.

The Life of John Clare.
By FREDERICK MARTIN, Author of "The Statesman's Year-Book," &c. With
a Vignette Portrait. Crown 8vo. cloth, *].s. 6c/. [This day.

Letters from Egypt. 1863—65.
By LADY DUFF-GORDON. Crown Svo. cloth, price &f. 6d. [This day.

Cawnpore.
By G. O. TREVELYAN, Author of "The Competition Wallah." Illustrated with a

Plan of Cawnpore, and Two Engravings from Photographs of the Burial-Ground and the

Well. The History is drawn from Authentic, and, in many cases, from new sources.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price los. 6d.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

The Competition Wallah.
By G. O. TREVELYAN. Crown 8vo. cloth, price gs.

" Interesting for their racy description of European life in India, as seen by the quick eye, and
measured by the sharp satire, of an intelligent new comer. Those that follow are of more serious import,
seeking to tell the truth about the Hindoo character, and English influences, good and bad, upon it, as
well as to suggest some better course of treatment than that hitherto adopted."

—

Examiner.

Words and Places

;

Or, ETYMOLOGICAL ILLUSTRATIONS OF HISTORY, ETHNOLOGY, AND
GEOGRAPHY. With a Map showing the settlements of the Celts, Saxons, Danes, and
Norwegians in the British Isles and Northern France. By the Rev. ISAAC TAYLOR,

M.A. A New Edition, crown Svo. cloth, price 12s. 6d.

History of Christian Names.
By the Author of "The Heir of Redclyffe." 2 Vols, crown 8vo. cloth, price 21s.

Prehistoric Man :

RESEARCHES INTO THE ORIGIN OF CIVILIZATION IN THE OLD AND
NEW WORLD. By DANIEL WILSON, LL.D. Revised and partly re-written, with

numerous Illustrations. New Edition, i Vol. 8vo. {Shortly.

Echoes of Many Voices from Many Lands.
By A. F. i8mo. cloth extra, gilt. {This day.

"Men crave for Happiness from what happens, but God promises Peace happen what may.

"

LONDON AND CAMBRIDGE.
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Monthly List of New Publications—continued.

A Book of Thoughts.
By II. A. Beautifully printed on toned paper, and elegantly bound in cloth gilt, and

dull gilt edges. i8mo. price 3-r. 6d,

New Volumes of the Golden Treasury Series.

The Poetical Works of Robert Burns.
Edited from the best Printed and Manuscript Authorities, with Copious Glossarial

Index, and a Biographical Memoir. By ALEXANDER SMITH.
Two Vols, handsomely bound in cloth, with Vignette and Design by J. B. engraved

by Shaw. Price gs.

"This certainly is the handsomest, most convenient, and most accurate pocket edition of Burns."

—

Spectator.
" Beyond all question this is the most beautiful edition of Burns yet out."

—

Edinburgh Daily Review.

The Poetical Works of John Milton.
Edited, with Text collated from the best Authorities, and with Critical and Explanatory

Notes, by DAVID MASSON. [In the Press.

(This will form part of the Golden Treasury Series.)

English Idylls.
By JANE ELLICE. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

Essays, Biographical and Critical

;

Chiefly on the English Poets. By DAVID MASSON, M.A. Professor of English

Literature in University College, London. 8vo. cloth, price 12s. 6d.

British Novelists and their Styles

;

Iking a Critical Sketch of the History of British Prose Fiction. By DAVID
MASSON, M.A. Crown 8vo. cloth, price Js. 6d.

Also, by the same Author,

Recent British Philosophy

:

A Review with Criticisms. By DAVID MASSON. [Immediately.

Essays in Criticism.
By MATTHEW ARNOLD, Professor of Poetry in the University of Oxford.

Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 6s.

Ballads and Songs of Brittany.
By TOM TAYLOR. Translated from the " Barsaz-Breiz " of Vicomte Hersart de la

Villemarque. With some of the Original Melodies harmonized by Mrs. Tom Taylor.
With Illustrations by J. Tissot, J. E. Millais, R.A. J. Tenniel, C. Keene, E. Corbould,

and H. K. Browne. Small 4X0. cloth, 12s.

" The book lias every external attraction ;— it is beautifully got up and illustrated;—the pieces are real

translations from genuine ancient Breton poems, and the translations are executed with great spirit and
power. The poems are really vigorous and beautiful."

—

Saturday Review.

MACMILLAN AND CO. LONDON AND CAMBRIDGE.
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Monthly List of New Publications—continued.

The Prince's Progress, and other Poems.
By CHRISTINA G. ROSSETTI. [In the Press.

Goblin Market, and other Poems.
By CHRISTINA G. ROSSETTI. With Two Illustrations from Designs by D. (J.

Rossetti. Second Edition, fcap. 8vo. cloth, price $s,

Dante's Comedy : The Hell.
Translated into Literal Blank Verse. By W. M. ROSSETTI. With Introduction and

Notes. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, price 5-f.

THE CAMBRIDGE SHAKESPEARE.

The Works of William Shakespeare.
Edited by W. G. CLARK and W. ALDIS WRIGHT.

To be completed in Eight Volumes, demy 8vo. each \os. 6d.

This day is published Volume VI. containing :

—

Henry VIII. Troilus and Cressida,
Coriolanus, Titus Andronicus, Romeo and Juliet, and a Reprint of the Quarto

of 1597.

The Editors hope that Volumes VII. and VIII. completing the work, will be ready fo

publication before the close of the present year.

The Scenery of Scotland
IN CONNEXION WITH ITS PHYSICAL GEOLOGY. By ARCHIBALD GEIKIE.
With Illustrations, and a new Geological Map of Scotland, by SIR RODERICK I.

MURCHISON and A. GEIKIE. {Early in the Summerfor Tourists.

THE BOOKS OF THE VAUDOIS.

The Waldensian Manuscripts,
Preserved in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin. With an Appendix, containing a
correspondence (reprinted from the British Magazine) on the Poems of the Poor of Lyons,
the antiquity and genuineness of the Waldensian Literature, and the supposed loss of the

Morland MSS. at Cambridge. By JAMES HENTHORN TODD, D.D. M.R.I.A.
F.S.A. Senior Fellow of Trinity College, Regius Professor of Hebrew in the University,

and Precentor of St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin.

This work proves that the original MSS. made use of by Jean Paul Perrin in com-
piling his history of the Vaudois, are now in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin.
It contains an account of the supposed loss of the Morland MSS. from the University
Library, Cambridge, and their recent recovery. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

The Coal Question :

An Inquiry concerning the Progress of the Nation and the Probable Exhaustion of our
Coal Mines. By W. STANLEY JEVONS, M.A. Fellow of the Statistical Society.

8vo. cloth, price 10s. 6d.

A History of the Mathematical Theory of

Probability.
FROM THE TIME OF PASCAL TO THAT OF LAPLACE. By ISAAC

TODHUNTER, M.A. F.R.S. Svo. cloth, price ids. {This day.

LONDON AND CAMBRIDGE.
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Monthly List of New Publications—continued.

NEW NOVEL.

THE AARBERGS.
BY ROSAMOND HERVEY.

«

New Novel, Two Vols, crown Svo. cloth, 21s.

"All who can relish the more delicate flavour of thoughtfulness and sentiment en-

riching the quiet tone of common life will accept with gratitude a story so refined and
wholesome as 'The Aarbergs.' "

—

The Guardian.

<e A singularly pleasant book; as a specimen of pure idiomatic English, moving with

that conspicuous elegance and ease which show high breeding, it is especially and eminently

refreshing. The authoress has the art, too, of sustaining the interest by the development
of character, as well as of plot, by the progress of the story as a whole. Her characters,

moreover, while vigoi'ously drawn, and out of the common cast, are uncommon without
being unnatural."

—

Daily Nezvs.

MACMILLAN AND CO. LONDON AND CAMBRIDGE.

a Tale, and other Poems.

BY GEORGIANA LADY CHATTERTON.

Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 7^. 6d.

" The first poem in Lady Chatterton's volume is the longest and the best. . . . The
narrative in both its divisions has real interest, and is written with an earnestness, with
a delicate taste, and a pure feeling. . . . Lady Chatterton's merit lies in earnestness."

—

Afhenccum.

" 'Leonore' is a touching tale, pleasantly told in noble verse, full of much excellent

imagery, and yet narrated with a directness which says much for Lady Chatterton's con-

centrative power, and not a little for her poetic excellence. . . . Perhaps even better is

the second poem, 'Marie de Ganges,' as it is not only as interesting (and it is founded on
fact) but it also illustrates Lady Chatterton's command over various metres. We can
heartily recommend the volume to lovers of poetry, and we hope that, ere long, we shall

have the pleasure of reading another work from her hand. She writes sufficiently well

to encourage her to write oftener."

—

Standard,

" 'Leonore' is a legend of old times—its scene being laid in Southern France. . . .

The story has all the charms of a love romance, while the actors in it are creatures of

flesh and blood. . . . The narrative, in both its divisions, has real interest, and is written

with earnestness, delicate taste, and pure feeling. "

—

Athena um.

" Lady Chatterton's poetiy happily combines freshness with experience,—fancy with
truth."—Art Journal.

" Lady Chatterton is possessed not only of the poet's sympathies, but also of his

knowledge how to use them. . . . The opportunity for depicting startling and difficult

situation is frequent, and Lady Chatterton is always equal to the task. In local colouring

and in individual touches, she is no less happy."

—

Reader.

"Fluent verse from the pen of an accomplished lady, whose poetic utterances arc

always sure to command a listening ear, and whose agreeable power of rendering a

charming love story in the smoothest of hexameters has received in this instance a ver\

pleasing illustration. "

—

Era.

MACMILLAN AND CO. LONDON AND CAMBRIDGE.
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Monthly hist of New Publications—continued.

MR. KINGSLEY'S NEW NOVEL.

This day is published, Second Edition, Three Vols, crown 8vo. cloth, price £i us. 67/.

The Hillyars and the Burtons:
A STORY OF TWO FAMILIES.

By HENRY KINGSLEY,
Author of "Austin Elliot," " Ravenshoe," &e.

" One of the most enjoyable books we have ever read."

—

Glasgow Herald.
" He handles his materials in masterly fashion, and creates his effects without effort."

—

Court Circular.

WORKS BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

Austin Elliot Third Edition. 2 vols, crown 8vo. cloth, 2\s.

The Recollections of Geoffry Hamlyn. Second Edition. Crown
8vo. cloth, 6s.

Ravenshoe. New Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, 6s.

Miss Russell's Hobby.
A NOVEL.

Two Vols, crown 8vo. price 12s. [This day.

NEW WORK BY THE AUTHOR OF "THE HEIR OF REDCLYFFE."
Two Vols, crown Svo. cloth, I2s.

The Clever Woman of the Family.
By the Author of " The Heir of Redclyffe."

"There is a good deal of carefully written dialogue, and the story flows on easily and agreeably."

—

Saturday Review.
" This bright and very agreeable book."

—

Daily News.
" An admirable study of English character and country life."

—

The Queen.

WORKS BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
History of Christian Names. Two Vols. Crown Svo. il. is.

The Heir of Redclyffe. Fifteenth Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

Dynevor Terrace. Third Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

The Daisy Chain. Seventh Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

Heart's Ease. Ninth Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Hopes and Fears. Second Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

The Young Stepmother. Crown Svo. ias*. 6d.

The Lances of Lynwood. i6mo. cloth, 3^. 6d.

The Little Duke. New Edition. Limp cloth, is. 6d.

The Trial ; More Links of the Daisy Chain. New Edition.
Crown 8vo. cloth, 6s.

A Second Edition of the New Novel by the Author of "Lost Sir Massingberd."

Married Beneath Him.
BY THE AUTHOR OF "LOST SIR MASSINGBERD."

Three Vols, crown Svo. ,£1 lis- 6d.

" It bears the stamp of originality ; it shows the polish of education ; it is illumined by flashes of wit and
freshened by rills of humour : it is graced by at least one piece of excellent poetry ; it bristles with pointed
satire ; it glistens with keen observation, and it reflects strong common sense."-—IllustratedLondon Ncvjs.

MACMILLAN AND CO. LONDON AND CAMBRIDGE.
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Macmillan
}

s List ofNew Books—continued.

A Critical History of Christian Literature and
DOCTRINE, FROM THE DEATH OF THE APOSTLES TO THE NICENE
COUNCIL. By JAMES DONALDSON, M. A. Vol. I. The Apostolic Fathers. 8vo.

cloth, \os. 6d.

The object of this work is to discuss the genuineness and authenticity of the Christian

writings assigned to the first three centuries, to examine minutely the circumstances of the

various writers, and the influences acting on them, to give a full and accurate account of

their theological opinions, and to indicate the steps in the development of a Christian

Theology in the first three centuries. A survey is given of the literature, English and
Continental, relating to the subject.

Discussions on the Gospels. In Two Parts.
Part I. On the Language employed by Our Lord and His disciples. Part II. On the

Original Language of St. Matthew's Gospel, the Origin and Authenticity of the Gospels.

By the Rev. ALEXANDER ROBERTS, D.D. Second Edition, revised and enlarged.

[8vo. cloth, price 16s.

"A most valuable contribution to our Biblical literature."

—

Saturday Review.

The Progress of Doctrine
IN THE NEW TESTAMENT. Considered in Eight Lectures preached before the

University of Oxford, 1864, on the Foundation of the late Rev. JOHN BAMPTON,
M.A. Canon of Salisbury. By THOMAS DEHANY BERNARD, M.A. of Exeter

College, Oxford ; Rector of Walcot. [8vo. cloth, Ss. 6a\

"An interesting contribution on his theme, if he has not exhausted it."

—

British Quarterly Record.
"The argument is clearly conceived and elegantly expressed."

—

Record.

The Intuitions of the Mind.
By JAMES M'COSH, LL.D. Professor of Logic and Metaphysics in the Queen's Uni-

versity for Ireland. A new and revised Edition, 8vo. cloth, price \os. 6d.

"The undertaking to adjust the claims of the sensational and intuitional philosophies, and of the a
posteriori and apriori methods, is not only legitimate, but accomplished in this work with a great amount
of success."

—

Westminster Review.
" It is the only scientific work adopted to counteract the English school 'including Mill, Bain, and Spencer

of Positive Philosophy which is so steadily prevailing among the students of the present generation."

—

London Quarteidy Review.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

The Method of the Divine Government,
PHYSICAL AND MORAL.

By JAMES M'COSH, LL.D. Professor of Logic and Metaphysics in the Queen's Uni-
versity for Ireland. Eighth Edition. 8vo. cloth, \os. 6d.

The Supernatural in Relation to the Natural.
By the Rev. JAMES M'COSH, LL.D. Crown Svo. cloth, p. 6d.

David

;

Four Sermons preached before the University of Cambridge.
BY CHARLES KINGSLEY, M.A.

Rector of Eversley ; Professor of Modern History in the University of Cambridge, and
Chaplain to the Queen, and to the Prince of Wales.

I. David's Weakness.—II. David's Strength.—III. David's Anger.—
IV. David's Deserts.

Fcap. Svo. cloth, price 2s. 6d.

Sermons Preached in Manchester.
BY ALEXANDER MACLAREN.

New and cheaper Edition, Fcap. Svo. 4s. 6<f.

Village Sermons.
By G. F. DE TEISSIER, B.D. Rector of Brampton, near Northampton, late Fellow
and Tutor of Corpus Christi College, Oxford. Second Series, Crown Svo. cloth, &r. 6d.

Also First Series, Crown Svo. 9^.

MACMILLAN AND CO. LONDON AND CAMBRIDGE.
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EAYE'S

Seventh Edition, Tenth Thousand, price 2s. Gd. !

post-free, 32 stamps.

TINT ON THE SKIN; a Guide
to the Prevention of Diseases of the

Skin and Hair. With Cases. By THOMAS
HUNT, F.R.C.S. Surgeon to the Dispensary
for Diseases of the Skin, 21a, Charlotte-street,

Fitzroy-square.

"Mr. Hunt has transferred these diseases from
the incurable class to the curable."

London: T. Richards, 37, Great Queen-st. W.C.

H C OLAT-MENIEE.
(Manufactured only in France.)

Annual consumption exceeds 4,000,000 lbs.

The healthiest, best, and most delicious Aliment
for Breakfast known since 1825; defies all honest
competition, unadulterated, highly nutritious, and
pure. Sold in Jib. Packets.

Also, especially manufactured for eating as
ordinary sweetmeats, or at dessert.

Wholesale, Mexier, 23, Henrietta Street, Covent
Garden, London ; Retail, by all respectable houses-

This invaluable Medicine, which has for nearly
half a century had a large and inceasing sale, is

admirably adapted to supply a great want—that of

a remedy always at hand, easy of application, and
certain in its results.

These Pills are a purely Vegetable preparation,
and may be taken at any time by either sex without
fear of danger. They act upon the bowels mildly
yet effectually, and by their fine tonic, aromatic,
and aperient properties, they remove all oppressive
accumulations, regulate the secretions of the liver

and bowels, strengthen the stomach, and purify the
blood. Unlike many remedies, they do not induce
liability to take cold or establish a necessity for the
habitual use of purgatives, and are thus strongly
recommended as the

BEST FAMILY MEDICINE.
Prepared solely by John Kaye, Esq. of Prospect

Hall, Woodford, Essex. Sold by all Chemists and
other dealers in patent medicines, at Is. \\d. 2s. 9d.
and 4s. 6d. Wholesale Depot, 22, Bread-street,
London.

Instant Relief and a Rapid Cure of
Asthma, Consumption, Influenza,

Coughs, Colds,

And all disorders of the Breath, Throat, and Lungs,
are insured by

TO SINGERS AND PUBLIC SPEAKERS
They are invaluable for clearing and strengthening
the Voice, and have a pleasant taste. Price Is. 1 %d.

2s. 9d. and 4s. 6d. per box. Sold by all Chemists.

Small Books, containing many "hundreds of Cures,
may be had from every Agent.

INDIGESTION AND BILE.
The only effectual and pleasant-tasting Stomachic

Aperient and Antibilious Medicine is

DR. LOCOCK'S
EXCELSIOE WAFERS.

It acts promptly, tastes delightfully, and requires no
restraint in diet or habits.

For all Bilious Affections, Heartburn, Sick Head-
aches, Giddiness, Pains in the Stomach, Flatulency
or Wind, Costiveness, and all those complaints
which arise from Indigestion or Biliousness.

Sold at Is. l.|rf. 2s. 9d. and 4s. 6<i. by all Druggists,
and by the Proprietors' Agents, Da Sii/va & Co.
26, Bride-lane, Fleet-street, London, E.C.

Beware ov Counterfeits.

The HAIR RESTORED, and
GREYNESS PREVENTED.

EETHAM'S HAIR FLUID has
stood the test of Thirteen Years' Trial, and

the demand for it is incredible, notwithstanding
numberless attempts to imitate it. It strengthens
weak and fine hair, promotes its growth on bald
places, prevents falling off*, and gradually restores
its colour when turning grey. The rich, glossy
appearance it imparts is truly beautiful. A trial

will astonish and delight you. Bottles 2s. 6d.,

4s. 6d., 7s. 6d. equal to 4 small, lis. to 6 small.
Proprietor, Beethaw, Chemist, Promenade-villas,
Cheltenham. London Agents, Atkinson, Old Bond-
street ; Sanger, 150, Oxford-street; Butler, Cheap-
side. All Chemists will procure it, if required.

And Clear Skins, with a DELIGHTFUL and LASTING FRAGRANCE, by using

FIELD'S (CELEBRATED
UNITEB SERVICE SOiLF TABLETS,

MADE OF THE
PUREST POSSIBLE INGREDIENTS,

EXQUISITELY PERFUMED,
And recommended by the Faculty.

ONLY SEE THAT the name of J. C
J. FIELD is on every Tablet.

FREE FROM
COCOA NUT OIL. FREE FROM

COCOA NUT OIL.

and

|§ UNITED SERVICfm

IfeSQAP TABLETS

6d. each.

THE

Wholesale at the Works, Upper Marsh, Lam-
beth, London, and retail of Chemists, Grocers,
and Perfumers throughout the Kingdom, where

also may be obtained their 4q\ each.
PRIZE MEDAL PARAFFINE CANDLES,

As adopted by Her Majesty's Government, and

NEW SELF-FITTING SNUFFLESS CANDLES,
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CONSUMPTION, COUGHS, COLDS, ASTHMA,
BRONCHITIS, NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM, SPASMS, &c.

CAUTION.-" IN CHANCERY."

ICE-CHANCELLOK WOOD stated that Dr. J. Collis
Browne was undoubtedly the Inventor of Chlorodyne. Eminent hospital

Physicians of London stated that Dr. J. Collis Browne was the discoverer of Chlorodyne;
that they proscribe it largely, and mean no other than Dr. Browne's.—See "Times,"
July 13th, 1864. The public, therefore, are cautioned against using any other than
Dr. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE.

THIS INVALUABLE REMEDY produces quiet refreshing sleep, relieves pain,

calms the system, restores the deranged functions, and stimulates healthy action of the
secretions of the body.

From J. M'GRIGOR CROFT, M.D. M.R.C. Physicians, London, late Staff-Surgeon to H.M.F.

"After prescribing Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne, for the last three years, in severe cases of
Neuralgia and Tic Doloreux, I feel that I am in a position to testity to its valuable effects. Really
in some cases it acted as a charm, when all other means had failed. Without being asked for this
report, I must come forward and state my candid opinion that it is a most valuable medicine."

From JNO. E. GOULSTONE, M.D. Knighton.

" I can confidently state that Cholorodyne is an admirable Sedative and Anti Spasmodic, having used
it in Neuralgia, Hysteria, Asthma, and Consumption, with remarkably favourable results. It relieved
a fit of Asthma in four minutes, where the patient had suffered eleven years in a most distressing
manner, no previous remedy having had so immediate and beneficial an effect."

No home should be without it. Sold in bottles, 2s. 9d. and 4s. 6d. Sent free, on receipt of stamps, by
J. T. DAVENPORT, 33, Great Russell-street, London, W.C. sole manufacturer. Observe particularly,

none genuine without the words " Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne" on the Government Stamp.

Be not misled by unscrupulous statements —Dr. J. C. Browne has never published the formula.

COOL AND REFRESHING TOILETTE REQUISITE.

.LDRIDGE'S BALM OF COLUMBIA, established up-
wards of 40 years, is the best and only certain remedy ever discovered for

Preserving, Strengthening, Beautifying, or Restoring, the Hair, Whiskers, and
Moustache, and preventing them turning grey. Sold in bottles, 3s. Qd., 6s. and lis. bv
C. and A. OLDRIDGE, 22, Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C. and all chemists
and perfumers. For Children's and Ladies' Hair it is most efficacious and unrivalled.

ADE MARK,

On each

THE BULLS HEAD,

Package.

For "Purity and Excellence of Quality"

OBTAINED THE

LY PRIZE MEDAL
At the Great Exhibition, 1862.

Sold by all Grocers, Druggists, &c, throughout the United Kingdom.

J. & J. Column, 26? Cannon Street, London, E.C.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.

, AND GENERAL
E SOCIETY.

LIFE

Established 1824.

The Eighth Bonus will be declared in January, 1867, and all Witli-Profit Policies

in force on the 30th June, 1866, will participate. Assurances effected before June

3th 1865, will participate on two Premiums, and thus receive a whole year's

additional share of Profits over later Policies. g

Tables of Rates, and Forms of Proposal, can be obtained from any of the Society's

Agents, or of
GEORGE CUTCLIFFE, Actuary & Secretary.

13, St. James's Square, London, S. W.

BEDSTEADS, BEDDING, CARPETS, AND CURTAINS.
~~

t7h. F1LMER & SON
Beg respectfully to call attention to their

Old-established
Manufactory and Ware-rooms,

CONTAINING THE

Largest Stock in the Kingdom,
Of the Quality and Design which, for the last

Thirty Years, has gained for them such exten-

sive patronage, the prices being the same as

frequently charged for inferior goods.

SUPERIOR
EASY CHAIRS AND SOFAS,

Of the Best Quality, made to any shape on
approval.
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CIRCULAR
EXTENDING DINiNG TABLES,
Opening to any size by a single movement.

T. II. FILMEB AND SONS,
Manufactory:

31, 32, & 34, Berners-street,

Oxford-street, London, W.

An Illustrated Priced Catalogue sent post-free.

IMPROVEMENTS IN SHIRTS.
Rcdgers's Improved Corazza Shirts, six for 37s. 6d. 42s.

and 48*.

Rodgers's Improved Coloured, six for 29s. and 34s. 6d.

Rodgers's Coloured Saxony Flannel, 7s, 6d. 10s. Gd. and
12s. 6d. each.

Rodgers's Improved Boys' Shirts, in all sizes, six for 20s.

26s. and 31s. 6d.

Rodgers's Improved Three-Fold Collars, 5s. 6d. Ss. 6d. and
lis. per dozen.

Rodgers's Improved Corazza Shirts are the best extant,
and for ease, elegance, and durability cannot be excelled.

Rodgers'S Descriptive Rooks with Illustrations and Patterns
of the new Coloured Flannels or Long Cloths, post free

for two stamps. Especial attention paid to Country
Orders. Printed forms for measurements are supplied
gratis.

Rodgers and Co. Improved Shirt Makers, 59, St. Martin's Lane,
Trafalgar Square, and 29, Corner of New Street, Covent
Garden, London. (Established 60 years.)
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FIELD, THE STREETS, OR AT HOME,

PROVIDED FOE BY A POLICY OF THE

:e company.

COMPENSATION FOR 10,000 CLAIMS
FOR ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS

Has been Promptly and Liberally Paid by this Company.

4, CORMHILL, LONDON E.G.

aCIOOO IN CASE OF DEATH,
Or £6 per Week while laid-up by Injury secured by an

Annual Payment of from £3 to £6 5s.

For Particulars apply to the Clerks at any of the Railway Stations, to the Local
Agents, or at the Offices,

64, CORNHILL, and 10, REGENT STREET.
WILLIAM J. VIAE",

Railway Passengers' Assurance Company, Secretary.

Empowered by Special Acts of Parliament, 1849 and 1864.

BY APPOINTMENT TO H.E.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

ALLEN S PORTMANTEAUS
:J$6?:.t

37, WEST STRAND, LONDON.
Illustrated Catalogue of 500 other Articles, for Home or Continental Tra-

velling-, Post Free.

Ifll

Allen's Patent Bag, Allen's Patent Quadruple
Portmanteau.

Allen's Patent Despatch-
Box-Desk.

Allen's New Dress-
ing Bag.

Lady's Wardrobe Portmanteau. Allen's New Dress
ing Bag.

Prize Medal awarded 1862 for General Excellence.
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THE DOVE IN THE EAGLE'S NEST.

BY THE AUTHOR OP " THE HEIR OP REDCLYFFE.

CHAPTER III.

THE FLOTSAM AND JETSAM OF THE
DEBATEABLE FORD.

Life in Schloss Adlerstein was little

less intolerable than Christina's imagi-

nation had depicted it. It was entirely-

devoid of all the graces of chivalry, and
its squalor and coarseness, magnified into

absurdity by haughtiness and violence,

were almost inconceivable.

Fortunately for her, the inmates of

the castle resided almost wholly below
stairs in the hall and kitchen, and in

some dismal dens in the thickness of

their walls. The height of the keep was
intended for dignity and defence, rather

than habitation ; and the upper chamber,

with its great state bed, where every-

body of the house of Adlerstein was
born and died, was not otherwise used,

except when Ermentrude, unable to bear

the oppressive confusion below stairs,

had escaped thither for quietness' sake.

No one else wished to inhabit it. The
chamber above was filled with the

various appliances for the defence of

the castle ; and no one would ever have
gone up the turret stairs had not a

warder been usually kept on the roof to

watch the roads leading to the Eord.

Otherwise, the Adlersteiners had all the

savage instinct of herding together in

as small a space as possible.

Ereiherrinn Kunigunde hardly ever

mounted to her daughter's chamber.
No. 68.

—

vol. xii.

All her affection was centred on the

strong and manly son, of whom she was
proud, while the sickly pining girl, who
would hardly find a mate of her own
rank, and who had not even dowry
enough for a convent, was such a shame
and burthen to her as to be almost a

distasteful object. But perversely, as it

seemed to her, the only daughter was
the darling of both father and brother,

who were ready to do anything to

gratify the girl's sick fancies, and hailed

with delight her pleasure in her new
attendant. Old Ursel was at first rather

envious and contemptuous of the childish

fragile stranger, but her gentleness dis-

armed the old woman ; and, when it was
plain that the young lady's sufferings

were greatly lessened by tender care,

dislike gave way to attachment, and
there was little more murmuring at the

menial services that were needed by the

two maidens, even when Ermentrude's

feeble fancies, or Christina's views of

dainty propriety, rendered them more
onerous than before. She was even

heard to rejoice that some Christian

care and tenderness had at last reached

her poor neglected child.

It was well for Christina that she

had such an ally. The poor child never

crept downstairs to the dinner or supper,

to fetch food for Ermentrude, or water

for herself, without a trembling and
shrinking of heart and nerves. Her
father's authority guarded her from rude

actions, but from rough tongues he
H
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neither could nor would guard her, nor

understand that what to some would
have been a compliment seemed to her

an alarming insult ; and her chief safe-

guard lay in her own insignificance and

want of attraction, and still more in the

modesty that concealed her terror at rude

jests sufficiently to prevent frightening

her from becoming an entertainment.

Her father, whom she looked on as a

cultivated person in comparison with

the rest of the world, did his best for

her after his own views, and gradually

brought her all the properties she had
left at the Kohler's hut. Therewith

she made a great difference in the aspect

of the chamber, under the full sanction

of the lords of the castle. Wolf, deer,

and sheep skins abounded; and, with

these, assisted by her father and old

Hatto, she tapestried the lower part of

the bare grim walls, a great bear's hide

covered the neighbourhood of the hearth,

and cushions were made of either of these

skins, and stuffed from Ursel's stores

of feathers. All these embellishments

were watched with great delight by
Ermentrude, who had never been made
of so much importance, and was as much
surprised as relieved by such attentions.

She was too young and too delicate to

reject civilization, and she let Christina

braid her hair, bathe her, and arrange

her dress, with sensations of comfort

that were almost like health. To train

her into occupying herself was, however,
as Christina soon found, in her present

state, impossible. She could spin and
sew a little, but hated both; and her
clumsy listless fingers only soiled and
wasted Christina's needles, silk, and lute

strings, and such damage was not so

easily remedied as in the streets of Ulm.
She was best provided for when looking

on at her attendant's busy hands, and
asking to be sung to, or told tales of

the active, busy scenes of the city life

—the dresses, fairs, festivals, and guild

processions.

The gentle nursing and the new
interests made her improve in health,

so that her father was delighted, and
Christina began to hope for a return

home. Sometimes the two girls would

take the air, either, on still days,

upon the battlements, where Ermentude
watched the Debateable Eord, and Chris-

tina gazed at the Danube and at Ulm

;

or they would find their way to a grassy

nook on the mountain side, where
Christina gathered gentians and saxi-

frage, trying to teach her young lady

that they were worth looking at, and
sighing at the thought of Master Gott-

fried's wreath when she met with the

asphodel seed-vessels. Once the quiet

mule was brought into requisition ; and,

with her brother walking by her, and
Sorel and his daughter in attendance,

Ermentrude rode towards the village of

Adlerstein. It was a collection of miser-

able huts, on a sheltered slope towards

the south, where there was earth enough
to grow some wretched rye and buck-

wdieat, subject to severe toll from the

lord of the soil. Perched on a hollow

rock above the slope was a rude little

church, over a cave where a hermit had
once lived and died in such odour of

sanctity that, his day happening to

coincide with that of St. John the

Baptist, the Blessed Eriedmund had
acquired the credit of the lion's share

both of _ the saint's honours and of the

old solstitial feast of Midsummer. This

wake was the one gaiety of the year,

and attracted a fair which was the sole

occasion of coming honestly by anything

from the outer world, nor had his cell

ever lacked a professional anchorite.

The Ereiherr of his day had been a

devout man, who had gone pilgrimage

with Kaiser Eriedrich of the Eed Beard,

and had brought home a bit of stone

from the council chamber at Xicaea, with

which he had presented the little church

that he built over the cavern. He had
named his son Eriedmund ; and there

were dim memories of his days as of a

golden age, before the TVildschlossen

had carried off the best of the property,

and when all went well.

This was Christina's first sight of a

church since her arrival, except that in

the chapel, which was a dismal neglected

vault, where a ruinous altar and moul-

dering crucifix testified to its sacred

purpose. The old baron had been ex-
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communicated for twenty years, ever

since he had harried the wains of the

Bishop of Augsburg on his way to

the Diet, and, though his household and
family were not under the same sen-

tence, " Sunday didna come abune the

pass." Christina's entreaty obtained

permission to enter the little building,

but she had knelt there only a few mo-
ments before her father came to hurry

her away, and her supplications that he

would some day take her to mass there

were whistled down the wind ; and
indeed the hermit was a layman, and
the church was only served on great

festivals by a monk from the convent

of St. Buprecht, on the distant side of

the mountain, which was further sup-

posed to be in the Schlangenwald in-

terest. Her best chance lay in infusing

the desire into Ermentrude, who by
watching her prayers and asking a few
questions had begun to acquire a few
clearer ideas. And what Ermentrude
wished had always hitherto been ac-

quiesced in by the two lords.

The elder baron came little into

Christina's way. He meant to be kind
to her, but she was dreadfully afraid of

him, and, when he came to visit his

daughter, shrank out of his notice as

much as possible, shuddering most of

all at his attempts at civilities. His
son she viewed as one of the thickwitted

giants meant to be food for the heroism
of good knights of romance. Except that

he was fairly conversant with the use of

weapons, and had occasionally ridden

beyond the shadow of his own moun-
tain, his range was quite as limited as

his sister's ; and he had an equal scorn

for all beyond it. His unfailing kind-

ness to his sister was, however, in his

favour, and he always eagerly followed

up any suggestion Christina made for

her pleasure. Much of his time was
spent on the child, whose chief nurse

and playmate he had been throughout

her malady ; and when she showed him
the stranger's arrangements, or repeated

to him, in a wondering, blundering way,
with constant appeals to her attendant,

the new tales she had heard, he used to

listen with a pleased awkward amaze-

ment at his little Ermentrude's astonish-

ing cleverness, joined sometimes with
real interest, evinced by his inquiries of

Christina. He certainly did not admire

the little slight pale bower-maiden, but

he seemed to look upon her like some
strange, almost uncanny, wise spirit out

of some other sphere, and his manner
towards her had none of the offensive

freedom apparent in even the old man's
patronage. It was, as Ermentrude once

said, laughing, almost as if he feared

that she might do something to him.

Christina had expected to see a ruf-

fian, and had found a boor, but she was
to be convinced that the ruffian existed

in him. Notice came up to the castle

of a convoy of waggons, and all was
excitement. Men at arms were mus-
tered, horses led down the Eagle's

Ladder, and an ambush prepared in the

woods. The autumn rains were already

swelling the floods, and the passage of

the ford would be difficult enough to

afford the assailants an easy prey.

The Ereiherrinn Kunigunde herself,

and all the women of the castle, hurried

into Ermentrude's room to enjoy the

view from her window. The young lady

herself was full of eager expectation,

but she knew enough of her maiden to

expect no sympathy from her, and loved

her well enough not to bring down on
her her mother's attention; so Christina

crept into her turret, unable to with-

draw her eyes from the sight, trembling,

weeping, praying, longing for power to

give a warning signal. Could they be
her own townsmen stopped on the way
to dear Ulm 1

She could see the waggons in mid-
stream, the warriors on the bank ; she

heard the triumphant outcries of the

mother and daughter in the outer room.

She saw the overthrow, the struggle, the

flight of a few scattered dark figures on
the farther side, the drawing out of the

goods on the nearer. Oh ! were those

leaping waves bearing down any good
men's corpses to the Danube, slain,

foully slain by her own father, and this

gang of robbers 1

She was glad that Ermentrude went
down with her mother to watch the

h2
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return of the victors. She crouched on

the floor sobbing, shuddering with grief

and indignation, and telling her beads

alike for murdered and murderers, till

after the sounds of welcome and exulta-

tion, she heard Sir Eberhard's heavy

tread, as he carried his sister upstairs.

Ermentrude went up at once to Chris-

tina.

"After all there was little for us!"

she said. " It was only a wain of wine

barrels ; and now will the drunkards

downstairs make good cheer. But Ebbo
could only win for me this gold chain

and medal, which was round the old

merchant's neck."

"Was he slain?" Christina asked

with pale lips.

"I only know I did not kill him,"

returned the baron ;
" I had him down

and got the prize, and that was enough

for me. What the rest of the fellows

may have done, I cannot say."

" But he has brought thee something,

Stina," continued Ermentrude. " Show
it to her, brother."

"My father sends you this for your

care of my sister," said Eberhard, hold-

ing out a brooch that had doubtless

fastened the band of the unfortunate

wine-merchant's bonnet.

"Thanks, sir; but, indeed, I may not

take it," said Christina, turning crimson,

and drawing back.
" So !

" he exclaimed in amaze ; then

bethinking himself, — "They are no
townsfolk of yours, but Constance
cowards."

" Take it, take it, Stina, or you will

anger my father," added Ermentrude.
" ISTo, lady, I thank the Barons both,

but it were sin in me," said Christina,

with trembling voice.

" Look you," said Eberhard ; "we
have the full right— 'tis a seignorial

right—to all the goods of every way-
farer that may be overthrown in our

river—as I am a true knight !
" he

added, earnestly.

" A true knight !
" repeated Chris-

tina, pushed hard, and very indignant

in all her terror. " The true knight's

part is to aid, not rob, the weak," and the

dark eyes flashed a vivid light.

" Christina ! " exclaimed Ermentrude,
in the extremity of her amazement,
"know you what you have said %—that

Eberhard is no true knight !

"

He meanwhile stood silent, utterly

taken by surprise, and letting his little

sister fight his battles.

" I cannot help it, Lady Ermentrude,"
said Christina, with trembling lips, and
eyes filling with tears. " You may drive

me from the castle. I only long to be
away from it ; but I cannot stain my
soul by saying that spoil and rapine are

the deeds of a true knight."

"My mother will beat you," cried

Ermentrude, passionately, ready to fly

to the head of the stairs ; but her brother

laid his hand upon her.

" Tush, Trudchen, keep thy tongue
still, child ! What does it hurt me ?"

And he turned on his heel and went
downstairs. Christina crept into her

turret, weeping bitterly and with many
a wild thought. Would they visit her

offence on her father % Would they

turn them both out together % If so,

would not her father hurl her down the

rocks rather than return her to Ulni?
Could she escape 1 Climb down the

dizzy rocks, it might be, succour the mer-

chant lying half dead on the meadows,
protect and be protected, be once more
among God-fearing Christians 1 And
as she felt her helplessness, the selfish

thoughts passed into a gush of tears

for the murdered man, lying suffering-

there, and for his possible wife and
children watching for him. Presently

Ermentrude peeped in. " Stina, Stina,

don't cry ; I will not tell my mother !

Come out, and finish my kerchief !

Come out. No one shall beat you."
" That is not what I wept for, lady,"

said Christina. "I do not think you
would bring harm on me. But oh ! I

would I were at home ! I grieve for

the bloodshed that I must see and may
not hinder, and for that poor merchant,"

"Oh!" said Ermentrude, "you need

not fear for him. I saw his own folk

return and lift him up. But what is

he to thee or to us 1

"

"I am a burgher maid, lady," said

Christina, recovering herself, and aware
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that it was of little use to bear testi-

mony to such an auditor as poor little

Ermentrude against the deeds of her

own father and brother, which had in

reality the sort of sanction Sir Eberhard
had mentioned, much akin to those

coast rights that were the temptation of

wreckers.

Still she could not but tremble at the

thought of her speech, and went down
to supper in greater trepidation than

usual, dreading that she should be ex-

pected to thank the Freiherr for his

gift. But, fortunately, manners were
too rare at Adlerstein for any such

omission to be remarkable, and the whole
establishment was in a state of noisy

triumph and merriment over the excel-

lence of the French wine they had
captured, so that she slipped into her

seat unobserved.

Every available drinking-horn and cup
was full. Ermentrude was eagerly pre-

sented with draughts by both father and
brother, and presently Sir Eberhard ex-

claimed, turning towards the shrinking

Christina with a rough laugh, "Maiden,
I trow thou wilt not taste %

"

Christina shook her head, and framed
a negative with her lips.

"What's this?" asked her father,

close to whom she sat. " Is't a fast-

day f'

There was a pause. Many were pre-

sent who regarded a fast-day much more
than the lives or goods of their neigh-

bours. Christina again shook her head.

"No matter," said good-natured Sir

Eberhard, evidently wishing to avert

any ill consequences from her. "'Tis

only her loss."

The mirth went on rough and loud,

and Christina felt this the worst of all

the miserable meals she had partaken
of in fear and trembling at this place

of her captivity. Ermentrude, too, was
soon in such a state of excitement, that

not only was Christina's womanhood
bitterly ashamed and grieved for her,

but there was serious danger that she

might at any moment break out with
some allusion to her maiden's recusancy
or her reply to Sir Eberhard.

Presently, however, Ermentrude laid

down her head and began to cry—
violent headache had come on—and her
brother took her in his arms to carry

her up the stairs ; but his potations had
begun before hers, and his step was far

from steady; he stumbled more than
once on the steps, shook and frightened

his sister, and set her down weeping"

petulantly. And then came a more
terrible moment ; his awe of Christina

had passed away ; he swore out that she

was a lovely maiden, with only too free

a tongue, and that a kiss must be the

seal of her pardon.

A house full of intoxicated men, no-

living creature who would care to pro-

tect her, scarce even her father ! But
extremity of terror gave her strength.

She spoke resolutely

—

" Sir Eberhard, your sister is ill

—

you are in no state to be here. Go-

down at once, nor insult a free maiden."

Probably the low-toned softness of

the voice, so utterly different from the

shrill wrangling notes of all the other

women he had known, took him by
surprise. He was still sober enough to

be subdued, almost cowed, by resistance

of a description unlike all he had ever

seen ; his alarm at Christina's superior

power returned in full force, he stag-

gered to the stairs, Christina rushed after

him, closed the heavy door with all her

force, fastened it inside, and would have
sunk down to weep but for Ermentrude's

peevish wTail of distress.

Happily Ermentrude was still a child,

and, neglected as she had been, she still

had had no one to make her precocious

in matters of this kind. She was quite

willing to take Christina's view of the

case, and not resent the exclusion of

her brother ; indeed, she was unwell

enough to dread the loudness of his

voice and rudeness of his revelry.

So the door remained shut, and Chris-

tina's resolve was taken that she would
so keep it while the wine lasted. And,
indeed, Ermentrude had so much fever

all that night and the next day that

no going down could be thought of,

JSTobody came near the maidens but

Ursel, and she described one continued

orgie that made Christina shudder again
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with fear and disgust. Those below

revelled without interval, except for

sleep; and they took their sleep just

where they happened to sink down, then

returned again to the liquor. The old

baroness repaired to the kitchen when the

revelry went beyond even her bearing;

but all the time the wine held out the

swine in the court were, as Ursel averred,

better company than the men in the

hall. Yet there might have been worse

even than this ; for old Ursel whispered

that at the bottom of the stairs there

was a trap-door. Did the maiden know
what it covered 1 It was an oubliette.

There was once a Strasburg armourer

who had refused ransom, and talked of

appealing to the Kaiser. He trod on that

door and Ursel pointed downwards.
" But since that time," she said, " my
young lord has never brought home a

prisoner."

No wonder that all this time Chris-

tina cowered at the discordant sounds

below, trembled, and prayed while she

waited on her poor young charge, who
tossed and moaned in fever and suffering.

She was still far from recovered when
the materials of the debauch failed, and
the household began to return to its

usual state. She was soon restlessly

pining for her brother; and when her
father came up to see her, received him
with scant welcome, and entreaties for

Ebbo. She knew she should be better

if she might only sit on his knee, and
lay her head on his shoulder. The old

Ereiherr offered to accommodate her;
but she rejected him petulantly, and
still called for Ebbo, till he went down,
promising that her brother should come.
With a fluttering heart Christina

awaited the noble whom she had per-

haps insulted, and whose advances had
more certainly insulted her. Would
he visit her with his anger, or return to

that more offensive familiarity
1

? She
longed to flee out of sight, when, after a
long interval, his heavy tread was heard

;

but she could not even take refuge in
her turret, for Ermentrude was leaning
against her. Somehow, the step was
less assured than usual ; he absolutely
knocked at the door; and, when he

came in, he acknowledged her by a

slight inclination of the head. If she

only had known it, this was the first

time that head had ever been bent to

any being, human or Divine ; but all

she did perceive was that Sir Eberhard
was in neither of the moods she dreaded,

only desperately shy and sheepish, and
extremely ashamed, not indeed of his

excess, which would have been, even to

a much tamer German baron, only a

happy accident, but of what had passed

between himself and her.

He was much grieved to perceive

how much ground Ermentrude had lost,

and gave himself up to fondling and
comforting her ; and in a few days more,

in their common cares for the sister,

Christina lost her newly-acquired horror

of the brother, and could not but be
grateful for his forbearance ; while she

was almost entertained by the increased

awe of herself shown by this huge robber

baron.

CHAPTEE IV.

SNOW-WREATHS WHEN 'TIS THAW.

Ermentrude had by no means recovered

the ground she had lost, when the

winter set in ; and blinding snow came
drifting down day and night, rendering

the whole viewr
, above and below, one

expanse of white, only broken by the

peaks of rock which were too steep to sus-

tain the snow. The waterfall lengthened

its icicles daily, and the whole court was
heaped with snow, up even to the top

of the high steps to the hall ; and thus,

Christina was told, would it continue

all the winter. What had previously

seemed to her a strangely door-like

window above the porch now became
the only mode of egress, when the

barons went out bear or wolf hunting,

or the younger took his crossbow and
hound to provide the wild-fowl, which,

under Christina's skilful hands, would
tempt the feeble appetite of Ermen-
trude when she was utterly unable io

touch the salted meats and sausages of

the household.

In spite of all endeavours to guard
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the windows and keep np the fire, the

cold withered the poor child like a

fading leaf, and she needed more and

more of tenderness and amusement to

distract her attention from her ailments.

Christina's resources were unfailing.

Out of the softer pine and birch woods
provided for the fire, she carved a set

of draughtsmen, and made a board by
ruling squares on the end of a settle,

and painting the alternate ones with

a compound of oil and charcoal. Even
the old baron was delighted with this

contrivance, and the pleasure it gave

his daughter. He remembered playing

at draughts in that portion of his youth

which had been a shade more polished,

and he felt as if the game were making
Ermentrude more like a lady. Christina

was encouraged to proceed with a set

of chessmen, and the shaping of their

characteristic heads under her dexterous

fingers was watched by Ermentrude like

something magical. Indeed, the young
lady entertained the belief that there

was no limit to her attendant's knowledge
or capacity.

Truly there was a greater brightness

and clearness beginning to dawn even
upon poor little Ermentrude's own dull

mind. She took more interest in every-

thing : songs were not solely lullabies,

but she cared to talk them over ; tales

to which she would once have been in-

capable of paying attention were eagerly

sought after ; and, above all, the spiritual

vacancy that her mind had hitherto pre-

sented was beginning to be filled up.

Christina had brought her own books

—

a library of extraordinary extent for a

maiden of the fifteenth century, but

which she owed to her uncle's con-

nexion with the arts of wood-cutting

and printing. A Vulgate from Dr.

Eaustus's own press, a mass book and
breviary, Thomas a Kempis's " Imita-

tion," and the " JSTuremburg Chronicle
"

all in Latin, and the poetry of the

gentle Minnesinger and bird lover,

Walther von Vogelweide, in the verna-

cular : these were her stock, which
Hausfrau Johanna had viewed as a

foolish encumbrance, and Hugh Sorel

would never have transported to the

castle unless they had been so well con-
cealed in Christina's kirtles that he had
taken them for parts of her wardrobe.

Most precious were they now, when,
out of the reach of all teaching save
her own, she had to infuse into the
sinking girl's mind the great mysteries

of life and death, that so she might not
leave the world without more hope or

faith than her heathen forefathers. Eor
that Ermentrude would live Christina

had never hoped, since that fleeting im-
provement had been cut short by the

fever of the wine-cup ; the look, voice,

and tone had become so completely the

same as those of Regina Grundt's little

sister who had pined and died. She
knew she could not cure, but she

could, she felt she could, comfort, cheer,

and soften, and she no longer repined

at her enforced sojourn at Adlerstein.

She heartily loved her charge, and could

not bear to think how desolate Ermen-
trude would be without her. And now
the poor girl had become responsive to

her care. She was infinitely softened in

manner, and treated her parents with
forms of respect new to them ; she had
learnt even to thank old Ursel, dropped
her imperious tone, and struggled with

her petulance ; and, towards her brother,

the domineering uncouth adherence was
becoming real tender affection; while

the dependent, reverent love she be-

stowed upon Christina was touching and
endearing in the extreme.

Ereiherr von Adlerstein saw the

change, . and congratulated himself on
the effect of having a town-bred bower
woman ; nay, spoke of the advantage it

would be to his daughter, if he could

persuade himself to make the submission

to the Kaiser which the late improve-

ments decided on at the Diet were ren-

dering more and more inevitable. J\Tow
how happy would be the winner of his

gentle Ermentrude

!

Ereiherrinn von Adlerstein thought

the alteration the mere change from child

to woman, and felt insulted by the sup-

position that anyone might not have been

proud to match with a daughter of Adler-

stein, be she what she might. As to sub-

mission to the Kaiser, that was mere
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folly and weakness— kaisers, kings,

dukes, and counts had broken their teeth

against the rock of Adlerstein before

now ! What had come over her husband

and her son to make them cravens 1

For Freiherr Eberhard was more

strongly convinced than was his father

of the untenableness of their present

position. Hugh Sorel's reports of what

he heard at Ulm had shown that the

league that had been discussed at Be-

gensburg was far more formidable than

anything that had ever previously threat-

ened Schloss Adlerstein, and that if the

Graf von Schlangenwald joined in the

coalition, there would be private malice

to direct its efforts against the Adler-

stein family. Feud-letters or challenges

had been made unlawful for ten years,

and was not Adlerstein at feud with the

world 1

]STor did Eberhard look on the sub-

mission with the sullen rage and grief

that his father felt in bringing himself

to such a declension from the pride of

his ancestors. What the young baron

heard upstairs was awakening in him a

sense of the poorness and narrowness

of his present life. Ermentrude never
spared him what interested her; and,

partly from her lips, partly through her

appeals to her attendant, he had learnt

that life had better things to offer than
independence on these bare rocks, and
that homage might open the way to

higher and worthier exploits than prey-

ing upon overturned waggons.

Dietrich of Berne and his two an-
cestors, whose lengthy legend Christina

could sing in a low soft recitative, were
revelations to him of what she meant
by a true knight—the lion in war, the
lamb in peace ; the quaint oft-repeated

portraits, and still quainter cities, of the
" Chronicle," with her explanations and
translations, opened his mind to aspira-

tions of intercourse with his fellows, an
honourable name, and esteem in its

degree such as was paid to Sir Parzival,

to Karl the Great, or to Eodolf of Haps-
burgh, once a mountain lord like him-
self. Nay, as Ermentrude said, stroking
his cheek, andsmoothing the flaxen beard,

that somehow had become much less

rough and tangled than it used to ber
" Some day wilt thou be another Good
Ereiherr Eberhard,whom all the country-

side loved, and who gave bread at the

castle-gate to all that hungered."

Her brother believed nothing of her

slow declension in strength, ascribing

all the change he saw to the bitter cold,

and seeing but little even of that alter-

ation, though he spent many hours

in her room, holding her in his arms,

amusing her, or talking to her and to

Christina. All Christina's fear of him
was gone. As long as there was no
liquor in the house, and he was his true

self, she felt him to be a kind friend,

bound to her by strong sympathy in the

love and care for his sister. She could

talk almost as freely before him as when
alone with her young lady; and as

Ermentrude's religious feelings grew
stronger, and were freely expressed to

him, surely his attention was not merely

kindness and patience with the sufferer.

The girl's soul ripened rapidly under

the new influences during her bodily

decay ; and, as the days lengthened, and
the stern hold of winter relaxed upon
the mountains, Christina looked with

strange admiration upon the expression

that had dawned upon the features once

so vacant and dull, and listened with

the more depth of reverence to the sweet-

words of faith, hope, and love, because

she felt that a higher, deeper teaching

than she could give must have come to

mould the spirit for the new world to

which it was hastening.

"Like an army defeated,

The snow had retreated,"

out of the valley, whose rich green shone
smiling round the pool into which the

Debateable Ford spread. The waterfall

had burst its icy bonds, and dashed
down with redoubled voice, roaring

rather than babbling. Blue and pink

hepaticas—or, as Christina called them,

liver-krouts—had pushed up their starry

heads, and had even been gathered by
Sir Eberhard, and laid on his sister's

pillow. The dark peaks of rock came
out all glistening with moisture, and the

snow only retained possession of the
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deep hollows and crevices, into which,

however, its retreat was far more grace-

ful than when, in the city, it was trodden

by horse and man, and soiled with

smoke.

Christina dreaded, indeed, that the

roads should be open, but she could not

love the snow ; it spoke to her of dreari-

ness, savagery, and captivity, and she

watched the dwindling stripes with

satisfaction, and hailed the fall of the

petty avalanches from one Eagle's Step

to another as her forefathers might have

rejoiced in the defeat of the Frost giants.

But Ermentrude had a love for the

white sheet that lay covering a gorge

running up from the ravine. She
watched its diminution day by day with

a fancy that she was melting away with

it ] and, indeed, it was on the very

day that a succession of drifting showers

had left the sheet alone, and separated

it from the masses of white above, that

it first fully dawned upon the rest of

the family that for the little daughter

of the house spring was only bringing

languor and sinking instead of recovery.

Then it was that Sir Eberhard first

really listened to her entreaty that she

might not die without a priest, and com-
forted her by passing his word to her,

that, if—he would not say when—the

time drew near, he would bring her that

Father Norbert who had only come on
great days, by a sort of sufferance, to say

mass at the Blessed Friedmund's her-

mitage chapel.

The time was slow in coming. Easter

had passed, with Ermentrude far too ill

for Christina to make the effort she had
intended of going to the church, even
if she could get no escort but old Ursel
—the sheet of snow had dwindled to a
mere wreath—the ford looked blue in

the sunshine—the cascade tinkled mer-
rily down its rock—mountain primroses

peeped out, when, as Father Norbert
came forth from saying his ill-attended

Pentecostal mass, and was parting with
the infirm peasant hermit, a tall figure

strode up the pass, and, as the villagers

fell back to make way, stood before the
startled priest, and said, in a voice

choked with grief, " Come with me."

" Who needs me ? " began the asto-

nished monk.
" Follow him not, father ! " whispered

the hermit. " It is the young Freiherr.

— have mercy on him, gracious sir
;

he has done your noble lordships no
wrong."

"I mean him no ill," replied Eber-

hard, clearing his voice with difficulty

;

" I would butj have him do his office.

Art thou afraid, priest ?

"

"Who needs my office?" demanded
Father Norbert. " Show me fit cause,

and .what should I dread ? Wherefore
dost thou seek me ?"

" For my sister," replied Eberhard,

his voice thickening again. " My little

sister lies at the point of death, and
I have sworn to her that a priest she

shall have. Wilt thou come, or shall I

drag thee down the pass 1
"

" I come, I come with all my heart,

sir knight," was the ready response.
" A few moments and I am at your
bidding."

He stepped back into the hermit's

cave, whence a stair led up to the

chapel. The anchorite followed him,

whispering — " Good father, escape i

There will be full time ere he misses

you. The north door leads to the

Gemsbock's Pass; it is open now."
" Why should I baulk him 1 Why

should I deny my office to the dying ?
n

said JSTorbert.

" Alas ! holy father, thou art new to

this country, and know'st not these men
of blood ! It is a snare to make the

convent ransom thee, if not worse. The
Freiherrinn is a fiend for malice, and the

Freiherr is excommunicate."
" I know it, my son," said Norbert

;

" but wherefore should their child perish

unassoilzied 1

"

"Art coming, priest?" shouted Eber-

hard, from his stand at the mouth of the

cave.

And, as Norbert at once appeared with

the pyx and other appliances that he
had gone to fetch, the Freiherr held

out his hand with an offer to " carry

his gear for him j" and, when the monk
refused, with an inward shudder at en-

trusting a sacred charge to such unhal-
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lowed hands, replied, "You will have

work enow for both hands ere the castle

is reached."

But Father Norbert was by birth

a sturdy Switzer, and thought little of

these Swabian Alps; and he climbed

after his guide through the most rugged

passages of Eberhard's shortest and most
perpendicular cut without a moment's

hesitation, and with agility worthy of a

chamois. The young baron turned for

a moment, when the level of the castle

had been gained, perhaps to see whether

he were following, but at the same time

came to a sudden speechless pause.

On the white masses of vapour that

floated on the opposite side of the moun-
tain was traced a gigantic shadowy out-

line of a hermit, with head bent eagerly

forward, and arm outstretched.

The monk crossed himself. Eberhard
stood still for a moment, and then said,

hoarsely,— " The Blessed Friedmund !

He is come for her;" then strode on
towards the postern gate, followed by
Brother Norbert, a good deal reassured

both as to the genuineness of the young
baron's message and the probable con-

dition of the object of his journey,

since the patron saint of her race was
evidently on the watch to speed her

departing spirit.

Sir Eberhard led the way up the

turret stairs to the open door, and the

monk entered the death-chamber. The
elder baron sat near the Are in the

large wooden chair, half-turned towards
his daughter, as one who must needs be
present, but with his face buried in his

hands, unable to endure the spectacle.

Nearer was the tall form of his wife,

standing near the foot of the bed, her
stern, harsh features somewhat softened

by the feelings of the moment. Ursel
waited at hand, with tears running down
her furrowed cheeks.

For such as these Father Norbert was
prepared ; but he little expected to meet
so pure and sweet a gaze of reverential

welcome as beamed on him from the
soft dark eyes of the little white-cheeked
maiden who sat on the bed, holding the
sufferer in her arms. Still less had he
anticipated the serene blessedness that

sat on the wasted features of the dying
girl, amid all the anguish of labouring

breath.

She smiled a smile of joy, held up
her hand, and thanked her brother.

Her father scarcely lifted his head, her
mother made a rigid curtsey, and with
a grim look of sorrow coming over her

features, laid her hand over the old

Baron's shoulder. " Come away, Herr
Yater," she said ; " he is going to hear

her confession, and make her too holy

for the like of us to touch."

The old man rose up, and stepped

towards his child. Ermentrude held out

her arms to him, and murmured

—

" Father, father, pardon me ; I would
have been a better daughter if I had only

known " He gathered her in his

arms ; he was quite past speaking ; and
they only heard his heavy breathing,

and one more whisper from Ermentrude—"And oh ! father, one day wilt thou

seek to be absolved 1 " Whether he
answered or not they knew not ; he only

gave her repeated kisses, and laid her

down on her pillows, then rushed to the

door, and the passionate sobs of the

strong man's uncontrolled nature might

be heard upon the stair. The parting

with the others was not necessarily so

complete, as they were not, like him,

under censure of the Church ; but

Kunigunde leant down to kiss her;

and, in return to her repetition of her

entreaty for pardon, replied, " Thou hast

it, child, if it will ease thy mind; but

it is all along of these new fancies that

ever an Adlerstein thought of pardon.

There, there, I blame thee not, poor maid

;

if thou wert to die, it may be even best

as it is. Now must I to thy father; he

is troubled enough about this gear."'

But when Eberhard moved towards

his sister, she turned to the priest, and
said, imploringly, " Not far, not far

!

Oh! let them," pointing to Eberhard

and Christina, " let them not be quite

out of sight !

"

" Out of hearing is all that is needed,

daughter," replied the priest ; and Er-

mentrude looked content as Christina

moved towards the empty north turret,

where, with the door open, she was in
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full view, and Eberhard followed her

thither. It was indeed fully out of ear-

shot of the child's faint, gasping, con-

fession. Gravely and sadly both stood

there. Christina looked up the hill-side

for the snow-wreath. The May sun-

shine had dissolved it; the green pass

lay sparkling without a vestige of its

white coating. Her eyes full of tears,

she pointed the spot out to Eberhard.

He understood ; but, leaning towards

her, told, under his breath, of the phan-
tom he had seen. Her eyes expanded
with awe of the supernatural. " It

was the Blessed Eriedmund," said Eber-

hard. " Never hath he so greeted one
of our race since the pious Ereiherrinn

Hildegarde. Maiden, hast thou brought
us back a blessing V
"Ah ! well may she be blessed—well

may the saints stoop to greet her," mur-
mured Christina, with strangled voice,

scarcely able to control her sobs.

Eather JSTorbert came towards them.
The simple confession had been heard,

and he sought the aid of Christina in

performing the last rites of the Church.
" Maiden," he said to her, " thou hast

done a great and blessed work, such as

many a priest might envy thee."

Eberhard was not excluded during
the final services by which the soul was
to be dismissed from its earthly dwelling-

place. True, he comprehended little of

their import and nothing of the words,
but he gazed meekly, with uncovered
head, and a bewildered look of sadness,

while Christina made her responses and
took her part with full intelligence and
deep fervour, sorrowing indeed for the
companion who had become so dear to

her, but deeply thankful for the spi-

ritual consolation that had come at last.

Ermentrude lay calm, and, as it were,

already rapt into a higher world, light-

ing up at the German portions of the
service, and not wholly devoid of com-
prehension of the spirit even of the
Latin, as, indeed, she had come to the
border of the region where human
tongues and languages are no more.

She was all but gone when the rite

of extreme unction was completed, and
they could only stand round her, Eber-

hard, Christina, Ursel, and the old

baroness, who had returned again, watch-

ing the last flutterings of the breath, the

window thrown wide open that nothing

might impede the passage of the soul to

the blue vault above.

The priest spoke the beautiful com-
mendation, " Depart, Christian soul."

There was a faint gesture in the midst
for Christina to lift her in her arms—

a

sign to bend down and kiss her brow

—

but her last look was for her brother,

her last murmur, "Come after me; be
the Good Baron Ebbo."

CHAPTEE V.

THE YOUNG FREIHERR.

Ermentrude von Adlerstein slept with

her forefathers in the vaults of the

hermitage chapel, and Christina Sorel's

work was done.

Surely it was time for her to return

home, though she should be more sorry

to leave the mountain castle than she

could ever have believed possible. She
entreated her father to take her home,
but she received a sharp answer that

she did not know what she was talk-

ing of : the Schlangenwald Reiters were
besetting all the roads ; and, moreover,

the Ulm burghers had taken the cap-

ture of the Constance wine in such
dudgeon that for a retainer of Adlerstein

to show himself in the streets would be
an absolute asking for the wheel.

But was there any hope for her
1

?

Could he not take her to some nunnery
midway, and let her write to her uncle

to fetch her from thence ?

He swore at woman's pertinacity, but
allowed at last that if the plan, talked

of by the Barons, of going to make
their submission to the Emperor at

Linz, and with a view to which all

violence at the ford had ceased, should

hold good, it might be possible thus to

drop her on their way.

With this Christina must needs con-

tent herself. Poor child, not only had
Ermentrude's death deprived her of the

sole object of her residence at Schloss

Adlerstein, but it had infinitely increased
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the difficulties of her position. No one

interfered with her possession of the

upper room and its turrets ; and it was
only at meal times that she was obliged

to mingle with the other inhabitants,

who, for the most part, absolutely over-

looked the little shrinking pale maiden :

but with one exception, and that the

most perplexing of all. She had been

on terms with Freiherr Eberhard that

were not so easily broken off as if she

had been an old woman of Ursel's age.

All through his sister's decline she had
been his comforter, assistant, director,

living in intercourse and sympathy that

ought surely to cease when she was no
longer his sister's attendant, yet which
must be more than ever missed in the

full freshness of the stroke.

Even on the earliest day of bereave-

ment, a sudden thought of Hausfrau
Johanna flashed upon Christina, and
reminded her of the guard she must
keep over herself if she would return to

Ulm the same modest girl whom her aunt
could acquit of all indiscretion. Her
cheeks flamed, as she sat alone, with the

very thought, and the next time she
heard the well-known tread on the stair,

she fled hastily into her own turret

chamber, and shut the door. Her heart

beat fast. She could hear Sir Eberhard
moving about the room, and listened to

his heavy sigh as he threw himself into

the large chair. Presently he called her
by name,'and she felt it needful to open
her door and answer, respectfully,

j

" What would you, my lord 1
"

" What would I ? A little peace, and
heed to her who is gone. To see my
father and mother one would think that

a partridge had but flown away. I have
seen my father more sorrowful when his

dog had fallen over the abyss."
" Mayhap there is more sorrow for a

brute that cannot live again/' said Chris-

tina. " Our bird has her nest by an
Altar that is lovelier and brighter than
even our Dome Kirk will ever be."

" Sit down, Christina," he said, drag-

ging a chair nearer the hearth. "My
heart is sore, and I cannot bear the din
below. Tell me where my bird is flown."

" Ah ! sir
; pardon me. I must to

the kitchen," said Christina, crossing-

her hands over her breast, to still her
trembling heart, for she was very sorry

for his grief, but moving resolutely.

" Must 1 And wherefore 1 Thou hast

nought to do there ; speak truth ! Why
not stay with me ? " as his great light

eyes opened wide.
" A burgher maid may not sit down

with a noble baron."
" The devil ! Has my mother been

plaguing thee, child V
" JSTo, my lord," said Christina, " she

recks not of me ; but "—steadying her

voice with great difficulty
—

" it behoves

me the more to be discreet."

" And you would not have me come
here !" he said, with a wistful tone of

reproach.
" I have no power to forbid you, but

if you do, I must betake me to Ursel

in the kitchen," said Christina, very low,

trembling and half choked.
" Among the rude wenches there

!

" he
cried, starting up. "Nay, nay, that

shall not be ! Bather will I go. But
this is very cruel of thee, maiden," he
added, lingering, " when I give thee my
knightly word that all should be as

when she whom we both loved was
here," and his voice shook.

"It could not so be, my lord," re-

turned Christina, with drooping, blush-

ing face ; "it would not be maidenly in

me. 0, my lord, you are kind and gene-

rous, make it not hard for me to do what
other maidens less lonely have friends

to do for them !

"

"Kind and generous
1?" said Eber-

hard, leaning over the back of the chair

as if trying to begin a fresh score, " This

from you, who told me once I was no

true knight
!

"

" I shall call you a true knight with

all my heart," cried Christina—the tears-

rushing into her eyes, " if you will

respect my weakness and loneliness/'

He stood up again, as if to move
away; then paused, and, twisting his gold

chain, said, "And how am I ever to

be what the happy one bade me, if you

will not show me how?"
" My error would never show you

the right," said Christina, with a strong
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effort at firmness, and retreating at once

through, the door of the staircase, whence
she made her way to the kitchen, and
with great difficulty found an excuse for

her presence there.

It had been a hard struggle with her

compassion and gratitude, and, poor little

Christina felt with dismay, with some-

thing more than these. Else why was
it that, even while principle and better

sense summoned her back to Ulm, she

experienced a deadly weariness of the

city pent air, of the grave heavy roll of

the river, nay, even of the quiet, well-

regulated household 1 Why did such a

marriage as she had thought her na-

tural destiny, with some worthy kind-

hearted brother of the guild, become
so hateful to her that she could only

aspire to a convent life ? This same
burgomaster would be an estimable man,
no doubt, and those around her were
ruffians, but she felt utterly contemptu-

ous and impatient of him. And why
was the interchange of greetings, the

few words at meals, worth all the rest of

the day beside to her 1 Her own heart

was the traitor, and to her own sensa-

tions the poor little thing had, in spirit

at least, transgressed all Aunt Johanna's

precepts against young barons. She
wept apart, and resolved, and prayed,

cruelly ashamed of every start of joy or

pain that the sight of Eberhard cost her.

From almost the first he had sat next
her at the single table that accommo-
dated the whole household at meals,

and the custom continued, though on
some days he treated her with sullen

silence, which she blamed herself for

not rejoicing in, sometimes he spoke a

few friendly words ; but he observed

better than she could have dared to

expect, her test of his true knighthood,

and never again forced himself into her
apartment, though now and then he
came to the door with flowers, with
mountain strawberries, and once with
two young doves. " Take them, Chris-

tina," he said ;
" they are very like your-

self;" and he always delayed so long
that she was forced to be resolute, and
shut the door on him at last.

Once, when there was to be a mass at

the chapel, Hugh Sorel, between a smile

and a growl, informed his daughter that

he would take her thereto. She gladly

prepared, and, bent on making herself

agreeable to her father, did not once

press on him the necessity of her return

to Ulm. To her amazement and pleasure,

the young baron was at church, and
when, on the way home, he walked
beside her mule, she could see no need
for sending him away.

He had been in no school of the con-

ventionalities of life, and, wThen he saw
that Hugh Sorel's presence had obtained

him this favour, he wistfully asked,
" Christina, if I bring your father with
me, will you not let me in 1"

" Entreat me not, my lord," she

answered, with fluttering breath.

She felt the more that she was right

in this decision, when she encountered

her father's broad grin of surprise and
diversion, at seeing the young baron
help her to dismount. It was a look of

receiving an idea both new, comical,

and flattering, but by no means the

look of a father who would resent the

indignity of attentions to his daughter

from a man whose rank formed an in-

superable barrier to marriage.

The effect was a new, urgent, and
most piteous entreaty, that he would
find means of sending her home. It

brought upon her the hearing put into

words what her own feelings had long
shrunk from confessing to herself.

" Ha ! Why, what now % What, is

the young baron after thee 1 Ha ! ha !

petticoats are few enough up here, but
he must have been ill off ere he took to

a little ghost like thee ! I saw he was
moping and doleful, but I thought it

was all for his sister."

" And so it is, father."

" Tell me that, when he watches
every turn of that dark eye of thine

—

the only good thing thou took'st of mine !

Thou art a witch, Stina."
" Hush, oh hush, for pity's sake,

father, and let me go home !"

" What, thou likest him not 1 Thy
mind is all for the mincing goldsmith

opposite, as I ever told thee."
'" My mind is—is to return to my
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uncle and aunt the true-hearted maiden

they parted with," said Christina, with

clasped hands. " And oh, father, as you

were the son of a true and faithful

mother, be a father to me now ! Jeer

not your motherless child, but protect

her and help her."

Hugh Sorel was touched by this

appeal, and he likewise recollected how
much it was for his own interest that

his brother should be satisfied with the

care he took of his daughter. He be-

came convinced that the sooner she was

out of the castle the better, and at

length bethought him that, among the

merchants who frequented the Mid-

summer fair at the Blessed Friedmund's

Wake, a safe escort might be found to

convey her back to Ulm.
If the truth were known, Hugh

Sorel was not devoid of a certain feeling

akin to contempt, both for his young

master's taste, and for his forbearance in

not having pushed matters further with

a being so helpless, meek, and timid as

Christina, more especially as such slack-

ness had not been his wont in other cases

where his fancy had been caught.

But Sorel did not understand that it

was not physical beauty that here had
been the attraction, though, to some per-

sons, the sweet pensive eyes, the delicate

pure skin, the slight tender form, might

seem to exceed in loveliness the fully

developed animal comeliness chiefly es-

teemed at Adlerstein. It was rather

the strangeness of the power and purity

of this timid, fragile creature, that had
struck the young noble. With all their

brutal manners, reverence for a lofty

female nature had been in the German
character ever since their Velleda pro-

phesied to them, and this reverence in

Eberhard bowed at the feet of the pure

gentle maiden, so strong yet so weak,

so wistful and entreating even in her

resolution, refined as a white flower on
a heap of refuse, wise and dextrous

beyond his slow and dull conception,

and the first being in whom he had
ever seen piety or goodness ; and like-

wise wTith a tender, loving spirit of con-

solation such as he had both beheld and
tasted by his sister's deathbed.

There was almost a fear mingled
with his reverence. If he had been
more familiar with the saints, he would
thus have regarded the holy virgin

martyrs, nay, even Our Lady herself;

and he durst not push her so hard
as to offend her, and excite the anger
or the grief that he alike dreaded. He
was wretched and forlorn without the
resources he had found in his sister's

room ; the new and better cravings of

his higher nature were excited only to

remain unsupplied and disappointed

;

and the affectionate heart in the fresh-

ness of its sorrow yearned for the

comfort that such conversation had sup-

plied : but the impression that had been
made on him was still such, that he
knew that to use rough means of press-

ing his wishes would no more lead to

his real gratification than it would to

appropriate a snow-bell by crushing it

in his gauntlet.

And it was on feeble little Christina,

yielding in heart, though not in will,

that it depended to preserve this re-

verence, and return unscathed from this

castle, more perilous now than ever.

CHAPTEB VI.

THE BLESSED FREIDMUND's WAKE.

Midsummer-day arrived, and the village

of Adlerstein presented a most unusual

spectacle. The wake was the occasion

of a grand fair for all the mountain side,

and it was an understood thing that the

Barons, instead of molesting the pedlars,

merchants, and others who attended

it, contented themselves with demand-
ing a toll from every one who passed the

Kohler's hut on the one side, of the

Gemsbock's Pass on the other ; and this

toll, being the only coin by which they

came honestly in the course of the year,

was regarded as a certainty and highly

valued. Moreover, it was the only time

that any purchases could be made, and

the flotsam of the Ford did not always

include all even of the few requirements

of the inmates of the castle ; it was the

onty holiday, sacred or secular, that ever

gladdened the Eagle's Eock.
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So all the inmates of the castle pre-

pared to enjoy themselves, except the

heads of the house. The Freiherr had
never been at one of these wakes since

the hrst after he was excommunicated,

when he had stalked round to show
his indifference to the sentence ; and the

Freiherrinn snarled out such sentences

of disdain towards the concourse, that it

might be supposed that she hated the

sight of her kind ; but Ursel had all the

household purchases to make, and the

kitchen underlings were to take turns

to go and come, as indeed were the men-
at-arms, who were set to watch the toll-

bars.

Christina had packed up a small bun-

dle, for the chance of being unable to

return to the castle without missing her

escort, though she hoped that the fair

might last two days, and that she

should thus be enabled to return and
bring away the rest of her property.

She was more and more resolved on
going, but her heart was less and less

inclined to departure. And bitter had
been her weeping through all the early

light hours of the long morning—weep-
ing that she tried to think was all for

Ermentrude ; and all, amid prayers she

could scarce trust herself to offer, that

the generous kindly nature might yet

work free of these evil surroundings,

and fulfil the sister's dying wish. She
should never see it ; but, when she should
hear that the Debateable Ford was the

Friendly Ford, then would she know
that it was the doing of the Good Baron
Ebbo. Could she venture on telling

him so
1

? Or were it not better that

there were no farewell 1 And she wept
again that he should think her ungrate-

ful. She could not persuade herself to

release the doves, but committed the

charge to Ursel to let them go in case

she should not return.

So tear-stained was her face, that,

ashamed that it should be seen, she

wrapped it closely in her hood and veil

when she came down and joined her

father. The whole scene swam in tears

before her eyes when she saw the whole
green slope from the chapel covered
with tents and booths, and swarming

with pedlars and mountaineers in their

picturesque dresses. Women and girls

were exchanging the yarn of their win-

ter's spinning for bright handkerchiefs
;

men drove sheep, goats, or pigs to barter

for knives, spades, or weapons ; others

were gazing at simple shows—a danc-

ing bear or ape—or clustering round a

Minnesinger ; many even then congre-

gating in booths for the sale of beer.

Further up, on the flat space of sward
above the chapel, were some lay bro-

thers, arranging for the representation

of a mystery—a kind of entertainment

which Germany owed to the English
who came to the Council of Constance,

and which the monks of St. Euprecht's

hoped might infuse some religiousnotions

into the wild ignorant mountaineers.

First, however, Christina gladly en
tered the church. Crowded though it

were, it was calmer than the busy scene

without. Faded old tapestry was deck-

ing its walls, representing apparently

some subject entirely alien to St. John
or the blessed hermit ; Christina rather

thought it was Mars and Venus, but
that was all the same to everyone else.

And there was a terrible figure of St.

John, painted life-like, with a real hair-

cloth round his loins, just opposite to

her, on the step of the Altar ; also poor
Friedmund's bones, dressed up in a new
serge amice and hood ; the stone from
Mcaea was in a gilded box, ready in

due time to be kissed • and a preaching

friar (not one of the monks of St.

Euprecht's) was in the midst of a sermon,

telling how St. John presided at the

Council of Mcaea till the Emperor Maxi-
mius cut off his head at the instance

of Herodias—full justice being done

to the dancing—and that the blood was
sprinkled on this very stone, where-

upon our Holy Father the Pope decreed

that whoever would kiss the said stone,

and repeat the Credo five times after-

wards, should be capable of receiving

an indulgence for 500 years : which
indulgence must however be purchased

at the rate of six groschen, to be be-

stowed in alms at Eome. And this

inestimable benefit he, poor Friar Peter,

had come from his brotherhood of St.
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Francis at Ofhngen solely to dispense to

the poor mountaineers.

It was disappointing to find this pro-

fane mummery going on instead of the

holy services to which Christina had
looked forward for strength and comfort

;

she was far too well instructed not to he

scandalized at the profane deception

which was ripening fast for Luther, only

thirty years later ; and, when the stone

was held up by the friar in one hand,

the printed briefs of indulgence in the

other, she shrank back. Her father,

however, said, " Wilt have one, child ?

Five hundred years is no bad bargain."

" My uncle has small trust in indul-

gences," she whispered.

"All lies, of course," quoth Hugh
;

"yet they've the Pope's seal, and I have

more than half a mind to get one. Five

hundred years is no joke, and I am sure

of purgatory, since I bought this medal
at the Holy House of Loretto."

And he went forward, and invested

six groschen in one of the papers, the

most religious action poor Christina had
ever seen him perform. Other pur-

chasers came forward—several of the

castle hnappen, and a few peasant women
who offered yarn or cheeses as equiva-

lents for money, but were told with

•some insolence to go and sell their

goods, and bring the coin.

After a time, the friar, finding his

traffic slack, thought fit to remove, with
his two lay assistants, outside the chapel,

and try the effects of an out-of-door

sermon. Hugh Sorel, who had been
hitherto rather diverted by the man's
gestures and persuasions, now decided

on going out into the fair in quest of

an escort for his daughter, but as she

saw Father Norbert and another monk
ascending from the stairs leading to the

hermit's cell, she begged to be allowed

to remain in the church, where she was
sure to be safe, instead of wandering
about with him in the fair.

He was glad to be unencumbered,
though he thought her taste unnatural

;

and, promising to return for her when he
had found an escort, he left her.

Father Norbert had come for the very
purpose of hearing confessions, and

Christina's next hour was the most
comfortable she had spent since Ermen-
trude's death.

After this, however, the priests were
called away, and long, long did Christina
first kneel and then sit in the little lonely

church, hearing the various sounds with-
out, and imagining that her father had
forgotten her, and that he and all the
rest were drinking, and then what would
become of her ? Why had she quitted
old XJrsel's protection ?

Hours of waiting and nameless alarm
must have passed, for the sun was wax-
ing low, when at length she heard steps

coming up the hermit's cell, and a head
arose above the pavement which she

recognised with a wild throb of joy, but,

repressing her sense of gladness, she only

exclaimed, "Oh, where is my father !"

" I have sent him to the toll at the

Gemsbock's Pass," replied Sir Eberhard,

who had by this time come up the stairs,

followed by Brother Peter and the two
lay assistants. Then, as Christina turned

on him her startled terrified eyes in

dismay and reproach for such thought-

lessness, he came towards her, and, bend-

ing his head and opening his hand, he
showed on his palm two gold rings.

" There, little one," he said ; "now shalt

thou never again shut me out."

Her senses grew dizzy. " Sir," she

faintly said, "this is no place to delude

a poor maiden."
" I delude thee not. The brother

here waits to wed us."

" Impossible ! a burgher maid is not

for such as you."

"None but a burgher maid will I

wed," returned Sir Eberhard, with all

the settled resolution of habits of com-

mand. " See, Christina, thou art

sweeter and better than any lady in the

land ; thou canst make me what she

—

the blessed one who lies there—would
have me. I love thee as never knight

loved lady. I love thee so that I have

not spoken a word to offend thee when
my heart was bursting ; and "— as he

saw her irrepressible tears

—

u I think

thou lovest me a little,"

"Ah!" she gasped with a sob, "let

me so."
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" Thou canst not go home ; there is

none here fit to take charge of thee. Or
if there were, I would slay him rather

than let thee go. No, not so," he said,

as he saw how little those words served

his cause ; "but without thee I were a

mad and desperate man. Christina, I

will not answer for myself if thou dost

not leave this place my wedded wife."

"Oh!" implored Christina, "if you
would only betroth me, and woo me
like an honourable maiden from my
home at Ulm !

"

" Betroth thee, ay, and wed thee at

once," replied Eberhard, who, all along,

even while his words were most plead-

ing, had worn a look and manner of

determined authority and strength, good-

natured indeed, but resolved. " I am
not going to miss my opportunity, or

baulk the friar."

The friar, who had meantime been
making a few needful arrangements for

the ceremony, advanced towards them.

He was a good-humoured, easy-going

man, who came prepared to do any office

that came in his way on such festival

days at the villages round ; and peasant

marriages at such times were not uncom-
mon. But something now staggered

him, and he said anxiously

—

" This maiden looks convent-bred

!

Herr Beiter, pardon me ; but if this be
the breaking of a cloister, I can have
none of it."

"No such thing," said Eberhard;
" she is town-bred, that is all."

"You would swear it, on the holy

mass yonder, both of you 1 " said the

friar, still suspiciously.

"Yea," replied Eberhard, "and so

dost thou, Christina."

This was the time if ever to struggle

against her destiny. The friar would
probably have listened to her if she

had made any vehement opposition to

a forced marriage, and if not, a few
shrieks would have brought perhaps
Father Norbert, and certainly the whole
population ; but the horror and shame
of being found in such a situation, even
more than the probability that she might
meet with vengeance rather than protec-

tion, withheld her. Even the friar could
No. 68.^-vol. xii.

hardly have removed her, and this was
her only chance of safety from the
Baroness's fury. Had she hated and
loathed Sir Eberhard, perhaps she had
striven harder, but his whole demeanour
constrained and quelled her, and the
chief effort she made against yielding

was the reply, " I am no cloister maid,
holy father, but "

The " but " was lost in the friar's jovial

speech. " 0, then, all is well ! Take
thy place, pretty one, there, by the door,

thou knowst it should be in the porchr

but—ach, I understand ! " as Eberhard
quietly drew the bolt within. "No,
no, little one, I have no time for bride

scruples and coyness ; I have to train

three dull-headed louts to be Sheni,

Ham, and Japhet before dark. Hast
confessed of late 1

"

" This morning, but " said Chris-

tina, and "This morning," to her great

joy, said Eberhard, and, in her satis-

faction thereat, her second "but "

was not followed up.

The friar asked their names, and
both gave the Christian name alone

;

then the brief and simple rite was gone
through in its shortest form. Christina

had, by very force of surprise and dismay,

gone through all without signs of agita-

tion, except the quivering of her whole
frame, and the icy coldness of the hand,

where Eberhard had to place the ring

on each finger in turn.

But each mutual vow was a strange

relief to her long-tossed and divided

mind, and it was rest indeed to let her

affection have its will, and own him.

indeed as a protector to be loved in-

stead of shunned. When all was over,

and he gathered the two little cold

hands into his large ones, his arm sup-

porting her trembling form, she felt for

the moment, poor little thing, as if she

could never be frightened again.

Parish registers were not, even had
this been a parish church, but Brother

Peter asked, when he had concluded,
" Well, my son, which of his flock am
I to report to your Pfarrer as linked

together?"
" The less your tongue wags on that

matter till I call on you, the better,,"
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was the stern reply. " Look you, no

ill shall befall you if you are wise, but

remember, against the day I call you

to bear witness, that you have this day

wedded Baron Eberhard von Adlerstein

the younger, to Christina, the daughter

of Hugh Sorel, the Esquire of Ulm."
"Thou hast played me a trick, Sir

Baron ! " said the friar, somewhat dis-

mayed, but more amused, looking up at

Eberhard, who, as Christina now saw,

had divested himself of his gilt spurs,

gold chain, silver belt and horn, and
eagle's plume, so as to have passed for

a simple Lanzknecht. " I would have
had no such gear as this !

"

"So I supposed," said Eberhard, coolly.

"Young folks! young folks!" laughed

the friar, changing his tone, and hold-

ing up his finger slyly ;
" the little bird

so cunningly nestled in the church to

fly out my Lady Baroness ! Well, so

thou hast a pretty, timid lambkin there,

Sir Baron. Take care you use her

mildly."

Eberhard looked into Christina's face

with a smile, that to her, at least, was
answer enough ; and he held out half

a dozen links of his gold chain to the

Friar, and tossed a coin to each of the

lay brethren.
" Not for the poor friar himself," ex-

plained Brother Peter, on receiving this

marriage-fee ; "it all goes to the weal
of the brotherhood."

" As you please," said Eberhard.
" Silence, that is all ! And thy friary

V
" The poor house of St. Francis at

Offingen for the present, noble sir," said

the priest. " There will you hear of

me, if you find me not. And now, fare

thee well, my gracious lady. I hope
one day thou wilt have more words to

thank the poor brother who has made
thee a noble Baroness."

" Ah, good father, pardon my fright

and confusion," Christina tried to mur-
mur, but at that moment a sudden glow
and glare of light broke out on the
eastern rock, illuminating the fast dark-
ening little church with a flickering

glare, that made her start in terror as

if the fires of heaven were threatening

this stolen marriage ; but the friar and
Eberhard both exclaimed, " The Need-
fire alight already ! " And she recol-

lected how often she had seen these

bonfires on Midsummer night shining

red on every hill around Ulm. Loud
shouts were greeting the uprising flame,

and the people gathering thicker and
thicker on the slope. The friar

undid the door to hasten out into

the throng, and Eberhard said he had
left his spurs and belt in the hermit's

cell, and must return thither, after

which he would walk home with his

bride, moving at the same time towards

the stair, and thereby causing a sudden
scuffle and fall. " So, master hermit,"

quoth Eberhard, as the old man picked

himself up, looking horribly frightened

;

" that's your hermit's abstraction, is it ?

No whining, old man, I am not going

to hurt thee, so thou canst hold thy
tongue. Otherwise I will smoke thee

out of thy hole like a wild cat ! What,
thou aiding me with my belt, my lovely

one ? Thanks ; the snap goes too hard
for thy little hands. Now, then, the

fire will light us gaily down the moun-
tain side."

But it soon appeared that to depart

was impossible, unless by forcing a way
through the busy throng in the full red

glare of the firelight, and they were

forced to pause at the opening of the

hermit's cave, Christina leaning on her

husband's arm, and a fold of his mantle

drawn round her to guard her from the

night-breeze of the mountain, as they

waited for a quiet space in which to

depart unnoticed. It was a strange wild

scene ! The fire was on a bare flat rock,

which probably had been yearly so em-

ployed ever since the Kelts had brought

from the East the rite that they had
handed on to the Swabians—the Bel-

tane fire, whose like was blazing every-

where in the Alps, in the Hartz, nay,

even in England, Scotland, and on the

granite points of Ireland. Heaped up
for many previous days with faggots

from the forest, then apparently inex-

haustible, the fire roared and crackled,

and rose high, red and smoky, into the

air, paling the moon, and obscuring the
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Stars. Bound it, completely hiding the

bonfire itself, were hosts of dark figures

swarming to approach it—all with a

purpose. All held old shoes or super-

annuated garments in their hands to

feed the flame ; for it was esteemed

needful that every villager should con-

tribute something from his house

—

once, no doubt, an offering to Bel,

but now a mere unmeaning observance.

And shrieks of merriment followed the

contribution of each too well-known

article of rubbish that had been in

reserve for the JSTeedfire ! Girls and

boys had nuts to throw in, in pairs,

to judge by their bounces of future

chances of matrimony. Then came a

shouting, tittering, and falling back, as

an old boor came forward like a priest

with something heavy and ghastly in

his arms, which was thrown on with

a tremendous shout, darkened the glow

for a moment, then hissed, cracked, and
emitted a horrible odour.

It was a horse's head, the right owner
of which had been carefully kept for the

occasion, though long past work. Chris-

tina shuddered, and felt as if she had
fallen upon a Pagan ceremony ; as in-

deed was true enough, only that the

Adlersteiners attached no meaning to

the performance, except a vague notion

of securing good luck.

With the same idea the faggots were
pulled down, and arranged so as to form
a sort of lane of fire. Young men rushed
along it, and then bounded over the

diminished pile, amid loud shouts of

laughter and either admiration or de-

rision ; and, in the meantime, a variety

of odd recusant noises, .grunts, squeaks,

and lowings proceeding from the dark-

ness were explained to the startled little

bride by her husband to come from all

the cattle of the mountain farms around,

who were to have their weal secured by
being driven through the Needfire.

It may well be imagined that the

animals were less convinced of the ne-

cessity of this performance than their

masters. Wonderful was the clatter and
confusion, horrible the uproar raised be-

hind to make the poor things proceed at

all, desperate the shout when some half-

frantic creature kicked or attempted a

charge, wild the glee when a persecuted

goat or sheep took heart of grace, and
flashed for one moment between the

crackling, flaring, smoking walls. When
one cow or sheep off a farm went, all

the others were pretty sure to follow it,

and the owner had then only to be on
the watch at the other end to turn them
back, with their flame-dazzled eyes, from
going unawares down the precipice, a

fate from which the passing through the

fire was evidently not supposed to insure

them. The swine, those special German
delights, were of course the most re-

fractory of all. Some, by dint of being

pulled away from the lane of fire, were
induced to rush through it; but about

half-way they generally made a bolt,

either sidelong through the flaming

fence, or backwards among the legs of

their persecutors, who were upset amid
loud imprecations. One huge old lean

high-backed sow, with a large family,

truly feminine in her want of presence

of mind, actually charged into the midst

of the bonfire itself, scattering it to the

right and left with her snout, and emit-

ting so horrible a smell of singed bacon,

that it might almost be feared that

some of her progeny were anticipating

the Chinese invention of roasting-pigs.

However, their proprietor, Jobst, counted

them out all safe on the other side, and
there only resulted some sighs and
lamentations among the seniors, such as

Hatto and Ursel, that it boded ill to

have the Needfire trodden out by an old

sow.

All the castle live-stock were under-

going the same ceremony. Eberhard
concerned himself little about the vaga-

ries of the sheep and pigs, and only

laughed a little as the great black goat,

who had seen several Midsummer nights,

and stood on his guard, made a sudden

short run and butted down old Hatto,

then skipped off like a chamois into the

darkness, unheeding, the old rogue, the

whispers that connected his unlucky
hue with the doings of the Walpurgis-

nacht. But when it came to the horses,

Eberhard could not well endure the

sight of the endeavours to force them,

i 2
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snorting, rearing, and straggling, through

anything so abhorrent to them as the

hedge of fire.

The Schneiderlein, with all the force

of his powerful arm, had hold of Eber-

hard's own young white mare, who,

with ears turned back, nostrils dilated,

and wild eyes, her fore-feet firmly

planted wide apart, was using her whole

strength for resistance; and, when a

heavy blow fell on her, only plunged

backwards, and kicked without ad-

vancing. It was more than Eberhard

could endure, and Christina's impulse

was to murmur, "0 do not let him
do it;" but this he scarcely heard, as

he exclaimed, "Wait for me here!"

and, as he stepped forward, sent his

voice before him, forbidding all blows

to the mare.

The creature's extreme terror ceased

at once upon hearing his voice, and
there was an instant relaxation of all

violence of resistance as he came up to

her, took her halter from the Schneider-

lein, patted her glossy neck, and spoke

to her. But the tumult of warning
voices around him assured him that it

would be a fatal thing to spare the steed

the passage through the fire, and he
strove by encouragements and caresses

with voice and hand to get her forward,

leading her himself ; but the poor beast

trembled so violently, and, though
making a few steps forward, stopped

again in such exceeding horror of the

flame, that Eberhard had not the heart

to compel her, turned her head away,
and assured her she should not be
further tormented.

"The gracious lordship is wrong," said

public opinion, by the voice of old Bauer
Ulrich, the sacrificer of the horse's head.

"Heaven forfend that evil befall him
and that mare in the course of the year."

And the buzz of voices concurred

in telling of the recusant pigs who
had never developed into sausages,

the sheep who had only escaped to be
eaten by wolves, the mule whose bones
had been found at the bottom of an
abyss.

Old Ursel was seriously concerned,

and would have laid hold on her young

master to remonstrate, but a fresh notion

had arisen—Would the gracious Ereiherr

set a-rolling the wheel, which was already

being lighted in the fire, and was to

conclude the festivities by being pro-

pelled down the hill—figuring, only that

no one present knew it, the sun's de-

clension from his solstitial height 1 Eber-
hard made no objection ; and Christina,

in her shelter by the cave, felt no little

dismay at being left alone there, and,

moreover, had a strange, weird feeling

at the wild, uncanny ceremony he was
engaged in, not knowing, indeed, that

it was sun-worship, but afraid that it

could be no other than unholy sorcery.

The wheel, flaring or reddening in all

its spokes, was raised from the bonfire,

and was driven down the smoothest

piece of greensward, which formed an
inclined plane towards the stream. If

its course were smooth, and it only be-

came extinguished by leaping into the

water, the village would flourish ; and
prosperity above all was expected if it

should spring over the narrow channel,

and attempt to run up the other side.

Such things had happened in the days

of the good Ereiherren Ebbo and Eriedel,

though the wheel had never gone right

since the present baron had been excom-
municated; but his heir having been
twice seen at mass in this last month,
great hopes were founded upon him.

There was a shout to clear the slope.

Eberhard, in great earnest and some
anxiety, accepted the gauntlet that he
was offered to protect his hand, steadied

the wheel therewith, and, with a vigo-

rous impulse from hand and foot, sent

it bounding down the slope, among loud

cries and a general scattering of the

idlers who had crowded full into the

very path of the fiery circle, which flamed

up brilliantly for the moment as it met
the current of air. But either there

was an obstacle in the course, or the

young baron's push had not been quite

straight : the wheel suddenly swerved

aside, its circle turned to the right,

maugre all the objurgations addressed to

it as if it had been a living thing, and

the next moment it had disappeared,

all but a smoky, smouldering spot of
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red, that told where it lay, charring and
smoking, on its side, without having ful-

filled a quarter of its course.

People drew off gravely and silently,

and Eberhard himself was strangely dis-

comfited when he came hack to the

hermitage, and, wrapping Christina in

his cloak, prepared to return, so soon as

the glare of the fire should have faded

from his eyesight enough to make it

safe to tread so precipitous a path. He
had indeed this day made a dangerous

venture, and both he and Christina

could not hut feel disheartened by the

issue of all the omens of the year, the

more because she had a vague sense of

wrong in consulting or trusting them.

It seemed to her all one frightened, un-

comprehended dream ever since her

father had left her in the chapel ; and,

though conscious of her inability to

have prevented her marriage, yet she

hlamed herself, felt despairing as she

thought of the future, and, above all,

dreaded the baron and baroness and
their anger. Eberhard, after his first

few words, was silent, and seemed solely

absorbed in leading her safely along the

rocky path, sometimes lifting her when
he thought her in danger of stumbling.

It was one of the lightest, shortest nights

of the year, and a young moon added
to the brightness in open places, while
in others it made the rocks and stones

cast strange elvish shadows. The dis-

tance was not entirely lost ; other Bel-

tane fires could be seen, like beacons,

on every hill, and the few lights in

the castle shone out like red fiery eyes

in its heavy dark pile of building.

Before entering, Eberhard paused,

pulled off his own wedding-ring, and
put it into his bosom, and taking his

bride's hand in his, did the same for

her, and bade her keep the ' ring till

they could wear them openly.

"Alas! then," said Christina, "you
would have this secret 1

"

" Unless I would have to seek thee

down the oubliette, my little one," said

Eberhard ; " or, what might even be
worse, see thee burnt on the hill-side for

bewitching me with thine arts ! No,
indeed, my darling. Were it only my

father, I could make him love thee

;

hut my mother—I could not trust her

where she thought the honour of our

house concerned. It shall not be for

long. Thou know'st we are to make
peace with the Kaiser, and then will

I get me employment among Kiirfurst

Albrecht's companies of troops, and then
shalt thou prank it as my Lady Erei-

herrinn, and teach me the ways of cities."

" Alas ! I fear me it has been a great

sin 1" sighed the poor little wife.

" Eor thee—thou couldst not help

it," said Eberhard; " for me—who knows
how many deadly ones it may hinder ]

Cheer up, little one ; no one can harm
thee while the secret is kept."

Poor Christina had no choice but
submission ; but it was a sorry "bridal

evening, to enter her husband's home in

shrinking terror; with the threat of

the oubliette before her, and with a

sense of shame and deception hanging

upon her, making the wonted scowl of

the old baroness cut her both with
remorse and dread.

She did indeed sit beside her "bride-

groom at the supper, but how little like

a bride ! even though he pushed the

salt-cellar, as if by accident, below her

place. She thought of her myrtle, tended

in vain at home by Barbara Schmidt

;

she thought of Ulm courtships, and
how all ought to have been ; the solemn
ambassage to her uncle, the stately

negotiations ; the troth plight before

the circle of ceremonious kindred and
merry maidens, of whom she had often

been one—the subsequent attentions of

the betrothed on all festival days, the

piles of linen and all plenishings accu-

mulated since babyhood, and all re-

viewed and laid out for general admira-

tion (Ah ! poor Aunt Johanna still

spinning away to add to the many webs
in her walnut presses !)—then the grand

procession to fetch home the bride, the

splendid festival with the musicians,

dishes, and guest-tables to the utmost

limit that was allowed by the city laws,

and the bride's hair so joyously covered

by her matron's curch amid the merri-

ment of her companion maidens.

Poor child ! After she had crept away
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to her own room, glad that her father

was not yet returned, she wept bitterly-

over the wrong that she felt she had

done to the kind uncle and aunt, who
must now look in vain to their little

Christina, and would think her lost to

them, and to all else that was good.

At least she had had the Church's

blessing—but that, strange to say, was
regarded, in burgher life before the Re-

formation, as rather the ornament of a

noble marriage than as essential to the

civil contract ; and a marriage by a priest

was regarded by the citizens rather as

means of eluding the need of obtaining

the parents' consent, than as a more

regular and devout manner of wedding.
However, Christina felt this the one drop
of peace. The blessings and prayers were
warm at her heart, and gave her hope.

And as to drops of joy, of them there

was no lack, for had not she now a

right to love Eberhard with all her
heart and conscience, and was not it a

wonderful love on his part that had
made him stoop to the little white-faced

burgher maid, despised even by her own
father 1 better far to wear the maiden's

uncovered head for him than the myrtle

wreath for any one else !

To be continued.

WOMEN AND THE FINE AETS.

BY F. T, PALGRAVE.

Among the just complaints which, in

the great and never-ending cause of

Woman versus Man, have been brought

by women, there is none with which we
sympathize more thoroughly than the

averment that men will not bond jide

measure by the laws they recognise for

themselves, what women do within any
province which has been commonly re-

served for the dominant sex. The Euro-
pean world, indeed, boasts that it has now
passed beyond that secondary stage of

civilization when women, emancipated
from the purely servile state, were, how-
ever, recognised only as beings meant to

keep house, perform works of charity,

smile winningly, and, if they possessed

genius or intellect, put it carefully under
a bushel. But, although professing to

place woman on a level with himself,

man (she complains) does not honestly

carry out his profession. Does she write

poems or songs, paint or carve, study

medicine or science % He declines to test

her performance by the regular laws for

these matters made and provided, and
veils his instinctive contempt for female
judgment or genius under a cloud of

flattery, which is only one degree less

offensive to a woman of spirit than the

open scorn that at other times will show
itself beneath his tinsel praises. It is

impossible, the woman justly adds, that

whilst treated thus, her sex shall put

forth its full capabilities. Nothing is

more irksome than any labour requiring

thought, or calling for sustained emotion;

nor will the human mind brace itself to

such high effort, unless under the con-

viction that if it should bring forward

pearls, they will be valued at their

intrinsic worth ; if counterfeits, that

they will not be complimented on their

glitter. It may be' true that solitary

genius will, here and there, work on

in the spirit of a Milton, with no en-

couragement but loftiness of aim and
perfection of art; it may be true also

that criticism of individual attempts

generally teaches the author but little.

But no energy can resist the deadening

influence of an atmosphere in which it

will not be fairly judged at all. The

general laws of criticism, on these

points, have been framed with re-

ference to what men have done, and

there are several particulars in which,

to render them truly applicable to

women, they must be modified. But

we apprehend that, in the main, they
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are laws on which the question of sex

has little bearing. In asking that

when they attempt certain forms of

man's work they may be judged by his

canons, women seem to us to demand
what common sense and an honest

deference to their sex require. To adopt

any other standard is, virtually, to assume

at once female inferiority. No compli-

ment, on the other hand, is so gallant as

the simple truth. And it is in this

spirit that we desire to approach the

very curious subject before us.

The principal points that it is here

desired to prove, or to illustrate, are

—

(1) That in the Fine Arts women have
hitherto almost entirely failed to reach

high or lasting success : (2) That it is

altogether premature to decide whether
women are not intended for such success

by natural organization until they have,

for a sufficient period, received intellec-

tual advantages equal to those receivedby

men : (3) That their non-success is the

result not of external circumstances, or

want of endeavour, but of deficient

general training, and the absence of a

fair judgment on men's part. And, be
the verdict what it may, from female

readers, at least, the writer looks con-

fidently for a judgment quick, spirited,

and hearty ; undebased by hypocrisy,

commonplace jokes, or pedantic satire.

What qualifications, first, are needful
for success in the Fine Arts—by which
Poetry, Painting, Sculpture, and Music
are here throughout intended 1 Without
endeavouring to enteronthe details of our

definition, we think the personal qualifi-

cations may be correctly and intelligibly

described as Imagination and Fancy, on
the side of the intellect, and predomi-

nance of Emotional Instinct, on the side

of the heart. Mental devotion to forms
of beauty, and physical aptitude for

rendering such forms (in which we
include the verbal and metrical faculty

of the poet), willbe the remaining—what,

in comparison with the former, might be
called, the sensuous elements. If such
be accepted as the personal qualifications

of the Fine Artist, those that may be
termed the external or circumstantial

qualifications will be obviously the place

assigned to him by the general voice

of cultivated humanity, the education

commonly given, and the material and
social facilities offered for pursuing his

natural vocation. Some patience may
be requisite to follow all these points

;

yet without a brief survey of all the

inquiry will be incomplete.

If, then, these predispositions or

prerequirements be correctly stated, it

becomes a very remarkable question

why, after near three thousand years of

civilization amongst the European races

(not to hamper ourselves by the immense
additional difficulties that arise when it

is endeavoured to treat under one head
any other except those families which are

at present classed as the Indo-Germanic

or Aryan), the success of women in the

fine arts should have been hitherto so

limited. Excluding from view in this

essay our immediate contemporaries,

poetry presents but one woman whose,

lines are in the first class of genius,

even if we give that rather vague mode
of classification a liberal range, !Nor.

might the scanty relics of Sappho,

marked as they are, perhaps through the

accidental selection which has preserved

them, by a somewhat monotonous colour

of personal passion, justify us in placing

the writer in the first class, had she not

been rated as such by those
1

Hellenic

critics whose judgments in the matter of

art, so far as we can test them, are very

rarely at fault. After Sappho the Les-

bian, passing over with a word the names
of Corinna, Erinna, and Telesilla, un-

happily to us names, and no more, it is

doubtful whether an honest second class

will include three female poets, certainly

very few, within the whole course of

literary history. If tried by the standard

of poets, to none of whom is the world,

it would appear, likely to assign a higher

secondary rank than that just indicated,

writers like Mrs. Phillips, Mrs. Henians,

or Madame Valmore must surely be

placed below their own contemporaries,

Waller, Southey, or Lamartine. Even
more singular is the blank in the other

fine arts. It does not seem an ex-

aggeration to say that, always excluding

artists of our own time, not one bar of
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strikingly original or enduring music is

traceable to women ; not one statue or

picture which commands the wonder, or

even adds decidedly to the pleasure of

spectators. Do not give us a catalogue of

names, hardly one of which, by explaining

itself to the average reader, justifies its

enumeration. But, if there are such, in

what galleries shall we look for them 1

Guido Eeni rarely rises high ; but what

of Elisabetta Sirani? Eachel Euysch does

not equal her rivals, even in so com-

paratively small a branch of painting as

cut fruits and cut flowers. The few

works by female hands that belong to

the past appear exhibited rather as

deterrents than as examples : whilst the

sense of then.' small value is deepened

when we remember the foolish compli-

ments and false flatteries which (as we
have seen repeated in the present day),

during the lifetime of the artists, greeted

the busts of Mrs. Darner, or the canvasses

of Angelica Kauffmann.

Whence this distressing non-success,

covering numerically half the race in its

immense area
a
? To a deficiency in one,

at least, of the two species of qualifica-

tion for the arts, already defined, we
must refer it. Either something in the

personal elements of female nature, or

something in her external circumstances

and position, must have been adverse to

that second series of Phidias, Sophocles,

Virgil, Dante, Shakespeare, Raphael, da
Yinci, Correggio, Mozart, and Beethoven,

who would otherwise have enriched the

world with a double portion of "joys

for ever." If it be with a certain not

wholly unreasonable melancholy that we
fancifully contemplate treasures which
might have been, and are not, it is worth
making at least an honest and unflinch-

ing endeavour to discover why these

things are so. This, at any rate, we
may fairly say, after so many years of

female endeavour, appears the only road

open to find secure grounds either for

relinquishing the attempt, or for pur-

suing it to better results.

Our aim will be now to show in what
degree women have been hampered in

their practice of the Pine Arts by de-

ficiency in both kinds, whether of pre-

requisite or of auxiliary qualification

;

beginning with that last named as the

one to which the deficit, so far as it is

recognised, has been generally, although

we think not altogether accurately, as-

cribed.

To state our view briefly. External

circumstances,—the position of women
at different ages in civilized humanity,

their general education, and the social

or material appliances for pursuing the

four arts specified,—have all, in varying

measures, presented hindrances to female

success ; less powerful, indeed, than those

which women have found in the pro-

vince of the inner and more essential

qualifications, but with those also trace-

able, in the main, I think, to two lead-

ing causes—want of thorough general

training, and want of honest criticism

from what, in this sense at any rate,

may be called the unfair sex.

Taking Poetry first, what is the social

cause why it should not be successfully

practised by women ? Even if we adopt

that exaggerated view which dwells upon
the so-called "eccentricities of genius,"

why should poetry be more a derange-

ment of ordinary ways to a woman than

it is to a man ? And, making due allow-

ance for the exceptional, ideal, or non-

domestic character which has really

marked some poets, their dominant

imaginativeness, and their inability to

succeed in the practical ways of life, we
cannot see why these social disabilities,

so to call them, should not be supple-

mented as often to the woman as to the

man by friends and relations. An
idealist like Shelley, a wild nature like

Byron, are, however, rare ; and, in any

case, it is certain that the educated

classes, who have contributed nineteen-

twentieths of the poetry of Europe, con-

tain no less a number of women than of

men sufficiently independent to devote

themselves to poetry ; nor has it, we
apprehend, been found true that the

majority of those who have so devoted

themselves failed in performing the

common duties of life. It is not, there-
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fore, in this direction that we can dis-

cover the hindrances sought for. What
hero limits the •woman, in a degree of

which very various estimates have been

formed, is education. I take this first in

the limited field of language. So far as the

attainment of first-rate skill in verse de-

pends on the study of the master-writers

of the world, those must be placed at a

great disadvantage who, in the scriptu-

ral phrase, are rarely able to speak face

to face, as a man speaketh with his

friend, with those mighty spirits of old,

the bare enumeration of whose names

forms a kind of jjoem in itself—with

Homer, Aeschylus, Pindar, Sophocles,

Euripides, Theocritus, with Lucretius,

Catullus, Yirgil, and Horace—and who
are equally debarred from the lessons in

art and nature, hardly less invaluable,

open to men in that consummate prose

which in Thucydides marks the limits

of severity in form, in Plato moves with

a grace almost beyond the grace of

poetry. There are those who would
prefer years of blindness to ignorance

of these immortal pages. And, whilst

fully aware that a very few great names in

poetry may be quoted who knew " small

Latin and less Greek/' I must avow a

conviction that an unacquaintahce—not

voluntarily, but enforced by circum-

stances—with the masters of style and
art is a serious material impediment (if

we may so speak) towards cultivating

one of the most difficult of arts. On
the loss of high and enduring pleasure

thus inflicted on those most naturally

capable of its enjoyment, this is not the

place to enlarge.

Without, however, here entering on
the general subject of female education,

it may be remarked, that the fact that

the two great treasure-languages of an-

tiquity are closed to women appears to

rest on a perfectly plain and obvious

reason. It is simply that (for these not

less than for all other objects) the period

of a girl's education is three or four

years too short. To close her st&dies at

seventeen or eighteen would alone render

it impossible that, as everything must
be learned by that time, more than one
or two even of the modern languages

shall have been mastered. And it must
be very rare that the young lady of

that age shall have reached sufficient

force of intellect or knowledge of life,

to appreciate the best productions of the

literatures to which she has obtained the

key. It would be but an Oriental style of

flattery that could believe her capable of

really grasping writers like Goethe or

Lessing, Eacine or Dante. And, were
it common to teach a young girl the

clumsily so-called " classical " languages,

by nothing short of the miraculous could

she gain that insight into the ways of

life in ages so different from our own
which would enable her to take the

smallest pleasure in, much more to com-
prehend, Sophocles or Pindar. We put
it to the conscience of male readers

whether this would not be true of them.
For understanding what a youth has

learned (supposing the wish to exist),

the two years next after twenty are

worth any ten that preceded them.
And though "women are so quick," yet

it is doubtful whether their liveliness of

mind can avail them in a matter which
requires thought, study, and maturity as

the materials on which quickness is to

operate. Education partly gives us

materials and, partly, skill to use them.

So far as it gives skill, by cultivating

and training the mind, women's educa-

tion is ordinarily arrested at the point

before which skill cannot seriously be
given. It is not true that a girl of

seventeen can afford to shut up her

books and amuse herself more than a

boy of seventeen. It is not true that she

is more eager to shut them up and amuse
herself. But the modern world requires

her to do so, and has led her to expect

it since she was seven. We think the

world makes this requirement mainly

because men prefer flowers to fruits.

And, when men mount then pulpits,

they term the result of their preference

"female frivolity."

But I shall resume this subject from
a more general point of view at the end.

Beturning now from what (it is hoped)
rather looks than is a digression : wT

ill it

be maintained that the experience of life

and of nature necessary to feed the poet's
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mind is beyond female acquirement, or

disproportionately arduous in its acqui-

sition 1 The example of the highest

poets, I submit, will hardly support

this position. They have been men of

vivid feeling, of large capacity, but their

range of life has been often simply

domestic. The "vision and the faculty
"

came to "Wordsworth, Schiller, and

Shelley, for instance, with no further-

reaching knowledge of the world than

was possessed by, or within reach of, their

wives and sisters. Campbell, Byron,

and Scott (whatever may have been

playfully or paradoxically ascribed to

their amateur experiences, as to Gibbon's,

in the field) drew the fire and force of

their battle-pieces from the study, not

from the camp, as Milton described

Paradise in his blindness. The field-

mouse and the daisy, no less than the

moral drawn from each by Burns, were

at the feet of the "belles of Mauchline;"

the scenery of the valley of Hyperion

was never beheld but by the inner eye

of Keats in his London surgery. That
" experience " on which Goethe, ' and

Byron within a smaller but a more
energetic range, set so much store, so

far as it was inaccessible to women, has

added but little to the ultimate fame and
popularity of those great poets ; it might

almost be said, that what they gained in

knowledge of this world, was their loss

in the other and better world of poetry.

It is not, however, meant that precisely

the same range of life has been open to

women as to men. It would be unde-

sirable for poetry if it were so ; we
should thus lose that difference in se-

lection of incident and in colour which,

in case of the most successful poetesses,

adds a peculiar charm and interest to

their work. Throughout this essay, I

wish it to be distinctly understood that

the. last thing contended for is, that

women should simply be echoes or repe-

titions of men. Their work must differ,

and ought to differ, as their natures.

What I ask is, why, within a province

apparently open to the power of both
sexes, cultivated by both, equal success

should not be reached 1 And I do
allege that, taking it at its best, the

obstacle of Experience is much too

widely stated. Of the subject-sources

of verse, by far the largest in number
and the most important in essential

value arise from human life, exhibited

in its simple and elementary phases or

passions, and, in modern times at least,

from natural scenery in its ordinarily

accessible aspects. And nine-tenths of

these appear to have been open to the

women who have devoted themselves to

poetry, not less than to the men.
If lack of requisite experience can-

not, as we have tried to show, be truth-

fully urged as a ground for the general

absence of high excellence in female

verse, neither can a disadvantage in

social estimate be urged, we apprehend,

in explanation. Even were the world's

opinion unfavourable, that censure would
not have impeded the course of a highly-

gifted nature, for poetry, if anything,

has an overmastering power ; nor would
those vague obstacles, " domestic con-

siderations," be likely to restrain the

modern Sappho, if " the living fire,

"which was intrusted to the harp of the
" Aeolian damsel," had descended upon
her later sisters. But, in fact, during

what age of European civilization has

public feeling rendered poetical fame

disadvantageous to a woman ] The
sneer at learned ladies, so common in

the mouths of the ignorant of both

sexes, has never been directed against

poetesses. Ancient Greece, it is a com-

monplace of moralists, refusedwoman her

proper place, the direct assignment of

which is often—though, in the opinion

of so great and good a judge as Mr,

Hallam, incorrectly—ascribed to Chris-

tianity. The period from which some

modern writers have, hitherto to no

purpose, endeavoured to remove the

name " Dark Ages," has never been

held unpropitious to her just recogni-

tion. Yet ancient Greece gave Corinna

and Sappho the honour which, fourteen

centuries after, were given to Boswith a,

as in later days they were conferred on

Mrs. Phillips, Lady TTinchelsea, Miss

London, and Miss Joanna Baillie. And
we are certain that no young lady

anions our readers would decline the
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respect and admiration which were
paid to such predecessors, or thank us

for an elaborate proof that the fame
of a Barrett Browning—to deviate one

instant from the rule of contemporary

exclusion—is not less durable and de-

sirable than that of Mnon or Gabrielle.

To close this section of our subject

with an argument beyond contradiction,

the assent of society to the pursuit of

poetry by women is proved by the vast

number of poetesses who have lived

during all periods of European civili-

zation. It is true that their names
would generally be unfamiliar even to

well-informed readers, But the reason

will not be obscure to those who have
turned over the fugitive verses and mis-

cellaneous " garlands " of the last and
the preceding century.

With the pregnant exception, there-

fore, of Education, we hold that external

circumstances are not responsible for

what—compared with our poets—must
be called the failure of our poetesses.

In a very great degree the same excep-

tion must be extended to the female

pursuit of the remaining Eine Arts. It

appears to me demonstrable by refer-

ence to facts, not less than by theore-

tical considerations, that power of hand
to carve, fineness of eye to colour, and
skill of ear for melody and harmony,
are simply and absolutety the tangible

or sensible exponents of power, fineness,

and skill of mind to create or imagine.

Hence, whilst the minds of women are

irrationally excluded from education
during the precise years when they are

most capable of benefiting by it, it is

clear that they will be at a similar disad-

vantage in regard to sculpture, painting

(I wish it were permissible to revive
the convenient old term painture), and
music, as they are here held to be in

regard to poetry. This point, however,
I defer; even if the place thus assigned

to education be disputed, the main argu-

ment will be untouched. Considering

the number of women who have devoted
themselves to the three commonly-
styled Eine Arts, the female want of
success only forms a more perplexing
problem to those who maintain that,

not training or external facilities, but
some indefinable instinct or trick of

bodily temperament, or feeling uncon-

nected with intellect, are the sources of

excellence in them.

Turning, then, to th'ese arts, it will

be found that, although each art has

experienced slight differences in its re-

lation to those outward conditions which
we may sum up under the word Society,

and also differs in its own mechanical

circumstances, yet, on the whole, these

cannot be the hindrances to which we
owe the dearth of the female Titian,

Turner, Ghiberti, Elaxman, Handel, or

"Weber. I repeat this brief list, because

the easily-recognised impossibility of

matching it with a female equivalent

forms a vivid proof of my first pro-

position. It is allowed that study of

the human form has been often seri-

ously difficult to women
;
yet it must

be remembered that this obstacle, im-

portant at first sight, covers really only

a limited sphere even in case of sculp-

ture. In Greece great artists, so far as

we know, were formed without any

special study of this nature : models

were about them in daily life ; nor

(assuming in our ignorance of these

details that the tone of society may
have more or less restrained the female

members of citizen-families from the

practice of art, although one or two
names occur S in the list of Otfried

Miiller) would it appear likely that

the cultivated freed -women, who at

one time are conspicuous in Athenian
life, would have been debarred from

learning or from putting to practical

use the general lessons of form. Every-

day life in Hellas, in fact, even if we
exclude women from frequent presence

at the great athletic contests, furnished

ampler opportunities for such know-
ledge than were open to Donetallo or

to Eeynolds. The best model school

or collection of casts from the antique

is tame and powerless in comparison

with what was in view of the Athe-

nian, as she studied the marbles of

Phidias in their first freshness and
original site, or, like Socrates, " going

down yesterday to the Piraeus," saw the
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bustle of the harbour with all its brown
and active crowd of southern seamen.

When, again, we pass to the great ages

of early religious art, in painting and

sculpture study of the human form

was avowedly not practised, probably

for a long time barely allowed to artists.

Yet we know that then, at least, the

social hindrances to female practice no

longer existed; indeed, that those reli-

gious societies within which men like

Angelico da Eiesole were formed, had
an abundance of counterparts amongst

women, whose names are not wanting

in a field so naturally inviting to them
as devotional art. A small painting of

the " Virgin and Child " in our own
National Gallery is ascribed to Mar-

garet, sister of the two great Yan
Eycks ; it is pleasing, but lacks force

;

but the ascription of it to Margaret,

which, as conjectural, renders it unfair

to argue from this work as typical, may
perhaps be supported by the minute care

given to the turned and mended tapestry

in the background. Lastly, how small

a portion does detailed knowledge of

the figure, at least in England, play in

modern art ! Sculpture mainly gives us

portrait-busts ;
painting, small dressed

incidents from common life, portraits,

or the many forms of landscape. Allow-

ance made to the full for whatever

greater impediments a woman may
meet here, and in a few other points,

as exposure to weather in case of land-

scape-study
;
yet we must in fairness

admit that certain peculiar attractions

and facilities are presented by modern
taste to our female Gainsborough or

Leslie
;

gratification of the religious

sentiment in the Middle Ages being-

balanced in our own by the predomi-

nance of home landscape or domestic

scenes. We shall see that the same
is true of poetry ; and, as in poetry,

like causes have been followed by like

effects ; it is neither the impulse nor

the endeavour that are wanting. So
far from this, there cannot be a stronger

proof that women find nothing in art

alien from their tastes or their social

position, than the fact that more women
than men practise painting—water-

colours being of course included ; whilst,

again, there is no pursuit by which the

large number in all classes, who depend
on or desire to aid themselves by their

own labour, may and do obtain a more
respectable and satisfactory livelihood.

Nor has it, I believe, been argued that

these employments or amusements have
any tendency to withdraw them from
the share in life assigned to them or

assumed for them by society.

Neither is the manual work an im-

pediment. The amount of physical

strength put forth in sculpture, whether

modelling or carving (all the processes

of rough-hewing, nay, indeed, too often

the whole manipulation of the marble

being carried out by workmen), is less

than that required by most ordinary

household labour ; in fact, dexterity of

finger and sensitive fineness of touch

(qualities generally ascribed in a peculiar

degree to the female frame) are far more
needed in this art than muscular power.

The technical processes of painting need

no discussion. What we have again to

ask is, Where, from the days of Phidias

and Zeuxis to those of Elaxman and

Turner, can a work of art by female

hands, fairly rateable in the second

class, be pointed out 1

No lady, it may be safely asserted,

would decline the honours paid to

Mendelssohn or Bellini, more than those

which rank great painters and great

poets high on the list of the world's

most cherished benefactors. It may be

asserted, with equal safety, that few

causes can be shown in the conditions

of life natural to musicians, none in the

usages of fashion or in the studies and

experience required, which are hostile

to the successful practice of this art by
women. Education also is here a less

overt hindrance ; operating only by
virtue of that general law which renders

a completely cultivated mind dependent

upon a complete training, and the art

itself, like the rest, dependent upon

complete mental cultivation. Indeed,

as in some measure with painting, so

much more with music, one invaluable

external precondition of success has

been secured by women in a degree
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probably much beyond that which edu-

cation assigns to men. It has been
often noticed that almost all of the

great musicians were the sons of men
either professionally engaged or practi-

cally versed in music. To play well is,

at any rate, not less essential to musical

composition than ability to manage the

pencil and mix colours is to paint-

ing. Now, far more women are trained

to play or sing than men. Nor, I

apprehend, speaking under submission

to professional judgment, do the further

mechanical details—the knowledge of

instruments and of the voice, or the

theory of harmony and of composition

—present any what may be called

sexual difficulties. What they do re-

quire, is that the hard study of them
should not be arrested at eighteen. There

seems no reasonwhy even management of

the orchestra itself, that little world not

always harmoniously composed, should

not be committed to any woman capable

of conducting it—as, indeed, it is already

often devoutly subservient to the resting-

pauses and imperfect notes of the prima
donna assoluta. Note also that men
have not set up those exclusive pre-

tensions in case of music which arrogance

has occasionally impelled them to set up
in regard to the other Fine Arts. "Women
have been—at least for that hundred
years which covers almost all that gives

us pleasure in music—the chosen inter-

preters of melody. Nor, again, is there

any sign that the great masters who
redeem the eighteenth century from the

charge of prosaicism (in many respects

hastily and unfairly advanced against it)

regarded their immortal works as beyond
female comprehension. On the contrary,

it is easy to give a long list, not only of

songs, but of instrumental pieces, writ-

ten for first performance by women.
Mozart's lovely duet in B flat, for ex-

ample, with its opening largo, grand and
delicate as the Propylaea of the Athenian
Acropolis, was composed for a female

violinist. Music, in some ways the most
singular and romantic of all those strange

manifestations of the beautiful and the
spiritual which we call Art, is the one
which is most intimately dependent

on human aid, incessantly renewed, for

its vitality. The Madonna di San Sisto

or the Elgin frieze may be fancifully

supposed to retain unbroken existence,

and, when unobserved by any eye,

stand proudly reserving their conscious

beauty for the sympathies of the next

spectator. The poets seem to be still

alive, as we look at their immortal
works where they rest awaiting us on our

bookshelves. But how curious, when we
come to think of it, is the fate of some
opera of more than earthly beauty,—
let us say Weber's " Euryanthe," or the
" Iphigenia " of Gluck—reduced for years

by public apathy to the shadowy state

of a folio score—imprisoned, we might
call it, in the Limbo Musicorum ! If

the sonatas of Mozart, Beethoven, or

Weber are not entranced in the same
land of sleep and silence, this is mainly

due to the fingers and the feeling of

women. There is also a very intelligible

sense in which, looking at once to the

large part taken in the realization of

music by them, and to the emotional

character of the art itself, music deserves

the name it has often received, as the

female art par excellence. How singular,

then, that this should precisely be

that art in which women have dis-

played the least creative power ! Those
partial exceptions which may be urged

in case of poetry or of painting do not

apply here. It is, I believe, correct to

say that not one single successful com-
position for orchestra or for single

instruments—not one page of a Lied

ohm Wbrte—not one song that has

popularly outlived the first singer, far

less an opera or an oratorio—has been

produced by that sex to which musical-

ears are indebted for two- thirds of a

pleasure so pure and so lofty that it has

been taken as typical of the pleasures of

Heaven.
Should the foregoing remarks be

assented to, it has now been shown
that those obvious external circum-

stances, often held adverse to female

success in poetry, music, and the arts

of form and colour, have been greatly

overrated • whilst, in various ways, we
have even found that they confer upon
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woman some of the advantages popu-

larly, perhaps, thought reserved for

man. It cannot, we submit, be truly

argued, that either society, or difficulties

inherent in mastering the respective arts,

impedewomen from distinguishing them-

selves as painters, sculptors, musicians,

or poets. Indeed, so strong does the

yearning for the deep and lofty pleasure

given by these arts become, as civilization

strips the primary elements of romance

from life, that there can be no doubt of

the deep and hearty welcome which

would await a new Eaphael, another

Beethoven, a second Wordsworth, of

whichever sex : nay, in the present state

and prospects of the English-speaking

races—races destined, possibly within

the lives of some now infants, to be

numerically equal to any now on the

globe—such good fortune appears almost

too much to hope for. An inquiry

which tends to show how far half the

human species has done its part in this

high office, and where, if it has failed

in so doing, failure has arisen, may thus

be of real service. Nor need it be urged

that such inquiry can only be made
profitably, if carried on in the spirit of

truth without the fallacies of compli-

ment. If the new Eaphael, the other

Beethoven, the second Wordsworth, have
not yet appeared amongst women, it is

neither from want of women who have

aimed at being such, nor from hin-

drances consciously placed in the way of

their success. Are we, then, as possibly

many men, and some women, will have

already argued, entitled, at the present

stage of our argument, to conclude that

women have another work in life, and
that Nature (in the vast majority of

cases) is against their eminence in Art 1

Without venturing on a presumptuous

decision (as to me, at least, it would
appear) that this may bo so, I contend

that we are not yet in a position for

deciding. What I wish to set forth as

the greatest of their hindrances, operates

both upon these external qualifications

and those internal which we have not

yet noticed. Until women are allowed

education during the years when edu-

cation is at once by far most of a

pleasure and of a profit, it seems to me
simply idle to affirm what nature allows,

or does not allow them, to do in those

regions wherein education, in the largest

sense, is an essential prerequisite. I
am aware that this last proposition will

be opposed, and by better arguments
than that appeal to the mother wit and
quickness of women which, thus made,
is only another form of shallow flattery

;

but I reserve for the close a few remarks
on the subject. The still-remaining

inquiry—how the internal conditions of

the Fine Arts stand relatively to female

nature—may assist us, however, to deter-

mine how far the deficiency we deplore

is really dependent on education. I

will first give a few words to an aspect

of the matter which, obvious as it is,

we have not hitherto needed to touch
on.

If this argument had assumed that a

positively large number of women

—

comparison made with the number of

men—have at any time practised the

arts, or must have done so before we
could fairly put the question whether
they have succeeded, we could not deny
much force to the reply which has been
sometimes vaguely brought forward

—

that women's home duties are the

obstacle to their success. Of course it

may be urged, on the other side, that

the pursuit of art by men is some-

times carried on amongst other engross-

ing occupations, and that, if otherwise,

it is because the man lives by his art

—

an arrangement which is obviously

open equally to, and, in fact, equally

adopted by, the woman. But women
will justly answer that, taking life

against life, those other duties, above

and beyond a person's main profes-

sion, which fall on them are in many
ways more engrossing than the man's.

Even a single woman cannot well avoid

giving more time to household details

than a man ; much more, if she be

married. Nor is it here a just reply to

say, as some have said, that our fair

poet or painter should make her art so

absolutely the end of life that she must

therefore live single. Very high genius

for any art is apt, we allow, in con-
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forinity with, a common remark, to be

engrossing ; occasionally, to be un-

domestic in its tendencies. But for the

mass of people this will not be true;

and we are throughout looking at

ordinary human nature. And this will,

I think, certainly be found, whether in

regard to home employments, or, in an

obvious way, to physical constitution, to

impose certain specific hindrances upon
women from which the other sex is

free.

Yet these are not such as seriously to

interfere with our main propositions.

They have not, to look first at facts,

prevented a great number of women
from devoting themselves to the Fine

Arts. The pursuit of art, requiring, as

it does, more or less of the temperament
of genius, will also find, in external

difficulties of what may, without offence,

be called a lower or every-day character,

a spur to conquer them. It is also fair

to conclude (and readers will easily call

to mind recent examples in confirma-

tion), that the artist if single will find

in her family, if married in her husband,

an amount of support and alleviation

in common matters of life correlative

to that which men, similarly placed,

have so often owed to the blessing of

female affectionateness. Again, our ar-

gument has never rested on an assump-
tion, that as large an absolute number
of women can be expected to practise,

or to succeed, in art, as men. All we
contend is, that, considering the external

conditions, and the number of women
who have made the attempt, the success,

compared with male achievement, is con-

spicuously below the average. Such
remarks as that famous one of Pericles

(addressed, however, to a local and
temporary social condition), " that the

glory of women is, that they should not

be spoken of," and the like, I dismiss

as unworthy serious discussion. They
are the counterpoise of contempt which
will always accompany those idle com-
pliments of so-called gallantry that over-

rate female performance in art, or end
the matter, to the speaker's satisfaction,

in some declaration that the arts which
pursue beauty are unnecessary for those

who are themselves the beautiful.

To be continued.

ABOUT SALMON.

BY HENRY KINGSLEY.

" At length," we read in Dickens's best

novel, " some few of the belligerents
" began to speak to each other in only
" moderate terms of mutual aggrava-
" tion ;—and little by little to make
" common cause on the one subject of
" Martin Chuzzlewit's obstinacy." What
was true of the Chuzzlewit family in

this respect, is now, we are happy to

say, to some extent true of the writers

on the natural history of the salmon.

It can no longer be said of them, as it

was of the before-mentioned family,

that " no one member of it had ever
" been known to agree with another
" within the memory of man." They
have given up squabbling in the Field,

we dare say, to the worthy and peace-

ably disposed editor's great delight, and
seem really inclined to come to some
conclusion after all.

A long and stormy council has been
sitting, in an irregular, unofficial way
for this last ten years. The debate

has been at times very hot, and the re-

sults for long eminently uncertain. The
conclusions of yesterday were swept

away by the facts of to-day ; the hunted
heretic of last week, became grand in-

quisitor of this. By degrees, however,

the wilder theorists were persuaded, sub-

mitted, or were condemned; and the

council has been at last enabled, by the

mouth of one of its most able and
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learned members—Mr. Eussel, editor of

the Scotsman—to put forth its declaration

of belief; 1 which is both large and

modest, and which has been almost uni-

versally submitted to. Certain daft

whig bodies, who deny the identity of

salmon and grilse, are still " out " in

Ross-shire, but Mr. Russel has denounced

their leader, and Claverhouse is after

him, and no doubt he will soon be ac-

counted for, and his followers dispersed.

Mr. Russel's book is not merely a

dry statement of the natural histor}^ of

the salmon. It is a most readable and
amusing book. We hope that there is

no law of literature which prevents a

man making statistics amusing, and in-

ducing people to read them who other-

wise would have left them alone. If

there be such a law, Mr. Russel has

broken it, and must suffer the penalty

bv having a few thousand extra readers.

We hope that any other man sinning in

the same way will meet with the same

just retribution.

But these few words, of which Mr.
Russel's book forms the text, are not to

be considered as a review. A book by
the editor of the Scotsman is tolerably

certain to want uncommon little re-

viewing ; being pretty well reviewed

before it goes to press. It gives us an

opportunity, however, to give the results

of scientific inquiries about the natural

history of the salmon, and to say a few

words of our own. The author of this

book would be the last to affirm that he

had exhausted his subject ; and there is

very little fear that our trifling contri-

bution will do so.

Now the best thing we can do, is to

give the life of a successful salmon

—

of the eighteen pounder with which we
shall make ourselves ill this very night

at the London Tavern, on the occasion,

let us say, of the annual dinner of

the Broken Down Blockade Runners'

Pension Society, with Mr. Bright in the

chair. Let us see, with the assistance

of Mr. Russel, what astounding adven-

tures this fellow had gone through,

before, like Hans Andersen's snails, he

1 The Salmon. By A. Russel. Edmonston
and Douglas. Edinburgh: 1864.

had arrived at the crowning earthly

honour of being cooked, put on a
plate, and gobbled up. Having done
this, let us follow the fate of a few of
his unsuccessful brothers, and see why,
by a combination entered into by a

wicked world, they never came by the
promotion which awaited their more
fortunate brother, but got themselves
crudely gobbled up, far short of the
London Tavern. Thirdly and lastly,

let us draw deductions and apply the
lesson.

The ova of the salmon, in size about
equal to a small pea, are deposited in

loose gravel, under steady flowing water,

at a time, ranging between the beginning
of September and the middle of January,

varying most in the county of Devon,
where the difference between the spawn-
ing time in the Exe and in the Avon,
is as great as five months.

In from 90 to 130 days that process

begins which is now so familiar to

Londoners through Mr. Frank Buck-
land's apparatus the little fish partly

developes out of the egg, and begins

uncouthly to wriggle about with it at-

tached to him. By degrees the egg

becomes absorbed, and, he is at last a
tiny fish, fairly started on his grand

career.

At first he is very shy, lying perfectly

still under arched stones, growing ; he
is rarely visible to the naked eye before

July, by which time he has become a

parr, or fingerling, something like a

small brook trout, but lighter in colour,

as w-ell as in build, marked with a

number of darker bars on his side. He
may be easily distinguished from a

brook trout by other peculiarities besides

the bars. (In fact we know certain

brooks, far beyond the reach of salmon,

in which one-half the trout are barred

like parr.) He now begins to rise at a

fly, and to make a deadly bait for big

river trout. We need not say that it is

illegal to use him for this purpose,

though it is a sore temptation when no

bait is to be had but a rotten garvie,

In this state, preserving a size of less

than six inches (we once saw one on the

river Teign between eight and nine, but
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that is exceedingty rare), he remains for

one or for two years. But, after about

fourteen months, or else about one year

and fourteen months, counting from his

hatching,1 a great change comes over

him ; his mottled sides become coated

with bright silver scales, and he turns

to all intents and purposes into a salmon

of six inches long • he is now called a

smolt in Scotland ; in England a samlet,

or, collectively, salmon fry. He now in

his little brain (oh mystery of mysteries !)

feels that something must be done

—

that this pleasant summer weather,

these sweet fat stoneflies, and all must
be left for unknown perils. He quits

the pleasant stream where he has been

bred, and, heading seawards, is lost to

human ken in the ocean.

What he does there no man knows,

Mr. Russel goes so far as to hint, in the

most roundabout and delicate way, that

certain people who pretend to know
more than their neighbours might be

put under water for six months to see.

We fear this would be impossible ; so

we must be content to know nothing,

but sit and wait diligently for our friend

the salmon's reappearance.

With regard to this question, " How
long does your smolt remain in the

sea, until he comes you back a grilse of

six to eight pounds % " the answer is,

" Nobody knows." You are allowed a

latitude of twelve months. He either

comes back in three months, or in

fifteen. It appears from this text-book

of Mr. Russel's, that you may consci-

entiously believe in either of these two
periods, without in any way (at present)

endangering your personal liberty

—

which to a particular class of minds
must be very pleasant, but to the narrow
soul, which craves for authentic forni-

1 Probably one part go down the first year,

and another the second, but the question is

quite undecided, and conscience is allowed,

for the present, to be free on the subject. The
holders of either belief only incur the hatred
and rancour of the other sect ; they have
nothing more to fear. The authorities hold
either opinion to be legal, and, until the ortho-

dox belief is developed and promulgated, de-
cline to excommunicate. Now, this is very
soothing to those who hold, as we do, a heresy
on the subject of the breeding of parr.

No. 68.—VOL. XII.

ulas, not quite so agreeable. However,
he does come back, which is a great

facts.

Here he is at last, having felt along

the coast, till he got the taste of the

highly oxygenated land water in his

gills ; here he is, escaped from all the

innumerable dangers of the deep sea,

on the bar abreast of the town ; waiting

until the fresh water driving back the

salt shall tell his queer, concentrated

little mind, dully, as in a dream of a

foregone half-forgotten life, yet surely

too, that there is water enough over the

shallowest bar to bear him up into the

pleasantest old haunts under hazel and
alder shadows, and that his love will

meet him there.

When the first flood comes down, he
goes up. Whether the water is swept

down from the towering chalk wolds of

Hampshire, from the granite fastnesses

of Dartmoor, deserted of man, home
only of the golden plover and the breed-

ing snipe, where the silence of the hot

still noon is rudely broken by the splash

of the leaping trout in the bog pool

;

or from the solitary lakes over which

glorious Schehallion, king among all

mountains, sits watching with his peak

in the sky and the snow on his breast,

for ever—let the flood-water come from

where it will, our grilse knows the

message which it brings him—a message

from the home where he was bred. It

was a very nice place in his late

mother's time (whom he never saw, and
who would most certainly have eaten

him up, body and bones, if he had come
near her ; but this is your sentiment),

and perhaps the old lady may be up
there now, or somebody else better ; and

perhaps he don't know why, any more

than a late lamented Colonel, M.P.
knew why he made a collection of port-

manteaus. However, one thing is cer-

tain, up he goes, with his head towards

his native hills, like a steam engine.

The most scientific and liberal of these

terrible salmon-doctors assert that the

salmon almost invariably resort to the

very river, and the very branch of that

river, in which they were bred. For

sentimental purposes, this admission is
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valuable. There being no canon on the

subject, however, we choose to use the

little liberty allowed us, and to doubt

that statement, on the distinct under-

standing that no one takes the matter

up in the Field.

But our grilse by this time, if we
adoj)t one of two extreme theories, is

seventeen months old ; if we adopt

the other theory, nearly three years and

a half old. At all events, weighing

six to eight pounds, he comes bach duly

and works up stream ; some have said as

much as twelve miles a day; but to

find out the truth of that we must
follow Mr. Eussel's hint and send some
one under water for six months. He
goes scudding swiftly over the shallows

and stickles, and pausing, we believe,

whole days in the pools and pits ; during

which time, either through sheer larki-

ness, or because he, like some others,

labours under the impression that what
is pleasant to the eye is also good for

food (this fancy of his certainly brings

knowledge, but, as in the great case,

too late)—from some reason or another,

he, during these rests of his, gets the

habit, more fatally developed in later

life, of snapping at and trying to eat

things apparently alive and organic,

but which in reality are but mere
Frankenstein monsters of shreds and
patches, made in certain streets in

London, Edinburgh, or Dublin—eidola

of things, which as Mr. Paul Bedford

would have said some years ago, " never

have couldn't." These things are your

salmon-flies ; the makers of which steer

so singularly clear of the second com-
mandment. For Scotch " Meg in her

braws " is as much unlike anything in

heaven or earth as is Irish Martin Kelly's

immortal orange-brown of the story.

Our statistics of the salmon-fly manu-
facture are unfortunately not handy

;

but we are inclined to suspect that there

is a fly tied (a hook busked) for every

salmon taken with the rod. If we get

our committee on the subject, we should

not be surprised to find that the flies

beat the rod-killed salmon as two to

one. The strangest thing is, that salmon
fishers—not stone-bottle and punt Wal-

tonian brethren who meet once a week
at the Duck and Trumpet, but men of

the world, able to sift evidence and draw
conclusions—seem to agree that the
salmon distinctly prefer one of these

miniature popinjays to another. This
must be a mysterious tradition. "What-
ever it is, it seems to be a fact. We never
heard of a sane man using the small

gaudy Irish fly in Scotland. Stoddart
of Kelso, however (we quote from
memory—we have not seen his work
for years), instances a case per contra of

a man who busked all his hooks white,

and killed as many salmon as any one
else.

But our grilse is but a grilse still.

We must follow him as fast as we can.

He heads up to the watershed and
finds a suitable breeding-ground, and
another lady grilse (no, Dundee, put
up your sword, and call your troopers

off. Well ! well ! Clavers, we are no
one of the daft. Well, ye are a thrawn
deevil, and we'll say a lady salmon then

;

will that content you V) • near about his

own size (mark that, Dundee,) ; and
with her he routs up the gravel, and
when tired of her company heads sea-

ward once more—a kelt.

Says Mr. Bailey, junior, to the two
Miss Pecksniffs, mysteriously through

the keyhole, "There's a fish to-morrow,

young ladies ; don't eat none of him."

Our friend is now in a fearfully

draggle-tail condition. One would be

ashamed to be seen speaking to him
in the streets. Change of air and diet

become imperatively necessary. He
goes to the sea-side, and apparently

stays there some six months. At the

end of that time he comes up the river

again, and weighs, as we think, twelve

pounds off and on. He again goes

through the gravel-routing process, re-

turns in a dilapidated condition to the

sea, and once more appears in Tay.

Garry, Shin, Tweed, Itchen, Avon,

Dart, Teign, Severn, Blackwater, Shan-

non, Welsh Dee, Glaslyn, or where

you will, in high health and strength,

wei^hine somewhere near eighteen

pounds.

Wre will consider our friend a Scotch
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salmon, for they are not only the most

numerous, hut the biggest and best.

His hour is come. Here comes the

duke down in full Highland dress to

catch him, accompanied by his piper

(thank heaven, without his pipes), his

forester, a gilly or two, a staghound or

two, and five and twenty hairy terriers.

His grace leads his fly over our friend's

nose, and our friend—flash—what shall

we liken it to 1—we know nothing in

sport like the attack of even a small

Welsh salmon, save the terrible "snatch"

of a big Thames trout. (We get them
up to fifteen pounds, remember.) What
the first ten minutes with a big Scotch

salmon is like we don't happen to

know, but it is something, we believe,

so marked and distinct that men who
have plenty of other things to think

about can call to mind the particulars

of the death of every salmon they have

ever killed. We have seen Scotch

salmon killed, holding the position of

Maclellan at Sebastopol ; and should

be inclined to think that our salmon,

the one we have just eaten, comes by
his curious death somehow like this.

Our friend, finding his grace's hook
fast in his nose, goes down stream ten

miles an hour. The Duke, with the

point of his rod in the air, begins run-

ning after him over the shingles and
boulders, most confoundedly barking his

high-bred though naked legs against

democratic crystals of felspar. But he
has a leg like a costermonger, has the

Duke, "an unco' fine leg for a kilt;"

so perhaps he don't mind. The piper,

the forester, and the gillies, begin swear-

ing ; the four and twenty hairy terriers

don't swear, but take it out in barking,

having created a fiction that his grace

has got hold of an otter ; the deer-

hounds get between everybody's legs,

oftener than would appear possible, and
gander about idiotically. In this order

the whole party go raging down the

river till they come to, the pool called

the Devil's Caldron, where our friend

the salmon stops short, and goes to the

bottom. The Duke stops short too,

and all the others come on the top of

him ; the four and twenty hairy terriers

career barking over them, and the mass
of struggling humanity and dog-manity

is crowned by a solitary deerhound,

who don't know what it all means, but
thinks it is as well to be at the top

of it. On rearranging themselves the

party find that they are joined by the

minister, who happens to. be out bota-

nizing, and who calls the Duke and one
of the gillies to order for " language ;

"

and also that the salmon is still sulking

at the bottom of the pool. Stoning
being of no avail, the youngest gilly

strips, and, as we Thames men would
say, "sneaks in" (your Highlander is

but a poor hand in the water), rouses

our friend the salmon, and sets the
whole thing going again.

The Duke in the meantime has wound
up his line, but the salmon will not

have this. He dashes down stream

once more until he has run out some
eighty yards, and then heads up again,

trying, with wonderful sagacity, to drown
the line, to utilize the force of the cur-

rent against it, in his own favour. But
even this is of no avail ; his rushes be-

come shorter and shorter ; the piper and
the forester take snuff together ; the

minister joins them ; and, while their

three pows are wagging together (did

you ever see three Scotchmen doing the

polite to one another, without a single

word of articulate speech passing be-

tween them 1)—while these three are

bowing and scraping, the end has come.

Our fish has made his last mad rush,

and the Duke has dexterously guided
it into a shallow, so that he runs up on
the gravel, nearly high and dry. One
of the gillies gaffs him (though that is

but a ceremony in this case), and drags

him up among the purple-flowered wild

geraniums to die. In his death, even,

he is one of the most beautiful objects

in form and colour which we can set

eyes on in this beautiful world. In
form—the Hercules, Apollo, Antinous
combined, and with all his beauty of

line and curve showing an absolute

perfection of utility. What opium-clip-

per, or more God-accursed slave-brig, can

show such bows as he? What Great

Britain, or American racing yacht ever

k2
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showed such a run, and such, a stern.

Colour, again ! your dying dolphin we
pronounce distinctly to be a swindle, and

to he put into Doctor Mackay's book on

Popular Delusions, as the very greatest

!

Look at our salmon. See the gleaming

silver on his shoulder fade off on his back

into delicate grey, and on his belly into

creamy pink. Why, the beauty of a great

English trout, gleaming and panting his

last among the nodding cowslips, is but

mottled, painted barbarism beside him.

And so our lucky salmon conies to an

end. And, although he has been killed

by the Duke, it so happens that he has

been put in the ice with the others, and

we have feasted off him at the London
Tavern. Hush ! Gentlemen, charge

your glasses for the toast of the evening.

Mr. Bright rises to propose success to

Jeff. Davis and slavery ; and is fol-

lowed by the editor of the Record, who
gives " Bishop Colenso, with three times

three," or something of that sort. Don't

take too much claret, or your wife will

compliment you on your personal ap-

pearance to-morrow morning.
" What is this ? His eyes are pinky.

Was it the claret 1 no ! no !

"

" Bless your soul it was the Salmon.
Salmon always makes him so."

We proposed at first to write the

history of a lucky salmon, and next of

an unlucky one. We have done the

former. We cannot, as we find, do the

latter ; an unlucky salmon gets cut short

so soon in his career, that he, like happy
nations, has no history whatever—or at

least no history which we can get hold

of. The history of unlucky salmon is

like that of the Canaanites. He is first

heard of in his destruction.

We cannot write the history of an
unlucky salmon. We can only sketch

the fates of a family of twelve. We
regret to say that we can't do it under.

We believe that; of twelve grilse which
go to the sea not more than one reaches

the breeding grounds on his next expe-
dition up the river.

Therefore we will suppose that our
late friend had eleven brethren. We
will briefly hint what became of the

eleven unfortunates, both because our

space is limited, and because when we
immediately come to our " thirdly, and
lastly," we shall, by implication, explain

their sad end more fully.

Salmon were sent into the world to

be eaten. Things eatable are a market-

able commodity, and will consequently

in these times, when space has be-

come annihilated by steam, find their

highest market. Every hour a salmon
stays in fresh water he deteriorates,

which is something ; but the fact that

he is worth three shillings a pound in

February, and drops to a shilling in

April, is something more. The fact

which most influences his fate is this

(as we venture to think)—that the as-

sembled Swelldom of the British islands,

coming up to London at the end of

February, to attend to their Parliamen-

tary duties, and settle the fashions,

require him at any price ; and that, the

upper ten thousand finding it impossible

to do without him, the next lower two

hundred thousand find that they can't

do without him either. Consequently,

there is a fictitious demand for early

salmon in this wen of London, as Cobbet

used to call it, merely because it is dear.

" I never get enough asparagus," said a

dweller in Swelldom the other day

—

"our people never have it at this time

of year, it's too cheap." So with the

salmon. Like asparagus, he must be

anticipated ; cut off from his native

river, sixty miles at sea, if possible

(which it happily is not—the coast

stake-nets cannot work in stormy Feb-

ruary, which is a blessing), merely

because the market demands it. Do
we object 1 Who would be mad enough

to turn Tory, and attack the law of

supply and demand '? The world is

mainly governed by those laws, and no

exception can be made ; only, if in this

case you are too consistent, the supply

will cease, and then, of course, the

demand will cease too ; so it will all

come right in the end.

With regard to our eleven unlucky

salmon. We cannot in the least make
out, either from our own slight know-

ledge, or from Mr. Russel's book, what
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proportion of grilse or salmon who have

bred this year return to breed next.

Our foul fish, our spent fish, go back,

as a general rule, to the sea without the

knowledge of man. An Englishman, a

Scotchman, or an Irishman, considers

them as unclean beasts, not to be

touched, hardly to be spoken of. Only

your exceedingly nasty frenchman buys

him surreptitiously from dishonest

dealers, fricassees or kickshaws him up
somehow, and, pah ! eats him, and be-

lieves, with his usual complacency, that

he is taking salmon. Formerly, no

doubt, a good many salmon perished by

this infamous traffic ; but a few sharp

prosecutions last year, and the year be-

fore, put a stop to that sort of thing,

and Mossoo's nasty tastes remain un-

gratified. We believe that now only

one of our twelve would be killed for

the market while foul. In former times

the destruction was horrible.

Two more of the eleven are probably

killed, for sheer selfish mischief, while

spawning, by some miller or other

—

probably brother to some one of the

captains of the Thames steamboats that

attended the University race the other

day ; the men who first gave the

Oxford boat their wash when they

thought she was losing, and then cut

the Cambridge boat in half, after they

had so gloriously lost what was, without

any exception, the finest University race

ever rowed. The fish which " flurries
"

quickest finds himself soonest on the

grass. Oh, Cambridge ! remember that

next year, if you mean to win. To re-

turn to these salmon of ours. A few
years ago the number thus miserably

and disgracefully killed by the millers,

and Sir Walter Scott, Lord Brougham,
ourselves, and others, who did not know
or think what they were doing, but
were attracted by the wonderful pic-

turesqueness of the sport of salmon-

spearing by torchlight, in Devonshire,

and on the Tweed, and in the north of

England generally, was enormous ; now,
probably, in the countries just named it

don't amount to more than one or two
in the dozen. On Tay, Spey, and such
rivers in Scotland, which come from

strictly preserved moors, and Taw, in

Devonshire, now the crime is unknown.
We still hear sad accounts from the

border, and the North of England ; my
Lord Brougham even having tried to

find out what poaching was like on the

other side of the spikes, and, morally

speaking, having looked at the bench from
the dock for the first time in his life. In
Devonshire again, where nearly all the

rivers run up into a vast, solitary tract

of granite mountains (Dartmoor), the

property of the Crown and entirely un-

preserved, both for fishing and shooting,

salmon are destroyed while spawning by
hundreds. On the Devonshire Taw, the

breeding-grounds are mainly on the lands

of Lord Portsmouth and other game-
preservers, the salmon never pushing up
as far as the first bit of mountain at

Belstone. From this river we hear the

most encouraging reports. Your salmon
flourishes mightily under the cold shade

of the aristocracy ; democracy, as in

Canada and the United States, is death

to him. In Australia, democracy is

making noble efforts to get him. We
think their chance perfectly hopeless

;

we are the more free in saying so just

now, for they seem to have succeeded.

We consider the chance of introducing

salmon into Tasmania as a hopeless

business. We most sincerely hope we
may be wrong.

One great fact seems to us perfectly

undeniable. If it had not been for the

game-preservers the extinction of salmon

would have gone on much more rapidly

in times gone by, and, in spite of a

better legislation, would go on much
more rapidly now. The men who
practically enforce the salmon laws, are

the paid gamekeepers of noblemen and
landed proprietors. What are the

chances of a breeding salmon in a

Devonshire river, whose upper waters

are free, when he once gets his belly on

the granite, on the soil of freedom 1

?

Compare his case with a Tay salmon,

who has some half a hundred of Lord
Breadalbane's men watching him, or with

a Taw salmon carefully guarded by Lord
Portsmouth's or Mark Eolle's keepers

—

six-foot Devonians, every man of them

;
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practised wrestlers from childhood.

Whatever any one chooses to think

ahout the Game Laws is no matter; bnt

salmon fishers have a very vast deal to

thank them for. It is the keepers who
have practically delayed the extinction

of the salnion, and without their help

any new law will become nearly nu-

gatory.

The fourth and fifth of our unlucky
salmon, sneaking along the shore to find

the river-mouth, are taken in stake-nets

on the coast, in some cases sixty miles

from the mouth of any river. The
earliest of these are the salmon for

which you will have to pay Mr. Grove,

of Bond Street, or Mr. Charles, of Ara-

bella-row, Pimlico, your five shillings a

pound. These are the salmon for whom
your London market gardeners force

their cucumbers. You and ourselves

(perhaps we had better only say our-

selves—people in Society read this

magazine) don't see these earlier fish.

"They appear only," Jenkins tells us,
" at the tables of the great, and Eoyalty
itself is no stranger to them." Jenkins
also tells us that they are very nice, and
that we don't know what salmon is.

The sixth of our unlucky fish gets

himself eaten by an otter : or, to be
more correct, finds himself caught and
brought ashore by an otter, and the
shoulder piece eaten out of him. After
which he is left on the bank, in the
middle of the buckbeans, and is found
by some artful, leary old trot of a grand-
mother, who habitually toddles along
the otter tracks before the sun has
looked over any of the Welsh hills or

King Snowdon, to see what the otters

have left ; who boils him, and eats some
of him, and then pickles him, and eats

some more ; and, in one way or another,

gladdens her poor old heart with him
;

and gets thinking of her boy, who
enlisted this twenty years ago, because
he could not keep his hands off these
dratted salmon, and who never came
back from India. And, like some of us,

she thinks dimly that India is somewhat
dear at the price ; and then has another
go-in at the pickled salmon.

Another five salmon to be accounted

for? Why, yes. But unless, like the

silent lady in the "Arabian lights," one

had the power of going into the sea

without being drowned, we don't think

we could account for them. We cannot

help thinking that a great number of

salmon which go to the sea never come
back ; even, as we have put it, to the

stake-nets on the coast ; that they are

destroyed there somehow. We have put
the average as five in twelve. That may
be too high; but we have not done
so without a certain degree of considera-

tion. If our somewhat (as we allow)

random assertion on this only provokes

discussion, say in the Field, it will do

good ; and we will be the first to with-

draw our theory when others show us

that we have generalized from an in-

sufficient number of facts. But we feel,

at present, very much inclined to believe

that a large number of salmon never re-

appear from deep water.

Of course legislation can do nothing

here. The object of all legislation must
be to let the salmon get in sufficient

numbers up to their breeding-grounds,

to protect them while they are depositing

their spawn, to give the young salmon

fair play ; and, when we have done this,

to "rest and be thankful." Let the

kelts go to the deuce, if we can only get

so much done. Don't let us fight too

hard over spent fish, if we can get our

rivers fairly open. Kelts are so exceed-

ingly nasty that their nastiness will

preserve them ; only let the London
magistrates watch Billingsgate, and see

that your foul-feeding Frenchman don't

get hold of them, and there will be no

demand. Let all legislation tend towards

the free passage of fish, and the protec-

tion of our breeding-grounds, and then

let the spent fish go hang.

The breeding fish have been greatly

assisted by making the sale of salmon

ova illegal ; this was formerly a great

source of profit to the poachers in the

upper waters. But the picturesque

amusement of " salmon-spearing by

torch-light is now happily as illegal as

the equally picturesque amusement of

rick-burning.

This brings us to our thirdly. We
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have got to apply the lessons taught us

by our firstly and secondly, and draw
deductions. Let us briefly see what has

been done for the three countries, and

what remains to be done.

Scotland is so much the most import-

ant of the three countries, with regard to

salmon, and has been so much the worst

used, that we will take the other two
first. England's necessity being greatest,

we will begin with her. The Act of

1861, repealing no less than thirty-three

others, gives us these benefits. The
annual close time is made 153 days ; the

weekly close time, during which the fish

are absolutely free, 42 hours. Nets are

made with meshes of eight inches ; and,

lastly, fixed engines are abolished, with

the exception of such weirs as have been

in use from immemorial time, or are

held by grant or charter.

The most important provision is the

last one. It entirely stops those plagues

of Scotland, stake- and bag-nets. To
give an instance of how it will act, take

the Welsh Dee. In our youth the whole

of the great estuary of that noble river

was a cobweb of nets. One amusement
of ours used to be to go out with the

fishermen " across the sands of Dee,"

and actually pick the salmon up. All

this is stopped now. The salmon have

nothing now between them and the

divine glen of Llangollen but the sewage

of the great city of Chester. All they

have got to do is to hold their noses and
run for it, and they will find themselves

among their cousins the grayling, at

Corwen, before they know where they

are ; and may ultimately spend a profit-

able summer in the broad lake of Bala.

Here is a change. We must have these

weirs removed somehow, particularly

one at Christchurch, in Hants ; but we
have got a very good Salmon Act ; and
possibly in twenty years or so, when the

fish get to know of it, we may get some
salmon. It was easy enough for us to

get a good Act : there were no vested

interests to contend against. It would
be easy enough to get a bill through,

prohibiting the sale of warming-pans in

India. It was worth no one's while to

make a fight about it. Things might be

better and couldn't be worse. If our

Scotch brethren could get such a bill,

they would, besides being able to let us

kill fish at less than five pounds a piece,

send us fish so cheap that even Mrs.

Gamp would get as scornful of pickled

salmon as she used to be of cold mutton.

Why Scotland has not been able to get

such an Act hitherto, we will say

directly.

The miserable mismanagement of

centuries cannot be mended in a day.

Our Act has not produced much effect

yet, though affairs look cheering. It is

hardly likely that we shall ever have
salmon in the upper waters of the

Thames again, at all events for a long
time : it is hard to believe that a salmon
will ever again pass London. Still, a
friend of ours, who we hope has many a
good year of life and angling before him,
has caught them below Maidenhead

—

before Brahma's invention. If they can

once get to Teddington, they are safe.

Lord Robert Montagu, the other day,

tried a trifle too much ; which is a pity,

because the object he had in hand was
a most excellent one ; we hope he will

not let it drop. And we think the case

about the pollution of rivers was a trifle

overstated by some of the debaters. We
can answer for it that three miles below
the great town of Reading the water is

pure enough, and the reach from Sonning
to Shiplake is one of the best reaches on
the river for fish. Take Marlow again.

Almost in the very town itself begin

those exquisitely limpid gravel shallows,

swarming with great trout, from fifteen

pounds downwards, the most fastidious

of fish. Those who wish to believe in

the pollution of the upper waters of the

Thames should not go trout-fishing to

Marlow. Marlow certainly returns two
Tory Colonels to Parliament, but it is

nonsense to assert that that accounts for

the purity of the river, any more than it

does for the purity of election in that

borough.

By the law of 1862, Ireland gets of

yearly close time 168 days ; weekly
close time 48 hours ; the last being six

hours more than England, and tivelve

more than good old Scotland, who is
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worth, with, regard to salmon, the other

two put together. With a vision of a

possibly impatient reader and editor

before us, we will confine ourselves to

saying that, with regard to fixed engines

of destruction, the Irish Act is (of course)

a muddle, but is an improvement on

what has gone before. Mr. Russel

declines to meddle much with it. Mr.

Patterson devotes many pages to it

;

which we honestly confess we have not

mastered.

Lastly, we come to the state of the

law as existing in Scotland. In Scotland,

salmon are so abundant as to become of

very great commercial value : and there-

fore legislation is exceedingly difficult

on that very ground alone. To take

a solitary instance,—the Duke of Rich-

mond has, by putting down fixed nets

at the mouth of the Spey, increased his

rental from 6,0001. a year to 13,000£.

The question is still more complicated

by the fact that all property in salmon

fisheries is derived from Crown grants

(we assume from this that you may take

salmon anywhere in Scotland, subject to

the law of trespass and the imperial

laws about close time and so on, where
there is no grant), and that these grants

have been most selfishly abused by the

grantees, to the detriment of the upper
holders of fishings. The Crown never

made these grants on the understanding

that fixed engines were to he used ; this

is most clearly proved. The Crown
never thought of cutting off the salmon
hopelessly from their breeding-grounds

;

the Crown had too much brains under it

to dream of such a piece of lunacy. But
within the last forty years, the grantees

of the Crown have invented certain

kinds of fixed nets which do this most
effectually. The whole business began on
the Solway—an estuary which, through
the jealousies of the two countries, was
centuries ago made over to the Devil,

and which he has managed with his

usual dexterity and success; in which
river a man struck down a stake-net and
was making his fortune, until another
man got struck with the brilliant idea

of putting down another net below him.
The first man, of course, came on the

parish next week, and the second man
was just congratulating himself when
another man came and set a net below
him, and put his pipe out. They all

went to the workhouse (we hope—except

the man lowest down on the river, who
will go somewhere else if he don't mind)

;

but the thing got wind, and at this

present moment there are stake-nets on
the east coast, fifty miles from the mouth
of any river.

Now these stake-net men, the oldest

of which sinners hasn't been there forty

years, have the impudence to plead "pre-

scription"—which is nonsense. Being
troubled wTith a thing " forty years

long" don't make prescription ; there is

Scripture for that, and that is a great

fact in Scotland. But the fact is that

their fisheries are of considerable value,

and there are widows and orphans

depending for their bread on them

;

which is the very deuce and all. And
again, these very villains of coast fishers

are among the finest class in the British

Isles—getting their bread where they

see it, in an honest God-fearing way
enough; so what can a man do ? Legis-

lation becomes very difficult. If it was
an English question it would be easily

enough managed, because there are not

three dozen men in England wrho depend

on salmon-fishing for their livelihood. If

it was an Irish question it would be

managed paternally, with more or less

muddle, according to the time during

which the manager had addled his brains

by staying in that most incomprehensible

island ; but it is a Scotch question, and

the Scotch must manage it for them-

selves. They have a pretty good idea

of managing their own affairs, God speed

them ! But as an Englishman we must
say that they must take care that nothing

goes wrong with Meg Mucklebackit.

Every Englishman has loved her, along

with Ophelia and Virginia, since he was

ten years old. Live and let live, you

Scotch brothers of ours ; but get rid of

the stake-nets, and let us have salmon at

a shilling a pound in February. Send

us the salmon, and we will send you the

cucumbers.
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CEADOCK NOWELL : A TALE OF THE NEW EOEEST.

BY RICHxVRD DODDRIDGE BLACKMORE.

CHAPTEE VI.

The lapse of years made little difference

with the Eeverend John Eosedew, except

to mellow and enfranchise the heart so

free and rich by nature, and to pile fresh

stores of knowledge in the mind so stored

already. Of course the parson had his

faults. In many a little matter his

friends could come down upon him
sharply, if minded so to do. But any
one so minded would not have been fit

to be called John Eosedew's friend.

His greatest fault was one which
sprang from his own high chivalry. If

once he detected a person, whether taught

or untaught, in the attempt to deceive

or truckle, that person was to him
thenceforth a thing to be pitied and
prayed for. Large and liberal as his

heart was, charitable and even lenient

to all other frailties, the presence of a

lie in the air was to it as ozone to a test-

paper. And then he was always sorry

afterwards when he had shown his high
disdain. For who could disprove that

John Eosedew himself might have been
a thorough liar, if trained and taught to

consider truth a policeman with his staff

drawn 1

Another fault John Eosedew had

—

and I do not tell his foibles (as our
friends do) to enjoy them—he gave to

his books and their bygone ages much
of the time which he ought to have
spent abroad in his own little parish.

But this could not be attributed to any
form of self-indulgence. Much as he
liked his books, he liked his flock still

better; but never could overcome the

idea that they would rather not be
bothered. If any one were ailing, if

any one were needy, he would throw
aside his Theophrastus, and be where he
was wanted, with a mild sweet voice

and gentle eyes that crannied not, like

a crane's bill, into, the family crocks

and dust-bin. It was a part, and no
unpleasant one, of his natural diffidence

that he required a poor man's invitation

quite as much as a rich one's, ere ever

he crossed the threshold, unless trouble

overflowed the impluvium. In all the

parish of JSTowelhurst there was scarcely

a man or a woman who did not rejoice

to see the rector pacing his leisurely

rounds, carrying his elbows a little out,

as men with large deltoid muscles do,

wearing his old hat far back on his

head, so that it seemed to slope away
from him, and smiling quietly to him-

self at the children who tugged his

coat-tails for an orange or a halfpenny.

He never could come out but what the

urchins of the village were down upon
him as promptly as if he were apple-pie

;

and many of them had the impudence
to call him " Uncle John" before his

hair was grey.

Instead of going to school, the boys

were apprenticed to him in the classics

;

and still more pleasantly he taught them
to swim, and fish, and row. Of riding

he knew but little, except from the

treatise of Xenophon, and a paper

on the Pelethronian Lapiths ; so they

learned it as all other boys do, by dint

of crown and hard bumpage. Moreover,

Mark Stote, head gamekeeper, took them
in hand very early as his pupils in wood-
craft and gunnery. To tell the truth,

Uncle John objected to this accomplish-

ment ; he thought that the wholesome
excitement and exercise of shooting

afforded scarcely a valid reason for the

destruction of innocent life. However,

he recollected that he had not always

thought so—his conversion having been
wrought by the shrieks of a wounded
hare—neither did he expect to bind all

the world with his own girdle. Sir

Cradock insisted that the young idea

should be taught to shoot, and both the

young ideas took to it very kindly.
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Perhaps on the whole they were none

the worse for the want of public-school

training. What they lost thereby in

quickness, suspicion, and effrontery, was

more than balanced by the gain in purity,

simplicity, love of home, and kindliness.

For nature had not gifted them with that

vulgar arrogance, for which the best

prescription is " calcitration nine times

a day, and clean the boots for kicking

you." Every year their father took

them for a month or two to London,

to garnish with some courtly frilling the

knuckles of his Hampshire hams. But
they only hated it; thorough agricoles

they were, and well knew their own
blessings : and sweet and gladsome was
the morning after each return, though

it might be blowing a gale of wind, or

drizzling through the ash-leaves. And
then the headlong rush to see beloved

Uncle John. Nature they loved in any
form, sylvan, agrarian, human, when
that human form was such as they could

climb and nestle in. And there was not

in the parish, nor in all the forest, any
child so rough and dirty, so shock-headed,

and such a scamp, that it could not climb

into the arms of John Rosedew's fellow-

feeling.

But I must not dwell on these pleasant

days, the father's glory, the hopes of the

sons, the love of all who came near them,

and the blessings of Mrs. O'Gaghan.
They were now to go to Oxford, and

astonish the natives there, by showing
that a little hie, hcec, hoc, may come even
out of Galilee ; that a youth never
drawn through the wire-gauge of Eton,

Harrow, or Rugby may carry still the

electric spark, and be taper and well-

rounded. Half their learning accrued

sub olio, in the manner of the ancients.

Uncle John would lead them between
the trees and down to some forest dingle,

the boy on his right hand construing

aloud or parsing very slowly, the little

spark at his left all glowing to explode
at the first mistake. Ae&ocrapos made
the running, until he tripped and fell

mentally, and even then he was set on
his legs, unless the other was down upon
him ; but in the latter case the yoke-mate
leaped into the harness. The stroke-oar

on the river that evening wras awarded

to the one who paced the greatest num-
ber of stades in the active voice of

expounding. The accuracy, the caution,

born of this warm rivalry, became at

last so vigilant, that the boy who won
the toss for the right-hand place at

starting, was almost sure of the stroke-

oar.

So they passed the matriculation test

with consummate ease, and delighted the

college tutor by the clear bold hands

they wrote. They had not read so much
as some men have before entering the

University, but all their knowledge

was close and firm, and staunch enough

for a spring-board. And they wrote

most excellent Latin prose, and Greek

verse easily flowing. However, Sir

Cradock was very nervous on the eve

of their departure for the first term of

Oxford residence, and led John Rosedew,

in whose classical powers he placed the

highest confidence, into his private room

;

and there begged him, as a real friend,

tested now for forty years, to tell him
bluntly whether the boys were likely to

do him credit.

" Don't spare me, John, and don't

spare them : only let us have no dis-

appointment about it."

"My dear fellow, my dear fellow 1"

cried John, tugging at his collar, as he

ahvays did when nonplussed, for fear of

losing himself ; " how on earth can I

tell ] Most likely the men know a great

deal more in the University now than

they did when I had lectures. Haven't

I begged you fifty times to have down a

young first-classman 1

"

a Yes, I know you have, John. But

I am not quite such a fool, nor so shame-

lessly ungrateful. To upset the pile of

your ten years' labour, and rebuild it

upon its apex 1 And talk to me of

young first-classmen ! Why, you know
as well as I do, John, that there is not

one of them, however brilliant, with a

tenth part of your knowledge. It eould

never be, any more than a young tree

can carry the fruit of an old one. ^ hv.

when you took your own first-class, they

could only find one man to put with you.

and you have never ceased to read, read,
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read, ever since you left old Oriel, and
chiefly in taste and philology. And
such a memory as you have ! John, I

am ashamed of you. You want to im-

pose upon me."

And Sir Cradock fixed the parson's

eyes with that keen and point-blank

gaze, which was especially odious to the

shy John Eosedew.
u I am sure I don't. You cannot

mean that," he replied, rather warmly,
for like all imaginative men, when of a

difhdent cast, he was desperately matter-

of-fact the moment his honour was played
with. His friend began to smile at him,
drawing up his grey moustache, and say-

ing, " Yes, John, you are a donkey."
"I know that I am," said John Eose-

dew, shutting his eyes, as he loved to do
when he got on a favourite topic ;

" by
the side of those mighty critics of the
16th and 17th centuries—the Scaligers,

the Casaubons, the Vossii, even Servii,

—what am I but a starving donkey
without a thistle left for him % But as

regards our English critics—at least

too many of them—I submit that we
have been misled by the superiority of
their Latin, and their more slashing

style. I doubt whether any of them
had a tenth part of the learning, or the
sequacity of genius

"

"Come, John, I can't stand this, you
know ; and the boys will be down here
directly, they are so fond of brown
sherry."

"Well, to return to the subject—

I

own that I was surprised and hurt when
a former Professor of Greek actually

confounded the iEolic form of the plus-
quam perfectum of so common a verb
as "

l

"Yes, John, I know all about that,

Butand how it spoiled your breakfast,

about the boys, the boys, John %
"

"And again as to the delicate sub-
significance, not the well-known tor-

tuosness of irapd in composition, but—

"

" Confound it John. They've got all

their things packed. They'll be here in
a moment, pretending to rollick for our
sakes ; and you won't tell me what you
think of them."

" Well, I think there never were two

finer fellows to jump a gate since the

days of Castor and Pollux. ' Ilunc equis,

ilium suj^erare imgnis? You remember
how you took me down for construing
1 pugnis' wrongly, when we were at

Sherborne 1
"

" Yes, and how proud I was, John !

You had been at the head of the form
for three months, and none of us could

stir you ; but you came back again next
day in the fifth .ZEneid. But here come
the villains—now it's all over."

And so the boys went away, and their

father could not for his life ascertain

what opinion his ancient friend had
formed as to the chances of their doing
something good at Oxford. Simple and
straightforward as Mr. Eosedew was,

no man ever lived from whom it was
harder to force an opinion. He saw
matters from so many aspects, everything

took so many facets, shifting lights, and
playing colours, from the versatility of

his mind, that whoso could fix him at

such times, and extort his real senti-

ments, might spin a diamond ring and
shave by it. He had golden hopes about

his "nephews," as he often called them,

but he would not pronounce those hopes
at present, lest the father should be
disappointed. And so the boys went up
to Oxford, half a moon before the wood-
cocks came.

CHAPTEE YE
I do not mean to write at large upon
University life, because the theme has

been out-thesed by men of higher powers.

It is a brief Olympic, a Derby premature,

wherein to lose or win depends—train-

ing, health, ability, and industry being

granted—upon the early stoning or late

kernelling of the brain. Without lay-

ing claim to much experience, any one

may protest that our brains are worked a

deal too hard at the time of adolescence.

We lose thereby their vivific powers
and their originality. The peach throws
off at the critical period all the fruit it

cannot ripen ; the vine has no such ab-

jective prudence, and cripples itself by
enthusiasm.

The twins were entered at Merton,
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and had the luck to obtain adjoining

garrets. Sir Cradock had begun to

show a decided preference for Clayton,

as he grew year by year more and

more like his mother. But this was

not the only reason why he would not

listen to some fool's suggestion that

Cradock, the heir to the property, should

be ranked as a "gentleman-commoner."

That stupid distinction he left for men
who require self-assertion, admiring as

he did the sense and spirit of that

Master, well known in his day, who to

some golden cad insisting that his son

should be entered in that college as a

gentleman-commoner, angrily replied,

" Sir, all my commoners are gentlemen."

But the brothers were very soon

parted. Clayton got sleeved in a scholar's

gown, while Cradock still fluttered the

leading-strings. " Et tunicas manicas—
you effeminate Yiley !

" said Cradock,

admiring hugely, when his twin ran up
to show himself off, after winning a

Corpus scholarship ;
" and the governor

won't allow me a chance of a parasol for

my elbows." Sir Cradock, a most de-

termined man, and a very odd one to deal

with, had forbidden his elder son to stand

for any scholarship, except those few
which are of the University corporate.

" A youth of your expectations," he
exclaimed with a certain bitterness, for

he often repined in secret that Clayton

was not the heir, " a boy placed as you
are, must not compete for a poor young
lad's viaticum. You may go in for a

University scholarship, though of course

you will never get one ; an examination

does good, I have heard, to the unsuc-

cessful candidates. But don't let me hear

about it, not even if, by some accident,

you should be the lucky one." Craddy
was deeply hurt ; he had long perceived

his father's partiality for the son more
dashing, yet more effeminate, more pre-

tentious, and less persistent. So Cradock
set his heart upon winning Craven,
Hertford, or Ireland, and never even
alluding to it in the presence of his

father. Hence it will be evident that

the youth was proud and sensitive.

" Amy amata, dilecta a me" cried the
parson to his daughter, now a lovely girl

great occasions

perpend,

English.

of sixteen, straight, slender, and well-

poised; "how glad and proud we ought
to be of Clayton's great success !

"

" Pa, dear, he would never have got

it, I am quite certain of that, if Cradock
had been allowed to go in ; and I think
it is most unfair, shamefully unjust, that

because he is the eldest son he is never
to have any honour." And Amy coloured

brilliantly at the warmth of her own
championship ; but her father could not

see it.

" So I am inclined to think "—John
Rosedew was never positive, except upon

perhaps I should say

if I were fond of hybrid

I don't mean about the un-

fairness, Amy ; for I think I should do

the same if I were in Sir Cradock's

place. I mean that our Crad would have
got it, instead of Clayton, with health

and fortune favouring. But it stands

upon a razor's edge, ettI £vpcvg 'lo-Tarac

aKfxrjq. You can construe that, Amy?"
" Yes, pa, when you tell me the

English. How the green is coming out

on the fir-trees ! So faint and yet so

bright. Oh, papa, what Greek sub-

significance, as you sometimes call it, is

equal to that composition?"
" Well, my poppet, I am so short-

sighted, I would much rather have a

triply composite verb "

" Than three good kisses from me,

daddy? Well, there they are, at any

rate, because I know you are disap-

pointed." And the child, herself more

bitterly disappointed, as becomes a hot

partisan, ran away to sit under a sprawl-

ing larch, just getting new nails on its

fingers, for the spring was awaking

early.

It was not more than a week after

this, and not very far from All-fool's*

day, when Clayton, directly after chapel,

rushed into Cradock's garret, hot, breath-

less, and unphilosophieal. Cradock,

calm and thoughtful, as he usually was,

poked his head through the open slide

of the dusthole called a scout's room,

and brought out three willow-pattern

plates, a little too retentive of the human
impress, and an extra knife ami fork,

dark-browed at the tip of the handle.
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Then he turned up a corner of table-

cloth, where it cherished sombre me-

mories of a tearful teapot, and set the

mustard-pot to control it. Nor long

before he doubled the coffee in the

strainer of the biggin, and shouted
" Corker ! " thrice, far as human
voice would gravitate, down the well

of the staircase. Meanwhile Master

Clayton stood fidgeting, and doffed not

his scholarly toga. Corker, the scout,

a short fat man, came up the stairs with

dignity and indignation contending. He
was amazed that any freshman " should

have the cheek to holler so." Mr.

Newell was such a quiet young man,

that the scout looked for some apology.

" Corker, a commons of bread and but-

ter, and a cold fowl and some tongue.

Be quick now before the buttery closes.

And, as I see I am putting you out in

your morning work, get a quart of ale

at your dinner-time." " Yes, sir, to be

sure, sir ; I wish all the gentlemen was

as thoughtful."
" No, Craddy, never mind that," cried

his brother, reddening richly, for Clayton

was fair as a lady, " I only want to

speak to you about—well, perhaps, you

know what it is I have come for. Is

that fellow gone from the door 1
"

" lam sure I don't know. Go and

look yourself. But, dear Yiley, what is

the matter?"
" Oh, Cradock, you can so oblige me,

and it can't matter much to you. But
to me, with nothing to look to, it does

make such a difference."

Cradock never could bear to hear this

—that his own twin-brother should talk,

as he often did, so much in the pauper

strain. And all the while Clayton was
sure of 50,000Z. under their mother's

settlement. But Crad was full of wild

generosity, and had made up his mind
to share Nowelhurst, if he could do so,

with his brother. He began to pull

Clayton's gown off; he would have
blacked his shoes if requested. He
always thought himself Viley's prime
minister.

" Whatever it is, my boy, Viley, you
know I will do it for you, if it is only
fair and honourable."

" Oh, it is no great thing. I was
sure you would do it for me. To do

just a little bit under your best in this

hot scrimmage for the Ireland. I am
not much afraid of any man, Crad,

except you, and Brown of Balliol."

" Viley, I am very sorry that you
have asked me such a thing. Even if

it were in other ways straightforward,

I could not do it, for the sake of the

father, and Uncle John, and little Amy."
" Don't you know that the governor

doesn't want you to get it 1 You are

talking nonsense, Cradock, downright
nonsense, to cover your own selfishness.

And that frizzle-headed Amy, indeed !"

" I would rather talk nonsense than
fraud, Clayton. And I can't help telling

you that what you say about my father

may be true, but is not brotherly ; and
your proposal does you very little

honour ; and I never could have thought

it of you ; and I will do my very utmost.

And as for Amy, indeed, she is too good
for you to speak of—and—and— " He
was highly wroth at the sneer about

Amy's hair, which he admired beyond
all reason, as indeed he did every bit of

her, but without letting any one know
it. He leaned upon the table, with his

thumb well into the mustard-pot. This

was the first real quarrel with the brother

he loved so much ; and it felt like a

skewer poked into his heart.

" Well, elder brother by about two
seconds," cried Clayton, twitching his

plaits up well upon his coat-collar, " I'll

do all I can to beat you. And I hope
Brown will have it, not you. There's

the cash for my commons. I know
you can't afford it, until you get a

scholarship."

Clayton flung half a crown upon the

table, and went down the stairs with a

heavy tramp, knocking over a dish with
the college arms on, wherein Corker
was bringing the fowl and the tongue.

Corker got all the benefit of the hos-

pitable doings, and made a tidy dinner

out of it, for Cradock could eat no
breakfast. It was the first time bitter

words had passed between the brothers

since the little ferments of childhood,

which are nothing niore than sweetwort
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the moment they settle down. And he
doubted himself; he doubted whether

he had not been selfish about it.

It was the third day of the examina-

tion, and when he appeared at ten

o'clock among the forty competitors, he

was vexed anew to see that Clayton had.

removed to a table at the other end of

the room, so as not to be even near him.

The piece of Greek prose which he

wrote that morning dissatisfied him
entirely ; and then again he rejoiced at

the thought that Viley need not be
afraid of him. He had never believed

in his chance of success, and went in

for the scholarship to please others and
learn the nature of the examination.

Next year he might have a fairer pro-

spect j this year—as all the University

knew—Brown, of Balliol, was sure of it.

Nevertheless, by the afternoon he was
in good spirits again, and found a mixed
paper which suited him as if Uncle
John had set it. One of the examiners
had been, some twenty years ago, a

pupil of John Bosedew, and this, of

course, was a great advantage to any
successor alumnus ; though neither of

them knew the other. It is pleasant to

see how the old ideas germinate and
assimilate, as the olive and the baobab
do, after the fires of many summers.

Clayton, a placable youth (even when
he was quite in the wrong, as in the

present instance), came to Craddy's

rooms that evening, begged him not to

apologise for his expressions of the

morning, and compared notes with him
upon the doings of the day.

" Bless you, Crad," he cried, after a

glass of first-rate brown sherry—not
the vile molassied stuff, thick as the

sack of Ealstaff, but the genuine thing,

with the light and shade of brown
olives in the sunset, and not to be pro-

cured, of course, from any Oxonian
wine-dealer ;—" oh, Crad, if we could
only wallop that Brown, of Balliol,

between us, I should not care much
which it was. He has booked it for such
a certainty, and does look so cocky about
it. Did you see the style he walked off,

before hall, arm-in-arm with a Master of

Arts, and spouting his own iambics ?

"

"First-rate ones, I daresay, Viley.

Have a pipe, old fellow. After all, it

doesn't matter much. Folk who have
never been in them think a deal the

most of these things. The wine-merchant
laughs at beeswing ; and so I suppose it

is with all trades." Cradock was not
by any means prone to the discourse

sententious ; and the present lapse was
due, no doubt, to the reaction ensuing
upon his later scene with Viley, wherein
each had promised heartily to hold fast

by the brotherhood.

On the following Saturday morning,

John Bosedew's face flushed puce-colour

as he opened his letters at breakfast-

time. " Hurrah ! Amy, darling ; hurrah,

my child ! Terque quaterque, et novies

evoe ! Eat all the breakfast, melimel

;

I won't tell you till I come back."
" Oh, won't you, indeed 1 " cried

Amy, with her back against the door
and her arms in mock grimness folded.

" I rather think you will, pa ; unless

you have made up your mind to choke
me. And you are half-way towards it

already."

John saw that peculiar swell of her

throat which had frightened him so

often—her dear mother had died of

bronchitis, and he knew nothing of

medical subjects—and so he allayed

her excitement at once, gave her over

to Miss Eudoxia, wiio was late in her

bedroom as usual, and then set off at

his utmost speed to tell his old friend,

Sir Cradock. And a fine turn of speed

he still could show, though the whiskers

under his college-cap (stuck on anyhow
in the hurry) were as white as the breast

of a martin quivering under the eaves.

Since he lost his wife he had never

cared to walk fast, subsiding into three

miles an hour, as thoughtful and placid

men will do, when they begin to thumb
their waistcoats But now through

the waking life of " the Chace," where

the brown fern-stalks bent over the

Ammon horn of the lifting frond, and

the fescue grass was beading rough with

dew already, here and among the rabbit-

holes, nimbly dodging the undermine,

ran as hard as a boy of twelve the man
of threescore, John Kosedew. Without
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stopping to knock as usual, lie burst in

upon Sir Cradock, now sitting all alone

at his simple, old-fashioned breakfast.

Classical and theological training are

not locomotive, as we all know to our

cost ; and the rector stood gasping ever

so long, with both hands pressed to his

side.

" Why, John
;

quick, quick ! You
frighten me. Is your house on fire 1

"

" Old fellow—old fellow ; such news !

Shake hands— ever since the charta

forestce ; shake hands again. Oh, I

feel rather sick
;
pray excuse me ; avco

KOLTO) CTTptcfitTai."

" What is it, John ? Do be quick.

I must send for Mrs. O'Gaghan and the

stomach-pump." Biddy was now the

licensed doctoress of the household, and
did little harm with her simples if she

failed of doing good.
" Times there? Open it ; look, Uni-

versity news ! Crad and Clayton."

Wondering, smiling, placidly anxious,

Sir Cradock tore open the paper, and
found, after turning a great many
corners, the University news. Then
lie read out with a trembling voice,

after glancing over it silently :

—

"The Ireland scholarship has been
" awarded to Cradock Nowell, of Merton
" College. Proxime accessit Clayton
" Nowell, scholar of Corpus Christi.

" Unless we are misinformed, these
" gentlemen are twin-brothers."

"Grintie, grintie, grunt,
Gos be arl tew blunt

;

Naw oose Hampshire hogs,

But to zhow the way in "bogs."

So John Eosedew quoted in the ful-

ness of his glory from an old New
Forest rhyme. John's delight tran-

scended everything, because he had
never expected it. He had taken his

own degree ere ever the Ireland was
beard of; but three pupils of his had
won it while he was still in residence.

Of that he had not thought much. But
now to win it by proxy in his extreme
old age, as he began to consider it, and
from all the crack public schoolmen,

and with his own pet alumni, whom no
one else had taught anything—such an
Ossa upon Pelion, such an Olympus on

Ossa—no wonder that the snow of his

whiskers shook and the dew trembled

under his eyelids.

Sir Cradock, on the other hand, had
never a word to say, but turned his

head like one who waits for a storm of

dust to go by.

"Why, Cradock, old friend, what on
earth is the matter ? You don't seem
at all delighted."

" Yes, I am, of course, John ; as

delighted as I ought to be. But I wish
it had been Yiley ; he wants it so much
more, and he is so like his mother."

" So is Crad ; every bit as much ; an
enlarged and grander portrait. Can't

you see the difference between a large

heart, and a mere good one 1 Will no
one ever appreciate my noble and simple

Craddy?"
John Eosedew spoke warmly, and

was sorry before the breath from his

lips was cold. Not that he had no
right to say it, but because he felt that

he had done far more harm than good.

CHAPTEE YIII.

Honours flash in the summer sun, as

green corn does in the morning; then

they gleam mature and mellow at the

time of reaping ; they are bagged, per-

haps by a woman's arm, with a cut
" below the knees ;" set on their butt for

a man to sit under while eating his

bread and cheese ; then they wither, and
are tossed into chaff by a contumelious

steam-engine with a leathern strap in-

flexible.

Cradock's " Ireland" has gone by, and
another has succeeded it, and this has

fallen, as most things fall, to the sap of

perseverance, steel-tipped with hard self-

confidence—this Ireland has fallen to

the lot of Brown Balliolensis. Clayton

would not go in for it ; his pride, or

rather vanity, would not allow him to

do so. Was he going to take Cradock's

leavings, and be a year behind him,

when he was only two minutes younger 1

?

However, he went in for the Hertford,

and, what was a great deal more, he got

it ; for Cradock would not stand ; and,
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even if he had, I believe the result

would have been the same. Viley had
made up his mind to win it, and worked

very hard indeed ; and so won it very

easily. Cradock could usually beat him
in Greek, but not so often in Latin.

And Clayton wrote the prettiest, most

tripping, coquettish, neat-ankled hende-

casyllables that ever whisked roguishly

round a corner, wondering where Catullus

was.

Ah! light-hearted poet, sensitively

sensuous, yet withal deep-hearted, with

a vein of golden philosophy, and a pen-

sive tenderness, nowadays we overlook

thee. Horace is more fashionable, more
suited to a flippant age, because he has

no passion.

Early on a sunripe evening in the

month of June, "when the sun was
shifting the shadows of the hills, and
doffed the jaded oxen's yoke, distributing

the lovetime from his waning chariot,"

a forest dell, soft, clear, and calm, was
listening to its thrushes. And more
than at the throstle's flute, or flageolet of

the blackbird, oaks and chestnuts pricked

their ears at the voice of a gliding

maiden. Where the young fern was
pluming itself, arching, lifting, ruffling

in filagree, light perspective, and depth

of Gothic tracery, freaked by the nip

of fairy fingers, tremulous as a coral

grove in a crystal under-current, the

shyer fronds still nestling home, uncer-

tain of the world as yet, and coiled like

catherine-wheels of green ; where the

cranesbill pushed like Zedekiah, and the

succory reared its sky-blue windmill

(open for business till 8 p.m.) ; where the

violet now was rolled up in the seed-

pod, like a stylite millipede, and the

great bindweed, in its crenate horn,

piped and fluted spirally, had forgotten

the noonday flaunt : here, and over the

nibbled sward, where the crisp dew was
not risen yet, here came wandering the

lightest foot that ever passed, but shook
not, the moss-bed of the glow-worm.
Under the rigorous oaks (so corded,

seamed, and wenned with humps of grey),

the stately, sleek, mouse-coloured beech,

the dappled, moss-beridden ash, and the

birch-treo peeling silverly, beneath the

murmuring congress of the sunproof
leaves ; and again in the open breaks and
alleys, where light and shade went see-

saw; by and through and under all,

feeling for and with every one, glanced,

and gleamed, and glistened, and listened

the loveliest being where all was love,

the pet in the nest of nature.

Of all the beauty in that sweet dell,

where the foot of man came scarcely once
in a year; of all the largesse of earth and
heaven ; of all the grace which is Nature's

gratitude to her heavenly Father : there

was not one, from the lily-bell to the

wild rose and the heather-sprig, fit for

a man to put in his bosom, and look at

Amy Rosedew.

It is told of a certain good man's child,

whose lineage still is cherished, that

when she was asked by her father (half

bantering, half in earnest) to tell him
the reason why everybody loved her so,

she cast down her eyes with a puzzled

air, then opened them wide, as a child

does to the sunrise of some great truth,—" Father, perhaps it is because I love

everybody so." Lucan has it in a

neater form: "amorem quaeris amando."

And that was Amy Eosedew's secret,

by herself undreamed of—lovely, be-

cause she could not help loving all our

God has made. And of all the fair

things He has made, and pronounced to

be very good, since sunshine first began

to gleam, to glow, and to fade away,

what home has beauty found so bright,

so rich in varied elegance, so playfully

receptive of the light shed through

creation—the light of the Maker's'sniile,

as a young maiden, pure of heart, natu-

ral, true, and trusting 1

She came to the brink of a forest

pool, and looked at herself in the

water. Not that she thought more
than she could help of the outward thing

called " Amy ;
" but that she wondered

how her old favourites, Cradock and

Clayton Nowell, would esteem her face

and style of dress now she was turned

seventeen. Most likely they had seen

ever so many girls, both at Oxford and

in London, compared with whom poor

Amy was but a rustic Phidyle, just fit

to pick sticks in the New Forest.
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The crystal mirror gave lier back even

the shade on her own sweet face, which

fell from the cloud of that simple

thought ; for she stood where the west-

ering sunshine failed to touch the water,

but flushed with rich relief of gold the

purity of her figure. Every sapling, dap-

pled hazel, sloughing birch, or glabrous

maple, glistened with the plumes of

light, and every leaf was twinkling. The
columns of the larger trees stood like

metal cylinders, whereon the Jevel gleam

rules a streak, and glints away round

the rounding. Elbows, arms, and old

embracings, backed with a body-ground

of green, laced with sunset's golden

bodkin, ever shifting every eyelet,

—

branch, and bough, and trunk, and leaves,

ruffling and twisting, or stanch and
grand, they seemed but a colonnade and
arch, for the sun to peep through at the

maiden, and tell of her on the calm

waters.

Eloating, fleeting, shimmering there,

in a frame of stately summer flags, vivid

upon the crystal shade, and twinkling

every now and then to the plash of a

distant moorhen, or the dip of a swallow's

wing, lay her graceful image, wondering

in soft reply to her play of wonder. She
took off her light chip hat, and laughed

;

lo ! the courteous picture did the same.

She offered, with a mincing air, her little

frail of wood-strawberries; and the sha-

dowy Amy put them back with the

prettiest grace ever dreamed of. Then
she cast the sparkling night of her

tresses down the white shoulders and
over her breast; and the other Amy was
looking at her through a ripple of cloudi-

ness, with the lissome waist retiring.

She smoothed her hair like a scarf around

her, withdrew her chin on the curving

neck, and bowed the shapely forehead,

well pleased to see thus the foreshorten-

ing undone, and the pure, bright oval

shown as in a glass. Then, frightened

almost at the lustrous depth of her large

grey eyes, deep-fringed with black, she

thought of things all beyond herself,

and woke, from Nature's innocent joy in

her own brief luck of beauty, to the

bashful consciousness, the down of a

maiden's drearnings. Bridling next at

JSTo. 68.

—

vol. xii.

her mirrored face, with a sudden sense

of humour, all the time she watched the

red lips, and the glimmer of pearls be-

tween them, " Amy," she cried, " now,

after this, don't come to me for a charac-

ter, unless you want one, you pretty

dear, for conceit and self- admiration."

So saying, she tossed her light head
at herself, and looked round through
her flickering cloudlets. What did she

see % What made the dark water flame

upon the instant with a richer glow than

sunset % The delicate cheeks, the fair

forehead and neck, even the pearly slope

of the shoulders, were flooded with
deepest carmine. Her pride fell flat,

as the cistus stamen at a touch droops

away on the petal. Then she shrank
back into a flowering broom, and cowered
among the spikelets, and dared not move
to wipe away the tears she was so mad
with. Oh ! the wretched abasement

earned by a sweet little bit of vanity !

How she hated herself, and the light,

and the water, her senseless habit of
thinking aloud, above all, her despicable

fancy that she was growing—what non-

sense !—such a pretty girl ! Thenceforth

and for ever, she felt quite sure, she never

could look in a glass again, unless it

were just for a moment, to put her hair

to rights, when she got home.
'

' To think of my hair all down my
neck, and the way I had turned in the

gathers ! "—the poor little thing had
been making experiments how she

would look in a low-necked dress

—

" Oh ! that was the worst thing of all.

I might have laughed at it but for that.

And now I am sure I can never even

peep at his face again. Whatever will

he think of me, and what would my
papa say %

"

After crying until she began to laugh,

she resolved to go straight home, and
confess all her crime to Aunt Eudoxia,

John Rosedew's maiden sister, who had
come to live with him when he lost his

wife, three dreary years agone. So
Amy rolled up her long hair anyhow,
without a bit of pride in it, shrank away
and examined herself, to be sure that all

was right, and, after one peep, came
bravely forth, trying to look as much as

L
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possible like her good Aunt Doxy; then

she walked at her stateliest, with the

basket of strawberries, picked for papa,

in one hand, and the other tightly

clasped upon the bounding of her heart.

But her eyes were glancing right or

left, like a fawn's when a lion has roared

;

and even the youngest trees saw quite

well that, however rigid with Miss
Eudoxia the gliding form might be, it

was poised for a dart and a hide behind

them at every crossing shadow.

But fortune favours the brave. She
won her own little sallyport without the

rustle of a blackberry-leaf, and there-

upon rushed to a hasty and ostrich-like

conclusion. She felt quite sure that,

after all, none but the waters and winds
could tell the tale of her little coquetry.

Beyond all doubt, Cradock Nowell was
deep in the richest mental metallurgy,

tracing the vein of Greek iambics, as

he did before his beard grew, and she

never, never would call them " stupid

iambics " again.

Cradock, who had seen her, but turned

away immediately (as became a gentle-

man), did not, for the moment, know his

little Amy Bosedew. A year and a half

had changed her from a stripling, jump-
ing girl to a shy and graceful maiden,

dreadfully afraid of sweethearts. She
had not been away from Nowelhurst
throughout that year and a half, for her

father could not get on without her for

more than a month at a time, and all

that month he fretted. But the twins

had spent the last summer in Germany,
with a merry reading (or talking) party;

and their Christmas and Easter vacations

were dragged away in London, through
a strange whim of Sir Cradock Nowell

;

at least, they thought it strange, but
there was some reason for it.

Young Cradock Nowell was not such

a muff as to be lost in Greek senarii

;

no trimeter acatalectics of truest balance

and purest fall could be half so fair to

scan ; not " Harmony of the golden
hair," and her nine Pierid daughters
round the crystal spring, were worth a
glance of the mental eye when fortune

granted bodily vision of our uncon-
scious Amy. But he did not stand

there watching mutely, as some youths

would have done ; for a moment, indeed,

he forgot himself in the flush of admi-
ration. The next moment he remem-
bered that he was a gentleman ; and he
did what a gentleman must have done
— whether marquis or labourer: he
slipped away through the bushes, feeling

as if he had done some injury. Then
the maiden, glancing round, caught one

startled glimpse, as Nyssia did of the

stealthy Gyges, or Diana of Actaeon.

Erom that one glimpse she knew him,

though he was so like his brother ; but

he had failed to recognise the Amy of

his boyhood.

CHAPTER IX.

Miss Eudoxia was now the queen of

the little household, and the sceptre

she bore was an iron one to all except

her niece. John—that easy, good-natured

parson, who, coming in from the garden

or parish, any summer forenoon, would

halt in the long low kitchen, if a nice

crabbed question presented itself, take

his seat outright upon the corner of the

ancient dresser, and then and there

discuss some moot point in the classics,

or tie and untie over again some fluffy

knot historical (which after all is but a

pucker in the tatters of a scarecrow)

;

and all the while he would appeal to

the fat cook or the other maid—for the

house only kept two servants ; and all

the while Miss Amy, liatyvkixr-ovaa.

dio-iv, would poke in little pike-points

of impudence and ignorance—John, I

must confess at last, was threatened so

with dishclouts, pepper, and even rolling-

pins, that the cook began to forget the

name of Plato (which had struck her),

and the housemaid could not justly tell

what Tibullus says of Pales.

" John, you are so lamentably deficient

in moral dignity ! And the mutton not

put down yet, and the kidney-beans

getting ropy ! If you must sit there.

you might as well begin to slice the

cucumber. I dare say you'd do that

even/'
" To be sure, Poxy : so I will, I

sharpened my knife this morning."
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" Doxy, indeed ! And before the

servants ! I am sure Johanna must
have heard you, though she makes such

a rattle in there with the rolling-pin,

like a doctor's pestle and mortar. She

always does when I come out, to pretend

she is so busy ; and most likely she has

been listening for half an hour, and
laughing at your flummery. What do

I care about Acharnius 1—now don't tell

me any jokes, if you please, brother

John ; with butter on both your legs

too ! Oh, if I could only put you in a

passion ! I might have some hopes of

you then. Eut I should like to see the

woman that could
; you have so little

self-respect."

" Eudoxia, that is the very converse

of Seneca's proposition."

" Then Seneca didn't know how to

converse, and I won't be flouted with
him. Seneca to me, indeed, or any other

heathen ! Let me tell you one thing,

John Eosedew "—Miss Eudoxia now
was wrathful, not nettlesome only, but
spinous—hence the word spinster, for

they spine much more than they spin

—

" let me tell you one thing, and perhaps

you'll try to remember it ; for, with all

your wonderful memory, you never can

tell to-morrow what I said to-day."
" Surely not, dear Doxy, because you

talk so much. It is related of that

same Seneca that he could repeat
"

" Fiddlesticks. Now you want to turn

off the home-truth you feel to be coming.

Eut you shall have it, John Eosedew,
and briefly it is this : Although you
do sit on the dresser, your taste is too

eclectic. You are a very learned man,
but your learning gilds foul idols. You
spend all your time in pagans' company,
while the epistles and gospels have too

little style for you."
" Oh, Aunt Eudoxia, how dare you

talk to my papa like that, my own
daddy, and me to hear you % And just

now you flew into a pet, because you
fancied Johanna heard him call you
1 Doxy.' I am astonished at it, Aunt
Doxy ; and it is not true, not a word of

it. Come with me, father, dearest, and
we won't say a word to her all the
afternoon."

Even young Amy saw that her father

was hit very hard. There was so much
truth in the accusation, so much spiteful

truth—among thy beauties, mula Veritas,

a smooth skin is not one—that poor

John felt as if Aristophanes were sewn
up henceforth in a pig-sack. He slunk

away quietly to his room, and tried to

suck some roots Hebraic, whence he
got no satisfaction. He never could

have become a great theological scholar.

After all, a man must do what God has

shaped his mind for. So in a week
John Eosedew got back to his native

element ; but sister Doxy's rough thrust

made the dresser for many a month like

the bottom of a pincushion, when the

pins are long, and the bran has leaked

out at the corner.

Now Miss Eudoxia Eosedew was
always very sorry when she had in-

dulged too much in the pleasure of

hurting others. It was not in her

nature to harm any living creature ; but
she could not understand that hurt is

the feminine of harm—the feminine

frequentative, if I may suggest that

anomaly. She had a warm impulsive

heart, and sided almost always with
the weaker party. Convinced profoundly

as she was of her brother's great abilities,

she believed, whenever a question arose,

that the strength was all on his side, and
so she went " dead against him." One
thing, and the most material one, she

entirely overlooked, as a sister is apt to

do : to wit, the breadth and modesty of

her brother's nature. One thing, I say,

for the two are one, so closely are they

united.

It is a goodly sight to see John Eose-

dew and his sister upon their way to

church. She supporting the family

dignity, with a maid behind her to carry

the books—that it may please thee to

defend us with a real footman !—just

touching John's arm with the tips of

her glove, because he rolls so shockingly,

and even his Sunday coat may be greasy;

then if a little girl comes by, " Lady
Eudoxia "—as the village, half in joke,

and half in earnest, has already dubbed
her—Lady Eudoxia never looks at her

(they are so self-important now, even

l2
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those brats of children !), but she knows

by instinct whether that little girl has

curtsied. If she has, it is nicely acknow-

ledged ; but if she has not, what a chill

runs down the lady's rigid spine !

" John, did you see that 1

"

"See what, Doxy]—Three sugar-

plums, my little dear, and a few of our

cough-lozenges. I heard you cough last

Sunday; and you may suck them in

the sermon time, because they don't

smell of peppermint, and they are quite

as nice as liquorice. How is your

mammy, my darling 1
"

" Well, John—well, Mr. Eosedew !

—

If you have no more sense of propriety

—and so near the house of God "

And Miss Eudoxia walks on in front,

while the girl who failed to curtsey has

thrust one brown hand long ago into

the parson's ample palm, and with the

other is stoking that voracious engine

whose vernacular name is "mouth."
Amy, of course, is at the school, where
this little girl ought by rights to have

been, only for her cough, which would
come on so dreadfully when the words
were hard to spell; and, when they

meet Amy by the gate (the double gate

of the churchyard—both sides only

opened for funerals), how smooth, and
rich, and calm she looks—calm, yet with

a heart of triumph, as her own class

clusters round her, and won't even

glimpse at the boys—not even the very

smallest boy—one of whom has the

cheek to whistle, and pretends that he

meant the " Old Hundredth."

But, in spite of all this Eudoxian
grandeur, there was not a poor man in

JSTowelhurst—no, nor even a woman

—

who did not feel, in earnest heart, faith and

good will towards her. Eor the worldly

nonsense was cast aside when she stood

in the presence of trouble, and her

native kindness and vigour shone forth,

till the face of grief was brightened.

Then she forgot her titled grandmother
—so often quoted and such a bore, the

Countess of Driddledrum and Dromore
—and glowed and melted, as all must
do who are made of good carbon and
water. So let her walk into the village-

church with the pride which she is

proud of, her tall and comely figure

shown through the scarf of lavender

crape, her dark silk dress on the burial

flags, wiping dust from the memory of

John Stiles and his dear wife Susan.

And oh, Johanna, thou goodly fat cook-

maid, dishing up Prayer-books, and
Guides to the Altar, and thy gloves on
the top ostentatiously—gloves whose
fingers are to thine as vermicelli to

sausages : Johanna, spoil not our pro-

cession by loitering under the hollow

oak to wink at thy sweetheart, Jem
Pottles. Neither do thou, oh hollow

oak, look down upon us, and tell of

the tree only one generation before

thee. Under, thy branches, the Arab
himself had better not talk of lineage.

Some acorn spat forth, half-crunched

and bedribbled, by the deer or the

swine of the forest, and in danger

perhaps of being chewed afterwards

by the ancestors of royalty—our family-

trees are young fungus to thee, and
our roots of nobility pignuts.

CHAPTER X.

The scenery of the New Eorest is of

infinite variety ; but the wooded parts

may be ranged, perhaps, in a free, loose-

branching order (as befits the subject),

into some three divisions, which cross

and interlace each other, as the trees

themselves do.

Eirst, and most lovely, the glades and
reaches of gentle park and meadow,
wThere the beech-tree invades not seri-

ously, or, at any rate, not with discipline,

but straggles about like a tall centurion

amused by ancient Britons. Here are

the openings winged with fern, and
ruffling to the west wind ; and the

crimped oval leaves of the alder rustle

over the backs of the bathing cows.

In and out we glance, or gaze, through
the groined arcade of trees, where the

sun goes wandering softly, as if with his

hand before his eyes. Of such kind is

the Queen's Bower Wood, beside the

Boldre Water.

Of the second type, most grand and

solemn, is the tall beech-forest, darken-
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ing the brow of some lonely hill, and

draping the bosomed valleys. Such is

Mark Ash Wood, four miles to the west

of Lyndhurst. Overhead is the vast

cool canopy ; underfoot, the soft brown
carpet, woven by a thousand autumns.

No puny underwood foils the gaze, no

coppice-whispers circulate ; on high there

moves one long unbroken and mysterious

murmur, and all below grey twilight

broods in a lake of silent shadow.

Through this the ancient columns rising,

smooth, dove-coloured, or glimpsed with

moss, others fluted, crannied, bulging,

hulked at the reevings of some great

limb ; others twisted spirally and tor-

tuously rooting; a thousand giants re-

ceding, clustering, opening lattice-peeps

between them, standing forth to stop

the view, or glancing some busy slant

of light, in the massive depth of gloom
they seem almost to glide.

The third and most rudely sylvan

form is that of the enclosures, where the

intolerant beech is absent, and the oak,

the spruce, and the Spanish chestnut

protect the hazel, the fern and bramble,

the dogrose and the honeysuckle.

In a bowering, gleaming, twinkling

valley, such as I have first described, we
saw Miss Amy Rosedew admiring her

own perfections; and now, some three

months afterwards, a certain young lady,

not wholly unlike her, is roaming in

a deep enclosure, thick with oaks and
underwood. It lies about a furlong from
the western lodge of Nowelhurst, and
stretches away towards the sunset, far

from the eye of house or hut. Even the

lonely peatman, who camps (or camped,

while so allowed) beneath the open sky,

wherever the waste yields labour freely,

and no prescription bars him—even he
finds nothing here to draw his saunter-

ing footstep. The gorse prefers more
open places, the nuts are few and hard
to reach, the fuel-turf is not worth cut-

ting, and the fuel-wood he dare not hew.
In short, there is nothing there to tempt
him. As for shade, and solitude, and
the crystal rill, he gets a deal too much
of that sort of thing already.

By the side of that crystal rill, and
where the trees hung thickest, in the

grey gloom of that Michaelmas evening

walked the aforesaid maiden, and (what
we had not bargained for) a gentle youth
beside her. The light between the lap-

ping boughs and leaves—whose summer
whisper grew hoarse in autumn's rustle—
the clouded light fell charily, but showTed
the figures comely, as either could wish
of the other.

The maiden's face wras turned away,
but one hand lay in her lover's ; with
the other she was drawing close the

loose folds of her mantle—her flushing

cheek was glad of shade, and the grass

thought her feet were trembling.

His eager, glistening, wavering eyes

told of hope with fear behind it ; and
all

|

his life was waiting for a word or

look. But for the moment neither came.

She trembled more and more before him,

and withdrew a little, as the silver-weed

at her feet withdrew from the runnel's

passion. She thought he would yet say

more—she longed for him to say more

;

oh that her heart would be quiet

!

But never another word he said, till

she turned to him, sadly and proudly,

with her soft eyes full of tears.

" Mr. Nowell, you are very eloquent;

but you do not know what love is."

She lifted her left hand towards her

heart, but was too proud to put it there,

and dropped it, hiding the movement.
" I not know what love is ! And I

have been saying things I should have
laughed at any fellow for saying, though

I am fit to cry while I say them. Oh,
how cold-blooded you are ; for I cannot

make you feel them !

;;

He looked at her so ardently, that

her sweet gaze fell like a violet in the

May sun.

"No, Mr. Clayton Nowell, I am not

cold-blooded ; but, at least, my blood is

pure, though not in the eyes of the

world so high and refined as your

own."
" What has that got to do with it ?

My own—own—oWn " He was in

a great hurry to embrace her, because

she looked at him tenderly, to palliate

the toss of her head.

"Wait, if you please. Throughout

all your rhapsody " (here she smiled so
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tliat none could "be angry) "you have

not said a single word to show whether

—that is—I mean to say whether "

She burst into tears, turned from

him, and clung to the dead arm of the

old oak.

"Whether what 1?" asked Clayton,

sharply, in spite of her deep distress
;

for he began to doubt if he truly were

loved, and to tire of the high-strung sus-

pense. " "Whether I have got money
enough to support us both respectably ?

Isn't that the proper word for it !? And
because I am the younger son ?"

He frowned very hard at the bark of

the oak, and crushed the grey touch-

wood under his foot, though his hand
was still seeking for her's. Then she

turned full upon him suddenly, too

proud to dissemble her tears.

" Oh Clayton, Clayton ISTowell, can

you think me so mean as that ? Though
my father would cast me off, perhaps, in

his gratitude to Sir Cradock, do you
think I would care for all the world, so

long as I only had you 1 What I meant
was only that you never said if you
meant me to be—to be—your wife."

Her long lashes fell on her glistening

cheeks, like the willow-leaves over the

Avon.
" Why, what—well, that beats cock-

fighting !—why, what else did you sup-

pose I meant, you darling of all born
darlings %

"

" I am sure I don't know, Clayton.

Only I beg your pardon."

He gave her no time to beg it twice,

with those wistful eyes upon him, but
made her earn it thoroughly with her
round arms on his neck, and other pro-

ceedings wherewithal Ave have no right

to meddle.
" Yes, you may call me now your

own"—ever so many interruptions'

—

u your own
;
your's only, for ever.

,;

" And you would rather have me
than my elder brother 1

"

" Sooner than a thousand elder

brothers, all as grave as Methusalem."
Clayton was so delighted hereat, that

he really longed to squeeze her, although
it is a thing which young ladies nowa-
days never think of allowing. Let them

hope that he did not do it. The proba-
bilities are in their favour.

" Oh, Clayton, how can I be such a

simpleton ? What would my father say

to me ?

"

" What do I care, my gem, my jewel,

my warm delicious pearl'? For three

long months I have been dying to kiss

you ; and now I won't be cheated so.

Surely you are not afraid of me, my
beautiful wild rose V
Her gardening hat had fallen off, her

eyes were bright with tears, and the

glow upon her cheeks had faded to a

pellucid gleam. So have I seen the rich

red Aurora weep itself, in a pulse-throb,

to a pearly and waxen pink.
" !Nb, Clayton, I am not afraid of you.

I know that you are a gentleman."
" Well," thought Clayton, " she must

be a witch, or the cleverest girl in the

universe, as well as the most beautiful.

She knows the way to manage me, as if

we had been married fifty years."

He looked so disconcerted at the im-

plied rebuke, that she could have found
it in her sweet heart to give him fifty

kisses ; but, with all her warmth of

passion she was a pure and sensitive

maiden, full of self-respect. Though
abashed for the moment, and bowing her

head to the sunrise of young affection,

she possessed a fine and very sensible

will and way of her own. She was just

the wife for Clayton JSTowell—a hot, im-

pulsive, wayward youth
;
proud to be

praised by every one, more than proud
of deserving it. With such a wife, he
would ripen and stiffen into a fine full

character; with a weak and volatile

spouse, he would swing to and fro to his

ruin. His goodness as yet was in the

material ; only a soft, firm hand could

fashion it.

So she kept him at his distance ;

except every now and then, when her

warm loving nature looked forth from

her eyes, for fear of hurting his feelings.

Hand in hand they walked along, as it

they still were children, and held much
counsel, as thev went, about the diffi-

culties between them. But happen what

would, they made up their minds about

one thing ; and for them henceforth both
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plural and singular were entirely merged

in the dual. That sentence is priggish

and pedantic, but I think young lovers

can solve it ; if not, let them put their

heads together, and unriddle it in

labiates.

Nothing ever, ever, ever, in the world

of fact, or in the reach of imagination,

should hold apart that faithful pair,

whose all in* all was to each the other.

This they settled with much satisfaction,

before discussing anything else.

" Except, of course, you know, dar-

ling," said the more thoughtful maiden,
" if either of us should die."

Clayton shuddered at the idea, for it

was a dark place of the wood, and the

rustle of the ivy-leaves. seemed to whis-

per "die." Then he insisted upon his

amends for such a nasty suggestion;

and she, with the tender thought moving
her heart, could not refuse strict justice.

" And so you say, love, I must stay at

Oxford until I take my degree. What
a long time it does seem ! Doesn't it 1

'

" Never mind, dearest, how long it is,

if we are true to one another."
" Oh, that of course there's no doubt

about. And you think I must tell my
father ?

"

" Of course you must, Clayton. We
are not very old, you know ; he will

think that he can part us, and that may
make him less angry,"—here she laughed
at her own subtlety,—" and putting that

out of the question, neither of us could

bear to be deceiving him so long. After

all, you are but a younger son ; and I

am a lady, Ihope. Ihave been thoroughly

educated ; and there is nothing but

money against me."

She looked so proud in the shade of

the spruce, that he was obliged to stop

and admire her. At least he thought it

his duty to do so, and the opinion did

not offend her.

" But what will your brother Cradock
say % He is so different from you. So
odd, so determined and—upright."

" I don't care that for what he says.

Only he had better be civil. He
treated me very badly that time about

the Ireland. I have a very great regard

for Cradock ; he is a very decent fellow
;

but I must teach him his proper
place."

" And you can beat him easily in

Latin ; my father says you can. What
a shame that he would not go in for the

Hertford, that you might turn the tables

upon him I He would not even have
got a proxy, or whatever it was he gave
you."

" I don't know that," said Clayton,

who was truthful in spite of vanity
;

" very likely he would have beaten me.
But I have cut him out in two things;

for I can't help thinking that he has a
hankering after you."

He looked at her with a keen, shrewd
glance, for he was desperately jealous.

She saw it, and smiled, and only said

—

" Would you believe that he could help

it 1 But it happens that I know other-

wise."

" Oh, then, you would have had him,
if you could 1

"

" JSTow, Clayton, don't be childish. In
your heart you know better."

Of course he did, a great deal better.

Then there was that to make up again,

because she looked so hurt and so

charming. But we can;

t stop here all

day, or follow all these little doings,

even if honour allowed us.

" And another thing, not so important,

though, I have cut him out in, most
decidedly," said Clayton, lifting his

head again, "the governor likes me
long chalks better than he does Cradock,

I can tell you."
" No doubt of it, I should say, dear.

But I don't think you ought to talk of it."

" No, only to you. No secrets from
one's wife, you know. But you won't

tell your father yet, till I've opened
upon Sir Cradock 1?"

" Why not ] I intend to tell him
directly I get home. And one thing is

certain, Clayton, he will be more angry

than your's will."

Clayton found it very difficult to

change her determination. But at last

he succeeded in doing so.

" But only for a week, mind ; I will

only put it off for a week, Clayton ; and
I would not do that, only as you say

he would rush off at once to Sir Cradock.;
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and I must give you time to take your

father at the very best opportunity."

"And when will that be, my sweet

prime minister, in your most sage

opinion?"
" Why, of course, on my dear love's

birthday, next week, when all those

rejoicings are to be at his brother

becoming of age."

The young lady meant no mischief at

all, but her lover did not look gracious.

" My brother ! oh yes, to be sure, my
brother ! And I dreamed last night

that I was the elder. He used to talk

about giving me half; but I haven't

heard much of that lately. As for my
majority, as the lawyers are pleased to

call it, nobody cares two straws for that.

All my life I shall be a minor."
" Yes, somebody cares for it, darling

;

and more than all the hundreds put

together who will shout and hurrah

for your brother."

And she looked at him fondly from

her heart. What a hot little partisan !

The whole of that heart was now with
Clayton, and he felt its strength by
sympathy. So he lifted her hand to

his lips, as a cavalier does in a picture.

For the moment all selfish regrets lost

their way in the great wide world of

love.

" And my fealty shall be to you," he
cried, kneeling half in play before her,

"you are my knightly fee and fortune,

my castle, my lands, and my home."
They had stopped at a point where

two forest-paths met, and the bushes

fell back a little, and the last of the

autumn sunset glanced through the

pales of a moss-grown gate, the mark
whereby some royalty, or right of

chase, was limited. Kneeling there,

Clayton jNowell looked so courtly and
gentle, with the bowered light of the

west half saddening his happy, affec-

tionate countenance, that his newly-

betrothed must needs stoop graciously,

and kiss his uncovered forehead.

While Clayton was admiring secretly

the velvet of her lips, back she leaped,

as if stung by a snake ; then proudly
stood confronting. Clayton sprang up
to defend her ; but there was no an-

tagonist. All he saw was a man on
horseback, passing silently over the

turf, behind a low bank crowned with
fern. Here a narrow track, scarce

visible, saved the traveller some few
yards, subtending as it did the angle

where the two paths met. Clayton
could not see the horse, for the thick

brake-fern eclipsed him. But he felt

that the nag was rather tired, and
getting sad about supper-time. The
rider seemed to be making a face, in-

tended to express the most abstract

philosophy possible, and superlunary

contemplation. Any rabbit skilled in

physiognomy would have come out of

his hole again, quite reassured thereby.

A short man he was, and apparently

one meant by his mother for ruddiness
;

and still the brick-red of his hair pro-

claimed some loyalty to her intention.

But his face was browned, and flaked

across, like a red potato roasting, and
his little eyes, sharp as a glazier's

diamond, and twinkling now at the

zenith, belied his absent attitude. Then
as he passed by a shadowy oak, which
swallowed him up in a moment, that

oak (if it had been duly vocal) would
have repeated these words

—

"Well, if that ain't the parson's

daughter, grind me under a curry-stone.

What a sly minx !—but devilish pretty.

You're a deal too soft, John Eosedew."

As he passed on towards Nowelhurst

the lovers felt that they had been seen,

and perhaps watched ever so long ; and

then they felt uncomfortable. The young
lady was the first to recover presence

of mind. She pressed on her glossy

round head the hat which had been so

long in her left hand, and, drawing a

long breath, looked point-blank at the

wondering stare of her sweetheart.

"Well, Clayton, we may make up
our minds for it now."

" For what, I should like to know I

Who cares for that interloping, beet-

root-coloured muff 1
"

" He is no muff at all, I can toll you.

but an exceedingly clover man. Do
you mean to say you don't know him '?"

" Not I, from Esau or Ishmael. And
he looks like a mixture of both."
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u He is Doctor Eufus Hutton."

Clayton indulged in a very long

whistle, in-drawn, and not melodious.

'Twas a trick he had learned at Oxford

;

it has long been discarded elsewhere,

but at both Universities still subsists,

as the solace of newly-plucked men

;

the long-drawn sound seems to wind so

soothingly down the horns of dilemma.

Then the youthjumped up, and gathered

a nut, cracked it between his white front

teeth, and offered it, husk and all, with-

out any thought of hygrometry, to his

beautiful frightened darling. She took

it, as if his wife already, and picked

out the thin shell, piece by piece,

anxiously seeking the kernel ; neither

felt she scandalized at the gossamer

thread which the salt husk contrived

somehow to draw from the acorns of her

nails. Then she laughed and jumped, as

it proved to be a magnificent double nut

—two fat kernels close together, shaped

by one another. Of course she gave him
one, and of course we know what they

did about it. I will only state that they

very soon forgot all about Dr. Eufus
Hutton, and could scarcely part where
the last branch-path was quite near to

the maiden's window. Even there,

where the walks divided, when neither

could see the other, each stepped aside,

very proud of love's slyness, to steal the

last of the other's footfall; and soon, with
a blush of intuition, each knew that

the other was lingering, and each felt

ashamed of himself or herself, and loved

the other all the more for it. So they

broke from the bushes, detected and
laughing, to put a good face upon it,

and each must go to tell the other how
it came about. They kissed once more,
for they felt it was right now that the

moon was risen ; then home ran both,

with a warmth of remembrance and
hope glowing in the heart.

CHAPTEE XI.

Whatever the age, or the intellect of the

passing age, may be, even if ever arise again

such a galaxy of great minds as dawned
upon this country three hundred years

ago, though all those great minds start

upon their glorious career, comprising

and intensifying all the light engendered

by, before, and since the time of Shak-

speare, Bacon, Newton; then, though
they enhance that light tenfold by their

own bright genius, till a thousand
waking nations gleam, like hill-tops

touched with sunrise—to guide men on
the human road, to leadthemheavenward,
all shall be no more than a benighted

river wandering away from the stars of

God. Do what we will, and think as

we may, enlarging the mind in each

generation, growing contemptuous of

contempt, casting caste to the winds of

heaven, and antiquating prejudice, never-

theless we shall never outrun, or even
overtake Christianity. Science, learn-

ing, philosophy, may regard it through

a telescope : they touch it no more than

astronomy sets foot upon a star. To a

thoughtful man, who is scandalized at

all the littleness felt and done under
the holy name, until he almost begin to

doubt if the good outweigh the evil, it

is reassurance to remember that we are

not Christians yet, and comfort to con-

fess that on earth we never can be.

For nothing shows more clearly that our

faith is of heaven, than the truth that

we cannot rise to it until it raise us

thither. And this reflection is akin to

the stately writer's sentiment, that our

minds conceive so much more than our

bodies can perform^ to give us token, ay,

and earnest, of a future state.

Of all the creeds which have issued

as yet from God, or man, or the devil,

there is but one which is far in advance

of all human civilization. True Chris-

tianity, like hope, cheers us to continual

effort, exalts us to unbounded prospect,

flies in front of our best success. Let
us call it a worn-out garb, when we have

begun to wear it ; as yet the mantle is

in the skies, and we have only the skirt

with the name on it.

Such thoughts as these were always

stirring in the heart of a man of power,

a leading character in my story, a lead-

ing character everywhere, whithersoever

he went. Bull Garnet was now forty-

five years old, and all who met him
were surprised at his humble place in
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the commonwealth. A sense of power

so pervaded even the air he breathed,

that strong men rebelled instinctively,

though he urged no supremacy ; weak
men caught some infection from him,

and went home and astonished their

families. Strong and weak men alike

confessed that it was a mysterious thing

how a man of such motive strength, and
self-reliance illimitable, could be con-

tent with no higher post than that of a

common steward. But neighbourly in-

terest in this subject met with no
encouragement. Albeit his views of

life expanded into universal sympathy,

his practice now and then admitted

some worldly-wise restrictions. And so,

while really glad to advise on the doings

of all around him, he never permitted

brotherly interference with his own.

Whoever saw Bull Garnet once was
sure to know him again. If you met
him in a rush to save the train, your

eyes would turn and follow him. "There
goes a man remarkable, whether for good
or evil." Tall though he was, and large

of frame, with swinging arms, and a

square expression, it was none of this

that stopped the bystander's glance into

a gaze. It was the cubic mass of the

forehead, the span between the enor-

mous eyes, and the depth of the thick-

set jowl, which rolled with the volume
of a tiger's. The rest of the face was in

keeping therewith : the nose bold, broad,

and patulous, the mouth large and well-

banked up, the chin big and heavily

rounded. No shade of a hair was ever

allowed to dim his healthy colouring,

his head was cropped close as a Puritan's,

and when beard grew fast he shaved
twice in a day. High culture was a ne-

cessity to him, whether of mind, or body,

or of the world external ; he would no
more endure a moustache on his lip than
a frowsy hedgerow upon his farm. That
man, if you came to think about him,
more and more each time you saw how
different he was from other men. Dis-
tictness is a great merit in roses, espe-

cially when the French rosarians have so

overpiled the catalogue. It is pleasant to

walk up to a standard, and say, "You are
' Jules Margottin,' and your neighbour

the ' Keepsake of Malmaison;' I cannot

mistake you for any other, however hot

the weather may be." Distinctness is

also a merit in apples, pears, and even
peaches ; but most of all in man. And
so, without knowing the reason, perhaps,

we like a man whom we cannot mistake

for any other of our million brethren.

The same principle tells in love at first

sight. But, lo ! here again we are wan-
dering.

Mr. Garnet's leading characteristic

was not at first sight amiable. It was

—

if I may be allowed for once, upon the

strength of my subject, not to mince

words into entremets—a furious, reckless,

damnable, and thoroughly devilish tem-

per. All great qualities, Io\ung-kind-

ness, yearnings for Christian ideals, fell

like sugar-canes to a hurricane in the

outburst and rush of that temper. He
was always grieved and deeply humbled,

when the havoc was done; and, being a

man of generous nature, wrould bow his

soul in atonement. But in the towering

of his wrath, how grand a sight he

afforded ! as fine as the rush of the wild

Atlantic upon St. David's Head. For

a time, perhaps, he would chafe and fret

within the straits of reason, his body

surging to and fro, and his mind making

grasp at boundaries. Then some little

aggravation, some trifle which no other

man would notice—and out would leap

all the pent-up fury of his soul. His

great eyes would gather volume, and

spring like a mastiff from his kennel;

his mighty forehead wTould scarp and

chine like the headland when the plough

turns; and all his aspect grow four-

square wuth more than hydraulic pres-

sure. Whoever then could gaze un-

moved at the raging fire of his eyes

must be either a philosopher or a fool

—

and often the two are synonymous.

But touch him, even then, with a single

word of softness, the thought of some

one dear to him, a large and genial

sentiment, or a tender memory—and the

lines of his face would relax and quiver.

the blazing eyes be suffused and subdued

to a tremulous glow ; and the man, so

far beyond reason's reach, be led back.

like a boy, by the feelings.
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All who think they can catch and
analyze that composite, subtle, volatile

gas—neither body nor spirit, yet in fief

to the laws of either—which men call

" human nature," these, I say, will opine

at once from even this meagre descrip-

tion, that Mr. Bull Garnet's nature was
scant of that playful element, humour.
If thought be (as German philosophers

have it) an electric emanation, then wit

is the forked flash, gone in a moment,
humour the soft summer lightning that

shows us the clouds and the depth, the

background and night of ourselves. No
man of large humour can be in a pas-

sion, without laughing inwardly at him-

self. And wrath, which laughs at itself,

is not of much avail in business. Mr.
Garnet's wrath, on the contrary, was a

fine free-boiling British anger, not at all

amenable to reason, and therefore very

valuable. By dint of it he could score

at night nearly twice as much work
done in the day as a peaceable man
could have reckoned. Man or woman,
boy or girl, Mr. Garnet could extract

from each all the cubic capacity, leaving

them just enough of power to crawl

home stiff, and admire him. For the

truth of it is, as all know to their cost,

who have had much to do with spade or

plough, hod or hammer, that the British

workman admires most the master who
makes him sweat most. Perhaps it

ought not to be so. Theoretically we
regard it thus, that a man ought to

perspire, upon principle, when he is

working for another man. But tell us

where, and oh ! where, to find the model
British labourer, who takes that view of

the subject.

Sith it will na better be, let us out

and look for him. The sky is bright

blue, and the white clouds flock off it,

like sheep overlapping each other. What
man but loves the open air, and to walk
about and think of it, with fancies

flitting lazily like fluff of dandelion ?

What man but loves to sit under a tree,

and let the winds go wandering, and the

shadows come and play with him, to let

work be a pleasant memory, and hurry
a storm of the morning? Everybody
except Bull Garnet.

MISS METEYABD'S LIFE OF WEDGWOOD. :

It needs no special advertisement to

make us aware, so soon as we open the
book, that this is the Life of the great

Wedgwood; executed with an enthu-

siastic industry, and illustrated with a

taste which will be sufficient to satisfy

Mr. Gladstone himself—high as his

own standard is known to be in regard
to such subjects as Miss Meteyard's.

She has bestowed several years on her
task, and she has been enabled, by the
possessors of the family papers, including
many curious documents relating to the
works at Etruria and elsewhere, to trace,

1 Life of Josiah Wedgwood, from his Pri-
vate Correspondence and Family Papers ; with
an Introductory Sketch of the Art of Pottery
in England. By E. Meteyard. Two vols. "With
numerous Illustrations. London : Hurst and.
Blackett, 1865.

for the first time, the life of this distin-

guished " Captain of Industry " with a

minuteness which (although here and
there, perhaps, too discursive) we are not

disposed to consider too precise, when
accompanied with sense and good taste.

Miss Meteyard has been also careful to

gather in Staffordshire what traditions

still linger upon the earlier glories of

the great Pottery Field, and she has

taken the pains to put together a sin-

gularly curious and vivid description of

that interesting district, as it appeared

during the last century. Drawings of

every kind of English ware, from the

rude jug of the Britons to the reproduc-

tion of the Portland Vase, and woodcuts
of the chief places and houses noticed in

the narrative, serve to paint the scene

more vividly to the eye ; and, in an age
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of catch-work biography and careless

illustration, Messrs. Hurst and Blackett

may be fairly congratulated on having

turned out the best English book of the

year on art—unless Mr. Street's beauti-

ful "Architecture in Spain" be entitled

to rank with it.

Owing to " trade " circumstances, on

which we need not express an opinion,

the first volume of this long-prepared

work has been brought out alone. We
will therefore defer till the publication

of the second, which is shortly to be

issued, the attempt to analyse what
Wedgwood did for English pottery,

and content ourselves with a few

words by way of announcing the con-

tents and scope of the book before us.

Miss Meteyard states in her Preface :—
"I have entered upon my task with a
" brief history of pottery in this country.
" It is drawn with much pains from
11 many rare sources, and will, I hope,
" be acceptable to the general reader,

" more particularly as there does not
" exist, to my knowledge, any resume
" of the kind." The narrative which
follows traces with sufficient clearness

the ethnology, as one might call it, of

the potter's art in England. The rude

ware of the native Britons hardly exists

in sufficient specimens to warrant any
inference as to the race 'of the makers.

All we learn is the singularly wide
diffusion of the manufacture over the

island ; a fact which may not be unim-
portant in its bearing on the early distri-

bution of the population. The Bomans,
more choice in the selection of materials,

and far more able to transport goods

about the country, concentrated their

factories in fewer centres. Castor, in

Northamptonshire, andUpchurch, on the

Medway, were their two principal pot-

works. Miss Meteyard traces the well-

known brilliant-red " Samian " mainly
to Central Erance and to Arezzo ; but it

appears to have been largely imported
into England, and was also much im-
itated by the Bomano-Britons. Like
all the art of Borne, a Greek original is

strangely stamped on this beautiful ware,

which has never been revived. We
should think this would answer well to

a modern manufacturer, and there can

be no undiscoverable secret about the

clay or the texture of the surface.

To the native fondness of the Saxons
for vessels ofwood or of metal the paucity

of their earthenware is here ascribed,

with much show of reason. The same
causes appear operative far into the

Middle Ages, which have, at any rate,

left us few specimens of merit : amongst
which reproductions of Boman types

curiously occur. This is one of several

instances given in the book tending to

show that the " solidarity " of human
life and ways is more profound and
durable than a first glance at history may
be apt to suggest. Elemish earthenware

was also imported, and held in high

esteem. Oriental porcelain, a few stray

bits excepted, appears under Elizabeth,

and becomes common, together with

its contrefagon from Holland, under

Charles II.—a diffusion which Miss

Meteyard properly traces to the gradual

use of tea and coffee.

It may be inferred, even from our

brief summary (in which we have passed

over a hundred interesting details afford-

ing curious insight into the life of our

ancestors), that the English race was,

for a very long time, not distinguished

by skill in pottery. This conclusion,

which the author would, perhaps, be un-

willing to admit, is, however, confirmed

by the narrative she gives of our first

important manufactures. The Dutch
imported clay and kelp from England

long before our potters thought of apply-

ing their materials with equal skill

;

and the first fine red earthenware of

Staffordshire itself, was produced by the

German Elers, who afterwards trans-

ferred his ability to the works at Bow.

From this date (the beginning of the

eighteenth century), an almost unbroken

series of discovery and advance, con-

nected from the commencement with

the name Wedgwood, leads us on to

the great Josiah himself. This volume

relates the earlier portion of that noble

career. What Miss Meteyard has per-

haps brought most clearly forward is

not only the strenuous endeavours of

the man to improve his art equally in
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the directions of Utility and of Beauty,

but the earnest and high-toned character

of Wedgwood himself, and the means

which he took to enlarge and refine his

own mind. We never saw a clearer proof

of that which (in our judgment), lies at

the root of all art :—namely, that success

in it is strictly, absolutely, and eternally

proportioned to the ability of the in-

tellect and the largeness of the nature

which produce it. The hand of an

artist is only his head transformed.

There is something so unpleasant to

human vanity in this truth—it is in

itself so immediately fatal to all in art

that rests on trick and unusual dex-

terity and ingenious adaptation, that we
do not wonder it ranks among those

truths which are under a cloud. But
to those who accept it as a natural law,

against which no struggle is of use, the

details given in this book of Wedgwood's

,
early career will afford a splendid ex-

ample how much a man, working in the
' spirit of this creed," may advance

himself and do honour to his country.

HEREDITAKY TALENT AND CHARACTER

BY FRANCIS GALTON.

PART I.

The power of man over animal life, in

producing whatever varieties of form he

pleases, is enormously great. It would

seem as though the physical structure

of future generations was almost as

plastic as clay, under the control of the

breeder's will. It is my desire to show,

more pointedly than—so far as I am
aware—has been attempted before, that

mental qualities are equally under

control.

A remarkable misapprehension ap-

pears to be current as to the fact of the

transmission of talent by inheritance.

It is commonly asserted that the chil-

dren of eminent men are stupid ; that,

where great power of intellect seems to

have been inherited, it has descended

through the mother's side ; and that one

son commonly runs away with the talent

of a whole family. My own inquiries

have led me to a diametrically opposite

conclusion. I find that talent is trans-

mitted by inheritance in a very remark-

able degree ; that the mother has by no

means the monopoly of its transmission
;

and that whole families of persons of

talent are more common than those in

which one member only is possessed of it.

I justify my conclusions by the statistics

I now proceed to adduce, which I believe

are amply sufficient to command convic-

tion. They are only a part of much
material I have collected, for a future

volume on this subject ; all of which
points in the same direction. I should

be very grateful to any of my readers

for information that may help me in my
further inquiries.

In investigating the hereditary trans-

mission of talent, we must ever bear in

mind our ignorance of the laws which
govern the inheritance even of physical

features. We know to a certainty

that the latter exist, though we do not

thoroughly understand their action. The
breeders of our domestic animals have
discovered many rules by experience,

and act upon them to a nicely. But
we have not advanced, even to this

limited extent, in respect to the human
race. It has been nobody's business to

study them ; and the study is difficult,

for many reasons. Thus, only two
generations are likely to be born during

the life of any observer ; clothing con-

ceals shape ; and each individual rarely

marries more than once. Nevertheless,

all analogy assures us that the physical

features of man are equally transmissible

with those of brutes. The resemblances

between parent and offspring, as they
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appear to a casual observer, are just as

close in one case as in the other ; and,

therefore, as a nearer scrutiny has esta-

blished strict laws of hereditary trans-

mission in brutes, we have every reason

for believing that the same could also

be discovered in the case of man.

So far as I am aware, no animals have

ever been bred for general intelligence.

Special aptitudes are thoroughly con-

trolled by the breeder. He breeds dogs

that point, that retrieve, that fondle, or

that bite ; but no one has ever yet

attempted to breed for high general

intellect, irrespective of all other qua-

lities. It would be a most interesting

subject for an attempt. We hear con-

stantly of prodigies of dogs, whose very

intelligence makes them of little value

as slaves. When they are wanted, they

are apt to be absent on their own
errands. They are too critical of their

master's conduct. For instance, an in-

telligent dog shows marked contempt
for an unsuccessful sportsman. He will

follow nobody along a road that leads

on a well-known tedious errand. He
does not readily forgive a man who
wounds his self-esteem. He is often a

dexterous thief and a sad hypocrite.

Eor these reasons an over-intelligent dog
is not an object of particular desire, and
therefore, I suppose, no one has ever

thought of encouraging a breed of wise

dogs. But it would be a most interest-

ing occupation for a country philosopher

to pick up the cleverest dogs he could

hear of, and mate them together, genera-

tion after generation—breeding purely

for intellectual power, and disregarding

shape, size, and every other quality.

As no experiment of this description

has ever been made, I cannot appeal to

its success. I can only say that the

general resemblances in mental qualities

between parents and offspring, in man
and brute, are every whit as near as the

resemblance of their physical features
;

and I must leave the existence of actual

laws in the former case to be a matter
of inference from the analogy of the
latter. Ilesemblance frequently fails

where wo might have expected it to

hold; but we may fairly ascribe the

failure to the influence of conditions

that we do not yet comprehend. So
long as we have a plenitude of evidence

in favour of the hypothesis of the here-

ditary descent of talent, we need not be
disconcerted when negative evidence is

brought against us. We must reply that

just the same argument might have been
urged against the transmission of the

physical features of our domestic ani-

mals
;
yet our breeders have discovered

certain rules, and make their living by
acting upon them. They know, with
accurate prevision, when particular types

of animals are mated together, what will

be the character of the offspring. They
can say that such and such qualities

will be reproduced to a certainty. That
others are doubtful; for they may appear

in some of the descendants and not in

the rest. Lastly, that there are yet other

qualities, excessive in one parent and
defective in the other, that will be coun-

terbalanced and be transmitted to the

offspring in a moderate proportion.

I maintain by analogy that this pre-

vision could be equally attained in

respect to the mental qualities, though
I cannot prove it. All I can show is

that talent and peculiarities of character

are found in the children, when they

have existed in either of the parents, to

an extent beyond all question greater

than in the children of ordinary persons.

It is a fact, neither to be denied nor to

be considered of importance, that the

children of men of genius are frequently

of mediocre intellect. The qualities of

each individual are due to the combined

influence of his two parents ; and the

remarkable qualities of the one may
have been neutralized in the offspring,

by the opposite or defective qualities

of the other. It is natural that con-

trast of qualities, in the parents' dis-

positions, should occur as frequently as

harmony ; for one of the many founda-

tions of friendship and of the marriage

union is a difference of character ;
each

individual seeking thereby to supple-

ment the qualities in which he feels

his own nature to be deficient. We
have also good reason to believe that

every special talent or character depends
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on a variety of obscure conditions, the

analysis of which has never yet been

seriously attempted. It is easy to con-

ceive that the entire character might be

considerably altered, owing to the modi-

fication of any one of these conditions.

As a first step in my investigation, I

sought a biographical work, of manage-

able size, that should contain the lives

of the chief men of genius whom the

world is known to have produced. I

ultimately selected that of Sir Thomas
Phillips, in his well-known work of

reference, " The Million of Facts;" be-

cause it is compiled with evident dis-

crimination, and without the slightest

regard to the question on which I was
engaged. It is, moreover, prefaced,

—

" It has been attempted to record, in

brief, only the original minds, who
founded or originated. Biography in

general is filled with mere imitators, or

with men noted only for chance of birth,

or necessary position in society." I do

notmean to say that SirThomas Phillips's

selection is the best that could have been

made, for he was a somewhat croehety

writer. It did not, however, much
matter whose biography I adopted, so

long as it had been written in the above-

mentioned spirit, and so long as I de-

termined to abide stedfastly within its

limits, without yielding to the tempta-

tion of supplying obvious omissions, in

a way favourable to any provisional

theory.

According to this select biography,

I find that 605 notabilities lived between
the years 1453 and 1853. And among
these are no less than 102 relationships

or 1 in
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NOTABLE PERSONS.

•J. Adams, Pres. U.S.A.; son Samuel
also patriot ; nephew, J. Quincey,
president.

W. Belsham, historian ; brother of T.

Belsham, Unitarian minister.

J.Bernouilli, father of James and uncle
of John, all mathematicians.

Breughel, father and two sons, painters.
Buxtorff, father and son, Hebraists.
Caracci, An. and Ag. brothers, Lud,

cousin, painter.

Cartwright, reformer ; brother, me-
chanist.

Casini, grandfather, father, and son,
all mathematicians.

Cooper, Privy Councillor to Cromwell

;

grandson, literary.

De Witt, two brothers, patriots.

Elizabeth, queen, daughter of Henry
VIII. and granddaughter of Sir T.

Bullen.
Fontana, two brothers, natural phi-

losophers.
Forster, father and son, naturalists

(Cook's voyages),
Gronovius, sons and grandsons, six in

all, learned critics.

Gustavus Adolphus, father of Christina
and grandson of Gustavus Vasa.

Herschel, father and son, astronomers.
Hunter, two brothers, anatomists.
Jussieu, uncle and nephew, botanists.
Medici, grandfather, father, and son,

and Catherine.
Orleans, Egalite, and son Louis Phil-

lippe.

Ostade, two brothers, painters.

Perrault, four brothers, all writers.

Penn, admiral ; son, Quaker writer.

Phillibert, Prince of Orange ; cousin
William, whose son was Maurice.
His grandson was our William III.

Pitt, father and son, statesmen.
Scaliger, classical critic ; son also.

Sforzas, father and son.

Shaftesbury, statesman ; grandson,
author.

Shendan, father and son.

Stael, Madam, daughter of Necker,
financier.

Stephens, family of six, critics and
editors.

Teniers, father and son, painters.

Tytler, historian and poet ; son, Lord
Woodhouselee.

Vanderwelde, father and son, painters.

Vanderwurf, two brothers, famous for

small history.

Valnoo, two brothers, and nephew,
painters.

Walpole, Sir Robert, statesman ; Sir

Horace, author.
Van Tromp, father and son, admirals.

Villiers, statesman ;
grandson, the re-

probate poet.

Vossius, father, son, and other re-

latives, all writers.

Warton, editor of Pope ; son, poet.

It will be observed that the number is

swelled by four large families, such as

those of Gronovius and Stephens, of six
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members each, and of the Medici and

the House of Orange, of four members

each. The two first might be objected

to, as hardly worthy of the distinguished

place they occupy. But we must adhere

to our biography ; there are many more

relationships that could very fairly have

been added, as a set-off against these

names. Such are two moreYanderweldes,

and the family of Richelieu; besides

others, like Hallam the historian, and
Watt the mechanic, wThose sons died

early, full of the highest promise. Even
if sixteen names were struck out of our

list, the proportion of the relationship

would remain as $$%, or 1 in 7. And
these are almost wholly referable to

transmission of talent through the male

line ; for eminent mothers do not find a

place in mere biographical lists. The
overwhelming force of a statistical fact

like this renders counter-arguments of

no substantial effect.

Next, let us examine a biographical

list of much greater extension. I have
selected for this purpose an excellent

brief dictionary by Mr. C. Hone. It is

not yet published, but part of its proof

sheets have been obligingly lent to me.

The entire work appears to contain some
19,000 names ; it is, therefore, more
than thirty times as extensive as the list

we have hitherto been considering. I

have selected one part only of this long

series of names for examination, namely,

those that begin with the letter M.
There are 1141 names that remain under
this letter, after eliminating those of

sovereigns, and also of all persons who
died before a.d. 1453. Out of these,

103, or 1 in 11, are either fathers and
sons, or brothers ; and I am by no means
sure that I have succeeded in hunting

out all the relationships that might be

found to exist among them.

It will be remarked that the propor-

tion of distinguished relationships be-

comes smaller, aswe relax the restrictions

of our selection; and it is reasonable

that it should be so, for we then include

in our lists the names of men who have
been inducted into history through other

conditions than the possession of eminent
talent.

Again, if we examine into the rela-

tionships of the notabilities of the

present day, we obtain even larger pro-

portions. "Walford's " Men of the

Time" contains an account of the dis-

tinguished men of England, the Conti-

nent, and America, who are now alive.

Under the letter A there are 85 names
of men, and no less than 25 of these, or

1 in 3
J,

have relatives also in the list

;

12 of them are brothers, and 11 fathers

and sons.

Abbott, Rev. Jacob (U. S. A.), author on religious

and moral subjects.

Abbott, Rev. John, younger brother of above,
author on religious and moral subjects.

A'Beckett, Sir William, author, Solicitor-Gen.

of New South Wales, and brother of late

Gilbert Abbott A'Beckett.
Adam Jean Victor, painter, son of an eminent

engraver.

Adams, American minister, son of John
Quincey Adams.

Ainsworth, William Francis, editor of " Jour-
nal of Natural and Geographical Science,"
" Explorations in Asia Minor and Kur-
distan."

Ainsworth, William Harrison, novelist, cousin

of above.

Aivazooski, Gabriel, Armenian, born in the
Crimea, Professor of European and Oriental

languages, and member of Historical Insti-

tute of France.
Aivazooski, Ivan, a marine painter, brother of

above.

Albermarle, Earl of {brother Keppel).
Albert, Prince (brother).

Aldis, Sir Charles, medical.

Aldis, Charles J. B. medical, son of above.

Alexander, James Waddell, American divine
(son of a Professor).

Alexander, Joseph Addison, Professor of An-
cient languages, and of Biblical and Eccle-

siastical history, brother of the above.

Alison, Sir Archibald, historian, son of author
of " Essays on Taste :" his mother belonged
to "a family which has for two centuries

been eminent in mathematics and the exact
sciences."

Ampere, member of French Academy, and
Professor in College of France (literary), som
of the celebrated physicist of the same name.

Arago, Etienne, journalist and theatrical

writer, brother of the celebrated philosopher.

Argyropopulo, statesman, son of grand inter-

preter to the Porte.

Aristarchi, ecclesiastic and statesman, son of

grand interpreter to the Porte.

Arnold, Matthew, son of late Dr. Arnold.

Arwidson, Librarian R, Library, Stockholm,

author, son of a person who held a high posi-

tion in the Church.

Ash burton, Lord, son of Rt. Hon. Alexander

Baring*
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Azeglio, Massimo, statesman and painter.

Azeglio, Marquis, nephew of above, diplomatist

and painter.

So if we examine the biographies of

artists. In Bryan's large " Dictionary of

Painters," the letterA contains 391 names

of men, of whom 65 are near relatives,

or 1 in 6 : 33 of them are fathers and

sons, 30 are brothers. In Eetis " Bio-

graphic Universelle des Musiciens " the

letter A contains 515 names, of which
50 are near relations, or 1 in 10. Two-
third are fathers aruil sons, one-third are

brothers.

It is justly to be urged, in limita-

tion of the enormous effect of hereditary

influence, implied by the above figures,

that when a parent has achieved great

eminence, his son will be placed in a

more favourable position for advance-

ment, than if he had been the son of an

ordinary person. Social position is an
especially important aid to success in

statesmanship and generalship ; for it is

notorious that neither the Legislature nor

the army afford, in their highest ranks,

an open arena to the ablest intellects.

The sons of the favoured classes are in-

troduced early in life to both these

fields of trial, with every encourage-

ment to support them. Those of the

lower classes are delayed and discouraged

in their start ; and when they are near

the coveted goal, they find themselves
aged. They are too late : they are not
beaten by the superior merit of their

contemporaries, but by time ; as was
once touchingly remarked by Sir De
Lacy Evans.

In order to test the value of heredi-

tary influence with greater precision, we
should therefore extract from our bio-

graphical list the names (they are 330)
of those that have achieved distinction

in the more open fields of science and
literature. There is no favour here
beyond the advantage of a good educa-

tion. Whatever spur may be given by
the desire to maintain the family fame,

and whatever opportunities are afforded

by abundant leisure, are more than
neutralised by those influences which
commonly lead the heirs of fortune to

idleness and dilettantism.

.No. 68.

—

vol. xii.

Eecurring to our list, we find fifty-one

literary men who, have distinguished

relations. Therefore, no less than ^'V-,

or one distinguished man in every

twelve, has a father, son, or brother,

distinguished in literature. To take

a round number at a venture, we may
be sure that there have been far more
than a million students educated in

Europe during the last four centuries,

being an average of only 2,500 in each
a year. According to our list, about
330 of these, or only 1 in 3

;
000, achieved

eminent distinction : yet of those who
did so, 1 in 12 was related to a distin-

guished man. Keeping to literature

alone, it is 51 to 330 = 1 to 6J, that

a very distinguished literary man has

a very distinguished literary relative,

and it is (leaving out the Gronovius and
Stephenses) 20 to 330 = 1 to 16, and 12
to330 = lto28, that the relationship

is father and son, or brother and brother,

respectively.

The Law is, by far, the most open to

fair competition of all the professions;

and of all offices in the law there is

none that is more surely the reward of

the most distinguished intellectual ca-

pacity than that of the Lord Chancellor.

It therefore becomes an exceedingly in-

teresting question to learn what have
been the relationships of our Lord
Chancellors. Are they to any notable

degree the children, or the parents, or

the brothers of very eminent men? Lord
Campbell's "Lives of the Chancellors"

forms a valuable biographical dictionary

for the purpose of this investigation. I

have taken it just as it stands ; in-

cluding, as Lord Campbell does, certain

Lord Keepers and Commissioners of the

Great Seal, as of equal rank with the

Chancellors. I may further mention,

that many expressions in Lord Camp-
bell's works show that he was a disbe-

liever in hereditary influence.

Now what are the facts ? Since

Henry VIII. ;

s time, when Chancellors

ceased to be ecclesiastics, and were
capable of marrying, we have had thirty-

nine Chancellors, &c. whose lives have
been written by Lord Campbell, of

whom the following had eminent rela-

tionships :

—

m
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Sir Nicholas Bacon, Lord Keeper : son, Lord
Chancellor Bacon.

Coventry : son of a very learned judge of the

Common Pleas.

Bacon : father as above.

Littleton : son of a judge.

Whitelock : son of a judge, father of two sons,

one of great eminence as a lawyer, the other

as a soldier.

Herbert : three sons. One had high command
in army ; the second, the great naval officer,

created Lord Torrington ; the third, Chief

Justice of Queen's Bench.
Finch, son of Speaker of House of Commons,
and first cousin to the Lord Chancellor Finch
of previous years, had a son who " almost

rivalled his father," and who was made
Solicitor-Gen era! and Earl of Aylesford.

Macclesfield : son, President of Royal Society.

Talbot : father was bishop, consecutively, of

Oxford, Salisbury, and Durham ; had sons, of

one of whom there were great hopes, but he
died young ; the other " succeeded to his

father's virtues."

Hardwick had five sons, all very distinguished.

One, a man of letters ; second, Lord Chan-
cellor Yorke ; third, an ambassador ; fourth,
" talented as the others ; " fifth, Bishop of

Ely.

Northington : father was " one of the most
accomplished men of his day."

Pratt : father was Chief Justice of King's
Bench ; his son was distinguished for public

service.

Y orke : father was Lord Chancellor Hard-
wicke. (See above.

)

Bathurst : father was the Lord Bathurst of

Queen Anne's time ; his son was the Lord
Bathurst who filled high office under George
III. and IV.

Erskine : his brothers were nearly as eminent.
The whole family was most talented.

Eldon : brother was the famous Lord Stowell,

Judge of Admiralty.

Thus out of the 39 Chancellors 16
had kinsmen of eminence. 13 of them
—viz. Sir Nicholas Bacon, Lord Bacon,

Coventry, Littleton, Whitelock, Herbert,

Finch, Hardwick, Pratt, Yorke, Bathurst,

Erskine, and Eldon—had kinsmen of

great eminence. In other words, 13

out of 39—that is, 1 in every 3—are

remarkable instances of hereditary in-

fluence.

It is astonishing to remark the number
of the Chancellors, who rose from medi-
ocre social positions, showing how talent

makes its way at the Bar, and how utterly

insufficient are favouritism and special

opportunities to win the great legal prize

of the Chancellorship. It is not possible

accurately, and it is hardly worth while

roughly, to calculate the numerical
value of hereditary influence in obtain-

ing the Chancellorship. It is sufficient

to say that it is enormous. We must
not only reckon the number of students

actually at the Chancery bar, and say

that the Lord Chancellor was the fore-

most man among them, but we must
reckon the immense number of schools

in England, in any one of which, if a

boy shows real marks of eminence, he
is pretty sure to be patronised and
passed on to a better place of educa-

tion ; whence by exhibitions, and sub-

sequently by University scholarships

and fellowships, he may become edu-

cated as a lawyer. I believe, from these

reasons, that the chances of the son of

a Lord Chancellor to be himself also

a Chancellor, supposing he enters the

law, to be more than a thousandfold

greater than if he were the son of

equally rich but otherwise undistin-

guished parents. It does not appear

an accident that, out of 54 Lord Chan-
cellors or Lord Keepers, two— viz.

Sir Nicholas Bacon and Lord Hard-
wick— should have had sons who
were also Chancellors, when we bear in

mind the very eminent legal relation-

ships of Herbert, Finch, Eldon, and- the

rest.

The intellectual force of English boys

has, up to almost the present date, been
steadily directed to classical education.

Classics form the basis of instruction

at our grammar schools, so that every

boy who possesses signal classical apti-

tudes has a chance of showing them.

Those who are successful obtain exhi-

bitions and other help, and ultimately

find their wray to the great arena of

competition of University life.

The senior classic at Cambridge is

not only the foremost of the 300 youths

who take their degrees in the same

year, but he is the foremost of perhaps

a tenth part of the classical intellect of

his generation, throughout all England.

No industry, without eminent natural

talent to back it, could possibly raise a

youth into that position.

The institution of the class list at

Cambridge dates from 18-1; so there
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have been 41 senior classics up to the

present year. Wherever two names had

been bracketed together, I selected the

one that stood best in other examina-

tions, and then extracted the following

names from the list of them, as instances

of hereditary influence :

—

3827. Kennedy : father was a classic of emi-

nence ; two • brothers, see below ; another

brother, almost equally distinguished in

classics.

1828. Selwyn : brother M.P. for Cambridge,
an eminent lawyer.

1830. Wordsworth : nephew to the poet,

brother of an almost equally distinguished

classic, son of the Master of Trinity.

1 831

.

Kennedy {see above.

)

1832. Lushington : brother (see below); nephew
to the Right Hon. Sir Stephen Lushington.
The family has numerous other members of

eminent talent.

1834. Kennedy (see above).

1835. Goulbourn : father, Chancellor of the

Exchequer, nephew of Serjeant Goulbourn,
cousin to Dr. Goulbourn, Head Master of
Rugby, the well-known preacher.

1835. v,aughan : manyrelationships like those
of Goulbourn, including the Judge, the Pro-
fessor at Oxford, and Mr. Hawkins. (See

below.)

1842. Denman : father was the eminent Chief
Justice Lord Denman.

1846. Lushington : brother (see above).
1854. Hawkins : see Vaughan.
1855. Butler : son of Senior Wrangler of

1794 ; three brothers, of whom two held
University Scholarships in Oxford, and the
other was a double first-class man at Cam-
bridge.

12 of the 41, or about 1 in 3J, show
these influences in a more or less marked
degree ; 7 of them, or 1 in 6, viz. 3

Kennedy, 1 Wordsworth, 2 Lushington,
and 1 Butler, very much so.

The data we have been considering are

summed up in the following table :

—

Number
of

cases.

All the men of " original minds" (Sir 1

)

T Phillips) and of every profession!

Occurrence of
near male

relationship.

1

Percentages.

Distinguished father
has a distinguished

son.

Distinguished man
has a distinguished

brother.

605
1 in 6 cases. 6 times in 100 cases. 2 times in 100 cases.

85 Living notabilities (Walford's "Menl
1 in 3J cases. 7 „ 7 „

391 Painters of all dates (Bryan's Dicty. A) 1 in 6 cases. 5 4

515 Musicians (Fetis Dicty. A) .... 1 in 10 cases. 6 „ 3

54 Lord ChanceUors (Lord Campbell) 1 in 3 cases. 16 „ 4 „

41 Senior Classics of Cambridge . . .

Averages

1 in 4 cases. Too recent 10 „

1 in 6 cases. 8 in 100 cases. 5 in 100 cases,

Everywhere is the enormous power
of hereditary influence forced on our

attention. If we take a list of the

most brilliant standard writers of the

last few years, we shall find a large

share of the number have distinguished

relationships. It would be difficult to set

off, against the following instances, the

same number of names of men of equal

eminence, whoseimmediate relativeswere

undistinguished. Bronte" (Jane Eyre and
her two sisters) ; Bulwer (and his brother

the ambassador) ; Disraeli (father, author

of "Curiosities of Literature"); Hallam
(son, the subject of "In Memoriam")

;

Eangsley(two brothers eminent novelists,

two others no less talented) • Lord Ma-
caulay (son of Zachary Macaulay) ; Miss

Martineau (and her brother) ; Merivale,

Herman and Charles (brothers) ; Dean
Stanley (father the bishop, and popular

writer on birds) ; Thackeray (daughter,

authoress of " Elizabeth ") ; Tennyson
(brother also a poet) ; Mrs. Trollops

(son, Anthony).

As we cannot doubt that the trans-

mission of talent is as much through

the side of the mother as through that

of the father, how vastly would the off-

spring be improved, supposing distin-

guished women to be commonly married

to distinguished men, generation after

m2
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generation, their qualities being in har-

mony and not in contrast, according to

rules, of which we are now ignorant,

but which a study of the subject would

be sure to evolve !

It has been said by Bacon that " great

men have no continuance." I, how-

ever, find that very great men are cer-

tainly not averse to the other sex, for

some such have been noted for their illicit

intercourses, and, I believe, for a corre-

sponding amount of illegitimate issue.

Great lawyers are especially to be blamed
in this, even more than poets, artists,

or great commanders. It seems natural

to believe that a person who is not

married, or who, if married, does not

happen to have children, should feel

himself more vacant to the attractions

of a public or a literary career than if

he had the domestic cares and interests

of a family to attend to. Thus, if we
take a list of the leaders in science of

the present day, the small number of

them who have families is very remark-

able. Perhaps the best selection of

names we can make, is from those who
have filled the annual scientific office of

President of the British Association.

"We will take the list of the commoners
simply, lest it should be objected,

though unjustly, that some of the noble-

men who have occupied the chair were
not wholly indebted to their scientific

attainments for that high position. Out
of twenty-two individuals, about one-

third have children j one-third are or

have been married and have no children

;

and one-third have never been married.

Among the children of those who have
had families, the names of Prank Buck-
land and Alexander Herschel are already

well-known to the public.

There has been a popular belief

that men of great intellectual eminence,

are usually of feeble constitution, and
of a dry and cold disposition. There
may be such instances, but I believe

the general rule to be exactly the oppo-
site. Such men, so far as my observa-

tion and reading extend, are usually

more manly and genial than the ave-

rage, and by the aid of these very
qualities, they obtain a recognised as-

cendancy. It is a great and common
mistake to suppose that high intel-

lectual powers are commonly associated

with puny frames and small physical

strength. Men of remarkable eminence
are almost always men of vast powers
of work. Those among them that

have fallen into sedentary ways will

frequently astonish their friends by
their physical feats, when they hap-
pen to be in the mood of a vacation

ramble. The Alpine Club contains a

remarkable number of men of fair lite-

rary and scientific distinction ; and these

are among the strongest and most daring

of the climbers. I believe, from my own
recollections, of the thews and energies

of my contemporaries and friends of

many years at Cambridge, that the first

half-dozen class-men in classics or ma-
thematics would have beaten, out of all

proportion, the last half-dozen class-

men in any trial of physical strength

or endurance. Most notabilities have
been great eaters and excellent di-

gesters, on literally the same prin-

ciple that the furnace which can raise

more steam than is usual for one of its

size must burn more freely and well

than is common. Most great men are

vigorous animals, with exuberant powers,

and an extreme devotion to a cause.

There is no reason to suppose that, in

breeding for the highest order of intel-

lect, we should produce a sterile or a

feeble race.

Many forms of civilization have been
peculiarly unfavourable to the hereditary

transmission of rare talent. ]S"one of

them were more prejudicial to it than

that of the Middle Acres, where almost

every youth of genius was attracted into

the Church, and enrolled in the ranks

of a celibate clergy.

Another great hindrance to it is a

costly tone of society, like that of our

own, where it becomes a folly for a

rising man to encumber himself with

domestic expenses, which custom exacts,

and which are larger than his resources

are able to meet. Here also genius is

celibate, at least during the best period

of manhood.
A spirit of caste is also bad, which
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compels a man of genius to select his

wife from a narrow neighbourhood, or

from the members of a few families.

But a spirit of clique is not bad, I

understand that in Germany it is very

much the custom for professors to marry

the daughters of other professors, and I

have some reason to believe, but am
anxious for further information before

I can feel sure of it, that the enormous

intellectual digestion of German literary

men, which far exceeds that of the

corresponding class of our own country-

men, may, in some considerable degree,

be traceable to this practice.

So far as beauty is concerned, the

custom of many countries, of the nobi-

lity purchasing the handsomest girls

they could find for their wives, has

laid the foundation of a higher type of

features among the ruling classes. It

is not so very long ago in England that

it was thought quite natural that the

strongest lance at the tournament should

win the fairest or the noblest lady. The
lady was the prize to be tilted for. She
rarely objected to the arrangement, be-

cause her vanity was gratified by the

eclat of the proceeding. ISTow history is

justly charged with a tendency to repeat

itself. We may, therefore, reasonably

look forward to the possibility, I do
not venture to say the probability, of a

recurrence of some such practice of

competition. "What an extraordinary

effect might be produced on our race,

if its object was to unite in marriage

those who possessed the finest and most
suitable natures, mental, moral, and
physical

!

Let us, then, give reins to our fancy,

and imagine a Utopia—or a Laputa, if

you will—in which a s}rstem of compe-
titive examination for girls, as well as

for youths, had been so developed as

to embrace every important quality of

mind and body, and where a considera-

ble sum was yearly allotted to the en-

dowment of such marriages as promised
to yield children who would grow into

eminent servants of the State. We may
picture to ourselves an annual ceremony
in that Utopia or Laputa, in which the

Senior Trustee of the Endowment Eund

would address ten deeply-blushingyoung
men, all of twenty-five years old, in the

following terms :

—" Gentlemen, I have
" to announce the results of a public ex-
" amination, conducted on established
" principles ; which show that you
" occupy the foremost places in your
" year, in respect to those qualities of
" talent, character, and bodily vigour
" which are proved, on the whole, to
" do most honour and best service to our
" race. An examination has also beencon-
" ducted on established principles among
" all the young ladies of this country who
" are now of the age of twenty-one, and
" I need hardly remind you, that this ex-
" amination takes note of grace, beauty,
" health, good temper, accomplished
" housewifery, and disengaged affections,

" in addition to noble qualities of heart
" and brain. By a careful investigation of
" the marks you have severally obtained,
" and a comparison of them, always
" on established principles, with those
" obtained by the most distinguished
" among the young ladies, we have been
" enabled to select ten of their names
" with especial reference to your indi-

" vidual qualities. It appears that
" marriages between you and these ten
" ladies, according to the list I hold in
" my hand, would offer the probability
" of unusual happiness to yourselves,
" and, what is of paramount interest
" to the State, would probably result

" in an extraordinarily talented issue.

" Under these circumstances, if any or
" all of these marriages should be agreed
" upon, the Sovereign herself will give
" away the brides, at a high and solemn
" festival, six months hence, in West-
" minster Abbey. We, on our part, are
" prepared, in each case, to assign

" 5,000/. as a wedding-present, and to
" defray the cost of maintaining and
" educating your children, out of the
" ample funds entrusted to our disposal
" by the State."

If a twentieth part of the cost and
pains were spent in measures for the

improvement of the human race that

is spent on the improvement of the

breed of horses and cattle, what a galaxy

of genius might we not create I We
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might introduce prophets and high comprehending the exigencies of our

priests of civilization into the world, modern civilization ; much less of ful-

as surely as we can propagate idiots by filling them. We are living in a sort

mating cretins. Men and women of of intellectual anarchy, for the want of

the present day are, to those we might master minds. The general intellectual

hope to bring into existence, what the capacity of our leaders requires to be

pariah dogs of the streets of an Eastern raised, and also to be differentiated,

town are to our own highly-bred We want abler commanders, statesmen,

varieties. thinkers, inventors, and artists. The
The feeble nations of the world are natural qualifications of our race are no

necessarily giving way before the nobler greater than they used to be in semi-

varieties of mankind ; and even the best barbarous times, though the conditions

of these, so far as we know them, seem amid which we are born are vastly more
unequal to their work. The average complex than of old. The foremost

culture of mankind is become so much minds of the present day seem to stagger

higher than it was, and the branches of and halt under an intellectual load too

knowledge and history so various and heavy for their powers,

extended, that few are capable even of To be continued.

TRANSLATIONS EKOM HOEACE.

Od. hi. 21.

" o nata mecum."

My good contemporary cask, whatever thou dost keep

Stored up in thee,—smiles, tears, wild loves, mad brawls, or easy sleep
;

Whate'er thy grape was charged withal, thy day is come, descend :

Corvinus bids ; my mellowest wine must greet my best-loved friend.

Sage and Socratic though he be, the juice he will not spurn,

That many a time made glow, they say, old Cato's virtue stern.

There's not a heart so hard but thou beneath its guard canst steal

;

There's not a soul so close but thou its secret canst reveal.

There's no despair but thou canst cheer,—no wretch's lot so low,

But thou canst raise, and bid him brave the tyrant and the foe.

Please Bacchus, and the Queen of Love, and the linkt Graces three,

Till lamps shall fail and stars grow pale, we'll make a night with thee.

Od. i. 11.

" tu ne qu^sieris."

My sweet Leuconoe, seek no more
To learn thy own, thy lover's date :

Put by thy dark Chaldrean lore,

For Heaven has closed the book of fate.

Are merry winters yet to come
For thee and me 1 Is this, whose blast

Shivers the blustering waves to foam
On yon bluff rocks, to be our last 1

We know not, and we can but bow
In blindness to the Power Divine

That shapes the lot of all below :

Then broach 3^011 flask of mellow wine.
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Short as oar span our Lopes must be :

While thus we prate, life's hour is flown.

The morrow does but. natter thee;

To-day, dear girl, is all thine own.

Od. i. 31.

"quid dedicatum."

God of the poet, at thy new-built shrine

I bend. Apollo, hear a poet's prayer,

While from the chalice streams the hallowed wine

;

jSTot for the grain Sardinian cornfields bear,

Nor shapely herds that hot Calabria breeds,

Nor ivory nor gold of Ind I crave,

Nor for broad lands where through the quiet meads
The Liris eats his way with silent wave.

Unenvied still let Fortune's favourite son

Engross the vintage of Calenian vines,

And the rich trader, his great venture won,
Quaff from his golden bowl the priceless wines,

And vaunt himself kind Heaven's peculiar care,

Since he so oft the perilous wave hath past

Unscathed. Let olives and the simple fare

The garden yields be still the poet's feast.

Son of Latona, hale in mind and frame,

May I enjoy mine own nor more desire.

May growing years ne'er quench the poet's name,

Nor paralyse the hand that sweeps the lyre.

Od. hi. 13.

"O FONS BANDUSIiE."

Spring of Bandusia, crystal clear,

Worthy the cup of votive wine
With choicest blossoms of the year !

To-morrow shall a kid be thine.

Yon kid whose horns begin to bud,

And promise coming loves and fight.

In vain ; the little wanton's blood

Is doomed to dye thy streamlet bright.

The sultriest summer's burning ray

Taints not thy virgin wave : and dear

Is its cool draught at close of day
To wandering flock and weary steer.

Thou too shalt be a spring renowned,
If verse of mine can fame bestow

On yonder cave with ilex crowned
From which thy babbling waters flow. X.
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OUK NEW ZEALAND CONQUESTS.

BY J. E. GORST.

Our New Zealand war is carried on

neither in one place nor against one

enemy. There have been already no

less than four distinct seats of war

—

Waikato, Tauranga, Taranaki, and Wan-
ganui, hundreds of miles apart from
each other, where we have been con-

tending against tribes differing in cha-

racter, and fighting for different objects.

In the eyes of the Maories themselves,

however, these wars have a common
nature ; each is a struggle against Eu-
ropean aggression, and in each case the

fighting tribes possess the sympathy of

the whole Maori race. The feeling of

a common interest in resisting the Eu-
ropean Government was first called forth

by the Waikato war of 1863. All pre-

vious wars had been strictly local : they
were riots, not revolts. Little passion

was excited away from the actual battle

ground, the rest of the natives sympa-
thising with us as much as with our

opponents. Even the Taranaki war of

1860, at its first outbreak, possessed this

character. And although the mistaken
policy of Government soon began to

draw the Waikatos and other tribes into

the conflict, the mischief was stopped
for the time by the intervention of the

New Zealand chief, Wiremu Tamihana,
and by the arrival of Sir George Grey
as governor.

The Waikato war was national from
the outset. We attacked the Waikatos,
because they had " rebelled " by repu-

diating the Queen's sovereignty, and
establishing a native king; and they
fought to defend their king, their

country, and their independence. This
native king had been in existence for

seven years before the war. The chiefs

who appointed him declared that they
had no feeling of hostility to the Queen
or the Europeans, but merely desired to

obtain the advantages of law and order
in their territories. Those promises of

civilizing the Maories, by which, five-

and-twenty years ago, our Government
first gained a footing in New Zealand,

had never been kept. The natives had
sold us land readily and cheaply, until

we grew powerful enough to be feared.

They then became startled by the

rapidity of our progress as contrasted

with the slowness of their own. Finally,

a constitution was given to New Zealand,

in which their very existence was for-

gotten. They found that, instead of

being, with their white brethren, fellow-

subjects of the Queen, they were to

become the subjects of the European
race in New Zealand. Against this

future they revolted by stopping all

further sale of land to the European Go-
vernment, and establishing an indepen-

dent king of their own race. From the

date of this act it became a necessity for

us to recognise Maori independence or

to undertake the conquest of the Maori
race. Yet Colonial politicians, who
have always under-estimated the Maori
love of liberty, long cherished the hope
of persuading the natives to give up
their inconvenient designs. At length

the Taranaki war revealed how dange-

rous a power the Maori king might be-

come, and Sir George Grey's peace con-

vinced the New Zealand public that

nothing short of force would induce the

natives to resign their independence.

The colonists had just received what the

Imperial Government had long with-

held, " responsibility for native affairs;"

that is, the right to govern the natives

as they pleased, with 10,000 English

troops to give effect to their policy. The

opportunity of finally settling the Native

question at Imperial expense was too

tempting to be resisted—and so. with

one consent, they resolved on war.

By a bold assertion the New Zealand

Government induced (he belief in this

country that the Maories themselves
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began the war : a delusion from which
the Colonial Office has never been able

to extricate itself. But, in fact, the war
with the Maori king was begun in July,

1863, by our troops crossing the Manga-
tawhiri, a tributary of the Waikato, which
bounded his alleged dominions, and
building a redoubt upon Maori soil.

This invasion was resisted, not only by
chiefs who had long desired war with
the English, but also by Wiremu Tanii-

hana and his adherents, who had up to

that period exerted themselves with
success to repress the war party and
preserve peace.

The troops were hurried to the front

in consequence of one of the periodical

panics in Auckland, caused by the reve-

lation of the latest plot for the murder
of all Europeans. Their movement
proved to have been premature. General
Cameron could only advance two or

three miles into the Maori country. His
further progress along the river bank
was stopped by a fortification at Mere-
mere, and he had no steamers upon the

Waikato by means of which the enemy's
position could be turned. Erom July
to November, a long range of forest

hills, called the Hunna, lying between
Auckland and the Waikato, swarmed
with bands of Maori plunderers, who
burnt houses, wasted fields, drove off

cattle, and in many cases shot or toma-
hawked the settlers.

At length the arrival from Sydney of
a steam gunboat, defended with thin
iron plates, changed the fortune of war.
The stronghold of Meremere was passed,

and a detachment was landed in its

rear ; but just as General Cameron
thought his enemies in his power, his

long preparations were rendered fruit-

less by their suddenly absconding with-
out the loss of a single man. At Ean-
giriri, however, where they made their

next stand, they were not so fortunate.

After a most desperate struggle, which
lasted all night long, their position was
taken, and, for the first time in New
Zealand wars, a large number of pri-

soners captured. The General and all his

officers were struck with the courage
shown by the defenders. Eive times

the storming parties were repulsed, with
heavy loss, and though they were as-

often rallied by the gallantry of their

officers, it was through a lucky accident

rather than by main force that the place-

was at last entered. This decisive and
brilliant affair produced a profound effect

upon the minds of the natives. The
prisoners, among whom were many of the
principal Waikato chiefs, admitted with
the utmost candour that they had been
thoroughly beaten. They said that the

Maori power was gone, and they wrote
to their friends, recommending them to

make peace at any price, to give up the

sovereignty to the Governor, and the

land to the Europeans. There was but
one drawback to the victory. The blow
had fallen upon the wrong victim. It

was the old peace-party that was thus

crushed— the followers of Tamihana,
fighting only in self-defence.

Some days before the engagement,

Eewi Maniapoto, the leader of the war-

party, had quarrelled with them, had
left Eangiriri, and was gone safe and
sulky to the hills.

While the English troops were thus
gaining victory in the field, the Colonial

Parliament was busily preparing to

reap the fruits of success. A " great

plan " was formed to raise a loan of

3,000,000Z. in England, and to em-
power the Colonial Government to con-

fiscate Maori land to any extent, and in

any district which they might pronounce
to be in a state of "rebellion." The
money and the land were to be used in

procuring military settlers to protect

the Auckland colonists, and immigrants
to swell the Auckland population ; and
it was thought that after providing for

these objects there would remain a sur-

plus of a million and a half of confis-

cated acres, which might be sold at 21.

an acre, and thus repay the loan. At
the same time, in order to keep up the

rebellion, so profitable to the Auckland
capitalists, an Act was passed to suspend
the legal rights of all suspected persons,

and to render them liable to summary
conviction and punishment by military

tribunals.

It was, however, difficult to prevent
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the victory at Eangiriri from defeating

the " great plan," by bringing about a

premature peace. Tamihana wrote to

the Governor that his tribe had but

thirty men left, and that he could no

longer continue the war ; and Te Wha-
repu, the principal chief of Lower Wai-
kato, who was mortally wounded at

Eangiriri, formally sued for peace. The
answer given was that the General must
advance without opposition to ISTgarua-

wahia, the king's capital, and that after-

wards the Government would treat about

peace. So broken and dispirited were

the Maories at that time that they sub-

mitted even to these hard terms. They
let the invader pass without hindrance

through the defile of Taupiri, a place

with singular natural advantages for

defence ; they surrendered without a blow
their national flag, and the graves of their

ancestors, and then our promise to nego

tiate was broken. It would havebeen folly

for the Colonial Government to make
peace while the plains of Upper Wai-
kato were still unconquered. Eewi was
happily strong enough and undaunted
enough to carry on the war, and there-

fore, leaving Tamihana and the remnant
of his tribe to retire unmolested up the

Waikato to Maunga-tautari, immediate
military operations were directed against

Eewi and his tribe along the line of the

Waipa. Such an opportunity for peace

as that lost after the victory at Ean-
giriri has never since occurred. Our
operations against Eewi produced no
very decisive success. We gained terri-

tory, which can only be retained by
military force and at ruinous expense,

but we lost prestige. The Maories had
constructed a chain of redoubts in the

open country so skilfully, that it wras

not thought prudent to attempt to carry

the position by assault. And although,

after some delay, the position was turned
by a body of troops marching by night
to the rear of the chain of forts, yet
the natives succeeded in evacuating all

their posts, and retiring unconquered to

their fastnesses among the hills. A
few roving parties only were engaged
and defeated ; and the Colonial forces

distinguished themselves by a very cruel

raid upon the undefended village of

Eangiaowhia, in which a dozen natives,

who occupied a house and held it with

great, gallantry against the invaders, were

burnt alive.

There was, however, no opportunity

of striking a decisive blow. The Wai-
kato country was conquered, but the

men were still unsubdued. At Orakau,

where the last stand in the Waikato
country was made, 300 or 400 men,

women, and children were besieged in

an unfinished pa by nearly 1,500 of our

troops. The defenders had only a few

double-barrelled smooth-bores and old

sticks of arms to oppose to our Enfield

rifles, hand grenades, and conical shells.

Yet without food, except berries, and

without a drop of water, they held the

place against this overpowering force for

three days, until the flanking angle of

their pa was blown up by our sap.

The general vainly urged them to sur-

render, or, at least, to give up their

women and children. The reply was,

"We shall fight on for ever, and ever,

and ever." At last, when the position

was laid open to assault, they sallied

forth .and cut their wTay through our

lines, leaving one-third of their number,

men and women (for the latter fought

and fell as bravely as the men), dead

upon the field. On the other side of

the plain, Tamihana, who had been

followed up and again attacked at

Maungatautari, probably appalled by

the fate of Orakau, did not await a con-

flict, but abandoned his defences and

fled to the mountain. It was reported

by an old friendly chief, Wireniu

JSTera, that all Tamihana's followers

would surrender. Up went Sir George

Grey in full uniform to the front, where

everybody was on the tiptoe of expecta-

tion. Presently a fleet of canoes was

seen coming round a point of the river

;

the canoes landed, and let out old

women, puppies, babies, pigs, fleas,

parrots, and all the contents of a Maori

pa, except the men, who. having got

the two or three days' start they wanted,

had gone over the hills to Tauranga.

In fact, the Colonial Government had

taken measures to make the continuance
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of the war certain and the submission

of the natives impossible. Composed
chiefly of Auckland men, and being for

the moment absolute, they simply played

a game for the aggrandizement of the

Auckland province at the expense of the

British Government. They published a

declaration to the natives, which the

Governor had neither authorised nor

even seen, to which no warrior race like

the New Zealanders could possibly sub-

mit. It was not in truth intended that

they should submit, but rather that they

should go on fighting. The gist of the

terms was that these men, who had
fought like warriors for their liberty,

should give up their arms and their

persons, and submit to be tried as traitors

and rebels. The natives, uncertain as

to the crime which was to be laid to

their charge and the punishment that

would be inflicted upon them, rejected

such terms, and, though defeated at all

points, refused to surrender. The rem-
nant of the Waikatos at the present day
occupy the rugged hills which overlook

the plains we have confiscated, still

defiant and unconquered.
The district of Tauranga, in which

our next New Zealand war was carried

on, is remote from the Waikato, on the

east coast of New Zealand. The Colonial

Government, confident that no one at

home would distinguish Tauranga from
Waikato, never took the trouble to

furnish an excuse for the war that was
deliberately provoked in that district.

The Taurauga natives were known to be
disloyal, and their lands were wanted
for the " great plan." A military force

was therefore sent down to stir them
up, by occupying their land and seizing

their crops and cattle, to some overt act

of rebellion that might furnish a pretext
for confiscation. There was at first some
difficulty in provoking the Tauranga
natives to rebel. When, at last, joined
by the refugees from Waikato and tribes

from the east coast, they rose to resist

the invasion, they inflicted upon us at

the Gate Pa the most disastrous defeat

our arms have ever suffered in New
Zealand. And though our losses were
afterwards retrieved at a place further

inland, where the Maories, fool-hardy

from success, stood their ground in an
unfinished pa and were routed with

great slaughter, yet, on the whole, we
lost more military prestige at Tauranga
than we had gained in Waikato. Our
policy has in the same place suffered no
less discredit than our arms. After the

second engagement there was what was
called " submission and peace." A few
worthless arms were surrendered, the

oath of allegiance was taken, and a tract

of country was surrendered by the in-

surgents, of which they are said not to

have been the owners. The Maories,

who appeared to be quite destitute,

were supplied at colonial expense with

seed and with provisions. For several

months, except a demand for protection

from the military settlers who were

stationed on the confiscated land at

Tauranga, there was no alarm of war.

But on Christmas Day, 1864, our new
subjects abandoned the settlement and
fled to the forests. They were visited on
that day by the emissaries of the Angel,

Te Hau, the chief of a new and strange

superstition, called the " Pai Marire,"

which, beginning from Wanganui, is

spreading over the whole ofNew Zealand.

The envoysannounced speedy destruction

by a Divine Power to the English and
all their allies. The Tauranga natives

packed up in haste, crying out, " Hasten !

the time allotted for our salvation is

short." They abandoned their standing

crops, and in some cases their horses,

and left their villages strewn with cook-

ing vessels, saddles, clothes, and other

goods. They declared in departing that

they would not fight the Europeans, but

separated from them lest they should

share their destruction. However, as

one of the fugitives who returned to

fetch his horse was knocked down with
the butt-end of a riding-whip by a

zealous servant of the Government, it

is possible that this determination may
be reconsidered.

After the supposed submission of the

Tauranga natives, the war languished.

Only at Taranaki, where war has long-

been chronic, fighting still went on.

We gained a few " great victories,"
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when four or five hundred troops, headed

by friendly natives, drove about a score

of enemies from one pa and occupied

others that were undefended. But the

real war was raging in the town of

Auckland between Sir George Grey and

the Colonial Ministry. Hostilities were

provoked by despatches from the Im-
perial Government. Hitherto the Co-

lonial Ministry had been paramount in

the conduct of the war, and had used
the Imperial troops as mercenaries sup-

plied to them gratis by England for the

furtherance of their designs.

But .their " great plan " was now in-

terrupted by the arrival of a series of

despatches from the Secretary of State,

which virtually restored to Sir George
Grey power and responsibility in Native
affairs. It was declared that so long as

England was fighting even in part the

Colonial battle, she had a right to dictate

the use that was to be made of victory
\

and Sir George Grey was therefore in-

structed to act on his own judgment,
and if necessary against the advice of

his Ministers, and to use the power of

the Imperial troops to give effect to his

determination. This was a restoration

of the vicious system of double govern-

ment, which was the immediate cause

of the New Zealand war. The Governor's

authority was to be exercised specially

in three matters—the conditions of peace,

the confiscation of native lands, and
the disposal of prisoners. The New
Zealand Ministers, thus shorn of their

brief authority—for the Secretary of

State's language was in effect, " I will

disallow your confiscation scheme unless

you carry it out in my way "—ought to

have resigned, or called the New Zealand
Assembly to discuss their new relations

with the Imperial Government. Instead
of this they took the strange course of

remaining in office, to bait the Governor
by reading him flippant lectures on
Native affairs, and bullying him into
carrying out their "great plan." Sir
George Grey, however, far too astute to

be so taken in, succeeded in catching
them in one trap after another; until, at

length, losing their temper and becoming
quarrelsome and rude, they wrote a

series of memoranda in abuse of the

Governor, for the impertinence whereof
it would be difficult, even in a colony,

to find a parallel. The point most hotly

contested was the disposal of Maori
prisoners.

The prisoners taken in the battle of

Eangiriri, with a few others subse-

quently captured, were confined in an
old coal-hulk moored in the Auckland
harbour. The Colonial Ministers stated

that the general health and condition of

the prisoners had improved marvellously

during confinement ; that there was no
depression of spirits among them ; and

that nothing could be better managed
than the prison ship : in fact, that these

men, accustomed to the freedom of savage

life, were rather rewarded than punished

by being kept in prison. On the other

hand, the highest medical officers of the

army thought it their duty to tell the

Governor that the hulk was a most

unfit prison, and that many of the

prisoners were contracting the seeds of

disease that would shorten their lives

when released. After a series of eighty-

four memoranda, some of great length

and with copious appendices, had failed

to elicit the truth, it was at last agreed

to send the prisoners to the Island of

Kawau, a private property of Sir George

Grey, about thirty miles north of Auck-

land, where they were to form a sort of

Moravian settlement. The hulk was

towed to the spot, with a clergyman, a

magistrate, a medical officer, seeds, im-

plements—everything, in short, but a

guard to keep the captives in their

prison. "Who forgot or neglected to

send the guard, is a matter that will

probably never be known. Eighty fresh

memoranda written in one month have

failed to prove anything more than that

Sir George Grey is very clever, and his

late Ministers very rude. The prisoners

were not long in showing that they

preferred freedom to living as a model

settlement on the Kawau. They are

said to have been frightened by a man-

of-war that went to Kawau to practise

her guns ; but it seems hardly necessary

to account for men who had been nine

or ten months in captivity taking the
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first opportunity to escape. From Kawau
tliey crossed a mile of sea to the main-

land, where they occupied and fortified

a mountain, which is, I believe, within

sight of the town of Auckland. All

attempts to frighten or cajole them into

a return to their pleasant prison have

failed. They repudiate the idea of

harming the settlers unless molested by

the Government, and they deny with

indignation certain depredations on the

cows and poultry of their neighbours

with which they have been charged.

But to all terms proposed they turn a

deaf ear. Even an offer of safe conduct

to their friends in Waikato has been

declined; they cannot trust our good

faith, and prefer to run the risk of

finding their own way home. The
Government cannot take them by force

without kindling a war in the North,

and sacrificing the lives and property of

hundreds of English settlers ; and so

the Itangiriri prisoners, though they

have abandoned their useless fortress

on the mountain, still remain scattered

in small parties about the district safe

and free.

As to confiscation, it was a matter of

vital importance to the JSTew Zealand

Government that a large tract of native

territory should be confiscated. They
had enlisted militia in Australia and
other places by promising them a share

of the spoil ; and they had spent large

sums of money in making roads, bridges,

and other improvements in the Waikato
country, which they already looked upon
as their own. However they might ad-

mire in the abstract the justice and
humanity enforced in Mr. Cardwell's

despatches, it was impossible to carry

his theories into practice and yet fulfil

trie engagements of the colony. Sir

George Grey on the other hand wished
to issue a proclamation offering the

natives the most complete pardon for

all that was past, upon the one single

condition of taking the oath of alle-

giance to the Queen and promising sub-

mission to the Colonial Government for

the time to come, and he accused the

Ministers of prolonging the war and
closing the avenues of peace because

they refused to join him in the issue of

such a proclamation. After a great deal

of very smart and uncomplimentary
writing, the Colonial Ministers, who
from ignorance of Maori character, were

not aware that the natives were sure to

refuse the condition, at last resigned.

Sir George Grey issued his proclamation.

The natives treated the offer with ridi-

cule and contempt, proving thereby that

they love liberty even more than their

lands, and that after all our expenditure

of blood and treasure they still remain
unsubdued. Yet Sir George Grey's pro-

clamation had one result. It justified

confiscation, which had become a politi-

cal necessity in the eyes of the Imperial

Government. It was therefore not so

foolish an act as it seemed to be.

The next ISTew Zealand Ministry under

Mr. Weld exacted written pledges from
the Governor before they would take

office. They insisted upon an imme-
diate stop being put to the double

Government. The Imperial troops were

to be sent home, and the colonists were
again to enjoy supreme power in native

affairs. Their policy was accepted by
all the colonists except the inhabitants

of Auckland. These shrewd commer-
cial men cling to the profits of a war
expenditure, and have petitioned the

Queen to take away their constitutional

rights, and make Auckland a Crown
Colony, rather than thus prematurely

deprive them of the profits of the Maori
wars.

Unfortunately, however, the Colonial

Ministry obtained immediate authority

in native affairs, while they took it for

granted that the troops were to stay

until the decision of the Home Govern-

ment should be made known. They
proposed meanwhile to employ a mili-

tary force between Taranaki and Wan-
ganui, in " reducing to submission " the

Wanganui natives, and " opening up "

the country by a road. Forts were to

be erected at convenient positions along

the line of road ; land was to be con-

fiscated, and military settlers stationed

thereupon. Considering that the Go-

vernor had just announced to the natives

by his proclamation confiscating the
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Waikato, which was issued with the

concurrence of his Ministers, " The
Governor will make no further attack

on those who remain quiet," the Wan-
ganui scheme must have taken the

Maories a little by surprise. The result

has been a fresh war, tediously like

those which have gone before. The
chief difference is that we have fallen

among a set of fanatics, who are ani-

mated by religious zeal as well as pa-

triotism to make a desperate resistance.

By a special revelation from heaven
through the Angel, Te Hau, they are

promised final victory over the Euro-

pean foe. The sort of temper in which
the Wanganui war is likely to be waged
may be estimated from the following

extract from the Wanganui Chronicle

:

—
il A wounded Maori was making his

" escape from the field of battle, when
a a boy ten or twelve years of age, who
" came from Auckland with the 50th,
" knocked him down and killed him
" with a piece of stick. He was re-

" warded by a gift of 20s. from one
" officer and 10s. from another."

The latest news that Wiremu Tami-
hana has surrendered to the Govern-
ment is, if true, significant. If so

zealous a supporter of Maori nationality

has given up the conflict, it is because

he despairs of controlling the ferocity

and fanaticism with which the war is

to be henceforth conducted. The fact

proves that our stupid policy is at last

consummated. We have crushed the

party of Maories most friendly to us

;

we have destroyed the elements of law
and civilization; and we have now a

savage foe unfettered by the restraints

of Christianity, and confident in his

mountain fastnesses, with whom to

carry on the struggle.

Fresh attacks upon the natives may
delay, but will not prevent, the with-

drawal of the Imperial forces. Most
people both at home and in New Zea-

land have at last perceived that this is

the first step necessary for the termi-

nation of native wars. There is little

doubt that the immediate result of such
a step would be at least a temporary
peace.

Not that one single matter of contro-

versy between the colonists and Maories
has been disposed of by the wars.

Politically the two parties are nearly as

they were. The province of Auckland
has gained a tract of territory at the
cost of others, and the natives have
greatly increased their distrust and
hatred of the Europeans. But, when
hostilities are once suspended, the
Maories have a superstitious feeling

against being the aggressors. Upon this

Sir George Grey very cleverly worked
during the first two years of his govern-

ment. During that time the Maories
always believed that they would be
attacked, and were well aware that the

Governor's military preparations made
their position daily less defensible,

and yet, with the exception of Eewi
and his party, who continually urged
war, the chiefs of Waikato were steady

to the principle—"Let the Pakeha
begin." According to Maori views we
have been the aggressors in all New Zea-

land wars. We were the first to employ
military force at Taranaki in 1860 ; the

first to disturb the status quo at Taranaki
in 1863 ; the first to cross the boundary
line between Auckland and Waikato in

the same year ; the first at Tauranga

;

the first at Wanganui. Besides this

motive for peace, the war has un-

doubtedly increased the respect of the

Maories for European power. The as-

sertion that they began the war with the

confident expectation of driving the

Europeans out of the country is not in-

deed true, but the experience of former

wars justified them in thinking that

they could defend their country against

our attack. The rapidity with which
we overran and conquered Waikato,

and the fact that their occasional vic-

tories neither stopped nor even delayed

our progress, have taught them a lesson.

They will not rashly provoke the ven-

geance of so powerful a foe.

On the other hand, the colonists will

be as little disposed to fight as the

natives. To the colonists of the South-

ern Island war can bring nothing but

pecuniary loss. They are as determined

as the people of this country to have no
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more native wars carried on at their

expense, and being nearer the spot, have

a Letter chance of carrying their deter-

mination into effect. Indeed, the war,

though so much of its cost in blood and
treasure has been borne by this country,

has brought the colony to the verge of

rain. New countries, competing with

each other for capital and labour, soon

reach the limit of debt which they can

bear without stagnation and bankruptcy.

New Zealand has already reached, and
has all but passed that limit.

But peace cannot be prolonged unless

the colonists recognise their true position

towards the Maories. The latter have

maintained, in spite of defeat, the inde-

pendence which they asserted before

hostilities began. They must therefore

be treated as independent until the

colony is prepared to renew single-

handed that attempt at subjugation

which has for the present failed. It is,

therefore, idle to talk of imposing on
them oaths of allegiance, and making
roads into their territories. Such acts

will provoke war in any part of New

Zealand where the natives think them-
selves strong enough to resist.

But the great obstacle to the continu-

ance of peace is the confiscation of the

Waikato lands. Mr. Cardwell thinks

this confiscation unsafe, but not unjust.

Those who are aware that the terri-

tory seized belongs chiefly to the party

who several times saved Auckland from
the savage mountain tribes, and long and
successfully laboured to prevent those

acts for which confiscation is the punish-

ment, and that their only offence is a

refusal to do what we have no right

to ask—submit to the Colonial Govern-
ment—may dissent from the latter part

of Mr. Cardwell's opinion. About the

former part there can be little doubt.

General Cameron assures us that the

country cannot be held without a large

body of troops ; the military settlers

refuse to stay on their allotments unless

they are efficiently protected ; and Eewi,

having embraced the " Pai Marire

"

religion, is watching the opportunity of

descending from the hills and waging
a horrid war upon the intruders.

THE DEATH OE PKESIDENT LINCOLN.

BY GOLDWIN SMITH,

We were writing of President Lincoln

but a few months ago. His death and
its probable consequences call for a few
additional words.

The small country lawyer of Illinois

has died lamented by the nations, and
all that is most august in the world has
paid its tribute to his grave. What is

more, the best men among his own
people feel that America has gained
one more ideal character, the most
precious and inspiring of national pos-

sessions. If it be so, the second of the

two ideal characters bears a close re-

semblance to the first. The glory of

Lincoln, like that of Washington, has

nothing in it dazzling or grandiose ; it

is the quiet halo which rests round the

upright, self-devoted, unwavering and

unwearying performance of the hardest

public duty. But its quiet light will

shine steadily when many a meteor

that has flamed in history has been
turned, by the judgment of a sounder

morality, to darkness.

Washington was an honourable and
high-minded English gentleman, cast

in that ancient mould of self-control,

dignity, and duty. Lincoln was an
English yeoman, with all the qualities

of that strong, kindly, and devout race,

to which his legal training, not com-
menced soon enough to alter the ground-

plan of his character, had superadded a

legal acuteness, useful in constitutional

discussions, and an abiding reverence for

law, which, in spite of a few question-

able exertions of his military authority
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in the shape of arbitrary arrests, never

deserted him in the midst of a raging

revolution. Between the Presidencies

of these two men there was an almost

uninterrupted succession of politicians

formed in a very different school—the

school of French revolutionary senti-

ment and Slaveowning Republicanism

—

the school of which Jefferson was the

type and the chief: Jefferson, whose
French vanity embittered with slander

and intrigue the last years of Wash-
ington, and whose bloodthirsty philan-

thropy, of the true French model, pre-

pared the way for the wicked war of

1812.

It has been said 1 hat in the work of

those whom the world calls great there

are always two elements ; one produced

by their just discernment of their times,

which is almost always lasting, the other

more individual, and more connected

with personal schemes and aspirations,

which is apt to pass away. Guizot, in

a well-known passage, has illustrated

this remark in the case of Charlemagne.

!N"o man's work ever had in it more of

the first element, and less of the second,

than that of Lincoln. No man's work,

therefore, by this rule, ought to be more
lasting. His action as a statesman was,

and he avowedly desired that it should

be, simply a wise and seasonable em-
bodiment of the national will. He re-

gistered in his policy the resolutions of

his people—their determination to take

up the gage of battle which the slave-

owners Hung down at Fort Sumpter

—

their determination, having entered on
the contest, to carry it through, in spite

of all reverses, to a victorious issue—
above all, their awakening morality and
increasing fixedness of purpose on the

-cardinal subject of slavery. With un-

affected modesty he disclaimed all credit

for extraordinary foresight or for origi-

nality of conception. He professed to

wait on events, or rather on the mani-
festations of the moral forces around
him, wherein, with a mind sobered by
responsibility and unclouded by selfish-

ness, he earnestly endeavoured to read
the will of God, which, having read it,

he patiently followed to the best of his

power. In him his nation has lost not

a king or a prophet—not a creative

moulder of its destinies or an inspired

unfolder of its future—but simply a

sensible interpreter and a wise, tem-
perate, honest executor of its own better

mind.

No popular chief has played so great

a part since Cromwell. But the differ-

ence between Cromwell and Lincoln is

the difference between an era of great

men and an era of great nations.

To act worthily, however, as the head
of a great nation—to discern its better

mind—to retain its confidence in dire

extremity, a man must have no ordinary

qualities of his own, and may claim for

himself a noble share in the result.

Mr. Bancroft has put the case well in a

speech on the President's death, which
has just come over to us.

" Those who come after us will decide how
much of the wonderful results of his public

career is due to his own good common sense,

his shrewd sagacity, readiness of wit, quick
interpretation of the public mind, his rare

combination of fixedness and pliancy, his

steady tendency of purpose ; how much to

the American people, who, as he walked with
them side by side, inspired him with their

own wisdom and energy ; and how much to

the overruling laws of the moral world, by
which the selfishness of evil is made to defeat

itself. But after every 'allowance, it will re-

main that members of the Government which
preceded his administration opened the gates

to treason, and he closed them ; that when he
went to Washington the ground on which he
trod shook under his feet, and he left the re-

public on a solid foundation ; that traitors had
seized public forts and arsenals, and he re-

covered them for the United States to whom
they belonged ; that the capital, which he

found the abode of slaves, is now the home only

of the free ; that the boundless public domain
which was grasped at, and, in a great measure,

held for the diffusion of slavery, is now irre-

vocably devoted to freedom ; that then men
talked a jargon of a balance of power in a

republic between slave States and free States,

and now the foolish words are blown away for

ever by the breath of Maryland, Missouri, and

Tennessee ; that a terrible cloud of political

heresy rose from the abyss, threatening to

hide the light of the sun, and under its dark-

ness a rebellion was rising into indefinable

proportions ; now the atmosphere is purer

than ever before, and the insurrection is

vanishing away ; the country is cast into

another mould, and the gigantic system of

wromr, which had been the work of more than
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two centuries, is clashed down, we hope for

ever, And as to himself personally : he was
then scoffed at by the proud as unfit for his

station, and now, against the usage of later

years, and in spite of numerous competitors,

he was the unbiassed and the undoubted
choice of the American people for a second

term of service. Through all the mad busi-

ness of treason he retained the sweetness of a

most placable disposition ; and the slaughter

of myriads of the best on the battle-field, and
the more terrible destruction of our men in

captivity by the slow torture of exposure and
starvation, had never been able to provoke
him into harbouring one vengeful feeling or

one purpose of cruelty."

"The Emancipation Proclamation

was signed July 5, 1864, and sealed

with his blood, April 14, 1865." This

is what a motto composed for an occa-

sion of public excitement seldom is—

a

true account of the matter. Lincoln

has fallen a martyr to the Abolition of

Slavery. He was not a fanatical Abo-
litionist. He would have done nothing

unconstitutional to effect immediate
emancipation. In this respect, as in

others, he was a true representative

of the hard-headed and sober-minded

farmer of the West. But he hated

Slavery with all his heart. He was
himself one of a family of fugitives

from its dominion. He said that " if

Slavery was not wrong, nothing was
wrong ;" and though these words were
not violent, they were sincere. He
said that the day must come when
the Union would be all slave or all

free ; and here again he meant what he
said. He did not, as President, suffer

himself to hold fierce language against

Slavery ; nor would he, though hard
pressed by those for whose character

and convictions he had a high respect,

allow himself to be led into premature
and illegal measures for its instant ex-
tirpation. But biding his time with
patient sagacity, he struck it deliberately

and legally the blow of which it has
died. It struck him in return the blow
which will make him live in the love of
his nation and of mankind for ever.

The instigators of Booth may not be
traced. It is possible, perhaps most
probable, that he had no instigators.

It is morally certain that the aspiring
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though unscrupulous men, who were at

the head of the Confederate Govern-
ment, would not have stooped to suborn

a kidnapper, much less an assassin. 1

But the deed was inspired by Slavery,

under the full influence of which the

assassin had lived, and of which, if the

letter ascribed to him be genuine (and

its genuineness seems not to be ques-

tioned), he proclaimed himself the

fanatical devotee. It is of a piece with
the assault on Mr. Sumner, with the

St. Alban's raid, with the Port Pillow

massacre, with the attempt to fire "New
York, with the insults offered to the

corpses of Pederal soldiers, with the

murderous maltreatment of the Pederal

prisoners at Andersonville, with the

cruelties practised on slaves, with the

burning of negroes alive, with the

lynchings, bowie-knifings, and ferocious

duels of the South. We cannot trace

the instigators of Eavaillac
;
probably

in this case also there were none ; but

we do not doubt that the source of his

inspiration was Jesuitism, and that he
was virtually an emissary of that power.

Mr. Mason tells us that the spirit of

tyrannicide, associated with, and per-

haps stimulated by, the name of Junius
Brutus, is alien to "the Conservative

South." But 'we venture to think he
is much mistaken. Sic semper tyrannis,

as all the world now know, is the motto
of Virginia. It means, in the mouth
of a Virginian, that the passions of the

slaveowner shall be above the law, and
that every one who thwarts those pas-

sions, though it is in the name of the

law, shall be struck down as a tyrant.

The tyrannicidal republics of heathen
antiquity were republics of slaveowners.

And the spirit of the heathen republics,

though by no means their classical

grace, is reproduced in the Slave States.

The ideal of the Free States, however
imperfectly realized, is that of a Christian

community, not of a heathen republic.

It is pleasant now that Lincoln has
1 The utmost that we expect to come to

light is that the Richmond Government autho-
rized the Canadian conspirators, and that these
conspirators, or some of them, were connected
in some way with a plot for kidnapping the,

President, which led to his assassination.

N
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fallen, to recall his personal kindness

and humanity. In the execution of his

public duty, as chief of a nation engaged

(not by his act, but by the act of those

who fired upon Fort Sumpter) in civil

war, he had to give terrible orders
;

orders which launched havoc upon great

territories, and sent thousands of men
to bloody graves. Eut he had done
nothing to make a personal enemy.

He might truly say, as he did when he
refused to triumph over his defeated

rival at the last Presidential election,

" I have never willingly planted a thorn

in any man's bosom." And no doubt
the consciousness of this conspired with

the habitual freedom and unguardedness

of American life to betray him into a

neglect of precautions for his personal

safety, which must have surprised every

one who was accustomed to the guards of

European sovereigns, and which held

open the door to Murder. That a low

assassin should have been allowed quietly

to walk along the passage of the theatre

leading to the President's box, and de-

liberately take aim at the most precious

life in a great nation, is one of the

strangest incidents in history. The
Americans have had everything to learn

in this war ; and practical experience

now teaches them that a " tyrant " re-

quires a guard.

One protection, indeed, there was
which Lincoln might think he possessed

;

and which he would have possessed,

if an infuriated Malay were capable of

reflecting on the consequences of his

actions. Had the Vice-President offici-

ously advised the President to surround

himself with a guard, the President

might have replied, as Charles II. did

to the Duke of York, " Brother, I thank
you for your kindness, but depend upon
it, nobody will kill me to make you king."

Slavery seems determined thoroughly to

work out its own doom, and it is dif-

ficult to accuse of superstition or pre-

sumption those who trace the action of

Providence in this desperate and deter-

mined suicide of Evil.

Nothing but secession could have put
the institution in immediate jeopardy, so

strongly had it entrenched itself under

the old Democratic party. "When seces-

sion had taken place, it is more than
doubtful whether anything but the

aggressive violence of the slave-owner

which led him, instead of standing simply
on the defensive, to fire on the National
flag at Fort Sumpter, would have wound
up the spirit of the nation to the point

of coercing him with arms. All his

early successes only served to render
compromise impossible. The obstinacy

and tenacity of his resistance first drew
forth the Emancipation Proclamation,

and at length brought negro soldiers

into the field. And now that slavery

has at last been vanquished, it strikes

down mercy* Were there some things

yet remaining to be done in order to

secure the fruits of the victory to the

nation and humanity, from which the

kind heart, depicted on Lincoln's pensive

countenance, would have shrunk 1 The
thought is a dangerous one, but the

South and their friends can scarcely be
astonished if it rises in Northern minds.

In passing from Lincoln to Johnson
the sceptre (and the President under
the present circumstances is really an
elective king) . has passed into sterner

hands. So much even the American
ambassador intimates in no ambiguous
terms. Lincoln came from Illinois, a

state which had never suffered from

Southern invasion, and which had
waged the war, indomitably indeed, and
with a lavish expenditure of its best

blood (as many a grave beside its vil-

lages, many a vacant place beside its

hearths, bears witness), but in no spirit

of deadly bitterness against the South-

erners, and with probably as little

animosity as one of two belligerent

communities can feel towards the other.

Johnson comes from Tennessee, where

the feeling between the Union and

Secession parties is as that between

the Guelphs and Ghibelines in an

Italian republic at the height of their

deadly feud—where, at the outbreak of

the revolt, the Unionists were hunted

down like wild beasts by the dominant

Secessionists, and where Johnson him-

self, as an Abdiel among the Rebel

Powers, had suffered treatment at their
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hands which could hardly fail to leave

its trace. We seem to have been de-

ceived as to the character of this man.

His intoxication on the day of his inau-

guration as Vice-President, is positively

stated to have been accidental, or rather

to have arisen from the injudicious fol-

lowing of medical advice. All that he

has done since his accession to the Presi-

dency has been good. His speech to

our ambassador was statesmanlike in

conception, as well as most friendly in

tone. If, as we are assured, and as

appears to be the case, he is a strong

man, he will be sobered by high respon-

sibility, and redeemed from the violence

of provincial faction by the influences

of an ampler scene. Perhaps, after

startling and alarming the world by his

elevation, he may win its confidence by
his conduct, and, like his predecessor,

change astonishment into respect. He
has hitherto adopted no practical mea-

sure of severity against the South—

-

for we can scarcely regard as a mea-

sure of severity the removal of ex-

Confederate officers, who were flaunting

their " rebel " uniforms in the eyes of

the loyal citizens of Washington and
Baltimore. But he holds stern language

against " traitors," and says ominous

things about the deserved penalties of

"treason;" and it is clear that the

public impression, which can hardly be

mistaken, is that, since his accession,

Mercy, though she has not been " turned

out of doors," has, to some extent, given

way to Justice.

It is easy for us, sitting at our ease

and exempt from the mortal agony and
peril of the civil war, to play the fine

part of preaching clemency to a nation

which has just narrowly escaped being

murdered in its sleep by its own trusted

servants, and has saved its life, only at

the expense of a heavy mortgage on its

industry and an ocean of its best blood.

When we had crushed the Sepoys,

different counsels were heard, not only

amidst the cruel panic of Calcutta,

but among Englishmen themselves.

Neither the people nor the statesmen of

America have yet shown any want of

humanity or even of generosity towards

their defeated enemy. Their treatment

of the Southern prisoners in their hands
was a sure earnest of their treatment of

the vanquished South itself. They can

see, as well as we, that what they have
now to do is not, like a European
despotism, to hold down a subjugated

province, but to reincorporate a part of

a divided nation ; and that to effect

this, they will have to re-establish ulti-

mately, not only outward submission,

but the allegiance of the heart. They
know as well as we do, that the grass

grows over blood shed on the field of

battle but not over blood shed on the

scaffold. History preaches as plainly to

them as to us ; and tells them as plainly

as she tells us that the execution of

Charles I. w7as an error, the fatal effects

of which have not ceased to be felt by
the political heirs of the party which
committed it, down to the present hour.

The Confederates are continually

spoken of as " rebels," and " traitors/'

but these terms may fairly be taken
rather as passionate expressions of loy-

alty on the part of those who utter

them, than as seriously denoting an in-

tention of inflicting the legal penalties

of treason on those who for four years

have been treated as regular belligerents,

with a constant interchange of all the

forms, humanities, and courtesies of war.

When General Grant permitted the

officers of the capitulating army to re-

tain their side-arms, he recognised their

character as officers, and consequently

the validity of their commissions, and
the existence of the de facto Govern-
ment from which their commissions had
been received. In like manner, the

President, by meeting envoys from the

Confederate Government, under what-

ever name, or in whatever guise, recog-

nised the de facto existence of that

Government, and barred himself and all

whom he represented from inflicting

upon whose wTho had adhered to it,

during its actual existence, and within

the range of its actual power, the penal-

ties of treason. It may not be easy to

define the attributes of an insurgent

Government, or to say what degree of

consistency must have been attained

n2
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before the status of such a Government
can be acquired ; but policy as well as

humanity suggests a liberal construction,

since the opposite construction is, in

effect, a proclamation of internecine war.

One thing seems clear. The established

Government may, at the outset, elect

to treat the insurgents either as rebels

or as belligerents, at its discretion.

If it elects to treat them as rebels, it

incurs the terrible responsibility of sus-

pending, for both parties alike, the laws

of war. If it elects to treat them as

belligerents, it by no means abjures

thereby its own right to restore its

dominion over them, if it can, by force

of arms ; but it does abjure the right

of afterwards treating them as rebels.

Viewing the Confederates as insur-

gents to whom the character of belli-

gerents has been accorded during the

civil war by the Government which
has now re-established its dominion over

them, there are three classes of measures,

more or less of a penal character, which
morality seems to permit, and, so far as

they are necessary, to prescribe—(1) All

measures necessary for the complete

and final extirpation of Slavery, the

manifest cause of the late disruption

and of the calamities which it has en-

tailed
; (2) all measures necessary for

the complete and final suppression of

military resistance; (3) all such sus-

pensions or limitations of political rights

as may be necessary to guard against

treasonable action in the councils of the

State. The Government is of course

also authorized to punish, in the ordinary

way of justice, all criminal acts not

covered by the laws of war, such as

complicity in the murder of the Presi-

dent, and complicity (if it can really be
traced) in the murder, by wilful mal-

treatment, of Federal prisoners of war.

Such murder of prisoners seems to fall

under the same category as the murder
of the wounded on the field of battle,

for which we very properly hanged a

Russian officer in the Crimea. These

appear to be the limits ; and the temper
of the Southerners and of the partizans

of the insurrection in the Xorth, will,

it is to be feared, render them compre-
hensive enough.

For the rest, of all that the prophet3
of evil have predicted, nothing has yet

come to pass, or seems likely to come to

pass. The submission of the South ap-

pears to be complete. The regular

armies having been overthrown, there

appears no sign of desperate popular re-

sistance or protracted guerilla warfare.

The " Revolution," which we were told

was to open on the conclusion of the

war, has not yet emerged from the dark-

ness of the future. The army and its

chiefs remain in dutiful subordination to

the civil power. JSTo irregular personal

ambition has yet broken loose ; not the

slightest attempt to erect a military dic-

tatorship has been made. Those who
predicted so confidently that "the bauble

would be taken away" again were, in

fact, about two centuries astray in their

reckoning. In the very article of vic-

tory, the military expenditure has been
promptly reduced ; and the charges of

meditated aggression upon foreign na-

tions have received from the "filibus-

tering " Government of the United
States the most practical and decisive

confutation. This moderation is more
terrible than the most piratical aggres-

sion. As to Mexico, if anything has

been done or permitted in that direc-

tion, the Americans have at least as

good a right to lend assistance to the

champions of institutions congenial to

their own, as the French Emperor had
to take advantage of American calamities

for the purpose of setting up an Impe-
rial satrapy in a continent which lies

beyond the sphere of his legitimate

ambition. Altogether, the " bubble
"

continues to imitate with singular suc-

cess the outward appearance of adamant

:

and we must ask, what is the next date

fixed for its inevitable " bursting I

"
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

Lincoln ! wlien men would name a man
Just, unperturbed, magnanimous,

Tried in the lowest seat of all,

Tried in the chief seat of the house,

—

Lincoln ! when men would name a man
Who wrought the great work of his age,

Who fought and fought the noblest fight,

And marshalled it from stage to stage,

Victorious, out of dusk and dark,

And into dawn and on till day,

Most humble when the pagans rang,

Least rigid when the enemy lay

Prostrated for his feet to tread,

—

This name of Lincoln will they name,
A name revered, a name of scorn,

Of scorn to sundry, not to Lame.

Lincoln, the man who freed the slave
;

Lincoln, whom never self enticed

;

Slain Lincoln, worthy found to die

A soldier of his captain Christ.

R

ESSAYS AT ODD TIMES.

VII. OF SUCCESS IE" LIFE.

One of the minor vices of the age seems

to be a tendency amongst us to the un-

due exaltation of the successful. That
this should be the case in an age of keen
competition between man and man, in

that struggle for existence which obtains

amongst men as it does, teste Mr.
Darwin, amongst plants, is scarcely to

be wondered at ; but it must be allowed

that it has its inconveniences, both from
an ethical and a social point of view.

This tendency crops up liere and there

upon the surface of our literature like

an unwholesome stratum upon the sur-

face of our earth. The historian indeed

makes the characters of his drama re-

volve around a few successful heroes

—

heroes too often simply by virtue of

their success. But the historian excuses

himself upon the plea that he has to

record the great deeds done in the world,

and not the great "might-have-beens."

The lictionist has less excuse, whilst he
too offends after this sort. In nothing

indeed is the distinction more clearly

marked between the old and the new
than in the literature of fiction. The
classical dramatist shows us his hero as

ever waging an unsuccessful warfare

with calamity—wave upon wave, the

billows of misfortune rolling over his

soul till they engulph him—whilst the

hero of our modern drama is nothing if

not successful. It was only the other

day that a play, which up to that point

had been favourably received, was hissed

off the stage, because the hero failed in

all his efforts, and got himself killed in
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the last act. The author altered the end

of his story, and the play became a great

success. And, if we fall back upon

biography, the case is the same, or worse.

Take up any recent book of biography,

especially if it is intended for young

people and written with what is called

a serious aim ; and, even if it does not

go so far as to teach the readers " How
to make the best of both worlds," yet

the chances are that it is headed " Boys
who have risen in life," or " Self-made

Men "—that it is in fact a short cut on

the road " to be healthy, wealthy, and "

— successful. And yet we must not be

too hard upon this tendency of the age

we live in. To most men success in

life is simply a means to an end, and to

an end which in itself is good. It is

not merely a selfish ambition, or the

hope of gratifying the baser part of his

nature, which generally spurs a man on
in the race, and bids him "spurn de-

lights, and live laborious days."

Many professional men, it must be
remembered, marry early in life—almost

as soon as they have entered upon a pro-

fessional career ; and success in that

career means that a man's wife shall enjoy

the comforts she has been used to, and
that his children shall receive as good an
education as their father had. And, even
if the motive for exertion be a more
selfish one, it is not generally selfishness

of the baser kind—merely a desire for

better wines, more horses, a bigger house
—which urges a man on. But success in

life means to an educated man the ability

to travel,—it means pictures, books, in-

tercourse with clever and intellectual

people j in a word, the indulgence of

intellectual tastes and pursuits which an
advanced civilization begets and fosters,

and which can only be gratified by those

who are born rich, or who get money by
professional success. The love of money
may be the root of all evil, but it has
been the root of a good deal of tangible

good in the world too. It has done
something to conquer space and time

;

it has bridged wide rivers, and connected
continents with telegraphic wires. It

has alleviated disease, and lengthened
life. It has cultivated home feelings in

the penny post. It has amused and in-

structed countless thousands by means
of a well-paid literature. These things

would probably never have been done,

or would have been done badly, but for

the desire of getting on in life, Want,
like steam, is a very useful expansive

power when you can give it a safety-

valve in success. Still the undue exal-

tation of the successful has a tendency
to vulgarize ambition in the minds of

young people, to give them a low aim,

and to make life too much a matter of

barter and traffic. And, for my part, I

should like to see a few biographies of

unsuccessful men—of men whose lives,

after a worldly sense, have been failures.

I am not sure but that we should have

a finer individuality in such men. For,

after all, great men have been great not

by virtue of their success, but in spite

of it. And success has been too often

an acid which has eaten off the thin

electro-plate of gilt that overlay a sub-

stratum of baser metal.

It has been said indeed, and upon
good authority too, that the world knows
nothing of its greatest men. This of

course in a sense may be true. But the

world is no fool. It knows perfectly

wrell what it wants, and is always ready

to reward those who can produce what
it wants. It may not want that which

is best and greatest in a^ man, but only

the best of that which he can give to

serve its uses. And we may depend upon
it that the men who have succeeded in

the world are the men who, from a

worldly point of view, have deserved to

succeed. We sometimes hear the remark

made by foolish people of some person

who is their friend, that so-and-so might

have been anything he had chosen ; if he

is a barrister, he might have been Lord

Chancellor ; if a clergyman, the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury. They forget to

take into account the fact that their

friend may want just that power of con-

centrating his faculties, the power of

work, which is nine-tenths of genius.

For the most part I hold that a man is

only equal to what he has done. The

measure of a man's success is generally

the measure of his powers.
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It is instructive to notice in some of

our modern biographies, how the writer

(of the bat-biographer species) sums up
the various causes which have contri-

buted to make his hero a successful

man, heaven and earth apparently com-

bining for the purpose ; whilst he gene-

rally neglects to take into account the

hindrances in spite of which the man
whose life he pretends to write became
great and famous. If we could get

hold of these—the hindrances pushed
aside, and the obstacles surmounted

—

most biographies would be much more
instructive reading than they now are.

" Best men, they say, are moulded out of

faults," and the greatest men, I am sure,

have been moulded out of difficulties.

But, suppose we touch upon one or

two of the hindrances to success in a

professional career, which young men are

likely to meet with when they first start

upon the race of life. And it must be re-

membered that a man's foes are generally

they of his own household—the eidols of

the market-place, as Bacon phrased it,

those home influences which surround

him in early life ; and the eidols of the

den, those which lie wholly within him-
self. And first, of shyness ; though I

doubt whether the shyness which some-

times shows itself in young people is to

be looked upon as an unfavourable symp-
tom. I believe that very much of the

world's work has been done by shy men.
It may seem at the outset to be a hind-

rance to success, but it is generally ac-

companied by qualities which are essen-

tial to success, and the reaction against

it may give just that stimulus which the

mind needs to brace it for success.

Listen to Archbishop Whately. " I

"suffered," he says, "all the extreme
'* agonies of shyness for many years, and,
" if the efforts to which I was continu-
" ally stimulated (to think about his

gaucherie, copy other people's manners,
&c.) had been applauded as such, I
" should probably have gone on to affec-

" tation; but, finding no encouragement,
" I was fortunately driven to despair. I
" then said to myself, "Why should I
" endure this torture all my life to no
" purpose 1 . . . . From this time I

" struggled as vigorously to harden mv-
" self against censure as I ever had to

" avoid it." In fact, in the reaction

against shyness, his mind stiffened into

self-reliance. Through weakness he

was made strong. There is no better

friend, no friend more staunch and true,

than the one you make out of a foe.

And shyness, like all other hindrances,

if conquered betimes, may be converted

into an element of strength. Demos-
thenes was a stammerer ; I have no
doubt he was also naturally a shy man.
And one of the best public speakers I

know tells me that, as a young man at

college, he made such a fool of himself

at a debating society, simply through

nervousness, that he broke down in

his opening sentence, amid peals of

laughter, and rushed away to his rooms
to hide his shame and his shyness, like

Mr. Winkle after that memorable trial

in which he so distinguished himself in

the witness-box. Shyness, in fact, is

like the tension of the harp-string,

which renders it liable to break, but also

makes it musical. It is the mind's self-

consciousness. Some one has said that

all clever men are conceited. And I

believe that all clever men are naturally

shy. Nor are the two qualities opposed

to one another, as a careless reader

might fancy. Three parts of shyness

are made up of conceit. For this

reason shyness generally wears off with

advancing age, or rather is rubbed off

through contact with the world. Most
men find, as they grow older and wiser,

and enlarge their mental horizon, that

they are not so clever as they thought,

or at any rate that there are a hundred
others as clever, or cleverer than them-
selves. And with their conceit they

lose their shyness.

Another hindrance to success in a

professional career is what I will beg
to call a want of breadth. The word
breadth is of course borrowed from the

painters' vocabulary, and signifies that

combination of many parts into a whole,

which gives unity to a subject,—the
" one in many," without which there

can be no perfection in art or life. It is

in this quality of breadth that the begin-
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ner's picture generally fails. The parts

may be good enough in themselves, the in-

cidents may be well contrived, but yet the

picture—as a whole—is naught. Every

master knows that he has generally to

strike out of his pupil's picture a multi-

plicity of petty details which only

mar its effect. And the want of breadth

is equally fatal to success in life. " Con-
centrate your powers" must be the young
man's motto. Professional success is

impatient of a divided allegiance. Law-
yers, I believe, look very shyly upon
the barrister who has written a poem

;

and the lawyers are right. Admirable
Crichtons may be all very well in their

way ; but if you, my reader, have a liver

complaint (which heaven forbid
!)

you
will do well to consult a doctor who has

made hepatic complaints his speciality.

I was talking only the other day to

a sage man of much experience in

the world, a clubbist who has been
conversant with many cities and men,
about a friend of oars, a young man,
whom his father expects to do wonders
in his profession. " He will never get
" en in life," said Ulysses in a summary
and judicial tone ; "he is clever at too

"many things."

Another hindrance to success in a

professional career is what is commonly
called the want of a connexion. And
this does seem in fact to be wholly
beyond and outside of a man's own self,

and to be irremediable by any efforts of

his own. The young barrister who has
no friends or relations among the clique

of solicitors, the artist who has no in-

terest in the Art world, the writer who
dwells outside of that magic circle, as he
deems it, wherein authors live and move
and have their being : these men, it may
be thought, are almost shut out from
success, and have but a poor chance of

getting on in the callings they have
chosen. Give me but an opening, muses
the young man of talent, and the world
shall see what I can do. But herein, I
take it, lies the difference between genius
and dilettantism. The man [of genius
is he who makes a way if he cannot find
one, who is content to bide his time,
preparing himself the while for the

opening which is sure to present itself

soon or late. A young, a very young
musician sought the advice of a master

in his art, who listened, as he thought,

very coldly to his aspirations and com-
plaints. "You think I am too young,"
said the pupil, " Why, you began your
" career when you were younger than
I." "Yes," was the reply, " but I

asked nothing about it." Of course

there is a good deal in what mortals call

chance. If biography teaches anything, it

teaches this : that there has been a golden

moment in the lives of most men, which
genius has been enabled to seize and to

employ ; that there is a tide in the affairs

of men, which taken at the flood leads

on to fortune. The sculptor Thorwaldsen
has packed up his few belongings, and is

about to leave Rome for Denmark. His
life looks blank enough to him. His pro-

fession seems to be a great mistake. Xo-
body will buy his statues, or encourage

the geniuswhichhe had fondly hoped was
in him. But that very day an English-

man chanced to enter his studio, had the

ability to recognise his talent, and the

money to purchase his great statue, the

Jason. The time and the man had come,

and Thorwaldsen's fortune was made.

And that golden opportunity will come
to you also, my young friend. Only
take care that you are ready for it when
it does come. The stone that is fit for

the wall does not lie long in the ditch.

And, after all, it must be remembered
that success is but a relative term. When
any man accomplishes that which he

proposed to himself on setting out upon
the journey of life, that man we call

successful. A barrister, for instance, pro-

poses to himself that some day or otherhe

will be Lord Chancellor—now, if he stops

short at a Puisne judgeship, are we to

call his life a failure or a success ? He
has not, at any rate, reached the summit
he meant to reach, and possibly may be

therefore a discontented man. Whereas

the boy who began life by sweeping out

the lawyer's office, and ends by getting a

desk there, may be the more successful

man of the two. He aimed at being his

master's clerk, and he has got what he

aimed at.
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It may be a question, too, whether

there is not more happiness in the

struggle to achieve distinction, to gain

a prominent place in the eye of the

world, than in the success which some-

times crowns it. Youth and health,

—

ah me ! what possibilities of enjoyment

are contained in those two words only !

and these the struggling genius usually

has, who laments his fate, and deems
that happiness is only another name for

success. But the old and the successful

tell us a different tale. For success

mostly comes to a man late in life, after

much toil, after many bitter disappoint-

ments, after he has served a long and
weary apprenticeship to failure. Like
a tardy patron, it often comes to him too

late—when he is old, and cannot enjoy it

;

when he is alone, and cannot impart it

;

when, in a word, he does not much care

about it. It is not to him what it

would have been twenty years before.

He has reached his position gradually,

and by degrees has got accustomed to

it. It is not the wonderful thing it

seemed to his young and eager eyes.

He is an old grey-haired man now, to

whom earthly distinction and glory

have possibly lost much of their zest

and flavour. He has been, perhaps, a

little soured by long waiting, a little

saddened and tired by the weary strife.

His wife—she who snared the struggle

so bravely with him, bearing more than

half the burden and heat of the day,

cheering him on to exertion in those

dark hours when his heart gave way,

and he almost himself disbelieved in

a genius which none but she would
recognise—his wife is gone from his

side, maybe, and cannot share the

reward as she had shared the labour.

His children are scattered, perhaps, in

the four quarters of the globe. He
accepts his position, indeed, and is

thankful for it. But he owns to himself

sadly in many a solitary hour—made
more solitary by his having reached a

pinnacle on which but few can stand

beside him—that there are better things

for a man even in this world than success

in life.

LINCOLNIANA.
BY EDWARD DICEY.

I have often wondered, of late, how the
general chorus of praise, which has been
raised above Abraham Lincoln's tomb
throughout the length and breadth of

England, would have impressed me, sup-

posing that I had been an American of

the Northern States. It is ill grace to

look a gift horse in the mouth, and
our kinsmen across the Atlantic are too
happy in this, the moment of their

triumph— the closing period of their

long and gallant contest—too kindly,

also, in their disposition, to take our
tardy recognition of the dead President's

merits in any other sense than that in

which it is given, namely, as a heartfelt

expression of genuine feeling. Still, I

cannot but think that many of them must
doubt whether our sympathy "would have

been as loud if Lincoln had fallen in the

days when the fortunes of the Union
were thought to be on the wane. I can

fancy men in the New England States—
men to whom England was formerly a

second country, and who felt the ani-

mosity displayed towards their cause

amongst us as a bitter personal soriwv

—saying, in their hearts, if not by their

mouths, " We are grateful for your good

will, but we wish it could have been
shown us earlier. One kindtyword spoken

three years ago would have been better

than an oration delivered now. At the

time when our cause seemed the darkest,

when every act of our Government
was systematically misrepresented, when
every victory was decried as worthless,

when every discouragement wras thrown
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in our path, then we should have valued

even more keenly than we do now your

public recognition of the heroic qualities

you have at last discovered in the man
who has been from the beginning the

representative of our struggle. 'Bis

dat, qui cito dat,' says the Latin pro-

verb ; and you have been somewhat

long in giving."

If such a response were made—I do

not believe that it will be made—to our

national expression of condolence for

Lincoln's death, I do not think that any

honest Englishman would feel the re-

tort altogether undeserved. But from

this retort I hold that I may fairly

exempt myself. Having belonged from

the beginning to that " small knot of

fanatics and sciolists " whom the Times

declared, not so many months ago, to be

the only persons who believed in the

possibility of the Union ever being

restored. Having expressed that be-

lief in the pages of Macmillan, in days

when the faith was an unpopular one,

boasting but few disciples—I have some
right now to express my opinion with

respect to Abraham Lincoln, without

being liable to the suspicion that I am
doing honour not to the man but his

success. Moreover, it was my fortune,

during my stay in Washington three

years ago, to see something of the late

President, and to hear his character and
doings constantly discussed by those

who were in daily communication with

him. Let me try and recall the result

of the impression thus left upon my
mind.

In the spring, then, of 1862, Abraham
Lincoln was certainly not popular with

Washington society. Chance letters of

introduction made me closely acquainted

with two branches of the motley gather-

ing which filled the capital of the United
States during the first year of the war.

I knew many of the Abolitionists, or

Black Republicans, the men who were
the vehement supporters of that policy,

which at a later period was adopted
by the Government. But at that time
the great bulk of the nation could

not realize the fact that the Southern
States were really prepared to dissolve

the Union ; and the public mind refused

to adopt any decided view with refe-

rence to slavery, for fear the adoption of

such a view might stand in the way of

the ardently-desired reconciliation with
the South. General McOlellan was the

typical representative of this state of

public feeling, and the months preceding

the departure of the grand army of the

Potomac for the Peninsula was the

epoch of McClellan's triumph. At
this period, the belief in the " Young
Napoleon's " ability as a commander,
was almost universal, andwhat opposition,

there was to him was based on political,

not on military grounds. The Abolition-

ists conceived that he would be enabled

after one or two successful battles to patch

up a peace by concessions to the slave-

owning interest ; and but few of them
were sanguine as to any decisive blow
being dealt against slavery. I remember
a leading Republican senator saying to

me at the time, " My only hope of
" seeing slavery abolished is my belief

" that the military power of the Con-
" federacy is underrated. The prolonga-
" tion of the war is the one chance for

" the triumph of our cause." Xovr, at

this time, McClellan had no firmer sup-

porter than the President. Personally

there was little liking between Mr.

Lincoln and the then Commander-in-
Chief. But the President had convinced

himself that McClellan was the right

man for the war ; and his first duty in

his own eyes was to restore the authority

of the Union. At this time, therefore,

the Abolitionists were in opposition to

the President. Deputations of the lead-

ing Eepublicans were constantly waitingO 1 i/O
on him to impress upon him the neces-

sity of adopting more decided action

with reference to slavery ; but then

representations met with no success.

I used to hear frequently of the results

of these audiences ; and the men, who
took part in them, expressed to me
opinions about the President -which I

daresay now they would recall with

wonder. To do them justice, they never

doubted the sincerity of Abraham
Lincoln's personal sympathy. In fact,

the President went out of his way on
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many occasions at this time to show his

own feelings with reference to the pecu-

liar institution. Amongst many illus-

trations of this, I can recall a story I

heard from one of the deputation to

whom it was addressed. A number of

railway managers called at the White
House in reference to some traffic

arrangements. The President heard

their statements, and then remarked,
" I suppose you don't know, gentlemen,
" that I was once one of your body
" myself. But mine was a very pecu-
" liar line of railroad, for the trains all

" ran underground, and the passengers
" always went from South to North,
" never from ISTorth to South." Even
so late as 1862, it required no con-

siderable disregard for popular feeling

for a President to acknowledge that he
had thus been connected with the organi-

zation by which fugitive slaves were
passed across the frontier. In the same
way, none but a statesman who had
resolved to leave no room for doubt as

to his anti-slavery views, would have
attended Mr. Wendell Phillips's lectures

at the Smithsonian Institute, or would
have dared to outrage every American
precedent by receiving coloured men at

the White House. But throughout this

period Mr. Lincoln drew a distinct line

between his personal and his public duty.

"As a man,"—this was the invariable

purport of his replies to Abolitionists,

—

" I agree with your views ; as a President
" I have no right to interfere with the
" institutions of the country, except in as

" far as I find it necessary to support the
" authority of the Government." The
Abolitionists, while they acknowledged
the force of this argument, complained
bitterly of the narrowness of mind
which in their opinion incapacitated

Mr. Lincoln from seeing that there

existed a higher duty than mere ob-

servance of the letter of the law. In
their judgment the conduct of the

Secessionists had rescinded the compact
entered into between the Slave States

and the Union; and the timidity of

the President was thus letting slip an
opportunity, which would never return,

for the overthrow of an accursed system.

" He is a good man, but not strong

enough for the position." This is the

verdict I have heard passed scores of

times by men who learnt afterwards to

modify their opinion.

The other section of society to which
I have alluded, and with whom chance

made me very intimate, was that of the

old residents at Washington. With the

election of Lincoln and the outbreak of

secession, a social revolution had been
inaugurated at Washington. The great

bulk of the residents had been persons

of Southern sympathies, and had thrown
in their fortunes with the Confederacy.

Those who remained faithful to the old

flag had no especial love for the domi-

nant section. Their traditions united

them to the old democratic party ; and
they regarded the incursion of new men,
which accompanied Mr. Lincoln's inau-

guration, with something of the same
feelings as Whig county members may
probably have regarded the new class of

public men whom the Peform Bill

brought into parliamentary circles. They
approved, though not very cordially, of

the cause which the free-soil party

represented ; but they had scant liking

for the men whom the triumph of that

cause had brought into power. Living

as I did very much in this society, I

heard pretty well everything that could

be said against Mr, Lincoln by those

whose dislike was not based on political

grounds. That "all" amounted to very

little. The persons of whom I speak

recognised fully the honesty of the Pre-

sident, and I think did more justice to

his greatness of character than his politi-

cal supporters. But, if I must speak the

truth, they were more or less ashamed
of him as the representative of the

nation. The man's character stands now
so higb, so above reproach, that nothing

written can in anyway depreciate it. And,
even if any of my friends in Washington
recollect now how sore they felt at times

about the eccentricities of the President,

they have little cause to be ashamed of

their susceptibility. Englishmen have
very little notion how much of a certain

sort of state and etiquette there was
upheld at Washington during the pre-
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Secession administrations, or how com-

plete a change was introduced in this

respect by Mr. Lincoln. Taylor, and

Fillmore, and Pierce, and Buchanan,

with all their faults, were men of educa-

tion and breeding. In the diplomatic

circles of Washington they were on

a level, in these respects, with the

society in which they moved. Now
Lincoln was not a vulgar man. No
man who is perfectly simple, and un-

affected, and yet bold enough to make
his position felt if the occasion rise for

the display of authority, can be vulgar.

Moreover, he had a sort of natural

courtesy, and kindly good nature, which
more than supply the place of artificial

good manners. But still he was utterly

unlike the men who had occupied the

Presidential chair before him, since the

days of Andrew Jackson. There is

something to me wonderfully touching

now about the story how, at the first

state-dinner he was present at, when
the waiter asked him whether he would
take claret or hock, he turned round
and asked the servant which he would
recommend himself. But still, I think

any honest person would admit that if,

like my informant, he had been an
American, he would have felt annoyed
at the time at this exhibition of igno-

rance of the ordinary rules of society on
the part of the Chief Magistrate of his

country. I recollect once being present

with Hawthorne at a bar, where a cer-

tain very high functionary of the State

was drinking, and telling somewhat
broad anecdotes to a mixed audience.

"How would you like yourself," Haw-
thorne whispered to me, with extreme
disgust at his tone, '"'to see the Lord
"Chancellor, or the Prince Consort,
" licjuoring-up at a public bar V I owned
candidly that I should not feel gratified

by the exhibition ; and I think still that

the Washington residents, who were at

first bitterly annoyed by the want of

breeding displayed by the President,
cannot justly be accused of snobbish
vulgarity. If at that time they failed

to recognise his true merits, they erred
only in common with their fellow-

countrymen.

Then, too, at that period Mr. Lincoln
suffered much in the estimation even
of men whose opinion was not to be
despised, by the character of jester-

in-chief to the American people which
the press had assigned to him. Prom
all I can learn, the stories which he
really told, however quaint they might
be as illustrations, were never inappro-

priate, or unbecoming the occasion.

There was about the man a sense of

fitness, supplied by the possession of

real humour, that told him whether a

jest was permissible or not. But the

papers daily attributed to him every joke

that any buffoon throughout the States

could pick out of " Joe Miller ;
" and

many of these jokes, if really made
at the times represented, would have
betrayed not only want of artificial

breeding, but absence of native delicacy.

In no country is it so difficult to say

what is truth as in America. I remember
an English settler in the West telling

me a long story about " Old Abe,''

—

as men called him there—whose scene

was laid at a court-house, where my in-

formant declared he was present himself.

The whole point of the story, which, if

true, was not a creditable one, rested on
the fact of the President's bein^ an immo-
derate smoker. At the time I heard it,

I could not doubt the truth of the anec-

dote, but afterwards I happened to learn

accidental^, from the President himself,

that he had never been in the habit of

smoking. Thus Mr. Lincoln bore the

discredit of having made a variety of

jests which he most certainly could

never have made—of being, in fact, a

man who never could resist the tempta-

tion of making a joke, be the occasion

what it might. And Americans, who
have a strong sense of dignity accord-

ing to their own standard, felt deeply

annoyed at the sort of meny-andrew
reputation which, hi the earlier days of

his administration, clung to the late Pre-

sident. A friend of mine, who saw the

President daily, told me at the time that

the humour of Mr. Lincoln was used

rather as a screen, than due to any innate

love of joking. Probably no man ever

became the ruler of a great nation with
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such a small stock of knowledge as to the

arts of governing as was possessed by
Mr. Lincoln. Hewas far too shrewd a man
not to be aware of his own ignorance

;

and I believe the way which he adopted,

of turning away all awkward questions by

a joke, arose in great part from a desire

to gain time, in order to weigh more
fully matters with which he felt himself

incompetent to deal on the spur of the

moment. The anecdotes for which he

was famous were seldom a real answer

to the inquiry which called them forth.

I am inclined to think that this, the

first year of his administration, was the

gloomiest period of Lincoln's career.

From the causes I have sought to indi-

cate, the men with whose faith he per-

sonally sympathized looked upon him as

deficient in courage and determination
;

while the society amongst which he

was necessarily thrown was disposed to

exaggerate his personal deficiencies, and
had not yet recognised his true nobility.

He was far too keen an observer not

to know what people thought of him

;

and beneath his rough exterior there

lay, I suspect, an almost morbid sensi-

tiveness. Moreover, if my view of his

character is right, he had a quality very

rare amongst his countrymen, or, indeed,

amongst our Anglo-Saxon race. He
had that almost fatal gift of divination

which enables men to see that there are

two sides to every question. Thus,

though he hated slavery fully as much
as Mr. Johnson, he had none of the

personal animosity towards slaveowners

which seems to characterise his suc-

cessor. A sort of Yankee Hamlet, he
was born to set aright a world which
was out of joint ; and never, I think,

was there a man less gifted by natural

inclination to undertake the task. The
one point of which he could satisfy him-
self beyond a shadow of doubt was that

he, the legally-elected President of the
American Union, was bound by his

oath " to preserve, protect, and defend
the Constitution of the United States."

"With regard to this duty he never
faltered ; but how that duty ought to be
performed Avas to him, in the early days
of his rule, a subject of most painful

doubt and difficulty. He could not tell

whom to trust in those days, when many
even of the Federal officers were sus-

pected of secret complicity with the

Confederate authorities ; he could not

convince himself whether decisive action

with reference to slavery was likely to

shorten or prolong the war ; he could

not, if what I heard at the time was true,

altogether satisfy himself whether he
was the right man in the right place

after all. At a later period, when it

became clear that nothing but the over-

throw of the military power of the Con-
federacy would restore the Union, his

course became, I fancy, much easier to

himself. When once he was able to see

that his duty commanded him simply, in

his own words, " to keep pegging away/'

I have no doubt he was less burthened

by a sense of responsibility. We all

laughed very much in England at the

simplicity of the ruler who confessed

he had no policy except to "peg away ;"

but this expression showed us, if we had
but known it, the true strength of Lin-

coln's character, and also the limitswithin

which that strength was contained.

There were other circumstances, too,

which contributed to darken this first

year of the Presidency, quite apart from
the calamities of the State. Very early

in the spring of 1862 little Willie

Lincoln died suddenly. He was, if

accounts were correct, a child of great

promise ; at any rate, his father was
extremely attached to him, as he was to

all his children. He made companions
of them to an extent not very common
in America ; and, in the later years of

his life, his youngest boy—"Tat," as

they used to call him—followed him
everywhere, and accompanied him on
every occasion. But at that time poor

little Willie was the Benjamin of his

father's heart; and those who lived with
the President have told me that he felt

the loss of the child with a grief more
like a mother's than a father's. Then,

too, at the moment of the child's last ill-

ness, the President was fearfully harassed

with requests to spare the life of the

slave-trader Gordon—the only man, I be-

lieve, who was executed by order of the
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Federal Government during the first

term of the Presidency. Extreme pres-

sure was exerted to induce Mr. Lincoln to

remit the capital sentence ; nor, indeed,

were specious reasons wanting to justify

the exercise of leniency. At the very

moment when his own child was in the

agony of death, the relations of the con-

demned man obtained an audience of

the President to solicit mercy. But,

deeply agitated as Mr. Lincoln was, he
positively refused to interfere. "The
" slave-trade," he said, " will never be
" put down till our laws are executed,
" and the penalty of death has once
" been enforced upon the offenders."

But, unbending as his determination

was, the responsibility of having vir-

tually to sentence a fellow-being to the

gallows weighed very painfully on a

heart whose natural instincts invariably

prompted to kindness.

Never in my knowledge have I seen

a sadder face than that of the late

President daring the time his features

were familiar to me. It is so easy to

be wise after the event ; but it seems to

me now that one ought somehow to have
foreseen that the stamp of a sad end
was impressed by nature on that rugged,

haggard face. I described in the pages

of Macmillan his personal appearance, at

the time when I first saw him. There

is little that I can add to that descrip-

tion, nor, indeed, is there much I would
take from it. All I can say is, that, if

I had fancied it would be copied, as it

was, by all the American newspapers,

and thus brought, in all human likeli-

hood, to the eyes of the man I sought

to portray, I should have modified

something of the terms in which it was
expressed. Words look very different

in writing from what they do in cold,

hard, clear letter-press ; and I have
often regretted since, as I do now more
than ever, that there should have been
aught in those lines to give pain to a

man whom it was my wish to honour.
But in that sketch I think I failed to

do justice to the exceeding sadness of

the eyes, and also to their strange

sweetness ; they were the one redeem-
ing feature in a face of unusual plain-

ness, and there was about them that

odd, weird look, which some eyes

possess, of seeming to see more than
the outer objects of the world around.
And that expression of sadness was, I

believe, at all times the habitual one
with him. I have heard his private

secretary say that in his own house he
was not talkative, not given much to

making jokes or telling anecdotes, but
grave, silent, and, as it seemed, de-

pressed by a feeling of constant dejec-

tion. Every now and then his spirits

would rise, and his face would light up
with a quaint flash of humour ; but, as

a rule, his look was not that of a happy
or a cheerful man. I recollect the first

time I saw him was at the White
House. I had gone there to call on one
of the officials, and, as usual, had found
the doors open, and nobody, as far as I
can remember, to show me up the
stairs. Opening one of the doors in

search of my destination, I met the
President going alone to speak to his

secretaries. He was one of those men
whom you know at a glance by his

likeness to the portraits of him ex-

hibited in the shop windows. Xo
artist, however careless, could fail to

catch—no picture, however hasty, could
fail to reproduce—the distinguishing

features of that marked countenance,

that strange, gaunt figure. It struck

me at the time how utterly unprotected
the man was who carried in some sense

on his shoulders the fortunes of the
Union. Any assassin might have
entered the White House, and made
his way up to the President with per-

fect ease ; and I believe that the same
facility of access was open to all comers
till the end. On more than one occa-

sion, I recollect meeting Mr. Lincoln
walking alone in Washington. The
only symptom of respect paid to him
was that the sentinels saluted him as

he passed ; otherwise there was nothing

to distinguish him from any one of the

motley multitude who at that period

crowded the streets of the capital.

The time when I saw most of the

President was on the occasion of a trip

down the Potomac. Some of the
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Northern, regiments were then being

embarked at Alexandria for the Penin-

sula. The spectacle in those days was

a novel one ; and Mr. Seward had en-

gaged a steamer to go and witness the

embarkation. The party to which the

Secretary of State was kind enough to

invite me was intended to be a very small

one ; and, owing to some mistake, I

think, about the hour, I and a foreign

attache were the only visitors on board

the steamer, besides the President and

some members of Mr. Seward's family.

It was, by the way, a curious illustration

of the odd manner in which things

were managed or mismanaged during

the McClellan regime, that, on reaching

our destination, we discovered the troops

had embarked on their transports, and
set sail for the Peninsula, hours before

our arrival. But the real attraction of

the excursion—for me at least—lay in

the opportunity it gave me of seeing

something of the President in private

life. With that odd humour of which
Mr. Seward is so fond, and which by
the way so woefully perplexed the late

Duke of Newcastle on the occasion of

his interview with the Secretary of

State, I was, I remember, introduced to

the President as "one of his enemies."
" I did not know that I had any ene

niies," was the answer ; and I can still

feel, as I write, the grip of that great

bony hand held out to me in token

of friendship. In my life I have seen

a good number of men distinguished

by their talents or their station, but

I never saw any one, so apparently

unconscious that this distinction con-

ferred upon him any superiority, as

Abraham Lincoln. Such salient points

as there were in the conversation I

have published ere now in these pages.

I remember that the President asked
me a good deal about England ; seemed
genuinely anxious to learn why public

feeling should be so hostile to the North;
and, unlike most of his countrymen,

never intimated a conviction that he
understood England much better than
an Englishman could be expected to.

But indeed throughout it was clear that

the President preferred listening to talk-

ing. He spoke freely enough on public

affairs; laughed a good deal about the

pretensions put forward by the Southern
statesmen to a strict observance of

legality in all their internal government

;

said, amongst other things, that they

reminded him of an innkeeper he had
known down at St. Louis, who boasted

he had never had a death in his house
during the cholera, because, whenever an
inmate of the house was dying, he turned

him out of his room, and laid him in the

gutter outside the doors. He joked too,

pleasantly enough, with Mr. Seward
about the latter's passion for smoking
and his own inability to use tobacco

;

and told us some curious observations

he had made with reference to the

health of confirmed whisky-drinkers

in the West. But, except when he was
forced by civility to take part in the

conversation, he sat silent, brooding for

the most time over the stove, or else

walking slowly up and down the long

saloon cabin. The shadow of sadness

sat on him, and it was only by an effort

he could throw off its gloom. How far

his look of depression was increased by
his then recent domestic affliction, I

cannot say. But the deep careworn

lines about his rugged face told of

trouble or melancholy of far older stand-

ing than any late misfortune could have
occasioned.

Conning over my recollections, re-

calling the opinions I heard expressed

by men whose opportunities of judging

were perhaps unprecedented, looking at

the record of his life as events have
made it known, I have often asked my-
self of late whether Mr. Lincoln was
really a great man or not. To this

question I find it very hard to give an

answer. If sterling goodness of heart,

wonderful native shrewdness, and an

unflinching resolution to do what was
just and right, constitute greatness,

then the victim of Wilkes Booth's crime

was a very great man indeed. But if

something other—though not perhaps

higher—than all this is wanted to

imprint upon a man the stamp of abso-

lute greatness, then I still doubt whether

the verdict of posterity will place Lin-
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coin in the category of men who have

made history. His real merit, in my
judgment, was, that he represented so

faithfully the people who had chosen

him for their ruler. To no human being

could the President have been—to use

an Italian phrase—more "antipathetic"

than he was to Hawthorne ; but yet I

recollect the latter saying to me one day,

that he supposed there must after all be

some fitness about Lincoln for his work,

as the blind popular instinct was never

wrong in its selection of a ruler. In
this case, at any rate, Hawthorne was
right. A saviour of society, a Napoleon
or a Cromwell, or even a Cavour, was not

needed at this crisis of American his-

tory. All that was required was a man
honest enough to resist temptation, reso-

lute enough to carry out his purpose,

shrewd enough to see his end clear

before him and follow none other, and
single-hearted enough to seek the wel-

fare of the country, and that only. All

these requisites were found in "Honest
Abe "—as the American papers of the

day delighted to call him—in marvel-
lous perfection. I am not sure that a
man of genius could have done as well
as this plain rough Western settler ; but,

for all that, I do not believe the last

President was in any sense a man of

genius. His record is grand and noble
enough without our needing to attribute

to him qualities which he did not possess.

A purer Nelson, a wiser Garibaldi, his

name will, if I mistake not, be che-

rished by the American people much as

the memory of the two heroes I have
mentioned is honoured in their own
countries. JSTot only " in our island

story " has the way of duty been found
to be also the path of glory. We
heard much, not so long ago, of the de-

generacy of the nation which once was
worthy to be led by Washington.
History, I think, will say that our

own days produced a yet nobler repre-

sentative of American courage, and
honesty, and self-sacrifice in the j)erson

of Abraham Lincoln.
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The invariable purity, palatableness, speedy efficacy, and consequent economy
of this unrivalled preparation, have obtained for it the general approval and
unqualified confidence of the Medical Profession, and, notwithstanding the active

and in too many instances unscrupulous opposition of interested dealers, an
unprecedented amount of public patronage.

The immeasurable therapeutic superiority of Dr. de Jongh's Light-Brown
Cod Liver Oil over every other variety is incontestably established by the

recorded opinions of the most distinguished Physicians and Surgeons in all

parts of the world.

In numberless instances, where other kinds of Cod Liver Oil had been long

and copiously administered with little or no benefit, Dr. de Jongh's Light-
Brown Cod Liver Oil has produced almost immediate relief, arrested disease,

and restored health.

ITS EFFICACY IN GENERAL DEBILITY.
In cases of prostration and emaciation produced by long sickness, by

exposure to the deleterious influences of tropical and unhealthy climates, to

vicissitudes of temperature, or where extreme heat, excessive labour, fatigue, bad
nourishment, and other hardships have caused depressing lassitude and reduced
the vital forces, and where life appeared to be even at its lowest ebb, the resto-

rative powers of Dr. de Jongh's Oil have been remarkably manifested. By its

administration, the natural appetite, is revived, and the functions of digestion

and assimilation are improved, reanimated, and regulated; and, when its use

has been steadily persevered in, its peculiar tonic and nutritive properties have
entirely restored health . and strength to the most feeble and deteriorated

constitutions.

The actual benefit derived is thus described by B. Clarke, Esq., M.R.C.S.,
F.L.S., Author of " Notes and Suggestions on Cod Liver Oil and its ITses:"

—

" Having myself taken both the Pale and Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil for debility, I am
able, from my own experience, to remark upon their effects and comparative usefulness as
remedial agents. After the Pale Oil, and all other remedies that I could think of had failed, I
tried, merely as a last resort, Br. de Jongh's Light-Brown Oil. I received immediate relief;
and its use was the means of my restoration to health. In their sensible properties and chemical
constituentsthe Pale Oil and Dr. de Jongh's Light-Brown Oil are distinct medicines ; and, from
my observation of their mode of action and effects, I must believe that I have seen many patients
djo both in hospital and private practice, some of them of juvenile years, and others in the prime
of life, who in all probability would have been cured if the medical properties of Dr. DE Jongh's
Light-Brown Oil had been known as they are now, and its use prescribed."

[For further Select Medical Opinions see other side.]



COISUHPTIOI & DISEASES OF THE CHEST.
The extraordinary virtues of Dr. de Jongh's Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil in

Pulmonary Consumption may now be considered as fully established. No remedy

so rapidly restores the exhausted strength, improves the nutritive functions, stops

or diminishes emaciation, checks the perspiration, quiets the cough and expectora-

tion, or produces a more marked and favourable influence on the local malady.

Dr. Waudby, late Physician to the Hereford Infirmary, bears the following

high testimony to its efficacy from his ovm personal experience :

—

" I can take Dr. de Jongh's Oil without difficulty or dislike, and with as little incon-

venience as water alone. Not only in my own case, but in many others I have seen, it has caused
an improvement of chest symptoms, and an increase of weight, so soon and so lastingly, as to be
quite remarkable. I believe Dr. de Jongh's Oil to be the most valuable remedy we possess for

--chronic and constitutional disease."

Dr. Hitchman, Consulting Physician to -the Liverpool Home for Consump-

tion, and Author of "A Manual of Phthisis," observes:

" Having extensively prescribed Dr. de Jongh's Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil for a long

series of years in cases of Consumption, I deem it but an act of justice to record my emphatic
testimony in favour of its superior merits as a preventive of Emaciation, and generally as an
excellent restorative in Debility and'Diseases of the Chest." v

SELECT MEDICAL OPINIONS.
From innumerable medical and scientific opinions of the highest character in

commendation ofDv. de Jongh's Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil, the following

are selected:—
Sir JOSEPH OLLIFPE, M.D.,

Physician to the British Embassy at Paris.

"I have frequently prescribed - Dr. de Joxgii'S
Ligbt-Brown Cod Liver Oil, and I have every reason
tobe satisfiedwith itsbeneficial and salutary effects."

Sir HEMEY MAESH, Bart., M.D.,
y PJiysician in Ordinary to the Queen in Ireland.

" I consider Dr. de Jongh's Light-Brown Cod
Liver Oil to be a very pure Oil, not likely to create
disgust, and a therapeutic agent of great value."

Dr. LETHEBY,
Medical Officer of Health, and Chief Analyst to the

City of London.
" In all cases I have found Dr. de Jongh's Light-

Brown Cod Liver Oil possessing the same set of
properties, among which the presence of cholaic
compounds, and of iodine in a state of organic com-
bination, are the most remarkable. It is, I believe,
universally acknowledgea. that this Oil has great
therapeutic power; and from my investigations, I
have no doubt of its being a pure and unadulterated
article."

Dr. LAWEAttCE,
Physician to H.B.H. the Dulce of Saxe-Coburg & GotJia.

" I invariably prescribe Dr. de Jongh's Cod Liver
Oil in preference to any other, feeling assured that
I am recommending a genuine article, and not a
manufactured compound in which the efficacy of
this invaluable medicine is destroyed."

Dr. BABLOW,
Senior Physician to Guy's Hospital.

" I have frequently recommended persons consult-
ing me to make*use of Dr. de Jongh's Cod Liver Oil.

I have been well satisfied with its effects, and believe
it to be a very pure Oil, well fitted for those cases in
which the use of that substance is indicated."

Dr. LANKESTEE, P.E.S.,

Coroner for Central Middlesex.
" I consider that the purity of this Oil is secured

in its preparation, by the personal attention of so
good a Chemist and intelligent a Physician as Dr.
de Jongh, who has also written the best Medical
Treatise on the Oil with which I am acquainted.
Hence, I deem the Cod Liver Oil sold under his

guarantee to be preferable to any other kind as

regards genuineness and medicinal efficacy."

Dr. GEAFFILLE, F.E.S.,

Author of the "Spas of Germany."

"Dr. Granville has found that Dr. de Jongh's
Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil produces the desired
effect in a shorter time than other kinds, and
that it does not cause the nausea and indigestion

too often consequent on the administration of the
pale Oil."

EDWIN CANTON, Esq., P.E.O.S.,

President of the Medical Society of London.
" For several years past I have been in the habit

of prescribing Dr. de Jongh's Light-Brown Cod
Liver Oil, and find it to be much more efficacious

than other varieties of the same medicine which I

have also employed with a view to test their relative

superiority."

DR. DE JONGH'S LIGHT-BROWN COD LIVER OIL is sold only in IMPERIAL Half-Pints, 2s. 6d.

;

Pints, 4s. 9d. ; Quarts, 9s. ; Capsuled, and labelled with his Stamp and Signature,

WITHOUT WHICH NONE CAN POSSIBLY BE GENUINE,
By all respectable Chemists and Druggists throughout the World.

SOLE CONSIGNEES:

ANSAE, HAEFOED & CO., 77, STEAND, LONDON, W.O.

CAUTION".—Beware of unprincipled attempts to substitute inferior or worthless preparations.



MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE.

THE CORPORATION OF THE

Scottish Provident Institution

Head Office.

6 ST. ANDREW SQUARE, %
Edinburgh.

London Branch.

66 GRACECHURCH SI,

E.C.

The only Office which combines the Benafit of Participation in the

WHOLE PROFITS WITH MODERATE PREMIUMS.

I N THIS SOCIETY alone the Members obtain Assurances having

right to share in the Whole Profits, at Premiums equally moderate with

the non-participating scale of the Proprietary Companies. This can be

effected not only with safety, but with ample reversion of Profits to the

Policy-holders, being free from the burden of Dividends to Shareholders.

In other Offices a person may assure at Premiums as low, but without

any prospect of additions to the original assurance : Or, he may obtain

the right to Profits, but only by payment of excessive Premiums.

I TS ADVANTAGES, then, as compared with other Offices, are :

—

A greatly larger original Assurance for the same Premium, and
eventually, to good lives, as large Additions as where the ordinary

high rate of Premium is charged.

For the same yearly sum as large an Assurance may be secured from the

first as can be looked for elsewhere only after many years' accumulation of

Bonuses. Thus, a Policy for ^1200 or £\2$o, with right to Profits, may
generally be had for the Premium which is usually charged to secure ,£1000
only.

THE WHOLE PROFITS, moreover, are secured to the Policy-holders

themselves, and are divided on a system which is at once safe, equitable, and
peculiarly favourable to good lives. Instead of being given among all Policies

indiscriminately—including those which have subsisted only a few years, and
on which there may eventually be a heavy loss to the Common Fund—they
are reserved for those Members who alone can have made surplus payments

;

in other words, for those whose Premiums, with accumulated interest, amount
to the sums in their Policies.

Above 14,000 Policies have been issued. The Subsisting Assurances
are more than \\ Millions. The Realized Fund, arising entirely from
accumulated Premiums, considerably exceeds a Million, all invested in un-
exceptionable securities in this country.

Full information may be had at the various Offices or from the Agents.

Edinburgh, April 1S65. JAMES WATSON, Manager

9

HEAD OFFICE, 6 ST. ANDREW SQUARE, EDINBURGH.



DUBLIN OFFICE-16 COLLEGE GREEN.

Division of Surplus.
THE SYSTEM on which the Profits are divided is peculiar to this Society

and is specially fitted for dealing with a surplus arising from moderate

Premiums.

The Assurance itself having been provided to all the Members at the

lowest rates which are perfectly safe, the system takes up their interest in the

Surplus at the point when they become really contributors to the Profits, and

thus gives a legitimate advantage to those who have mainly created the Fund
by which the Assurances on the early deceasing Members, as well as their

own, are made good. The Surplus is reserved entirefor those Members whose

Premiums) with accumulated interest at four per cent, amount to the sums

in their Policies. This principle, while avoiding the anomaly of giving

additions to those Policies which become claims in their earlier years, yet

secures a share of the profits to every Member, who has not, from the sum
realized by his heirs exceeding what he has lived to pay, been a gainer by the

original transaction.

A Surplus thus divided among a comparatively limited number (though

that will comprise a full half of all the Members) must obviously afford

larger additions to those Policies which share in it, than when distributed

among all indiscriminately, according to the usual systems, The practical

working has been that Policies originally for^iooo, which have come within

the participating class, have been increased to ^1300,^1500, and in some
instances to upwards of £\joo.

TABLE showing the PREMIUM payable yearly during Life

For Assurance of £100 at Death. With Profits.

Age. Premium. Age. Premium. Age.

48

Premium.

22 £l 16 9 35 £2 6 10 £3 14 8
23 I 17 2 36 282 49 3 18 1

24 I 17 7 37 298 50 4 1 7
25 I l8 O 38 2 II 3 51 4 5 6

26 I 18 6 39 2 12 II 52 4 9 5

27 I 19 2 40 2 14 9 53 4 13 5

28 I 19 II 41 2 16 8 54 4 17 8

29 2 8 42 2 18 8 55 5 1 11

30 2l6 43 3 11 56 5 6 4
31 2 2 6 44 3 3 3 57 5 10 11

32 2 3 5 45 3 5 9 58 5 15 9
33 246 46 3 8 5 59 6 1

34 2 5 7 47 3 11 5 60 6 6 7

The Premium for ^"iooo in the other Scottish Mutual Offices (which give the whole
Profits) is, at age 30,^25 : 17 : 6, which in this Institution would secure a Policy

of£1250 from the first. The Premium in this Office for ^1000 is only ^20 : 15s.,

which in them would secure not more than^Soo.

The Premiums, moreover, are as low as by the non-participating Rates of the

Proprietary Companies, so that persons who assure with them by that scale

virtually throw away the prospect of additions from the profits without any compensa-
ting advantage.

^"* A Table showing the Premiums in all the Assurance Offices in the Kingdom will

be found in the "Post Magazine Almanac," " Letts's Diary," &c.
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BELFAST-SAMUEL M'CAUSLAND Jun., Agent.

Cije Scottisjj ^robitont Institution*

To Professional Men
and others whose income is dependent on the continuance of health and

activity, the system of Assurance is recommended by Premiums restricted to

]

i a definite term of Payment, as shown in the following

TABLE of PREMIUMS, Payable for Twenty-One Years only,

For Assurance of £100 at Death. With Profits.

Age.
Premium limited

Age.
Premium limited

Age.
Premium limited

to 21 payments. to 21 payments. to 21 payments.

^3 9 221 £z IO 6 31 £z 16 2 41
22 2 II O 32 2 17 1 42 3 " 1

23 2 II 6 33 2 18 43 3 *3 1

24 2 12 I 34 2 19 44 3 15 3
25 2 12 6 35 302 45 3 17 6

26 2 13 O 36 3 1 5 45 400
27 2 13 6 37 3 2 9 47 428
28 2 14 I 38 3 4 3 48 4 5 8
29 2 14 8 39 3 5 9 49 4 8 9
30 2 15 4 40 3 7 5 50 4 12 1

Thus a person aged 30, if unwilling to burden himself with payments during his whole
life, may secure a Policy for £ 1000 for a Premium of £27 : 13 : 4, limited to twenty-one

vearly payments—being thus relieved of payment before he has passed the prime of life

—for a Premium little higher than most offices require during the whole term of life.

§W Tables of Premiums to cease after 7, 14, or other number of years, may be
had on application.

Partnership Assurance.
THE DIRECTORS invite the attention of the Commercial Community to

the beneficial uses to which Life Assurance may be applied, as a means of

preventing the inconvenience to which Mercantile Firms are frequently

subjected by the withdrawal of Capital on the death of one of the Partners.

EXAMPLES of the ANNUAL PREMIUM for ASSURANCE of ^100
TO BE PAID ON THE DEATH OF EITHER OF TWO PERSONS.

Ages. Premium. Ages. Premium. Ages. Premium.

25 25
30
35
40
45
50

2 19 7

3 4 2

3 9 4
3 16 8

4 5 1

4 18 2

35 35
40
45
50
55
60

3 i7 9

4 4 5
4 12

5 4 6
6 5 6

7 i4 8

45 45
50
55
60

50~~

65
60

5 3 9
5 7 4 9
6 14 6826

60

55

649
7 3 5
8 10 6

30 30
35*

40
45
60

3 8 5

3 13 4
4 5

4 8 5

5 1 4

40 40
45
50
55
60

4 10 6

4 i7 7

5 9 6

6 10

7 18 11

55
60

8 1 3

9 7 7

10 13 360 60

* Example.—Two Persons aged 30 and 35, partners in business, may by an

Annual Payment of ^36 : 13 14, while both are alive, secure a Capital Sum of^iooo
at death of either,—payable to the survivor, or to the general Capital of the Firm, as

may be previously arranged.

The Premiums for other Ages will be furnished on application.
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The Scottish Provident Institution.

T,HE TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
was held at Edinburgh on 15 th February,

—

CHARLES LAWSON, Jun., Esq., Seed Merchant, in the Chair.

1 HE J.VEPORT by the Directors showed that 962 proposals had been
accepted for ,£493,456 : 10s. (with upwards of ,£50,000 declined;. The
Realized Fund, arising entirely from the accumulated Premiums of the
Members, had reached the sum of ,£1,023.487 : 6 : 8. The receipts of the
year were ,£177,668: 13 14, and the Claims by 118 deaths ,£57,884:25.,
being under the average of the last three years, and considerably within
the expectation. There had been issued in all 14,271 Policies for ,£6,521,5 18.

The Assurances remaining in force amounted to ,£4,851,693 : 10s.

The Report then proceeded to show the continuous and steady progress
of the Society, as exhibited in the following Tabular Statement :

—

In Year
New Policies

issued.
Amount Assured.

Accumulated Fund
at end of Year.

l86l

1862

1863
1864

676
792
880
962

£296,475
372,460

455,493
493>456

£772,808
861,005

938,962
1,023,487

The new Directors elected in room of the three retiring by rotation were— George
Hope, Esq., Fentonbarns, East Lothian; John Cay Jun., Esq., W.S., Solicitor to

General Post-Office; George M. Tytler, Esq., Secretary, Bank of Scotland.

1 HE 1 OSITION to which the Society has attained among the

Life Offices of Great Britain is thus stated by the Chairman at a

recent General Meeting :

—

"Looking to all the Offices in the Kingdom, wefind that, of those established as late

as ours, not one has come up to us in general business, except it may be one, and in that

case, the difference, if any, is not great, while our own Realized Fund considerably exceeds

theirs. If we look, on the other hand, to all the Offices older than ours, numbering
probably about sixty, we have gone ahead of about one-half of them in the amount of our
Accumulated Fund, and of nearly three-fourths of them in the number of our Members.''''

It is believed the comparison is even more favourable as at the present date.

THE ADMINISTRATION has uniformly been conducted with liberality

towards the Members, and with readiness to initiate and adopt every available

improvement. Resolutions were adopted many years since, by which the

Policies are not invalidated by inaccuracy in the original statements unless

these are proved to have been fraudulently made ; and it is believed the

Institution is still the only office in which this equitable relaxation is intro-

duced into its constitution. Licenses for Foreign Residence and Travel are

given on liberal terms ; and when an extra premium is charged, it has the

advantage, according to the equitable principles of the office, of sooner

bringing the Assurance to participate in the Profits. The Directors are

further empowered to give exemption, after five years, from restriction on

Foreign Residence or Travel, or from any conditions of forfeiture other than

non-payment of the Premiums, on being satisfied that the person whose life

is insured has no prospect of going beyond the limits of Europe.

Forms of Proposal may be obtained, and Assurances effected, by corre-

spondence with the Head Office, or through any of the Agents.

gg^i?" '" '' ^'''^milW I^HraM^Wgg^^
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LONDON, 66 Gracechurch Street-J. MTJIR LEITCH, Local Secretary.
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CBAMER AND 00.

(LIMITED)

Let 021 Hire the following Pianofortes for

THREE YEARS, after which, and
WITHOUT ANY FARTHER PAYMENT
WHATEVER, the Instrument becomes the

property of the Hirer :—

28 GUINEA PIANETTE, in ) 10 Guineas
Rosewood or Walnut - - j per annum.

42 GUINEA DRAWING-
) .

ROOM MODEL COTTAGE, I
15 Gumeas

-r^ -i tvr i l Per annum.
Rosewood or Walnut - - )

60 GUINEA SEMI-OBLIQUE,j 20 Guineas

Rosewood Or WalllUt - -) per annum.

Other Instruments, such as Grands, Semi-
Grands, &c, may also be hired on the
same system.

ivery Instrument is warranted of the
VERY BEST MANUFACTURE, inferior

Pianofortes being entirely excluded from
the stock.

QUARTERLY PAYMENTS ARE
REQUIRED.

PIANOFORTE GALLERY,
(THE LABGEST IN ETTKOPE),

f 207 & 209, REGENT STREET., W.

ItliGE.NT PKES3, 55, KlSQ SlRBBT, iv£GBMX SXRB£X, W. O
s
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CRAMER & CO.'S (Limited)

i

FROM 22 TO 30 GUINEAS.

Height, 3 ft. 4 in. Width, 4 ft. U in. Depth, 1 ft. 74 in,

IN ASH OR PLAIN WALNUT, 22 GUINEAS.

fit HjaaefojiHrtr ox SMnat.
Plain Front, 26 Guineas. I With Fret Front, 28 Guineas.

With Circular Fall, 30 Guineas.

CRAMER & Co., Limited, manufacture this capital small

instrument. It is thoroughly sound and durable, and at

a price far below any hitherto made. In a small unique case,

it possesses the full compass, and the other modern improve-
ments that have been introduced into Pianofortes of a higher

and more expensive class. It has all the requisites of a good
practising Pianoforte; check action, solid touch, agreeable

tone. The finger of the player will be strengthened much
more rapidly than in practising on an old instrument loose

in the key and worn in the hammer.

In solid Mahogany—the most portable Pianoforte yet made
—35 Guineas. May be sent to any climate with perfect

safety. C^

< >
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CRAMER & CO.'S p
DRAWING ROOM

jg

PRICE FOBTY-TWO GUINEAS.

THE DRAWING ROOM COTTAGE,

CRAMER & CO. manufacture a Cottage Pianoforte of

the medium size, and of the very best description. The tone is

full, pure and vocal. The touch is agreeable, rapid, and effec-

tive. This beautiful instrument has been produced with an

elegance of design, quality of wood, and general substantiality,

which has gained for it universal approbation. No better

Pianoforte of this class can possibly be made.

PIANOFORTE GALLERY, 209, REGENT STREET.

f



CRAMER & CO.'s (Limited)

7-OCTAYE SEMI-OBLIQUE PIANOFORTE.
Rosewood or Walnut, from 45 to 60 Guineas.

jpOtantajjes to % pianist

D
CRAMER & CO.'S PIANOFORTE GALLERY,

207 & 200, REGENT STREET.

rA'

Power and Refinement of Tone. Susceptibility of Touch.
Full Scale of Seven Octaves.

Height reduced so as to free the voice from interruption.
Width enlarged so as to afford increased convenience to
the accompanyist, with greater elegance of position.

In introducing this Instrument to the notice of the Public, CRAMER
& Co. beg to observe that it is alike remarkable for power and
quality of tone, firmness and elasticity of touch, durability of tune,

and the capacity to develope its resources. The tone may be forced by
the powerful finger of the Artist, or drawn out by the less accustomed
touch of the Amateur : in the one case there is no harshness, in the other

its charmingly vocal qualities are called forth with little effort. The action,

or mechanism, is of the very best description, similar in principle of

construction to that of the Semi-Grand. The stringing is complete, each

note having three wires, like the Full Grand. CRAMER & Co.

guarantee these instruments for any reasonable time, and forward them
to all parts of the country without risk to the purchaser, and at a very

trifling cost.

§
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WEEKLY REVIEW

OF

0SI€ &H0 THE
(Establish October, 1863.)

THE LARGEST AND MOST INFLUENTIAL MUSICAL

JOURNAL OF THE DAY.

The ORCHESTRA contains the earliest and fullest information on
all subjects connected with Music and the Drama ; Reviews

;

Analyses, with Illustrations, of new Compositions ; Papers on
Church Music ; Special Correspondence from all parts of Great
Britain, and the principal places on the Continent ; and aims to

occupy that position in its sphere which the " Athenaeum " holds

in general literature.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY, PRICE 3d.

A STAMPED EDITION, PRICE id.

May be ordered of any Bookseller or Newsman, or direct from
Messrs. ADAMS & FRANCIS, 59, Fleet Street, E.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Stamped.

PER YEAR . . 175. id.

„ HALF-YEAR . 8s. 8d.

if QUARTER . . 4s. 4rf.

PAYABLE IN ADVANCE.

Unstamped.
13s. Od.'

6s. 6d.

3s. 3d,

4

6d.

ADVERTISING SCALE.
A LINE; A REDUCTION ON A SERIES.

Professional Cards, not exceeding three lines, One Guinea per annum

—

for shorter periods, per scale.

*** Communications for the Editor, addressed " the Editor of the
fil

Orchestra" 201, Regent Street, W., or for the Publishers, addressed to
*'

Messrs. Adams & Francis, 59, Fleet Street, E.C, will meet with immediate
attention.
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GENEKAL LITEKATURE & ENTERTAINING INFORMATION.

PRICE ONE SHILLING.

THE MUSIC EDlTEFBYjlNCENT WALLACE.

This Magazine contains 16 pages (48 columns) full music size,

beautifully printed, devoted to literary and artistic subjects, com-
bined with other interesting matter, peculiarly fitting it for a
Family Magazine. A rhumi of the Fashions, Parisian Gossip,

with Out-of-door Amusements, Charades, Tales, and Sketches, is

given every month, rendering this Magazine a welcome serial for

the boudoir and the drawing-room. In addition, every Number
contains a piece of elegantly engraved

2PYEI0MT MUSIC,
BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED,

alone worth more than double the price of the Magazine.
As it is obvious that only a very large sale will enable the

Proprietors to produce such a work at so moderate a price, Sub-
scribers are respectfully requested to interest themselves in the

increase of its circulation.

COMPLETE SETS FROM JANUARY, 1864,
MAY BE OBTAINED FROM ANY BOOKSELLER OR NEWSMAN.

In No. 9, for September commenced a Serial Romance, by Henry Farnii,
Author of " Pet Marjorie," &c, &c, entitled

44 CHILD OF THE SUN;"
and also a Serial Novelette,

"HAND AND GLOVE!"
By L, H. F. Du Terreaux.

PUBLISHED FOR THE PROPRIETORS, BY

ADAMS & FEANOIS, 59, FLEET STEEET, E.O.;
ARTHUR HALL, SMART & ALLEN, 25, Paternoster-ROW, E.C.

CRAMER & Co., 201, Regent-street;
METZLER & Co., 35, 86, 37, & 38, Marlborough-Street ; $

AND ALL BOOK AND MUSIC SELLERS.

§))»»•- '««!
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DEBAIN'S HARMONIUMS, &c.

CRAMER, & CO., LIMITED,
SOLE AGENTS, 201, REGENT STREET, LONDON.

DEBAIN'S HARMONIUMS.
^Dkb Stop. Polished Oak—Four Octaves, £6 6*. Five Octaves, £9 9s.

Three Stops. Polished Oak, £12 12*. Rosewood, £13 13*. Walnut, J61414*.
Five Stops. Polished Oak, £14. Rosewood, £15. Walnut, £16.
Seven Stops. Polished Oak, £19. Rosewood, £21. Walnut, J622.

Nine Stops. Polished Oak, £24. Rosewood, £26 10*. Walnut, £27 10*.

Eleven Stops. Polished Oak, £30 10*. Rosewood, ,£33. Walnut, £34.
* Thirteen Stops, Knee Action. Polished Oak, M9. Rosewood, J642.

Walnut, .£44.

* Fifteen Stops, Knee Action. Polished Oak, J642. Rosewood, ^646 10*.

Walnut, ^49.
* Nineteen Stops, Knee Action. Polished Oak, MS. Rosewood, £63.

Walnut, £65 10*.

$ine Stops, Pergussion. Rosewood, .£29 10*. Walnut, .£31.

Thirteen Stops, Percussion. Rosewood, £39 10*. Walnut, J641 10*.

* Seventeen Stops, Percussion, Knee Action. Rosewood, JE60 10*.

Walnut, .£63.

* Twenty-One Stops, Percussion, Knee Action. Rosewood, £88 10*.

Walnut, £91.
* These may be had, to order, with 2$ octaves of pedals (C to B)t

acting on the Bourdon and
<3or Anglais stops {without disturbing the keys), and an independent blowing action, at an extra
cost of £10 10*. Oak, imitation Bostwood or Walnut, or £11 lis., solid Rosewood or Walnut,

DEBAm^n^RMolilc^RDE.
A Combination of the Single String {unicorde), and the Harmonium.

Thirteen Stops, Knee Action. Rosewood, £68 10*. Walnut, £10 10*.

Twenty-One Stops, Knee Action. Rosewood, .£94. Walnut, JB97.

DEBAIn¥1ar1|(MIN0.
A imall Harmonium, which ma;/ be placed under the keyboard of a Pianoforte, it then present-

ing a second keyboard of three octaves. Kosewood, £12 12s. Walnut, £13 13*.

DEBAIN'S llA^MulJluMrPEDALIER.
Fitted for any Instrument. It has 2$ octaves of German Pedals (C to E, 33 notes), three sets

of vibrators, three stops, viz. :— Bass (Sft. C), Contre-basse (16/4. and 32 ft. C) and swell,

and a separate feeder, supplying the Instrument placed on it. Its tone is similar to that
of the pedal pipes of an Organ, and for Fugues and Organ Music of a high class it is

admirably adapted, whilst to the learner it offers for practice the advantages of a largo
Organ. Oak, 37 Guineas. Rosewood, 40 Guineas.

DEBAIN'S PIAN0-MECANlbJjE7WllEGHANICAL SUBSTITUTE
FOR A PIANISTE.

Producing with faultless execution and delicacy the most elaborate and difficult compositions
by means of small boards (planchettes) on which the music to be played is arranged.

Without Keyboard—Rosewood, 65 Guineas ; Walnut, 65 Guineas. With 7-Octave Keyboard
—Rosewood, 90 Guineas ; Walnut, 100 Guineas. Castagnette Action, 10 Guineas extra.

DEBAIN'S ANTIPHONEL,~u¥lflicHAicAL SUBSTITUTE FOR AN
ORGANIST.

Applied to any existing Organ, Harmonium, or Seraphine, producing by means of small
boards (planchettes) the simple Psalm Tune, Chant, Grand Chorus, or Overture.

Oak, 12 Guineas, Rosewood, 13 Guineas. Walnut, H Guineas.

PLANCHETTES FOR THiTaNT?PHO^ PIANO-MECMHQUL
From Catalogue, 5s. per foot; from Score, to order, 6$, per foot; for Castagnette Action, 1#.

per foot extra. Cases for planchettes, 2s. each.

0^5>-
'
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$ PIANOFORTE GALLERY,
207 | 209, REGENT STREET,

THCE LARGEST X 1ST EUROPE.

A selection of Pianofortes of all kinds, and by every esteemed
Manufacturer, and chosen with care, experience, and practical skill,

is exhibited at this Gallery. Every Instrument may be relied on
as at least equal to the description given of it. Inferior Instru-

ments are carefully excluded from the Stock;
Purchasers in London have hitherto had little or no oppor-

tunity to compare side by side, the instruments of the chief houses,

as each maker only exhibits his own. Cramer & Co. show all the

different kinds of Pianofortes manufactured by Broadwood, Collabd,
Erard, and other eminent makers, as well as by those who manu-
facture good substantial Pianofortes at prices considerably below
those of the greater houses.
$i The public may depend on receiving the fullest information

wi^h respect to the quality of any Instrument submitted for their

selection ; and should an Instrument fail to give entire satisfaction,

it will be exchanged if returned free of expense, any time within six

months from the date of the purchase.

Recent Peess 65. Kincj St&set, Regent Street. W.

k.
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ALEXANDER STRAHAN, Publisher.

Published this Day, small 8vo, 5s.,

IDYLS AND LEGENDS OF
INVEEBUEN.

By EGBERT BUCHANAN, Author of " Undertones," &c.

WILLIE BAIRD.

LORD RONALD'S WIFE.

POET ANDREW.

WHITE LILY OF WEARDALE-HEAD.

AN ENGLISH HUSWIFE'S GOSSIP.

THE FAERY FOSTER-MOTHER.

THE TWO BABES.

THE GREEN GNOME.

HUGH SUTHERLAND'S PANSIES.

THE STEPMOTHER.

WIDOW MYSIE.

THE MINISTER OF WOODILEE.

THE LITTLE FAY.

NAMELESS VOICES.

Published this Day, 2 Vols., post 8vo, 14s.,

HENRY HOLBEACH:
STUDENT IN LIFE AND PHILOSOPHY.

A NARRATIVE AND A DISCUSSION.

MPw MATTHEW ARNOLD,
MR. ALEXANDER BAIN,

MR. THOMAS CARLYLE,

WITH LETTERS TO

MR. ARTHUR HELPS,
MR. G. H. LEWES,
REV. H. HANSEL,

AND OTHERS.

RET. F. D. MAURICE,
MR. JOHN STUART MILL,
REV. DR. J. H. NEWMAN.



Published this Day, 2 Vols., post 8vo, with Illustrations, 16s.,

SIX MONTHS
AMONG THE CHARITIES OF EUROPE.

By JOHN DE LIEFDE, LONDON.

Published this Day, crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.,

HEADS AND HANDS IN THE
WORLD OF LABOUR.

By W. GARDEN BLAIKIE, D.D., F.R.S.E.

AUTHOR OF " BETTER DAYS FOR WORKING PEOPLE."

"The present Volume is a sequel and a supplement to 'Better Days for Working People.'

I felt so astonished, and almost frightened at the extraordinary circulation of that little book

(68,000), placing me as it did under so heavy responsibility, that I resolved to study the subject

more thoroughly, and try to qualify myself better for writing upon it. As I had already written

chiefly for the employed, I resolved next to write for employers. Living in Edinburgh, out of

the whirl of the world of labour, I have had to gather my materials chiefly from other

quarters ; but I have spared no pains, whether by correspondence, reading, or personal inter-

course with employers, to gain the requisite information. ... A few paragraphs have been
introduced in Chaps, IV., VI. and VII. from an article of mine on ' Commercial Philanthropy

'

in the 'North British Review' for November, 1864, which was favourably noticed in the
' Times ' and other influential journals,"

—

From Author's Preface.

I. The World of Labour.
II. Without Form and Void.

III. Falling into Order.
IV. Mills and Factories in England.
V. Mills and Factories in Scotland,

America, and France.

VI. Iron Works and Collieries.

VII. Warehouses, Shops, and Offices.

VIII. Farm Servants and Country Labourers.
IX. Sailors and Soldiers.

X. Hints for AIL
XI. Glimpses of the Future.

Published this Day, cloth antique, 3s. 6d.,

CHRISTIAN COMPANIONSHIP
FOR RETIRED HOURS.

I. Christian Intimacy.
II. Formality and Simplicity.

III. Steps towards Love.
IV. Lost and Saved.
V. The Withered and the Fresh.
VI. A Trial of Faith.

VII. Separation.
VIII. Broken Chains.
IX. Stages in Conversion.
X. The House of Mercy.

XI. Christ in the Family.
XII. The Practical Experience of the Cross.



Now Complete, in Five Volumes, demy 8vo, £3,

S COLLECTED WRITINGS
OF EDWARD IRVING.

Edited by his Nephew, the Rev. G. CARLYLE, M.A.

* More than one-half of these Writings are here Printed for the first time.

On the Word of God.

The Parable of the Sower.

The Book of Psalms.

VOL. I.

An Ordination Charge.

Historical View of the Church of

Scotland before the Reformation.

Missionaries after the Apostolical

School.

Notes on the Standards of the Church
of Scotland.

Discourses on John the Baptist.

Discourses on The Temptation.

Discourses on Prayer.

Discourses on Praise.

VOL.
Homilies on Baptism.

Homilies on the Lord's Supper.

VOL. III.

On Family and Social Eeligion.

Discourses delivered on Public Occa-

sions.

VOL. IV.

Miscellaneous Discoukses.

The Doctrine of the Incarnation.

The Church : Her Endowment of Holi-

ness and Power.

VOL. V.

The Gifts of the Holy Ghost.

The Second Coming of Christ.

From THE TIMES, January 5, 1865.

"Edward Irving had the power of reaching the true sublime, and the English
language can show no more magnificent specimens of religious eloquence than
those that are contained in these Collected Writings."

From THE SATURDAY KEVIEW.

"Irving, almost alone among recent men, lived his sermons and preached his

life. His words, more than those of any other modern speaker, were ' life

passed through the fire of thought. ' He said out his inmost heart, and this it is

that makes his writings read like a prolonged and ideal biography, Very gladly,

therefore, do we welcome the promise of these volumes. The first is, and the

rest we fancy will be, the Edward Irving of Mrs. Oliphant's Life all over."

From BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE.
" The greatest preacher the world has seen since apostolic times."



Published this Day, Crown 8vo, 8s.,

OUTLINES OF THEOLOGY.
By ALEXANDER YINET.

FIRST SECTION.

MAN AND THE GOSPEL.

I. Man—
Conscience.
Condemnation and Wants of Man.
Fall of Man.
II. The Gospel—
Conscience and the Gospel.

Person of Jesus Christ.

,. Work of Jesus Christ.

Chap, III. Appropriation of Christianity—
1. Contemplation of Jesus Christ.

2. Repentance. [tion.

3. New Birth— Conversion— Sanctifica-

Chap.
1.

2.

3.

Chap.
1.

2.

3

SECOND SECTION.
DOCTRINE AND MORALITY OF CHRISTIANITY.
Chap. I. Characteristics of Christianity—

1. Humanity of Christianity.
2. Different Elements of Christianity.
3. Mode of Action of Christianity.

Chap. II. Doctrine—
1. Of Doctrine in General.
2. Objective Doctrines.
3. Subjective Doctrines.

Chap. III. Morality—
1. General Morality.
2. Christian Morality.
3. Edification and Christian Life.

THIRD SECTION-HISTORICAL CHRISTIANITY.

Chap. I. The Church—
1. Its Nature.
2. Its Organisation.

3. Its Government.
Chap. II. Sects and Parties—

1. General Remarks.
2. Deviations of the Religious Sentiment.

3. Protestantism and Catholicism.

Chap. III. The Church and its Adver-
saries^—

1. Different Ways of attaining to Chris-
tianity.

2. Historical Character and Supernatural
Origin of Christianity.

3. The Church of the Present Day.

Published this Bay, Crown 8vo, 8s.,

OUTLINES OF PHILOSOPHY
AND LITERATURE.

By ALEXANDER VINET.

Chap.
1.

Chap.
1.

•i.

PHILOSOPHY.
EIRST SECTION.

PURE PHILOSOPHY.
I. Introduction—
Reason.
Truth.
Philosophy.

II. Metaphysics—
Psychology.
Logic.
Miscellaneous Thoughts.

Chap. III. History of Philosophy—
1. Theoretical Philosophy.
2. Practical Philosophy.
3. Philosophy of the ISth Century.

SECOND SECTION.

APPLIED PHILOSOPHY.
Chap. I. Religious Philosophy—

1. Relations between Christianity
Philosophy.

2. Christian Philosophy.

Chap. II. Philosophy of History—
1. Truth.
2. Historv.
3. Of Peoples.

Chap. III. Social Philosophy—
1. Social Principles.

2. Social Institutions.

3. Education.

and

LITERATURE.
FIRST SECTION.

LITERATURE IN GENERAL.
Chap. I. General Observations—

1. Characteristics.

2. Literary Emotion.
3. Of Different Literatures.

Chap. II. Literature and Language—
1. Grammar.
2. Style.

3. Language.
Chap. III. Literary Principles—

1. The Writer.
2. Literary Principles.

3. Literary Criticism.

SECOND SECTION.

POETRY.
Chap. I. Art—

Art in General.
Chap. II. Poetry—

1. Poetrv in General.
2. The Poet.
3. Poetry, Art, and Science.

Chap. III. Different Kinds of Poetry-
1. Dramatic Poetry.
2. Epic Poetry—Lyrics.
3. Religious Poetiy.

THIRD SECTION.

ELOQUENCE.
Chap. I.

1. Eloquence in General.
2. Pulpit Eloquence.



Just Published, Crown 8vo, 9s.,

A YEAR AT THE SHORE.
By P. H. GOSSE, F.R.S.

With 36 Illustrations by the Author, Printed in Colours by Leighton Brothers.

'
' The volume before us sustains Mr. Gosse's reputation, both as an observer

and as an illustrator. It is a truly handsome book, and we know not which
to admire the most, the easy and felicitous style in which the writer conveys

us, over sands and seaweeds, into creeks, bays, and caverns, making the

commonest thing almost romantic in its new attire of interest, or the charming
and life-like engravings which make present, indeed, to the eye what description

had before made very distinct to the mind. "

—

Eclectic Review.

"Various and interesting as are the books devoted to the sea and its inhabitants,

we do not remember to have read one more complete than this. . . Observing

with an intelligent eye, Mr. Gosse writes in a natural and graphic manner of his

marine acquaintances."

—

Literary Gazette.

"A delicious book deliciously illustrated. The study of natural history is

always interesting, and Mr. Gosse is a genial and enthusiastic instructor."

—

Illus-

trated London News.

"As a handbook to the seashore, this new book of Mr. Gosse's will now be the

most frequently asked for."

—

Publishers' Circular.

COMPANION BOOK FOR TRAVELLERS.

Published this Bay, Small 8vo, with Illustrations, 5s.,

THE REGULAR SWISS ROUNH
IN THREE TRIPS.

By the Eev. HARRY JONES,
INCUMBENT OF ST. LUKE'S, LONDON.

Published this Day, Small 8vo, 4s.,

ESSAYS ON WOMAN'S WORI<
By BESSIE RAYNER PARKES.

Published this Day, Small 8vo, 5s.,

JUDAS ISCARIOT.
A DRAMATIC POEM.



Second Edition, Crown 8vo, 63.,

CHRIST AND HIS SALVATION,
m SERMONS VARIOUSLY RELATED THERETO.

By HORACE BUSHNELL, D.D.,

AUTHOR OF "NATURE AND THE SUPERNATURAL," ETC., ETC.

I. Christ "Waiting to find Room.
II. The Gentleness of God.

III. The Insight of Love.

IV. Salvation for the Lost Condition.

V. The Fasting and Temptation of Jesus.

VI. Conviction of Sin by the Cross.

VII. Christ Asleep.

VIII. Christian Ability.

IX. Integrity and Grace.

X. Liberty and Discipline.

XL Christ's Agony or Moral Suffering.

XII. The Physical Suffering, or Cr< •

XIII. Salvation by Man. [Chi
XIV. The Bad Consciousness take
XV. The Bad Mind makes a Bad Element.
XVI. Present Relations of Christ with his

Followers.
XVII. The Wrath of the Lamb.
XVIII. Christian Forgiveness.
XIX. Christ bearing the Sins of Trans-
XX. The Putting on of Christ, [gressors.
XXI. Heaven Opened.

" Dr. Bushnell has unfolded the Christian scheme in a large and healthy manner, and with
singular affluence of language and illustration. There is in the volume a wise freedom of

thought, a bold candour of expression, and often a subtlety of insight which one does not
meet in common collections of sermons."

—

Glasgow Citizen.

Just Published, Small 8vo, 4s. 6d.,

PLAIN WORDS 01 CHRISTIAN LIVING.

By C. J. VAUGHAN, D.B.,

VlCAR OF DONCASTER.

I. Apathy in Spiritual Things.

II. The Seat and Exit of Evil.

III. Temptation.
IV. Conscience.
V. Consecration of Common Things.

VI. Consecration of Common Things-
continued.

VII. A Good Old Age.
VIII. Repentance and Forgiveness Daily

Needed.
IX. Address for a Harvest Home.
X. The Decisive Question.
XL The Marks of the Lord Jesus.
XII. The Revelation of the Unseen.

" There is a self-controlled abstinence from rhetoric in Dr. Vaughan's sermons, accom-
panied by a power and freshness of thought which gives them the reality that other writers
sometimes seek through a strained ' unprofessionality ' of tone. Dr. Vaughan's last volume,
'Plain Words on Christian Living,' strikes us as no less scholar-like in style, and more
instructive in matter, than its predecessors."

—

Guardian.

Just Published, Small 8vo, 6s.,

PERSONAL NAMES IN THE BIBLE.
By the Rev. W. F. WILKINSON, M.A.,

vicar of st. werburgh's, de11by, and joint-editor oe ''"webster anj)

Wilkinson's greek testament."

I. On the Nature, Origin, and Use of
II. On Surnames. [Proper Names.

III. Names of God.
IV. Names of God (Jehovah). [God (El).

V. Names compounded with the Names of

VI. Names compounded with the Names of

God (Jehovah).

VII. Proper Names formed from the Names
cf Heathen Deities

VIII. Birth Names.
IX. Sacramental Kfcpaes.

X. Miscellaneous Barnes.
XL Heathen Names.

XII. New Testament Names.

"This is a valuable book in many ways ; learned, laborious, and interesting : full of

in a small compass, which will be especially acceptable to the clergy, it will no doubt

have, as it fully deserves, a large circulation."

—

Union Review.



Second Edition, Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.,

LETTERS FROM ABROAD IN 1864.
By HENRY ALFORD, D.D., Dean of Canterbury.

From THE SPECTATOR.
"Well worn as is the subject of Italian travel, Dr. Alford has managed to produce a work

of great freshness He is aided by his really remarkable power of description ;

and his first letter, describing the famous coast road from Nice through Genoa to Pisa,

is a yery charming specimen of easy, unaffected, yet picturesque writing. Of the present
state of Rome and of religion there, Dr. Alford gives a striking account, and not, as we
believe, the least over-coloured."

From THE ECLECTIC REVIEW.
" Dr. Alford was a poet long before he was a critic ; and in such pages as these he exercises

the poet-faculty of observation and description. As the season approaches, and the highway
of Italian travel will be thronged again, we are sure our readers who contemplate a trip to

Rome and the South, to Central or Northern Italy, will find here a very kind, genial, and
entertaining companion, who will show them what to see, and how to see it. At the same
time, stay-at-home travellers will read the volume with interest ; and the descriptions of the
sins and shames of Rome—still Pagan Rome—will, we trust, confirm in many minds a hearty
determination to resist the advent of Romish imposture in our own country."

Second Edition, (Tenth Thousand,) Small 8vo, 5s.,

1 PLEA FOR THE QUEEN'S ENGLISH.
By HENRY ALFORD, D.D., Dean of Canterbury.

"Very sensible and valuable."

—

National Review.

"This volume ought to be well studied by writers and speakers."

—

Morning Post.
" A volume full of lively remark, amusing anecdote, and suggestive hints to speakers and

writers. The Dean's stray notes are very amusing-, and very instructive too."

—

Guardian.
"The public ought to be much obliged to Dean Alford for this useful and entertaining

work."

—

Edinburgh Review.

Second Edition, Small 8vo, 5s.,

DUCHESS AG-NES, Etc.
By ISA CRAIGL

" A book of verse which will certainly give Miss Craig a place among the sisterhood of living-

singers. . . . Miss Craig's poems are far above the average, and possess such kindly qualities
as will carry them home to many who do not live by the sensational alone, but appreciate
true feeling, however shy—beauty, however subdued."

—

Athenceum.
" In Miss Craig's poems we feel throughout a genuine harmony of conception, a musical

feeling, a soft receptive temperament which renders like wax the living impressions made
upon it."

—

Sj>ectator.
" Without fear of challenge for exaggerated praise, we may with emphasis assert that no

volume of equal bulk which has appeared for the last ten years, with the exception of the
works of such prime masters of the lyre as Tennyson and Browning, has exhibited so much
of the pure inborn poetic faculty, combined with an equally sensitive artistic touch, embody-
ing forth ' the shapes of things unknown,' as this does."

—

Scotsman.

Second Edition, Small 8vo, 5s.,

LAZARUS AND OTHER POEMS.
By E. H. PLUMPTRE, M.A.,

PROFESSOR OF THEOLOGY, KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON.
" Out of a whole pile of religious poetiy, original and selected, which rises like a castle

before us, only one volume (Mr. Plumptre's Poems) demands that particular attention which
is due to merit of an uncommon order."

—

Guardian.
" Professor Plumptre's freshness and originality of thought in treating familiar subjects give

a great charm to what we may term his Biblical Idylls."— Churchman.



The Works of A. K. H. B.

i.

Twenty-fourth Thousand, crown 870, 3s. 6d.,

THE RECREATIONS OF A
COUNTRY PARSON.

I. Concerning the Country Parson's

Life.

II. Concerning the Art of Putting
Things : being Thoughts on Repre-
sentation and Misrepresentation.

III. Concerning Two Blisters of Hu-
manity ; being Thoughts on Petty
Malignity and Petty Trickery.

IV. Concerning Work and Play.

V. Concerning Country Houses and
Country Life.

Tidiness ; being
upon an Overlooked

VI. Concerning
Thoughts upon an
Source of Human Content.

"VTI. How I Mused in the Railway
Train : being Thoughts on Rising
by Candle-Light ; on Nervous
Fears, and on Vapouring.

VIII. Concerning the Moral Influences

of the Dwelling.
IX. Concerning Hurry and Leisure.

Conclusion.

II.

Thirtieth Thousand, crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.,

THE GRAYER THOUGHTS OF
A COUNTRY PARSON.

I. Concerning Sundays Long Ago.

II. How God Feels towards Mankind.
III. The Thorn in the Flesh.

IV. The Gift of Sleep.

V. Jabez—His Life and his Prayer.

VI. Gain in the Saviour's Loss.

VII. Spiritual Insensibility.

VIII. Light at Evening.

IX. A Great Multitude a Sad Sight.

X. The Ruling of the Spirit.

XL Bearing about the Dying of Christ.

XII. The Inconsistent "Worship.

XIII. The Vagueness and Endlessness
of Human Aspirations.

XIV. Comfort to Sodom.
XV. The Resurrection of the Bodv.
XVI. Christian Self-denial.

XVII. The Great Voice from Heaven.

III.

Fifteenth Thousand, crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.,

COUNSEL AND COMFORT
SPOKEN FROM A CITY PULPIT.

I. Concerning the Close of Holiday-

time ; with some Thoughts on

II. Thankfulness. [Pulpits.

III. The Blessed Comforter.

IV. Man come to Himself.

V. The Well-grounded Hope.

VI. Nothing without Christ.

VII. The Prospect Painful yet Salutary.

VIII. Departed Trouble and Welcome
Rest.

Continuance the Test of Religious
Profession.

The Desire to be Remembered.
The Redeemer's Errand to this

World.
XII. Consequences.

IX.

X.
XI.



CHEAP EDITION.
Published this Day, complete in One Volume, 6s.

STUDIES FOR STORIES,
FROM GIRLS' LIVES.

THE CUMBERER. i DR. DEANE'S GOVERNESS.

MY GREAT-AUNT'S PICTURE. I THE STOLEN TREASURE.

EMILY'S AMBITION.

From THE ATHENJEUM.
'

' Simple in style, warm with human affection, and written in faultless English,
these five stories are studies for the artist, sermons for the thoughtful, and a rare

source of delight for all who can find pleasure in really good works of prose
fiction. . . . They are prose poems, carefully meditated and exquisitely touched
in by a teacher ready to sympathize with every joy and sorrow."

From THE SPECTATOR.
" There could not be a better book to put into the hands of young ladies."

From THE PALL MALL GAZETTE.
" Each of these studies is a drama in itself, illustrative of the operation of some

particular passion—such as envy, misplaced ambition, sentimentalism, indolence,

jealousy. In all of them the actors are young girls, and we cannot imagine a
better book for young ladies."

From THE CHURCHMAN.
'

' We have rarely happened upon two volumes which have satisfied our critical

taste, and enlisted our sympathies, so much as these charming ' Studies for

Stories.'"

From THE GLASGOW HERALD.
" These five stories are told with remarkable ability. The characters are care-

fully delineated, and there is a quiet grace and simplicity both in the conception
and working out of the varied plots. They owe none of their interest to violence
and crime, but are healthy in tone, and fresh and entertaining because they
depict for us in a natural manner some of the lights and shades that go to make
up the lives of ordinary men and women."

From THE ECLECTIC REVIEW.
"These 'Studies for Stories' are graceful and elegant, and something far more

and better. They show a crystalline faultlessness of language, and a clear and
charming appreciation of nature. A more graceful present for a young lady we
could scarcely expect to find."

From THE LITERARY CHURCHMAN.
" The authoress is evidently a person of refined taste and sympathy, and of

keen and delicate observation, and she draws her characters with a firm, strong
pencil, which can afford to dispense with superfluous shading. We hope to meet
her again."

From THE LONDON QUARTERLY REVIEW.
"These are very charming stories, and our readers can hardly do better than

make choice of them for presents to their daughters.

"



Just Published, 2 vols., Crown 8vo, 12s.,

DE PROFUNDIS:
A TALE OF THE SOCIAL DEPOSITS.

By WILLIAM GILBERT, Author of " Shirley Hall Asylum," &c.

From THE SPECTATQE.
"Mr, Gilbert's novels do more to enlarge the field of actual experience than

those of any other writer of the day De Foe and Mr. Gilbert alone of

English novelists seem to give the ore of English life, while other novelists

of equal power give only the extracted metal "We think ' De Profundis

'

the most powerful of Mr. Gilbert's powerful stories."

From THE CHUECHMAN.
'

' We know few books which will give the reader so true an idea of the poor of

London as this tale. "We know of none which convey that information in so

pleasing a form. Long acquaintance with the same classes as those from which
Mr. Gilbert has selected the characters who pass before the reader in the pages of

this novel enables us to guarantee the fidelity of his portraits and the reality of

his descriptions."
From THE PALL MALL GAZETTE.

' c In truth nothing is more rare in literature than to come across a story-teller,

pure and simple. Such a writer was De Foe, such a writer is Mr. Gilbert
' De Profundis ' is a novel of very exceptional power, full of dry, calm humour,
and, besides, thoroughly interesting as a mere tale The Newgate Calendar
cannot take you down to lower levels than Mr. Gilbert takes you. "Wordsworth
rarely lifts you to higher moods than you may reach if you surrender yourself to

his simple truthfulness."

Just Published, Small 8vo, 5s.,

WOMAN'S WORK IN THE CHUBCH:
BEING

HISTORICAL NOTES ON DEACONESSES AND SISTERHOODS.

By JOHN MALCOLM LUDLOW.
"We recommend this work to the careful study of all who are anxious for the

full development of Church work in the Church of England."

—

The Clerical

Journal.
''The book is ably written; and the author, from the earnest study and

attention he has given to the subject, was well qualified to write it."

—

London
Review.

Second Edition, Demy 8vo, with Portrait and Woodcuts, 12s.,

MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE AND PHILANTHROPIC LABOURS OF

ANDREW REED, D.D.
Prepared from Autobiographic sources, by his Sons,

;

ANDREW REED, B.A., and CHARLES REED, F.S.A.

" The sons of Andrew Reed have done a good work in publishing this memorial

of their father."

—

Atlwnceum.

"A profoundly interesting piece of biography."

—

Weekly Messenger.

"The best biography of the age."

—

British Standard.



Hinth Thousand, Crown 8vo, cloth, extra gilt, 53.,

PAPERS FOE THOUGHTFUL GIRLS;
WITH SKETCHES OF SOME GIKLS' LIVES.

By SARAH TYTLER With Illustrations by Millais.

" One of the most charming books of its class that we have ever read."

—

The
Morning Herald.

" It is long since we opened a book which more thoroughly recommends itself

to our judgment than this It has delighted our paternal soul

Fathers, be sure you buy this book as your next present to your daughters, what-
ever their years, and do not wait for birthdays."

—

The Patriot.

" Here we have one of the best books that ever was written for a purpose.

There has recently been no lack of books on the whole duty of women ; but in

none of them has there been so catholic a spirit, so just an appreciation of all the

adornments of the feminine character. "

—

The Scotsman.

Ninth Thousand, Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.,

BEGINNING LIFE:
CHAPTEKS for YOUNG MEN on BELIGXON, STUDY, and BUSINESS.

" Principal Tulloch's excellent book for young men."

—

The Edinburgh Review.

Twenty-eighth Thousand, Crown 8vo, 3s. 6&.,

THE NEAR AND HEAVENLY HORIZONS.
By the COUNTESS DE GASPAEIN.

" This is a charming book. Madame de Gasparin has the touch of genius which
has the strange gift of speaking to every one in their own tongue."

—

Athenaeum.

" ' The Near and the Heavenly Horizons ' is a book full of beauty and pathos."

—

British Quarterly Reviciv.

u The pictures of nature here are wondrous. This book speaks to the hearts of

us all."

—

Maximilian's Magazine.

"This book is poetry in jprbse, in very deed. "We have seldom met with a

more delicious volume. The authoress carries a perfect witchery in her pen."

—

The London Quarterly Review.

Fourth Thousand, Small 8vo, 5s.,

HUMAN SADNESS.
By the COUNTESS DE GASPARIN,

AUTHOR OF " THE NEAR AND THE HEAVENLY HORIZONS."

u There are times when the soul craves an utterance for its deeper longings.

The Countess de Gasparin has given expression to these desires, and has done so

in beautiful and affecting language."

—

London Review.

I



Works By Norman Macleod, D.D.

Sixteenth Thousand, considerably enlarged,' Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.,

THE EARNEST STUDENT:
BEING MEMORIALS OF JOHN MACKINTOSH.

"Full of the most instructive materials and admirably compiled, we are sure
that a career of unusual popularity awaits it ; nor can any student peruse it with-
out being quickened by its example of candour, assiduity, and happy self-conse-

cration.
'
'

—

Excelsior.

Thirty-Third Thousand, Crown 8vo, 6d.,

WEE DAVIE.
" ' Wee Davie' is a tale of real life, simple in style, unexciting in incident, plain

in meaning, but richly embued with that charm of nature's truth and nature's

pathos which is the most powerful of literary spells. Headers ought to acquaint

themselves with this exquisite little story."

—

The Dial.

"Fraught with the truest poetry, rich in Divine philosophy, unapproachably
the chief among productions of its class—this and more, is the story of ' "Wee
Davie.' "

—

Dublin Warder.

Tenth Thousand, Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.,

THE OLD LIEUTENANT AND HIS SON.
" "We place ' The Old Lieutenant and his Son ' in the very first rank of fiction.

It contains remarkable evidence of the author's great talent."

—

Daily Netos.
" Beyond any book that we know this story of Norman Macleod's will tend to

produce manly kindness and manly piety."

—

The Patriot.

Tenth Thousand, Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.,

PARISH PAPERS.
" There is nothing narrow in sentiment, tame in thought, or prosy in style in

these papers. Each paper is small in compass but big with noble thoughts. It

is just such a book as we should expect from an author whose Christianity is that

of the Gospels rather than creeds ; whose teaching is that of a Christ-loving man
rather than that of a professional preacher ; and whose nature is royal and not
menial in its faculties and instincts. "

—

The Homilist.

Eighth Thousand, Fine Edition, cloth, gilt, 3s. 6d. ; Cheaper
Edition, 2s. 6d.,

THE GOLD THREAD:
A STOKY FOR THE YOUNG.

Illustrated by J. D. Watson, Gourlat Steell, and J. Macwhirter.

"This is one of the prettiest as it is one of the best children's books in the

language. Dr. Macleod is great as a preacher and writer, but he is nowhere greater

than in the field of nursery literature. Wherever there are children, if our

advice is taken, there will be a Gold Thread."—Caledonian Mercury.



New Edition, Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. ; Pocket Edition, 2s.,

SPEAKING TO THE HEAET;
By THOMAS GUTHRIE, D.D.

"Dr. Guthrie never speaks without speaking to the heart; but these pages

bear with unwonted vividness the impress of his great emotional nature. They
glow, they sparkle, they burn with intense feeling. "We have seldom looked into

a more fascinating book."

—

English Churchman.

Second Thousand, Crown 8vo, 6s. 6d.,

THE LIFE OF OUE LORD UPON
THE EARTH,

CONSIDERED IN ITS HISTORICAL, GEOGRAPHICAL, AND
GENEALOGICAL RELATIONS.

By EEY. SAMUEL J. ANDREWS.
"The purpose of this book is to arrange the events of the Lord's life, as given

us by the Evangelists, so far as possible, in a chronological order, and to state the

grounds of this order ; and to consider the difficulties as to matters of fact whieh
the several narratives, when compared together, present ; or are supposed by
modern criticism to present."

—

Extractfrom the Preface.

'
' There has been great need of a life of Christ in our language, which should

present attractively the best results of modern investigations of the subject. Mr.
Andrews has given us a book very carefully written, full of the results of patient

investigation, with thorough knowledge of the literature of the subject, clearly

presented and very succinctly, without dogmatism, and in a spirit of reverence,

both for the subject treated and the inspired record in which it is contained.

There is no book on the subject in the English language so well adapted both for

purposes of instruction and private reading. "

—

The Princeton Review.

1
' Mr. Andrews has explored the evangelic histories with great critical keenness

and sagacity, and has brought a large amount of patient care and various learning

to bear upon their exposition. The various points raised have been, of course,

often discussed ; but we know not where, in our language, we could find any
work which treats them all in so copious and generally satisfactory a manner."

—

Freeman.

Second Edition, Crown 8vo, 6s.,

THE FOUNDATIONS OF OUR FAITH:
TEN PAPERS RECENTLY READ BEFORE A MIXED AUDIENCE OF MEN.

By PBOFESSOES AUBERLEN, GESS, and Others.

" A series of very able essays on the main points of Christian Theology, by
men who know how to sustain the truth against the more subtle forms of
speculation."

—

The British Quarterly Review

.

"We know nothing that can compare with this work for completeness,
wisdom, and power."

—

Nonconformist.



Devotional Works by J. A. M.

Eightieth Thousand, Small 8vo, Is. 6d.,

THE PATHWAY OF PROMISE.
Preparation for the Journey.
Promised Blessings.

The Bow in the Cloud.
Duty and Interest.

Guardianship.
Jehovah.

Contentment.
Diligence.
Daily Strength.
Progress.

Assurance.
Carefulness.

Abiding with God.

Gratitude.
Prayer.
Divine Teaching.
Fidelity.

God's Presence.
Rest.

Twentieth Thousand, Small 8vo, 2s. 6d.,

ABLE TO SAVE;
Ob, ENCOURAGEMENT TO PATIENT

The Chastening Kod.
Vain is the Help of Man.
The Cry of Distress.

Past Joys.

Submission.
Thou art my God.

The Eemembrancer.
Not Forsaken.
Be not Afraid.

If Need Be.
Heavier Sorrows.
Sunshine.

WAITING.
Grace Sufficient.

If the Lord Will.
The Swelling of Jordan.
Bearing Fruit.
Christian Joy.
Contentment.

Eighth Thousand, Small 8vo, 2s. 6d.,

THE THRONE OE GRACE.
Gracious Invitation.

Answered Prayer.

Promised Help.
The Mighty Intercessor.

The Compassionate High
Priest.

Help and Deliverance.
More Grace.
A Divine Promise.

Christian Joy.

Mutual Prayer.
Persevering Prayer.

A Sacred Pledge.

Fifteenth Thousand, Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.,

AYING AND WORKING.
By the Rev. W. FLEMING STEVENSON.

" The lives of such men as are here delineated give bright and powerful illustration of tfc e

relation of devotion and faith to the common work of life. Mr. Stevenson writes with clear-

ness and force."

—

Nonconformist.
" It is one of the very best books for our times, and will greatly encourage those who

j

and work, increase their numbers, and direct then labours. "— Watchman.
"'Praying and Working' will be found more interesting than any novel."

—

The Daily
Review.

Just Published, Cheap Edition, Small 8vo, 3s. 6&.,

CONVERSION

:

ILLUSTRATED BY EXAMPLES RECORDED IN THE BIBLE.

By the Rev. ADOLPH SAPHIR, Greenwich.
"Mr. Saphir has a quick and beautiful appreciation of those phases of life and Ebought

which he undertak.es to depict, and, in a style which is marked by much simplicity and gi

fulness, displays the themes of his discourses. The volume forms a very pleasant and
lowed book for quiet Sunday afternoons."

—

Christian World.
"With its deep insight, its glowing tone of love and gladness, and its abundance of thou

original, aviso, and beautiful, this is a rare and remarkable book. Mr. Saphir is a ' househ
who bringeth forth out of his treasure things new and old ;' and whilst he secures our o

dencc by his loyalty to the unchanging verities, he deserves our gratitude for many new
happy applications. Nor do we know many books where so much scholarship is broug]

bear with so little ostentation, nor many books adapted to so wide a range of readers. "—J a ."-
'.

Hamilton, D.D., in English Presbifterian Messenger.



Sixth Thousand, Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.,

DREAMTHORP.
A BOOK OF ESSAYS WRITTEN IN" THE COUNTRY.

By ALEXANDER SMITH,
AUTHOR OF "A LIFE DRAMA," ETC., ETC.

"A capital pocket companion to carry into the many quiet Dreamthorps
of our native land ; a book to be read in the spirit of lazy leisure to the sound of

babbling brooks and whispering wood. It is exquisitely printed, handy, hand-
some, and cheap."

—

Athenceum.

" Mr. Alexander Smith comes to us with more natural vitality, with a culture
that is rarer, and with a broader, deeper range of sympathy than any one who has
attempted essay-writing, in the proper sense, in his own day."

—

Nonconformist.

"These essays are characterised by a force of expression and a tenderness of

feeling rarely to be met with."

—

Daily News.

"Mr. Smith has produced a book full of quiet beauty and thoughtfulness,

worthy to rank and live side by side with old Izaak Walton ; the book of a true

poet, who performs for us a true poet's function, interprets life for us, and points

out the beauty of its common things."

—

Patriot.

Fourth Thousand, Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.,

CAREY, MARSHMAN, and WARD,
THE SEEAMPOEE MISSIONARIES.

By JOHN CLARK MARSHMAN.

Second Edition, Post 8vo, 7s. 6d.,

TANGLED TALK
AN ESSAYIST'S HOLIDAY.

" ' Tangled Talk' is the work of a true essayist It is a mosaic of
suggestive bits ; or, since mosaic is a false image, let us say it is a skein of bright
and broken threads, every one of which may readily be woven into the reader's
own thoughts, adding colour and strength to them for the future."—Illustrated
Times.

Square 8vo, 12s.,

OUB INHEBXTANCE IN THE
GBEAT PYBAMIXX

By Professor C. PIAZZI SMYTH, F.R.SS.L. & E.,
ASTRONOMER ROYAL FOR SCOTLAND.

"With Photograph and Plates.

"We recommend this very fascinating, paradoxical, and truly Christian book
to all lovers of genuine goodness, of stubborn mathematics, and of adventurous
theorising."

—

London Quarterly Review.



BOOKS TO BE PUBLISHED

IMM

A SUMMER IN SKYE. 2 Vols.

By ALEXANDER SMITH,
Author of "A Life Drama," &c.

HYMNS AND HYMN WKITERS OF GERMANY.
2 Yols.

By WILLIAM FLEMING STEVENSON,
Author of "Praying and Working."

TRAVELS IN TURKEY IN EUROPE. One Vol.

By <?. MUIR MACKENZIE and A. P. IRBY.

DAYS OF YORE. 2 Vols.

By SARAH TYTLER,
Author of " Papers for Thoughtful Girls."

UNDERTONES. Revised and enlarged. One Vol
By ROBERT BUCHANAN.

THE AUTOCRAT OF THE BREAKFAST TABLE.
New Edition. 1 Yol.

By OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.

POEMS. A new and enlarged Edition. One Vol.

By HENRY ALFORD, D.D.,

Dean of Canterbury.

ALEXANDER STRAHAN, Publisher,

148, STRAND, LONDON".



This day is published, 7 Vols. %vo. cloth, price £4. 4s.

BURNET'S

HISTORY OF THE REFORMATION

OF THE

CHURCH OF ENGLAND.

A New Edition, carefully revised, and the Records collated with the
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